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PETITIONS
Thursday, 2 November 2017

COUNCIL
members who see them as a burden or who are
impatient for an inheritance;

Thursday, 2 November 2017
The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. N. Atkinson) took the
chair at 9.34 a.m. and read the prayer.

PETITIONS
Following petitions presented to house:

Voluntary assisted dying

5563

(3) put Victorians living with disability at risk because due
to community misperceptions and prejudices, including
those of doctors, if faced with a terminal illness they are
more likely to be seen as ‘better off dead’; and
(4) provide a cheap alternative to supposedly meet the needs
of Victorians with a terminal illness by assisting their
suicide or directly killing them rather than providing
adequate funding to ensure all Victorians have access to
gold-standard palliative care.

Legislative Council electronic petition:
The petition of certain citizens of the state of Victoria draws
to the attention of the Legislative Council the findings put
forward in the cross-party Legal and Social Issues Committee
report on its inquiry into end-of-life choices that:
(1) assisted dying already occurs within and outside medical
settings without necessary safeguards;

The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative Council
reject the proposed Voluntary Assisted Dying Bill or any
other bill that would authorise doctor assisted suicide or
euthanasia and instead call on the Andrews government to:
(l)

reaffirm that the suicide prevention framework 2016–25
applies to all Victorians without exception, including the
aged, disabled and terminally ill;

(2) with lawful assisted dying unavailable, people often die
in violent or disturbing ways;

(2) recognise the extent of elder abuse in Victoria and take
steps to protect elderly Victorians from such abuse;

(3) there is no moral distinction between refusing or
stopping treatment and providing assisted dying; and
(4) public opinion favours legalising assisted dying.

(3) take steps to reduce discrimination against people with
disabilities and to provide the services necessary to
enable them to live with dignity and participate fully in
the community; and

The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative Council
support the proposed Voluntary Assisted Dying Bill or any
other bill that allows people diagnosed with a terminal illness,
whose suffering cannot be alleviated, to die with the dignity
they choose.

(4) provide additional funding of $65 million per year over
the next three years to palliative care services to ensure
that all Victorians have equitable access to gold-standard
palliative care and that no Victorian is led to consider
assisted suicide because of lack of access to such care.

By Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan)
(1101 signatures).

By Dr CARLING-JENKINS (Western
Metropolitan) (786 signatures).

Laid on table.

Laid on table.

Ordered to be considered next day on motion of
Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan).

Ordered to be considered next day on motion of
Dr CARLING-JENKINS (Western Metropolitan).

Voluntary assisted dying
Legislative Council electronic petition:
The petition of certain citizens of the state of Victoria draws
to the attention of the Legislative Council that the proposed
Voluntary Assisted Dying Bill (or any other bill that would
authorise doctors to prescribe or administer lethal drugs for
the purpose of assisted suicide or euthanasia) would:
(l)

undermine Victoria’s suicide prevention framework
2016–25 by proposing that suicide by lethal drugs is an
appropriate response to the challenges faced by some
Victorians, thereby sending a confused message about
the acceptability of suicide to all vulnerable Victorians,
including young people, and likely increasing the overall
suicide rate in Victoria;

(2) put elderly Victorians at risk of being coerced, overtly or
subtly, to request lethal drugs for assisted suicide and at
the further risk of taking such drugs under pressure, by
deception or even by force from carers or family

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 —
Report on the Operation of the Act, 2016 (Ordered to be
published).
Game Management Authority — Report, 2016–17
Parliamentary Committees Act 2003 —
Government response to the Law Reform, Road and
Community Safety Committee’s Report on the Inquiry
into Lowering the Probationary Driving Age in Victoria
to Seventeen.
Government response to the Electoral Matters
Committee’s Report into the Inquiry into Electronic
Voting.

NOTICES OF MOTION
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COUNCIL

Planning and Environment Act 1987 — Notices of Approval
of the following amendments to planning schemes —
Boroondara Planning Scheme — Amendments C229
and C277.
Colac Otway Planning Scheme — Amendment C86.
Greater Geelong Planning Scheme —
Amendment C332.
Wellington Planning Scheme — Amendment C92
(Part 2).
Yarriambiack Planning Scheme — Amendment C21.
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 — Documents under
section 15 in respect of Statutory Rules Nos. 107 and 110.

NOTICES OF MOTION
Notices of motion given.
Mr LEANE having given notice of motion:
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) (09:41) — I
desire to move, by leave:
That the motion moved by Mr Leane be debated forthwith.

Leave refused.
The PRESIDENT — I might indicate that this is a
fairly lengthy motion and in part it is a lengthy motion
because it contains a lot of information that I believe is
more a part of debate than a proposition that the broader
issues of recidivism should be debated and that perhaps
the record of the previous government might shine a
different light on what has been discussed in recent
days. On this occasion I am allowing the motion, but
can I indicate that, again, it is important that motions
that are put are not the debate themselves. There are
matters in here, particularly the heavy reliance on
statistics, that might well have been better dealt with in
terms of the prosecution of the debate. But, as I said,
the motion stands today.
Further notice of motion given.

MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Auslan training
Ms TIERNEY (Minister for Training and Skills)
(09:44) — I rise today to update the house on the
delivery of Auslan training in Victoria. Ms Lovell
raised concerns yesterday by pronouncing that Auslan
funding will cease at the end of the year. Let me be
clear: there is no basis to this statement. What is true is
that the current qualification —
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Mr Ondarchie — On a point of order, President —
The PRESIDENT — Minister, I think I know
where Mr Ondarchie was going to go to. Let me just
check on this. Is this a new initiative? A ministers
statement is not about a response to contributions made
in the chamber; it has got to be a new initiative that the
government is announcing. So can I be assured that you
are going to a new initiative of the government?
Ms TIERNEY — President, I will be talking about
a new qualification, and it is also the issue of updating
the house on Auslan training. I have received a number
of expressions of concern from people because of the
statements of Ms Lovell, and I would like to rectify the
situation.
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — There are very clear
guidelines for a ministers statement.
Ms TIERNEY — I am happy for it to be a members
statement.
The PRESIDENT — I think we might do it that
way. We will take it as a members statement, because
there are clear guidelines for ministers statements,
which are about new government initiatives. From that
point of view, the minister does want to lead with some
other information which I think might be difficult in the
context of that definition of a ministers statement. The
minister is quite happy to make it as a members
statement, and I will shortly take it as a members
statement.

Refugee and asylum seeker education
Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) (09:46) — I rise to update the house on the
Andrews Labor government’s strong commitment to
supporting refugee and asylum seeker families to access
education services, starting with the early years. Over
the next 12 months around 4000 refugees impacted by
the Syrian and Iraqi crisis are expected to be settled in
Victoria, and our government is taking steps to support
them. Recently I visited Foundation House, together
with the member for Yuroke in the Assembly, Ros
Spence, to announce $600 000 towards the expansion
of the refugee education support program to deliver a
new early years program. I take this opportunity to
acknowledge the CEO of Foundation House, Paris
Aristotle, who is well-known to members as being a
person who has done outstanding work over many
years to support refugees and asylum seekers in this
state.
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We recognise that the impact of detention and trauma
on young children is profound and long-lasting, which
is why it is vital that these families are linked with
appropriate supports. Foundation House will work
closely with Hume City Council’s Best Start
partnership initially before expanding to other local
Best Start sites. They will develop and trial new
professional learning resources and programs to
ultimately assist kindergarten teachers, maternal and
child health nurses and others to gain a better
understanding of the unique challenges that these
families face. This will enable families to be better able
to access local early years services through workshops
and one-on-one support.
This investment comes on top of a range of other
measures we have been implementing to encourage and
support all children to reap the benefits of a
high-quality early years education, including
interpreting services for providers, fee subsidies for
refugee families, bicultural workers in supported
playgroups and specialist support in standalone
kindergartens to help children from diverse
backgrounds to settle in. Also the school readiness
funding, included in this year’s budget, will be rolled
out, and it will support disadvantaged children as well. I
am very proud to be part of a government that is
committed to making early childhood services in
Victoria more accessible and inclusive for all children.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Auslan training
Ms TIERNEY (Minister for Training and Skills)
(09:49) — Ms Lovell raised concerns yesterday by
pronouncing that Auslan funding will cease at the end
of this year. Let me be clear: there is no basis to this
statement. What is true is that the current qualifications
are being reviewed for re-accreditation in 2018, a
process that is well underway and which has included
consultation with the deaf and hard-of-hearing
community. This is standard practice to ensure the
currency and the relevance of courses and to ensure that
training outcomes meet the needs of the deaf and
hard-of-hearing community. The newly accredited
course will be funded in 2018.
Members may not be aware that in 2017 funding for
Auslan courses has been increased, with additional
funding and support also provided through the regional
and specialised training fund under Skills First. In 2017
the Andrews government also cleared the way for
Victorians to undertake both the diploma of Auslan and
the diploma of interpreting Auslan streams by
removing eligibility barriers for those aspiring to
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undertake the critical work of Auslan interpreting. It is
particularly pleasing that enrolments in Auslan courses
have reached historical highs in recent years. This is a
testament to the collaborative work of the Victorian
Auslan Training Consortium led by Melbourne
Polytechnic, together with key partners the Victorian
Deaf Society and La Trobe University. Support for the
deaf and hard-of-hearing community has been provided
by continued funding for the DeafConnectEd
organisation to assist deaf and hard-of-hearing learners
in vocational education and training settings as well as
training organisations that work with them.
I would remind those opposite that in 2012 it was they
who cut funding to Auslan, including the cutting of
courses at Kangan Institute. This decision has caused a
lot of pain in the deaf and hard-of-hearing community,
and Labor stood up against these cuts. We will continue
to support this community, even in the face of
unfounded and untrue claims by those opposite.
Ms Lovell — On a point of order, President, I would
put to you that that was more of a personal explanation
as to why the minister could not answer the question
yesterday and also a clarification that she is responsible
for consultation on the Auslan funding, rather than the
information she gave us yesterday in question time,
which was that she was not responsible for consulting
on funding.
Ms Shing interjected.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I do not accept that it
is a point of order. As Ms Shing said, the member is
entitled to a wide canvas for a members statement, and
she has chosen to inform the house by way of a
members statement. That is perfectly in order.

Ambulance services
Ms WOOLDRIDGE (Eastern Metropolitan)
(09:51) — Our paramedics do a great job — a vital and
important job — under very difficult circumstances
each and every day, but it was interesting yesterday that
Daniel Andrews and Jill Hennessy announced with
great fanfare that they had the best quarter 1 response
times in eight years. They went on to say:
These results are more than just numbers — they mean more
lives saved and more people getting the care they need faster.

Well, the fact is that is fudging the data. The fact is that
more Victorians received a code 1 lights and siren
response in recommended times from Ambulance
Victoria in the winter of 2014 than they did in the
winter of 2017. Again and again what we see from
Daniel Andrews is fudging and using percentages, and
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even though his quotes say they are more than just
numbers, they are actual lives.

Darrell Webb and the club service medal to Paul
Dunbar.

When we count the Victorians who are receiving a
response in recommended times from Ambulance
Victoria for lights and siren situations, the numbers are
down on three years ago. This is because there is a
massive increase in the number of people who are
actually classified as code 1. Forty-eight thousand
fewer incidents were code 1 incidents this year than the
previous year, and 27 000 fewer Victorians got a code 1
response in under 15 minutes. These are people; these
are not just numbers. Daniel Andrews needs to be
honest about the data and honest about the facts. What
we do not need is the hiding that we have had again and
again under FOI and in parliamentary committees of
the details about who is no longer getting a code 1
response and why these numbers have not improved.

They paid tribute to Harley Hammond, a legend of the
club, who was inducted into the Broadford Football
Netball Club hall of fame in 2015. Amanda
Rothwell-Hiscock was presented with the inaugural
Harley Hammond memorial award for best club person
in 2017 for her tireless work on the social functions
calendar.

Western Victoria Region volunteers
Mr PURCELL (Western Victoria) (09:53) — It
gives me great pleasure to rise today to acknowledge
the work of volunteer groups, in particular those within
Western Victoria Region. Volunteers in my electorate
work in many areas, including the Country Fire
Authority and aged care. They also do a lot of work in
sporting and recreational groups. As an MP and prior to
that as a councillor and mayor, it has been my pleasure
to be able to get behind the scenes and see some of the
work that these groups do.
This upcoming weekend is a very busy one in country
Victoria. With the Melbourne Cup weekend many
Melburnians take the opportunity to go into country
Victoria. This weekend we have two groups, the
Mortlake Racing Club and also the Port Fairy
agricultural show, who hold their events. Both of these
groups have come back from the brink of not operating
because they got to the stage where their attendance
was so small that they were about to go out of business,
and the work of the volunteers in these groups has
actually allowed them to now be very successful events.
They are increasing in significant numbers year on
year. Therefore I would just like to congratulate them
and wish them all the best for this upcoming weekend.

Broadford Football Netball Club
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria) (09:54) — I would
like to use my members statement today to put out
some local congratulations to the Broadford Football
Netball Club on yet another fantastic season. They
recently held their end-of-year awards night, including
awarding life membership medals to Dianne and

Netball awards went to B grade best and fairest and
most valuable player, Brooke Currell; C grade best and
fairest, Veronica Spiteri; C grade most valuable player,
Hayley White; under-19s best and fairest, Brylee
Tolson; and under-19s most valuable player, Alyssah
Chibnall. Football awards went to: seniors best and
fairest, Patrick Coppinger; seniors most valuable player,
Josh Vilinskis; reserves best and fairest, Daniel
Hemming; and reserves most valuable player, Jai
Heers.
I congratulate all the teams, coaches, players and
supporters on a great 2017 season and look forward to
supporting the club in 2018, especially as my daughter
commences her netball future at this great club.
Statements interrupted.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
The PRESIDENT (09:56) — I might just take this
opportunity to welcome to the gallery today Rod
Mackenzie, a former President of the Legislative
Council and a member, obviously, of this house for a
period with the Labor Party. Welcome.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Statements resumed.

Amro Tawfik
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan)
(09:56) — I rise to congratulate Melbourne’s Dr Amro
Tawfik for his nomination to represent the Victorian
Egyptian community at the World Youth Forum at
Sharm El Sheikh, Egypt, from 4 to 10 November,
where they will be discussing their theme, ‘All for
Development’, and where they will discuss youth
global issues, sustainable development, technology and
entrepreneurship, civilisations and culture, and creating
future leaders. There will also be a model United
Nations. I congratulate Dr Tawfik.
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year was the very deserving Dean Arcuri.
Congratulations to them both.

Mr ONDARCHIE — On another matter, I pray:
Father God,
Today I pray for all members of the Legislative Council as
they debate this very important voluntary assisted dying bill.
I pray for the members’ energy,
I pray for their care and their alertness,
I pray for their patience,
I pray for a tolerant debate that is respectful,
I pray for earnest consideration by all members and for their
safety in this chamber and beyond.
I also pray, Father God, for a discussion and the contributions
to honour the importance of this Parliament and this very
important debate.
I pray this in Jesus’s name,
Amen.

United Nations Association of Australia Media
Awards
Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) (09:57) —
Last weekend I had the honour of attending two events
which celebrated excellence. On Friday night I was at
the United Nations Association of Australia Media
Awards for 2017. Each year these awards are presented
to Australian journalists who have excelled in their
promotion of human rights and exposure of breaches.
These awards and the journalists and programs that
received them are the antidotes to the fake news that
has become ever so present in today’s media. They
bring transparency and sunlight to human rights and
their breaches.
The ABC won the majority of the UN awards this year,
and the simple but powerful program You Can’t Ask
That took home three gongs for its amazing work in
breaking down barriers and encouraging the
conversations we should be having around age,
disability and many other issues.

GLOBE Community Awards
Ms PATTEN — The following evening I attended
the annual GLOBE Community Awards. Each year the
Gay and Lesbian Organisation of Business Enterprise
celebrates excellence within their communities, and
never was such an event more important than in 2017.
It astounds me sometimes how resilient, determined,
supportive and innovative Victoria’s lesbian, gay,
bisexual, trans, queer and allied communities are in the
face of things like a federally sanctioned national
questionnaire regarding the validity and legitimacy of
their love.
The winner of the LGBTI person of the year was Micah
Scott, the CEO of Minus18, and the volunteer of the

Auslan training
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) (09:59) — I
want to echo what Minister Tierney just spoke about in
terms of Auslan training and to highlight the complete
hypocrisy of some of the coalition members who were
in government at the time. It is as if this history does
not exist, when in 2012 the deaf community was up in
arms about the cut to training which was going to result
in there being nowhere in Victoria where Auslan
interpreters would be able to be trained — nowhere in
Victoria. I was here at the time, and I remember the
questions that in opposition we asked the then
government. We could not believe it when one of the
ministers we rated, Mr Hall —
Mr Dalidakis — Sold out!
Mr LEANE — I do not know if he sold out, but we
could not believe that when he was in that position he
did not facilitate this very important training, when we
had the whole deaf community up in arms over the fact
that there would no longer be anywhere that interpreters
would be trained. Eventually the pressure from the deaf
community forced the government’s hand to make sure
that that training would happen. So for the opposition to
now put out rumours that this government will not
continue funding for this important training to be made
available is completely outrageous. It shows that all the
opposition have is lying and scaremongering.

Victorian Regional Achievement and
Community Awards
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) (10:00) — It was
an honour to be in attendance at the 2017 Victorian
Regional Achievement and Community Awards
together with my Liberal colleagues in the Assembly,
Louise Staley and Roma Britnell, and Simon Ramsay. I
note that there was not a single government member
there. Now in their 13th year, the awards are designed
to encourage, acknowledge and reward the valuable
contributions made by individuals, communities and
businesses throughout regional and rural Victoria. I was
a very proud member for Northern Victoria Region at
the awards, with 11 finalists coming from my
electorate. I congratulate them all on the wonderful
contribution they make to their respective communities.
I am happy to say that northern Victoria can boast three
award winners on the night. All three should be proud
of the honour bestowed upon them. Winner of the
Regional Development Victoria Business Achievement
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Award was Bakery on Broadway in Wycheproof.
Established in 2016, Bakery on Broadway employs
13 staff and is renowned for its excellent coffee and
pet-friendly alfresco area. Congratulations to everyone
at Bakery on Broadway.
Winner of the Regional Development Victoria
Leadership and Innovation Award was Paul Chapman
of Kangaroo Flat. Paul is the chairman of the Australian
Turntable Company, which supplies turntables to move
buildings, vehicles and works of art internationally.
Congratulations, Paul.
The winner of the People’s Choice Award was Z Fit
Studios of Bendigo. Championing diversity and
inclusion, with members aged from two to 62, Z Fit
recently raised $10 000 for Bendigo Relay for Life.
Congratulations to Z Fit Studios, and well done to all
award winners.

Search and Rescue Dogs Australia
Ms SHING (Eastern Victoria) (10:02) — I rise
today to congratulate Search and Rescue Dogs
Australia (SARDA), an entirely volunteer-based
organisation which combines the very best of canine
sensory perception with a very, very deep bond with
human trainers, who are also the family members of
these dogs. Search and Rescue Dogs Australia means
that we have dogs on the ground who can participate in
finding people who are lost, disoriented or potentially
unconscious within a very short amount of time. One
well-trained dog, such as BB or Tank, can replace
40 line searchers and assist with the work involving the
combination of canine and human efforts to locate
people lost in often difficult and remote circumstances.
The fact that SARDA can get a grant to continue its
work with training, technology, education and the
resourcing to partner with organisations such as the
Country Fire Authority means that we are continuing to
develop this resource. It is really wonderful to see that
first and foremost in all of this is animal welfare and to
make sure that, again, the strengths and efforts of
organisations like SARDA can continue with support
from the Andrews Labor government.

Latrobe Valley employment
Ms SHING — On another matter, it has been
fantastic to see the overall jobs growth in the Latrobe
Valley-Gippsland area, which is at a higher point now
than it was at this time last year. This is really
significant. What it shows is that despite large-scale
sectoral and industrial change we are continuing to
grow and develop the momentum and potential in this
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part of the world. The naysayers can stand to the side
because we are definitely on our way.

Halvagis family
Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) (10:04) —
Twenty years ago yesterday marked the date of the
tragic murder of Mersina Halvagis. From that tragedy
her father, George, and her family have dedicated their
lives to helping other victims of crime. George in
particular has helped through being an ambassador for
Crime Stoppers. In George’s own words:
It is up to us, the community, to keep this state safe for our
children to grow up into and for our elderly to live their lives
without fear. All of us have a responsibility, a duty, to keep
our state safe from criminals, and we can do it, if we all stand
together and try.

It is people like George Halvagis and his family, who
show such remarkable courage in the face of
unspeakable tragedy, who should be an inspiration to
all of us to work together to improve community safety
in Victoria. On the 20th anniversary of that horrific,
tragic crime, I pay tribute to George and his family for
everything they have done over the last two decades for
victims and for justice in Victoria.

Battle of Beersheba commemoration
Mr O’DONOHUE — I also wish to acknowledge
the 100th anniversary of the Battle of Beersheba, a
remarkable feat by the Australian Light Horsemen.
They showed remarkable courage in a victory against
the odds and against the predictions. It is a great
example of Australian courage and preparedness to do
what is right in the face of untold adversity.

Xavier Anderton
Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan)
(10:05) — I do not often use 90-seconders to send
cheerios, but today I would like to send a very warm
cheerio and best wishes to Xavier Christopher
Anderton, who on Saturday, 11 November, will be
christened. He was born on 20 April 2017 to loving
parents Gary and Christabelle. Seven years ago Gary
was a staff member of mine and Christabelle was a staff
member of Ms Wooldridge. They met at a shadow
ministerial site visit, in fact on the rim of a tip, and the
rest is history. To all family and friends of Xavier who
will be celebrating his christening next Saturday, may it
be a joyful occasion, and best wishes to all.
The PRESIDENT — I think you did forget to
mention that young Xavier is already indentured to the
Melbourne Football Club.
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Mrs Peulich — Yes, I did forget that.
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The hottest years on record have been 2016, 2015,
2014, 2013 and 2010.

Mental Health Foundation Australia
Mrs PEULICH — I would also like to commend
the work of Mental Health Foundation Australia.
Recently they organised a number of activities to mark
Mental Health Week, which began on 10 October. This
year it marked the 33rd anniversary of Victorian Mental
Health Week. One in four young people have
experienced a mental health issue in the past
12 months, a higher prevalence than all other age
groups. Alarmingly, suicide is the leading cause of
death of young people, accounting for one-third of all
deaths.
Research shows that 75 per cent of mental health issues
emerge before the age of 25. By treating these issues
early and providing a holistic model of support, the risk
of them developing into more serious problems is
greatly decreased. Mental Health Foundation Australia
works to deepen understanding of the importance of
mental health and wellbeing by educating the
community about treatment options for mental health
and illness, and promoting good mental health and how
to maintain it. I commend them on their work.

Auslan training
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan)
(10:07) — I was pleased to hear the Minister for
Training and Skills confirm that funding for Auslan
training will continue. I agree that it is a bit rich for
those opposite to be raising this issue, because it was
five years ago that the Liberal Party proposed to
actually axe funding for Auslan training. Ms Hartland
and I were involved very heavily in the campaign to
stop that. I think the President and others who were
here at the time would recall the emotion in this house
with regard to the Auslan training matter. That was the
first time ever that an Auslan interpreter was present in
the chamber. So I am glad to hear that the funding will
continue, as it is a very important area.

Climate change
Ms PENNICUIK — When I was at school the
textbooks looking at the composition of gases in the
atmosphere told us that 78.9 per cent was nitrogen,
20.95 per cent was oxygen, about 1 per cent was argon
and about 0.3 per cent was carbon dioxide. In 2014
carbon dioxide hit 400 parts per million for the first
time in 2.5 million years, and it continues to rise. We
now have global temperatures 1 degree Celsius over the
average and another 0.5 degrees coming towards us.

VOLUNTARY ASSISTED DYING BILL 2017
Second reading
Debate resumed from 31 October; motion of
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State).
The PRESIDENT — Just before I call the first
speaker, can I just indicate that this is obviously a very
significant bill and I am sure that it will be dealt with
respectfully in the context of the contributions to be
made. But I might also just add at this time that if
members are anticipating a committee stage and
proposing to move amendments in that committee, it
would be advantageous to have the amendments that
they are considering conveyed to the Clerk’s office as
early as possible to ensure that they can be drafted and
properly dealt with. This is a very significant bill, and
as we understand from the debate in the other place
there were a great many amendments. It is important
obviously that those amendments are properly worded
and dealt with in a way that is helpful to the chamber
and to the understanding of members of what those
amendments involve. As I said, if members in their
contributions are suggesting that they will be making
amendments, conveying those amendments to the
papers office for preparation at the earliest opportunity
would be appreciated.
Ms WOOLDRIDGE (Eastern Metropolitan)
(10:11) — This is a significant day for this place, for
this Parliament and indeed for Victoria. I am very
pleased to be able to commence the debate on the
Voluntary Assisted Dying Bill 2017. The coalition
parties, the Liberal and National parties, have
determined that the parties will have a free vote on this
matter.
Throughout life we all have many choices. We can
choose who we are friends with, we can choose who we
love, we can choose where we study and what work we
do and we can choose if and where we worship, and as
a Liberal I fight for these freedoms and choices. But
when it comes to our end of life, our choices are more
limited. If I am dying and it becomes intolerable, I can
refuse medical treatment; I can refuse food and water
and choose to hasten my death, albeit in what may be a
slow and drawn-out process; I can choose to commit
suicide, which if chosen is often done violently and
alone; or I, and others, can choose palliative sedation,
which may not necessarily relieve my suffering over an
extended period of time in which death takes place.
What I cannot do is choose the time and place where I
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die. I cannot choose to be with my family when it
occurs, and I cannot choose that it be effectively
painless and quick. I believe that Victorians should
have that choice — that if a person is close to death
with unbearable suffering they should be able to make a
decision to end their life on their terms — and that is
why I will be supporting this bill. I do not believe this is
about killing a person — the disease as already
progressed is already doing that killing. It is about
hastening an inevitable death but doing so in a humane
and compassionate way. That is why, as I have said, I
will speak to supporting this legislation in this
Parliament.
From a party perspective and a Parliament perspective
we are handling this bill in a different way from how
we would normally do so. Usually the lead speakers
speak on behalf of their parties and they lay out both
sides of the argument in order to canvass both the
concerns and the support. I was very pleased to be able
to put a motion on Tuesday, which was supported by
this house, that we actually manage this process a bit
differently: that there would be lead speakers from each
party, both in support of and against the legislation, that
the time would be equal for both and that all speakers
would also have the opportunity to have 25 minutes to
speak to the bill. I am very pleased the house has
supported that and that is how we will progress. As a
result I now have the opportunity to speak directly
about my support for the bill in a manner that is
different from lead speakers normally.
There are a number of key reasons why I am supporting
this bill. The first and foremost reason is that it will give
people in their last weeks and months of life real
choice, supported by medical experts. There is much
debate about whether palliative care can provide relief
from pain in those last weeks and months. But I am
certainly of the view, having talked to many and come
to this conclusion, that not all pain can be managed, and
in fact even palliative care experts and Palliative Care
Victoria have acknowledged that in some
circumstances not all pain can be managed in that time.
The other thing of course is that for many people
having access to a medicine that may enable them to
end their life is in fact in and of itself the relief that they
seek from much of the suffering. I think it is quite
dramatic that in Oregon approximately one-third of all
people who are prescribed the medication do not
actually take it. So the fact that people have access to
this choice provides them some comfort in those last
weeks and months of life. Some of them choose not to
use it, but it does give them peace of mind. It gives
them peace of mind to be able to live well for the time
that they have, not limited by a fear of what might
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happen at the end. I have to say many of the anecdotes
and stories that I have heard from many people are
about that absolute fear of what might happen in those
last weeks and months of life.
A small number of people are suffering intolerably, and
what we have seen from the coroner is they are making
a choice to take their own life to avoid or address that
fear that they face. In the absence of knowing that they
have a choice, that they can take matters into their own
hands when they can no longer deal with it any
further — often earlier than would have happened
otherwise — they are having to make some very
dramatic choices. What the coroner said in his
contribution is that nearly one person every week is
choosing to end their own life, often in very difficult
and violent circumstances. I thought in reading the
contribution from the coroner it was interesting that
one-third of those people who have chosen to hasten
their death by committing suicide actually ended their
life by an overdose of the pharmaceutical drugs that
they had been prescribed to deal with their health
issues. So the fact is that people are using medications
that they have in their homes, that have been prescribed
by doctors, to take matters into their own hands — in
most cases doing it alone and in order to deal with the
suffering that they are experiencing, whether it be pain
or other types of suffering, and this is happening now;
we are experiencing that week in, week out, from the
evidence of the coroner.
The parliamentary committee also found that in some
circumstances doctors are breaking the law and
relatives are risking being put on trial to relieve the
torment that their loved ones are facing or that their
patients are facing. Not only are people sometimes
taking these matters into their own hands, but others are
also making these choices outside the law in order to
relieve suffering. So what this law would do is actually
put a regulated framework around a set of
circumstances that are happening now and are
happening outside in an unregulated way.
The second reason that I think it is important to support
this bill is that there has been a very significant amount
of work over an extended period of time by both the
parliamentary inquiry and the ministerial advisory
committee in terms of coming up with legislation. It has
been a very comprehensive process, and I do want to
commend Ed O’Donohue and the parliamentary
Standing Committee on Legal and Social Issues for the
work that they did on the end-of-life choices inquiry.
They had over 1000 submissions, had many hearings
and did an extensive period of work and a very
thoughtful period of work. I think the fact that there
were minority reports as part of that process also
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reflected that it was a very challenging and difficult
issue for the committee itself, but the committee did
come up with a majority report that recommended that
the government look at establishing such a scheme.
The ministerial advisory committee was established,
and it did a piece of more extensive work to look at the
detail. We would never anticipate that a parliamentary
committee would put a huge amount of detail in terms
of the specifics of how this would happen, and that is
exactly what the ministerial advisory committee then
did — put the detail, put the flesh on the bones in
relation to the overall recommendations. They too, with
expertise from Victoria and beyond Victoria — people
who had real experience in end-of-life issues — made a
set of recommendations that were consistent with what
the parliamentary committee had advised. That has then
translated through to the legislation that we have today.
So I think the fact that there has been such a
comprehensive piece of work so thoughtfully done,
with challenges and with both sides of the argument
being heard, has been important to get us to where we
are today. I would also like to take this opportunity to
acknowledge the work of Fiona Patten and Colleen
Hartland before her in relation to this issue and getting
it on the agenda. We are here today as a result of their
early work and the subsequent work that has happened.
The third issue for me is that I do believe that the
safeguards that have been put in place allow autonomy
for those who need to access voluntary assisted dying
while providing very significant protections for the
vulnerable. There has been an extensive amount of
work put into the safeguards — 68 in all. I think the
expert panel has done a thorough job in thinking
through and considering all angles on the safeguards
through the consultation process that they have
undergone, and I believe the bill represents a reasonable
set of controls. We will no doubt go through in great
detail all the safeguards in terms of both this debate
and, if it gets to that stage, consideration in detail, so I
do not intend to go through each and every one of them,
but overall the package of supports and safeguards I
think are very significant.
I am very pleased, though, that the government has
indicated that they are prepared to consider some
amendments and debate those amendments in terms of
whether those safeguards can also be changed or
improved, and I certainly from a personal perspective
am happy to consider that in the context that the
scheme is still workable, that the scheme can still
function and that any amendments or changes would
not in effect render the scheme unworkable. So we need
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to work through those amendments, and I think we all
will in a very thoughtful and considered process.
A lot in this bill relies on doctors. Each and every day,
doctors are making life-and-death decisions in relation
to the patients they care about, and we trust them to do
that. We trust them for cancer patients, we trust them in
surgical settings, we trust them in end-of-life situations.
We place a lot of trust in doctors, and I have to say that
by and large in the vast, vast majority of those
circumstances doctors live up to that trust in terms of
the work that they do. I think any doctor who will be
involved in this process, should it pass the Parliament,
would take that responsibility incredibly seriously. We
know, and I think it is a good thing, that not all doctors
have to be involved in this process and that the
conscientious objection capacity is there for anyone
who is involved in the scheme, but I believe that
doctors who do choose to be involved in this, by the
nature of the seriousness of the issue which we are
asking them to decide about, will act with full duty of
care. As they do in other circumstances, they will take
this exceptionally seriously.
There are many oversights in the bill for the activities
that doctors need to undertake. In fact there are more
oversights in this bill than for any other action that a
doctor undertakes in the course of their work. There are
of course very serious consequences for failing to
follow the law, both through professional bodies and
through our courts. So if a small number of doctors
need a punitive approach to ensure that they are on the
right track, then that is here as well, although my view
is that doctors very much act with full duty of care and
in the best interests of their patients.
The fourth area that I think is important is that
voluntary assisted dying actually has very significant
community support as well — not as a free-for-all but
with some significant constraints. There is widespread
support for this. We have all received visits in person,
letters and emails, and I think many of us — probably
all of us — have also initiated many conversations in
relation to this issue. Of course people say it depends
on the question being asked. We know that, but the
message I get overwhelmingly is that people support an
individual being able to have choice at the end of their
life. This is backed up, whether it is by Newspoll,
Omnipoll, Vote Compass or others.
I think people do not want to have to consider the detail
of it, but they want to know that their parliamentarians,
if considering such a bill, are the ones who are going to
go into the detail. So I believe the overall message from
the community is: ‘We believe this is a choice that
people should have, and we want you to work out the
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detail of how you can make that workable, how you can
protect the vulnerable in the process, how you can put
in place the safeguards and how you can come up with
a scheme that delivers on people having that genuine
choice but with safety and protections in there to make
sure that it is not misused’.

I undertook there was a very strong view in relation to
this issue that any change of the laws must never
compromise the provision and resourcing of end-of-life
care and palliative services and that as a matter of
highest priority governments should strive to improve
end-of-life care for Victorians.

I thought it was very interesting that we have had a
number of former prime ministers come out against the
scheme, and I think it is an interesting microcosm of the
difference between Victoria and the national scene that
former Premiers Denis Napthine, Ted Baillieu, Steve
Bracks, Jeff Kennett and John Cain have all come out
in favour of the scheme. The fact that we have a
majority of former prime ministers against it but a vast
majority of former premiers in favour of it once again
reflects that Victoria is a different environment from the
rest of the country. That is, I think, an interesting
further reflection on a fact that we very much all live
with every day.

I want to acknowledge feedback from groups like the
Australian Medical Association, the Royal Australian
and New Zealand College of Psychiatrists, the Royal
Australasian College of Physicians, the Australian
Medical Students Association and many others. I have
to say as well that in a lot of the emails I have received
and in a lot of the conversations I have had people have
said that palliative care is absolutely vital and
fundamental.

The other group that did some interesting research was
Breast Cancer Network Australia (BCNA), an
organisation I have a huge amount of respect for and
formerly was very involved with. They conducted
research of over 10 000 of their members who are
living with or are survivors of breast cancer, and they
found that of those that had a view 83 per cent of the
Victorian respondents were in favour of voluntary
assisted dying. This rose to 86 per cent of people living
with metastatic breast cancer and 91 per cent of those
diagnosed with metastatic breast cancer in the past 12
to 24 months. BCNA have not proffered a view on the
legislation, but they did report the views of their very
extensive membership without a barrow to push on the
issue, just as a way of capturing a snapshot of views.

I have to say I am exceptionally stunned and
disappointed that the government has not chosen to
make, announce and commit to a significant boost in
investment for palliative care at the same time or even
in advance of introducing this bill. I am very pleased
that the Liberal-Nationals, if they are elected to
government, have made a commitment to this
significant boost. The boost we have committed to
would be an additional $140 million to make sure that
our community-based palliative care particularly is
substantially expanded so that people who want to die
at home have that genuine choice in relation to
palliative care.

So I do believe this is an issue that has community
support, and I do believe that it is up to us to then
determine how that is to be crafted, with the detail and
the safeguards and the protections in place, to live up to
the aspirations of the Victorian community in relation
to delivering legislation and delivering choice for
people at the end of their life.

We believe that this investment would boost services
for approximately 8000 additional Victorians in both
our specialist nursing and our medical consulting
services to community clients, particularly in rural and
regional Victoria. It would increase community
palliative care provided in the home through overnight
respite, carer support and linkage to after-hours support
such as GPs and pharmacists. It is also, though, about
education and workforce development — making sure
that we have the staff to deliver those supports and
making sure that the community understands what
palliative care is and the support that can be provided in
that context.

I want to take the opportunity now to talk a little bit
about palliative care, because there has been a lot of
feedback from the community about the need for
palliative care across the board. I believe that in
Victoria we do not have enough. I think we are better
than most places in terms of our provision of palliative
care but that a lot more can be done. I do not believe,
though, that it is about having palliative care or
voluntary assisted dying. I believe that palliative care is
an essential part of end-of-life care but it is entirely
complementary with this bill. Certainly in consultations

I have to say we also committed to an end-of-life
ministerial council to make sure that this additional
investment would reach many of those who are hard to
reach: Indigenous Victorians, younger Victorians and
people from rural and regional Victoria. We think that it
is a mistake on the part of the government not to have
invested in palliative care services with a very
significant boost in funding. We would certainly
emphasise to the government that it is much needed and
should be done. From my perspective I do not believe
that the provision of palliative care services and a
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decision in relation to the Voluntary Assisted Dying
Bill need to be linked. These things should both
happen, and they can happen separately. In my view
both should go ahead.
I have also had representations where a number of
issues have been raised, and these are just a snapshot of
some of the concerns of people in the community.
Having thought through all of them, I think they are
worth touching on in terms of my view on why those
issues can be managed or are not issues in the first
place. There has been a very strong push for the view
that the fabric of society is damaged when we legalise
killing, but it is very clear that this has not happened in
the jurisdictions overseas where this legislation has
been put in place. In fact the evidence shows that there
has actually been very significant community, medical
and political support for legislation that has been in
place, and that has continued, sometimes even decades
after the fact. The fact is that often, as I have said,
clinicians are already supporting patients with a
terminal illness to die well by hastening their death,
always in consultation with the family and the patient,
where that is possible. So this is already happening, the
choices are already being made about this, and I do not
believe that this fundamental shift will occur.
Also raised was the issue of 12 months being a long
time for some illnesses and whether you can make a
prognosis over that period of time. I think the
ministerial advisory panel canvassed this issue quite
extensively. The committee was unable to come to a
conclusion on this, instead referring to final weeks or
months of life. That time frame needed to be defined,
and 12 months was recommended by the panel. The
six-month period in the US jurisdictions is to comply
with the administrative requirements associated with
hospice care that they have over there. We do not have
such equivalent time frame limitations in Victoria. The
12-month time frame was actually seen to be more
consistent with the time frame clinicians deal with in
their day-to-day work. They are familiar with it, and it
is also consistent with policy and clinical documents.
The other thing that I thought was interesting was to see
the evidence that a six-month prognosis is not
necessarily any better than a 12-month prognosis.
Doctors can make those estimations of time frames
with equal certainty and with equal outcomes.
There is another thing. I watched the last few years of
my sister-in-law’s life. She had motor neurone disease
for 20 years and spent the last couple of years with the
capacity to move only her index finger; everything else
was assisted. A six-month time frame does not reflect,
for those with degenerative diseases, the trajectory of
their illness. Often more time is needed. Jackie, of
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course, having had 20 years with motor neurone
disease, was quite an unusual case but not an isolated
case. I think many people have an extended period of
time, and a 12-month time frame would give them
more choice in relation to what they do with their end
of life.
The issue about people with mental illness and ensuring
that we have protections in place is another issue that
has been well discussed. I believe that the
comprehensive assessment of capacity by two
independent doctors is a very important part of it, and I
also believe that if there is any question about whether
an individual has capacity, then the referral to a
specialist for a mental health assessment is also
reasonable. Certainly of the doctors that I have
discussed this with, many have said that that is certainly
a reasonable set of steps to undertake.
When I was the Minister for Mental Health we
introduced the new Mental Health Act 2014, and a core
part of that Mental Health Act — and it was hailed as a
groundbreaking change — was that we actually need to
respect that people with mental illness have capacity to
make decisions about their own lives, about their
treatment and about their care. In that context, while
having a mental illness in and of itself is not a reason to
be able to access this legislation — which it should not
be — the fact that people with a mental illness have
capacity to make choices about their treatment,
including what happens in the last weeks and months of
life if they have a terminal illness, I believe is respectful
of their capacity and is respectful of the individual, and
the protections that are put in place in this legislation
will ensure that that capacity is there to make that
decision. I think it is also instructive that the expert
panel found that overseas there is not a higher rate of
people with mental illness who request voluntary
assisted dying compared to the rest of the population, so
they are not outliers in terms of the use of these laws.
The issue of the locked box and how to manage that
often comes up. People with a terminal illness, as we
already know, often have a number of highly potent
medications in their home, and the coroner’s evidence
showed that a third of the people who are committing
suicide are using things that they have been prescribed
for their illness. So it is not unprecedented territory to
consider that patients might safely store potentially
lethal doses of medication or how families, after a
death, might dispose of these medications. I think once
again the evidence from overseas — and we have to
draw on what we have seen elsewhere as an indication
of what may happen here — is that there has not been
misuse of the medication, and in fact the protections
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that are being put in place under this legislation are
further and more extensive than anywhere else.
Finally, the concern about people perhaps being
coerced is an important one to consider, and it is
important to make sure we have the safeguards in place.
For me, the strongest protection in this bill against
coercion is the fact that the individual themself has to
make the choice. The individual has to initiate the
discussion. They have to be assessed as having
capacity. They have to request it three times over a
minimum of a 10-day period, although we have seen in
Oregon that the average time frame is 48 days before
people actually then take the medication. For the most
part people are taking the medication themselves. These
are individuals who have the capacity to make
decisions about their lives making multiple decisions at
multiple points over an extended period of time about
how they want to deal with their end of life. It is very
much my view that people want to live. People want to
be here for as long as they possibly can be, but they do
reach a point where they no longer wish to be, and with
this bill, if they are terminally ill and have been
assessed to have capacity and to be suffering intolerable
suffering, they will be able to have that choice. Once
again, the evidence from overseas is that there is not the
evidence of significant abuse or elder abuse in relation
to accessing this scheme.
I want to acknowledge also, though, in addition to the
general comments I have made, that in my capacity as
the shadow minister responsible for this bill I did
consult with many organisations. I want to thank them
for the input and the engagement that they have had.
That includes the Australian Medical Association
Victoria, which has had a very difficult journey on this.
Their membership is split pretty much 49-51 on my
understanding of the numbers, and they have actually
recognised the very divergent views amongst doctors in
this state. The Council on the Ageing is very much in
favour of the legislation. The Australian Medical
Students Association as well have said that they are in
favour, in principle, in relation to the education. The
Royal Australian and New Zealand College of
Psychiatrists did not take a position, but they supported
many aspects of the bill, including that if a person has
only a mental illness they are not eligible for the
scheme. They said that they support that if an
individual’s decision-making capacity is in question
they should be referred to a person who has the
appropriate skills and training. So they basically
supported the two-doctor model and referral, if there is
any question at that point, to a psychiatrically trained
expert.
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Dying with Dignity, not surprisingly, support the bill.
Eastern Palliative Care, on the other hand, are very
against the bill and have been very engaging and very
thoughtful in putting forward their argument. They say
they are ethically and morally against the deliberate
ending of life. I suppose this is a snapshot of very much
more extensive consultation. The Royal Australian
College of General Practitioners president said just last
week after the passing of the bill in the lower house that
he was satisfied that the ethical and professional issues
associated with voluntary assisted dying have been
appraised appropriately in the development of the bill
and that it will enable people to die with dignity and
respect. The Royal Australasian College of Physicians
took no position, but they did strongly encourage more
support and education for families, carers and loved
ones for people in end-of-life care.
The Pharmaceutical Society of Australia are very
concerned that there is not a lot of detail on the roles
and responsibilities of pharmacists, which would go
into the regulations, and they are very encouraging of
being engaged in that process to a very extensive
degree. Right to Life are, obviously, against this
legislation. Palliative Care Victoria, another
organisation which spent a lot of time on and took a
very thoughtful approach to this issue, do not support
the bill, saying it poses unacceptable and unmanageable
risks for a substantial number of Victorians in very
vulnerable situations. Once again, there is a wide
perspective of views in terms of the formal
consultation.
In addition to that, we have all had hundreds if not into
the thousands of responses from the community as a
whole, and I must say I have really appreciated the time
people have taken. Some of these responses were in
standard letters, but many of them were individual
contributions where people were telling us their
personal stories, their individual situations and why
they had come to the view they had. The fact that the
input was so varied is a reflection on what the
parliamentary inquiry experienced and what we in this
chamber experienced. It is a very healthy part of this
democracy that those divergent views can come
together to debate and come to a conclusion.
I also want to acknowledge at this point the work that
has been done by the department in terms of briefings
and the work of the individuals we put together in a
panel, both for and against — Brian Owler and Rhonda
Galbally in the for case and David Kissane and Dan
Flynn in the against case. We thank them all for
engaging in that debate, which I think was very
important for members just to see some of the toing and
froing in terms of the arguments. I also want to
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acknowledge Noni from Jill Hennessy’s office and
Johanna from my office in terms of the work that has
been done to respond to very extensive questions from
members in relation to the bill and the support I have
had in my office working through this process. I finally
want to place on record the very thoughtful advocacy of
Andrew Denton, Paul and the team at Go Gentle, who
have been working very hard in terms of, obviously, the
case for this legislation.
This bill will be debated over the coming days and
weeks. I think we have already started and we will
continue with a very thoughtful, engaging and detailed
process of canvassing the full range of views. Certainly
from my perspective, in essence, if a person is
terminally ill and is suffering immeasurably, they
currently have the choice to die slowly. I believe that
every Victorian also should have the choice, at the time
of their choosing, painlessly and with their family, to
end their life. I believe voluntary assisted dying is an
issue whose time has come and that it is a choice that
all Victorians should have. I commend the bill to the
house.
Mr MULINO (Eastern Victoria) (10:47) — Many
of us in this place will have dealt with end-of-life
situations that were difficult and distressing. To
experience extreme physical or psychological pain or to
witness the suffering of a loved one prompts many
people to ask, ‘Why can’t we do more? Why can’t we
offer better options?’. Euthanasia and assisted suicide
have long been proposed as a way to end suffering. I
believe that while the impulse to relieve people of
suffering is completely understandable, the framework
proposed in this bill will cause more harm than good.
This bill provides for both euthanasia, being a lethal
dose directly administered by a doctor, and assisted
suicide, being the provision of a lethal dose to a patient
intended for self-administration. I will refer to both of
these practices in my contribution.
The case for euthanasia and assisted suicide is often
framed around the importance of respecting patient
choice. The principal line of argument is that in a
narrowly defined set of circumstances — including
where consent is clearly given — it should be up to a
person to decide how they wish to end their life. In
particular many proponents argue that it is more
compassionate to give individuals an additional option.
Whether they take that option is up to them and will
depend on their individual circumstances, their values,
their pain level and their individual preferences.
Proponents often focus on compelling examples of
people for whom this choice would have made sense
and for whom it should have been an option. I believe
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that framing the issue in terms of choice alone makes it
seem deceptively simple.
One of the most widely respected and commonly cited
investigations into end-of-life choices was
commissioned by Mario Cuomo, the Democrat
Governor of New York state. The task force he
established included 25 doctors, lawyers, ethicists,
philosophers and religious figures. It included
practitioners and renowned academics across many
disciplines. The members of the task force held a wide
range of ethical viewpoints. Some found euthanasia and
assisted suicide to be inherently wrong; others did not.
Despite this diversity of views, they unanimously
concluded that:
The media’s coverage of individual cases as a way of
presenting the issues to the public … blurs the difference
between a private act and public policy; between what
individuals might find desirable or feasible in a particular case
and what would actually occur in doctors’ offices, clinics, and
hospitals, if assisted suicide and euthanasia became a standard
part of medical practice.

The House of Lords select committee inquiry into the
Assisted Dying for the Terminally Ill Bill 2004 is
another of the most globally cited reviews of this issue.
That report supported this framing of the issue:
… we cannot address the issue —

they argued —
of personal autonomy in isolation and that we must proceed
to look at some of the ‘real world’ issues which have been
raised and to try to assess the balance between greater
personal choice for some people and increased potential harm
for others …

When he spoke on this issue in the federal Parliament
Lindsay Tanner stressed that while he could conceive
of individual instances where a strong moral case could
be made in favour of euthanasia or assisted suicide, he
argued:
But there is a very different question at stake here; that is, not
whether in some individual circumstances there is something
morally wrong, but whether the state should legalise and
indeed can safely legalise such practices. This debate should
not be about one or two individual experiences, not about our
own experiences, but about the broader social question. Just
as the question of capital punishment cannot be determined
by one or two murders, by one or two gross and appalling
examples of killing, neither should our view on euthanasia be
determined by our own experiences of one or two personal
tragedies.

We will hear many compelling stories during this
debate about individuals who had difficult deaths.
While participating in the end-of-life choices inquiry I
heard testimony from individuals with terminal
conditions describing their pain and suffering. I was
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moved by this evidence and found it to be very
powerful. I believe it is critical that from the outset we
acknowledge the importance of these accounts.
However, as legislators we must also look beyond
individual cases and look to what the experts tell us are
the likely broader social impacts of this proposed
scheme.
The bill before us is based upon the notion that
euthanasia and assisted suicide should only be available
in limited circumstances. I believe that this is
problematic in two senses: first, it arbitrarily creates
two classes of people in the health system with different
treatment regimes and different treatment options;
second, by limiting availability it purports to protect
vulnerable people. I will argue that the evidence from
jurisdictions with euthanasia and assisted suicide
strongly suggest that this is not realistic.
Proponents of this bill will argue that euthanasia and
assisted suicide should only be available for those at
their end of life, suffering unbearably and providing
clear consent — not for everyone, but just for those
few. In proceeding in this qualified way proponents
undermine the foundational medical principle of ‘Do no
harm’ and they do not replace it with a grand statement
affirming personal autonomy and the right of every
individual to choose when and how they die. Instead
they seek to replace the Hippocratic oath, which has
served the medical profession and the communities it
has served for thousands of years, with an organising
principle that could be described as ‘This person would
have died quite soon anyway. This intervention was
justified in that he or she did not suffer’.
For some this bill might represent a crossing of the
Rubicon at its shallowest point — the point at which
the ‘Do no harm’ principle is most justifiably amended.
But with this bill we would potentially take the first
step on a longer journey where the values of society
and the medical profession will be recast to include the
right to die in an ever wider range of circumstances,
and the organising principle will be personal choice, not
the value of human life.
We risk creating a medical system in which, based
upon underlying principles which are not clearly
articulated, there will be two classes of people — those
for whom euthanasia and assisted suicide are available
and those for whom it is not. Why should euthanasia
and assisted suicide only be available to some people?
If a person suffering unbearably from a non-terminal
condition requested assisted suicide, under the proposed
regime they would be denied. The health system would
instead be oriented towards providing support to that
person to help them deal with their physical and
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psychological pain. In contrast, if a person suffering
unbearably from a condition with a life expectancy of
less than one year requested suicide, under the proposed
regime they would be treated differently.
Before commenting on how arbitrary some of these
eligibility criteria are, it is important to ask: why are we
treating these two people differently? The strong
implication is that even if you consent to ending your
own life, if you fall outside the eligibility criteria
society will not allow that choice. Instead society will
do all it can to support you — all it can to prevent you
from committing suicide. Implicit in the design of the
scheme is the notion that because one person has less
time to live and a lower quality of life the option of
state-sanctioned suicide should be available. It will
become one of the options that falls within standard
medical practice for some people.
Creating different classes of people challenges in a
profound way how it is that we view the worth of
different people’s lives. Many vulnerable people,
particularly those whose quality of life is viewed as
limited in the eyes of others, will find such a
demarcation confronting. What does the proposed
regime say about how we think about disability, for
example? For decades our society has been increasingly
focused on celebrating all that people with a disability
can achieve — about how it can help them make their
lives as fulfilling as possible. Many people with a
disability will understandably worry about the practice
of using quality of life as evaluated against a series of
objective criteria as the measuring stick for whether the
health system will focus exclusively on helping a
person or, alternatively, on whether it will give them the
additional option of being assisted with suicide. How
will each of their lives stack up against eligibility
criteria set by lawmakers they have never met?
Prominent playwright, actress and disability rights
advocate Liz Carr has stated in relation to this bill:
We need an assisted living bill, not an assisted dying bill.

She went on:
I’m not religious, I’m not anti-choice and yet I, along with
many other disabled people who are involved in the
international organisation Not Dead Yet, oppose the
legalisation of assisted suicide.
…
Not one organisation of disabled people supports assisted
suicide …
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And again from Lindsay Tanner, who captured well the
problem of creating different categories of people:
Why is it that, on one hand, we put so much effort and
concern into telling some people, ‘Don’t kill yourself’, and
we have so much concern now about youth suicide, yet on the
other hand we are now shifting into a pattern where we are
going to help certain other people, in effect, to commit
suicide? There is an inherent subjectivity in all of this, and
that is about the quality of life for people.

In addition to the inherent dangers of setting up a
two-tier medical system, it is difficult to see why such
eligibility criteria should not be loosened once in place.
This is particularly dangerous given the arbitrary nature
of the eligibility criteria. Should it be a prognosis of
12 months, six months as in Oregon, or the final weeks
and months of a person’s life as in the upper house
inquiry’s majority report? Should it be just terminal
conditions or also permanently incapacitating
conditions, such as becoming a quadriplegic? For many
people permanent incapacitation can be just as
traumatic and difficult to cope with as a prognosis that a
condition is terminal.
Should there be an age limit? Why 18? We allow
people under 18 to put themselves in harm’s way in the
military if they provide clear consent. What about
consent? Does it need to be provided at the moment a
condition is terminal, or should consent be able to be
given through an advance care directive where the
possibility of future suffering is reasonably foreseeable?
We know that in other countries the boundaries for
eligibility have been expanded through both legislative
and administrative means. In Belgium the age of
eligibility was lowered to include minors. In the
Netherlands people with a mental illness now find it
considerably easier to access euthanasia than when the
scheme was first introduced. Conceptually and
intellectually it is very difficult to defend any particular
set of requirements. The pressure to expand eligibility
will be strong the moment this bill is passed. What will
be lost will be the bright-line rule that care and support
is the only option society can offer those who have lost
hope.
Setting boundaries is intended to protect the vulnerable.
The evidence shows that safeguards often do not work
in practice. Under the proposed framework, euthanasia
and assisted suicide will only be available in limited
circumstances. The bill is reported as containing
68 safeguards. That number, 68, is intended to inspire
confidence since it is so high. Instead it demonstrates
how many bureaucratic mechanisms have to function
perfectly in order for the system to avoid a premature or
wrongful death. For anyone who deals with real-world
organisations and real-world bureaucracies, the notion
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that such a complicated system could be failsafe in
practice is unrealistic.
What do academic studies say about the effectiveness
of safeguards? Numerous studies around the world
have found that a high proportion of people with a
terminal condition feel that they are a burden. A study
of reports from family members of patients in Oregon
and Washington state who had expressed a wish for a
hastened death indicated that 59 per cent of patients
who did not discuss wanting assisted suicide and 94 per
cent of patients who did discuss wanting assisted
suicide expressed distress due to feeling like a burden
on others. The study found that data from other studies
and from the Oregon health division supported that the
fear of being a burden is common in patients who die
by lethal prescription. Evidence from the Oregon
department of health annual reports indicates that over
40 per cent of people who have accessed the
physician-assisted dying scheme identified being a
burden on family or caregivers as an end-of-life
concern. For the most recent year for which data is
available, 2016, the proportion was 48.9 per cent,
almost half of those surveyed.
People experiencing terminal diseases also frequently
suffer from depression. This is completely unsurprising.
The prevalence of depression in people with a terminal
condition raises a significant question as to how that
depression interacts with decision-making. It is well
established that depression can impact on
decision-making in a way that raises questions about
the effectiveness of safeguards in relation to irreversible
choices. Depression is common amongst those seeking
euthanasia and assisted suicide. In a study of 138 cancer
patients with an estimated life expectancy of three
months or less, a strong connection was found between
depression and a request for euthanasia. These studies
suggest that psychiatric assessments should be
mandated. Doctors without specialist psychiatric
expertise will find it very difficult to accurately assess
the impact of depression and other mental health
conditions on decision-making.
The proponents of safeguards place great reliance on
more than one doctor reviewing the patient before legal
drugs are dispensed. Yet even in well-established
regimes there is considerable confusion amongst
doctors as to how to characterise cases. A survey
conducted of over 3000 physicians in Belgium seven
years after the legalisation of euthanasia demonstrated
that there was little consensus amongst physicians as to
how to characterise hypothetical end-of-life decisions
and what reporting obligations are attached to such
decisions. A report based on this survey found there
was considerable confusion in relation to the
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classification of clear hypothetical situations. It found
that in Belgium two out of 10 physicians likely to be
involved in the care of dying patients did not label a
hypothetical case in which a physician ends the life of
the patient at that patient’s explicit request as
euthanasia, and three out of 10 physicians did not know
that such a case had to be reported to the federal review
committee.
Another of the key safeguards identified by proponents
is the limiting of euthanasia and assisted suicide to
people with a terminal condition. But doctors have
made it very clear that making such prognoses with any
accuracy is extremely difficult. There has been a
suggestion that reducing the expectancy of death from
12 months to six months would improve this bill. In
broad terms I support this contention, but we should not
for a moment imagine that this would remedy the
difficulty associated with estimating life expectancy.
Oregon limits access to assisted suicide to patients with
a prognosis of six months or less, yet of the 105 patients
who took lethal drugs in Oregon in 2014, 11 had been
diagnosed as having less than six months to live in
2012 or 2013.
Doctor shopping is also extremely difficult to protect
against. This bill contains, in my opinion, insufficient
safeguards against this phenomenon. Foley and Hendon
explored a well-documented case from Oregon
involving a woman in her mid-80s with metastatic
breast cancer who was in a hospice program. The
patient’s own physician was not willing to assist in her
suicide, and a second physician refused on the basis that
the patient was depressed. It was only when
Compassion in Dying was contacted that a doctor was
found who was willing to prescribe a lethal medication.
The patient was seen by a psychiatrist, but only once.
Elder abuse is another significant problem in our
society and is very difficult to protect against in a bill of
this nature. The extent of elder abuse is hidden to a
significant extent in our society, and if it is disclosed or
discovered, it is often underreported. Some studies have
estimated that between 2 per cent and 10 per cent of
older Australians experience some form of elder abuse
in any given year.
A concerning failure of many euthanasia and assisted
suicide regimes is low rates of reporting. In Belgium
mandatory notification of euthanasia to the federal
control and evaluation commission is a cornerstone of
the regulatory arrangements. However, reports suggest
that around half of all euthanasia cases may not be
reported.
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In the face of all these difficulties in enforcing
safeguards it is telling that the instances of euthanasia
and assisted dying have grown sharply in almost every
major jurisdiction in which it is legal. Most relevantly
there has been a high rate of growth in Oregon between
1998 and the most recent release of figures for the year
2016. The frequency of dying with dignity deaths and
of prescriptions have both grown at over 12 per cent per
annum between 1998 and 2016, a very long period for
such high rates of growth. Even higher rates of growth
have occurred in some other jurisdictions. At the very
least this raises the question of whether these schemes
are operating within the very tight parameters that
proponents often cite.
The difficulty of meaningfully applying safeguards is
well demonstrated closer to home. The legalisation of
euthanasia in the Northern Territory was accompanied
by a number of safeguards that advocates of euthanasia
and assisted suicide claim can protect vulnerable people
in practice, including that an opinion from a second
medical practitioner was required to verify the
existence and terminal nature of the patient’s illness;
the second medical practitioner was required to have
special expertise in the illness; if the first doctor did not
have special qualifications in palliative care, a third
doctor with such expertise and qualifications was
required to give information to the patient on the
availability of palliative care; and a psychiatrist was
required to examine the patient to certify that he or she
did not have a treatable clinical depression.
Many of these provisions appear in the bill before us;
indeed, some of the Northern Territory provisions are
even more onerous. The experiences of patients in the
Northern Territory cast serious doubt on the
effectiveness of such safeguards, even when they are
clearly written into legislation. During the nine months
that euthanasia was legal in the Northern Territory
seven people made formal use of the Rights of the
Terminally Ill Act 1995, four of whom died.
In a paper by Kissane, Street and Nitschke, authors
holding widely varying views on the appropriateness of
euthanasia, it was found that three of the seven patients
were socially isolated and that depressive symptoms
were present in four of the seven. Failure of pain
management did not appear to be the motivation for the
patients. Of the seven patients, four had controlled pain
and the remaining three did not have prominent pain.
The requirement that there be a consensus as to whether
the patient was terminal was problematic in practice.
There was a consensus that the patient was terminal in
four cases. However, there was a lack of consensus in
two cases, and the patient was not terminal in one case.
In one instance an oncologist gave a prognosis of nine
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months and a dermatologist and local oncologist both
judged that the patient was not terminal.
The experience of euthanasia in the Northern Territory
demonstrates that a regime with what are typically
considered to be strong safeguards can still fail
vulnerable people. In the Northern Territory people
who experienced social isolation, isolation from family,
depression and demoralisation were not given the best
possible treatment.
The evidence I have just cited comes from public health
authorities and peer-reviewed academic journals. It is
not sourced from vested interests. I want to stress that I
do not claim that all academic studies have found
safeguards to be problematic, but there is sufficient
evidence of problems — and what I have cited is the tip
of the iceberg — to cast serious doubt over claims that
vulnerable people will be protected.
In light of all this evidence what did major international
reviews conclude in relation to safeguards? Despite
coming from a wide range of professional and ethical
backgrounds, the experts on the New York State Task
Force on Life and the Law, which included professors
in medicine, law and ethics, after reviewing the
evidence that I have cited and many other studies:
… unanimously concluded that legalising assisted suicide and
euthanasia would pose profound risks to many patients. For
purposes of public debate, one can describe cases of assisted
suicide in which all the recommended safeguards would be
satisfied. But positing an ‘ideal’ or ‘good’ case is not
sufficient for public policy, if it bears little relation to
prevalent social and medical practices.
No matter how carefully any guidelines are framed, assisted
suicide and euthanasia will be practised through the prism of
social inequality and bias that characterises the delivery of
services in all segments of our society, including health care.
The practices will pose the greatest risks to those who are
poor, elderly, members of a minority group, or without access
to good medical care.

It is important to stress that the task force found that the
weaknesses of safeguards would be most profound for
those most vulnerable in our society — the poor, those
living in isolated communities and those from minority
groups, particularly those with poor English. These
findings translate directly to Victoria. As a society with
geographic gaps in palliative care, as a society with a
large and diverse cultural community and as a society
striving to improve health services to
socio-economically disadvantaged people, we should
take these findings very seriously.
The House of Lords committee, one of the most
commonly cited reviews globally, arrived at the same
conclusion. They argued unanimously that:
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… it would be next to impossible to ensure that all acts of
euthanasia were truly voluntary and that any liberalisation of
the law was not abused … vulnerable people — the elderly,
lonely, sick or distressed — would feel pressure, whether real
or imagined, to request early death …

In light of all this evidence and in light of the findings
of these major reviews, what do the experts tell us
about the likelihood of effectiveness of safeguards? The
Australian Medical Association (AMA) is opposed to
euthanasia and physician-assisted suicide. Dr Michael
Gannon, the national president of the AMA, recently
argued:
We greatly fear there will be coercion. It is frankly
commonplace for patients to tell doctors in the presence of
their loved ones that they feel they are a burden on their
families.

The AMA is far from alone; 107 out of 109 national
peak medical bodies are opposed to doctors being
involved with intentionally ending life. Last week the
World Medical Association clearly stated its opposition
to this bill and called on the Victorian upper house to
reject the Victorian Voluntary Assisted Dying Bill
2017. It warned that vulnerable people will be placed at
risk of abuse and questioned the effectiveness of the
safeguards in practice.
Likewise the palliative care sector is broadly opposed to
legalising euthanasia and assisted suicide. The peak
body in Victoria, Palliative Care Victoria, has
expressed its opposition to this particular bill. It stated
that:
The bill fails to provide mechanisms that will proactively and
adequately monitor the safety of vulnerable persons, which
should be a high priority given the systemic issues and
concerns.

Palliative Care Nurses Australia is also opposed to the
practice of euthanasia or assisted dying.
Last week, when commenting on the bill before us,
former Prime Minister Paul Keating summarised this
case strongly:
An alarming aspect of the debate is the claim that safeguards
can be provided at every step to protect the vulnerable. This
claim exposes the bald utopianism of the project — the
advocates support a bill to authorise termination of life in the
name of compassion, while at the same time claiming they
can guarantee protection of the vulnerable, the depressed and
the poor.

In addition to the many broad concerns surrounding
euthanasia and assisted suicide safeguards that I have
touched on, there are two material risks that relate
specifically to this bill that I want to briefly highlight.
The first are gaps in palliative care. The end-of-life
choices inquiry unanimously concluded that more
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needs to be done to support our palliative care system.
In all, 28 recommendations arising from the inquiry
related to access to palliative care. The need for further
investment is underscored by the fact that at least one in
four Victorians who die each year — around
10 000 people — do not have access to the palliative
care they need. The potential exposure of vulnerable
people is highlighted by the particularly low access to
palliative care in residential aged care and regional
areas.
For both of these vulnerable groups, the lack of access
to high-quality palliative care fundamentally
undermines the notion that people are making a
meaningful choice. It is only after palliative care for
these groups has been significantly improved that we
should consider introducing these options. Before
embarking on legalising euthanasia and assisted
suicide, we should act on all of the inquiry’s
recommendations in relation to palliative care and then
evaluate the need for a more proactive and
interventionist approach.
The second specific concern that I want to raise in
relation to this bill is the drug. One of the most
perplexing aspects of this bill is that so little attention
has been given to important questions associated with
the lethal drug. For a start, the bill provides no detail
whatsoever as to the drug that will be used.
Clarification in relation to this aspect of the regime is
crucial, as recent evidence from the US shows that
certain drug cocktails used in Oregon and Washington
state have caused significant pain or led to very slow
deaths. The original cocktail used in Washington and
Oregon was made up of phenobarbital, chloral hydrate
and morphine sulphate. But this led to ‘profound
burning’ for some and distress, and had to be changed.
The next cocktail was a three-drug mixture that
included diazepam, digoxin and morphine, but this has
not worked out well, as in 20 per cent of cases death
took at least 3 hours, with some taking up to 30 hours.
In Oregon, according to the latest annual report released
just a few months ago, of 584 cases in which the
presence of complications is known, 30 cases involved
difficulty in ingesting, or regurgitation. This represents
around 5 per cent of all cases for which there is data.
For 2016, of the 27 cases for which data is available,
three involved complications, or 11 per cent.
Importantly it is also worth noting that out of 133 cases
of death in 2016, data indicating whether complications
occurred or not exists for only 27 cases, which is telling
in relation to the degree of transparency of the regime
operating in that jurisdiction.
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We have an established process to approve drugs in
Australia. If we were trialling a new cancer drug, there
would have to be clinical trials under the clinical trials
notification scheme supervised by human research
ethics committees at research institutions. These trials
would need to comply with the National Health and
Medical Research Council (NHMRC) guidelines. In
addition, research on the drug would probably be
funded under the National Health and Medical
Research Council. The Therapeutic Goods
Administration (TGA) would then eventually consider
an application for the drug to be approved, with the
benefit of being informed by a body of research.
None of this process is planned for the lethal drug under
this bill. Compound pharmacists will simply use the
exemption clause in the TGA to produce an off-label
drug. The proper testing, trialling and approval
processes have been sidestepped in an effort to rush this
through. This reduces safeguards under the legislation
and involves a greater risk of causing significant
distress to vulnerable persons at the very end of their
lives if the wrong cocktail of drugs is used.
In addition, there is some legal uncertainty as to
whether this off-label exemption is against the objects
of the Therapeutic Goods Act 1989, which is directed
to curing or alleviating the effects of medical
conditions. At this stage we cannot be entirely certain if
the approvals process will operate within the TGA
framework or whether Victoria would be able to
approve a drug outside of that legal framework. We are
being asked to sign a blank cheque on one of the most
important aspects of these new practices. I would like to
flag that I see the need for an amendment to the bill to
ensure that greater safeguards apply in the development
and testing of this drug and that appropriate processes
should apply, such as those that operate under the TGA
approval process for new therapeutic drugs.
When balanced against all of these risks, how many
people will this bill help? Experts in palliative care have
indicated that with modern best practice pain can be
managed in almost all cases. Some experts in palliative
care have estimated that pain management is difficult in
less than 1 per cent of cases and that even in these cases
there are treatment options.
Associate Professor at Alfred Health Peter Hunter
stated in evidence to the upper house committee that:
We do know that in almost all patients, if we do a proper
assessment and understand that the drugs are available, we
can alleviate pain and we can do a good job of that.
…
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… if anyone dies in pain, that is an absolute travesty because
there is capacity to really manage that effectively in this day
and age.

Moreover, the proportion of patients for whom pain is
manageable is rising. I acknowledge that in a small
minority of cases, managing physical and psychological
suffering can be very difficult. I am open to the
conclusion that providing euthanasia or assisted suicide
will reduce suffering for some people. However, as in
other areas of public policy, we must balance these
potential benefits against the possibility of negative
impacts for others. As in other areas of public policy,
we must balance individual choice and the broader
social good. It is on that basis that our society rightly
limits individual choices in many areas. We do not
allow people to sign contracts submitting themselves to
indentured servitude. We do not allow people to offer
their labour for less than the minimum wage. We do not
allow people to opt out of occupational health and
safety requirements. In medical practice we do not
allow people to use antibiotics whenever they wish to.
In each of these instances individual choice is balanced
against the broader social good. We must also balance
individual rights and the broader social good in this
instance.
The coroner produced evidence to the end-of-life
choices inquiry that has been cited by many
commentators as evidence of who this bill will assist.
There is some truth to this. Some people who currently
commit suicide alone and in very distressing
circumstances could benefit from the option of assisted
suicide. The coroner’s evidence warrants a specific
response, given the weight that is being placed upon it.
The coroner’s submission included two main elements:
first, a finding that there have been 197 suicides
associated with deteriorating physical health over a
period of around four years, or roughly 50 per year; and
second, five detailed case studies of people who had
ended their lives in confronting and distressing
circumstances. I found this to be compelling evidence.
For some of the cases that were described, I could
sympathise with the desire to avoid leaving these
people to their own devices.
But this evidence needs to be put into context. In a
written response to the coroner’s submission Dr John
Buchanan, psychiatrist, Dr Adrian Dabscheck, a
palliative care consultant, and Ms Odette Waanders, the
CEO of Palliative Care Victoria, made the following
observations. Many of the 197 people identified by the
coroner were not terminally ill and might have been
treatable with suitable care. Many of the 197 people
identified in that evidence would not have fallen within
the eligibility criteria of this bill. In addition, it is not
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possible to identify the extent to which depression was
a factor in many of the deaths identified. If depression
was present, it raises two questions: the adequacy of
medical treatment and pain management received, and
the extent to which depression is under-recognised and
poorly treated.
Of the five detailed case studies, Buchanan, Dabscheck
and Waanders found that all five appeared to have been
experiencing severe depressive illness and to have
expressed suicidal intent. I quote:
There is virtually no information about the adequacy of
medical treatment, no indication that the depression was
recognised as such by family or medical practitioners, and no
evidence of referral to a psychiatrist or psychologist to treat
the manifest depression and suicidality.

The coroner’s evidence is also important in that some
draw from it a conclusion that the legalisation of
euthanasia and assisted suicide will lower suicide rates.
This question was specifically examined in a paper
entitled ‘How does legalisation of physician-assisted
suicide affect rates of suicide?’. It found that legalising
physician-assisted suicide has been associated with an
increased rate of total suicides relative to other states in
the US and no decrease in non-assisted suicides. In
addition, a report on Oregon entitled ‘Suicides in
Oregon: trends and associated factors 2003–2012’ from
the Oregon Health Authority found that:
In 2012, the age-adjusted suicide rate among Oregonians was
17.7 per 100 000, 42 per cent higher than the national
average.
The rate of suicide among Oregonians has been increasing
since 2000.

The evidence from Oregon clearly indicates that suicide
rates do not decrease after assisted suicide is legalised.
Perhaps even more important than the difficulties of
designing and administering safeguards, euthanasia and
assisted suicide cross very longstanding ethical
boundaries. For centuries it has been almost universally
considered ethical to provide pain relief or palliative
care, even if that treatment could hasten death. Some
call this the doctrine of double effect. This practice is
accepted and widespread today. The law has always
made a clear distinction between an action motivated
by relieving pain and an action that is intended to end
life. What we are considering today is to change the law
so as to allow actions that are undertaken with the
explicit intention of hastening death. While people with
different value systems and ethical frameworks will
arrive at different conclusions as to whether it is ever
justifiable to take an action intended to end life, we
should be clear that a range of other options is already
available under the law.
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The fact that we are crossing such a well-established
principle in criminal law and medical practice should
give us all pause for thought. Even if we are inclined to
believe that euthanasia or assisted suicide are justified
in some cases, we should not imagine that such a
fundamental change to law and practice can be
implemented without the risk of serious unintended
consequences. When one looks at what occurs in other
countries after such practices are legalised and become
common, I believe that is precisely what happens.
It would be clear from my minority report and from this
speech that I disagree with recommendation 49 of the
inquiry into end-of-life choices. It worries me that the
bill before us would legalise a regime that is even more
expansive than the scheme proposed in the majority
report. A legal opinion from senior human rights
lawyers argues that the divergence from the committee
report to the bill includes material differences in the
eligibility rules, including expanding the scope of
eligibility from six to 12 months; the qualifications
required for medical opinions; the protection of
vulnerable people; the degree to which conscientious
objection is protected, particularly for institutions; the
review of request for euthanasia or assisted suicide; and
the lack of legislative provision for support services.
In addition, numerous senior lawyers, including experts
in human rights, have identified dozens of drafting
errors and potential unintended consequences. This
includes a detailed 16-page, clause-by-clause analysis
of the bill signed off by senior counsel and a detailed
analysis of the bill by Palliative Care Victoria. I doubt
whether it will be possible to correct all of these many
material issues in a committee stage.
Let me begin my conclusion by stating that I respect
what proponents of this bill are seeking to achieve in
that they are motivated by compassion and a desire to
help vulnerable people who are suffering. My father is
a nurse. He believes passionately in euthanasia and
assisted suicide, and we have discussed this issue many
times. I also greatly respect his views. Where I disagree
with proponents is that I believe this bill will not
achieve what they hope it will. To see this bill as simply
adding to the prospects of a dignified and painless death
is to labour under an illusion. This bill would
profoundly change the circumstances in which every
Victorian with a terminal illness lives out their final
months.
If this bill passes, it will no longer be possible for the
terminally ill to simply accept that their role is to
receive the care that is provided to them for as long as it
is necessary. No longer will the matter of them being a
burden to their family in a physical, social or economic
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sense be merely an unchangeable consequence of their
illness. If this bill passes, they will have a choice, their
family will know they have a choice and their carers
will know they have a choice. Even if we lived in a
utopia where relatives and carers always sought only
the best for the patient at all times, that choice could be
a burden in many instances. But we do not live in a
utopia. Unfortunately there is abuse of the vulnerable in
our society, and this bill while possibly helping some
will also unfortunately expose many others to
unscrupulous behaviour. This is not a bill which adds
without taking away.
Medical peak bodies in Australia and throughout the
world oppose the practices that this bill is seeking to
legalise. Palliative care experts and providers in
Victoria and internationally oppose the proposed
framework. Numerous respected lawyers have cast
serious doubt on the drafting of this bill. This
Parliament should listen to these experts, as parliaments
have done throughout Australia, in the United
Kingdom, in New York and in New Zealand. This bill
is well-intentioned, but unfortunately I believe it is
fatally flawed with inadequate protections for the
vulnerable. I believe that, if it passes, our society will be
worse off. I urge that the house reject this bill.
Ms SPRINGLE (South Eastern Metropolitan)
(11:29) — It is my privilege to rise today to speak on
the Voluntary Assisted Dying Bill 2017. The journey to
this point has been a long one and one in which so
many of us have invested huge amounts of thought,
time and energy over the past decade. For those of us
on the Legal and Social Issues Committee the debate on
this bill is the culmination of close to two years of
substantive work on the issue of how people in Victoria
are cared for at the end of their life.
On that note, before I speak to the bill itself I would like
to offer some thanks, and I will start with the
government. I would like to thank the government for
having the courage and the political will to genuinely
consider this after successive governments have
disregarded the need and the prospect of a regime like
this in Victoria regardless of the growing evidence that
there are Victorians — and a growing number of
them — dying in intolerable pain without any hope of
solace or relief, regardless of palliative care medicine
available. I would like to thank the Minister for Health,
Jill Hennessy, and her team. The way she has
approached the development of this framework has
been exceptional, and I would hasten to say that it is
because of this approach that we are here today
debating the bill. It is a credit to you, Minister, and for
that I offer my thanks.
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I would like to thank my colleague Colleen Hartland,
who was brave enough and visionary enough to put this
forward nearly a decade ago in the face of great
opposition and who has continued to agitate and
advocate and generally bang on about the need for such
reform — and here we are. I would also like to thank
Ms Patten. I do believe that her presence in this term of
Parliament has contributed to a tipping point that we
needed to get to this point and to bring us here today.
I would especially like to thank the secretariat of the
end-of-life choices inquiry. I have said it before in this
place, but I want to sing the praises of Lilian Topic and
her amazing team that supported the committee through
the 11 months of the inquiry that this legislation is
based on. More than anyone, the parliamentary support
staff on that inquiry bore the brunt of the harsh realities
of why we need this legislation. Day in, day out
processing, contemplating and analysing the evidence
presented over those 11 months must have taken its toll.
They conducted themselves with dignity,
professionalism and a work ethic second to none.
Without their tireless and meticulous work to create the
body of work that this framework is based on, it would
not be what it is, and for that we will be forever in your
debt.
This bill is one of the most contentious to come before
the house in some time. It goes to the heart of how we
cherish human life and our families and our attitudes
towards illness and death. It challenges us to have an
honest, open and respectful conversation about our
systems of belief and the implications of those systems
for our society as a whole. It intersects with
fundamental questions about the kind of society we
want to live in and the lines in the sand we wish to draw
around individual choice. These are difficult issues but
ones we cannot shy away from. My contribution today
will be threefold and will address the challenges that
have led to this bill, the integrity of the process and the
technical elements of the bill.
I will start with the problem. Dealing with the death of
a loved one, particularly when death is protracted and
painful, is excruciating. It inflicts incredible pain not
only on the terminally ill but on all of those who endure
the illness by their side. So many of us have
experienced this, and it is important that these
experiences inform this debate in an open and
respectful way. The public conversation on voluntary
assisted dying has seen a number of incredibly
courageous people share their own stories.
From the hundreds of letters and emails I have received
over the last months about this issue I would like to
share two with you here today. The first is from
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Amanda Collins. Amanda’s father, Robin Collins, died
in February 2014 after a torturous struggle with
myelofibrosis. Towards the end of his life his immune
system was severely compromised, his body was in
revolt and he struggled to walk, see and digest food. All
that palliative care could offer Amanda’s father was
starvation in a morphine-induced coma. Robin Collins
was a responsible, law-abiding man, but he knew he
could no longer manage, nor could he watch his family
be part of his painful deterioration.
With Amanda’s permission I will share the remainder
of this story in her own words:
My family were paralysed with indecision. My dad …
refused to implicate any of us in his death, especially my
mum. But he knew that he couldn’t tolerate any more days of
utter misery, and that he would have to act for himself. One
morning, he woke my mother, and they sat together and said
their goodbyes. I can’t imagine what that would have been
like for my mother. Then, on crutches, he took himself out to
his shed, got a gun from his safe and shot himself. My mother
knew he was going to do it, but he had asked her not to be
involved, and she respected his wishes. So my darling dad
was alone at the most terrifying moment of his life. To this
day I don’t know how he had the courage to do it.

When I spoke to Amanda several days ago she relayed
further snippets of her family’s story, of how her
mother had asked the ambulance not to turn on the
sirens when they came to tend to her father after his
death so as not to alert folk in the small town where
they lived of the tragedy, but the sirens were turned on
anyway, and of how her mother later moved away to
another town to make things just a little bit easier. She
is of the view that no person, no family, should suffer
as hers did and has campaigned strongly for this
legislation.
Pam Parker wrote to all Victorian MPs, so many of you
may be familiar with her story. Pam wrote about her
father, John Parker. Pam’s love and respect for her
father came through so clearly in her letter as she wrote
about his integrity, compassion, leadership, patience
and commitment to social justice. John was 64 and
about to enter retirement when he was diagnosed with
motor neurone disease, with a prognosis of between
one and five years life expectancy. One year later John
was diagnosed with a brain tumour. Following surgery
he was informed that it was one of the most aggressive
forms of brain tumour, and radiotherapy and
chemotherapy followed. John’s body started to shut
down. He became more incapacitated by the day and
was in excruciating pain and barely able to
communicate for the last 18 days of his life.
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John Parker endured two terminal illnesses leading to a
painful death. Reflecting on her experience and that of
her beloved father and his family, Pam had this to say:
I am not sure what choices Dad would have made as he
prepared for his death, but I absolutely know he would have
supported others in their right to make the most personal and
the most difficult decision anyone has to make. Fortunately,
Dad never had to watch a loved one suffer in the way he
suffered, but I know him and I know if he had, he would be
co-signing this letter with me.

I spoke to Pam last week and she brought me to tears,
as so many of these conversations have. Spending close
to a year on the end-of-life choices inquiry I chose not
to speak about my personal experiences during that
time, but probably if I were going to, it would be now. I
have to say I am 44 years old and have experienced my
fair share of losing loved ones. In fact I have probably
experienced more than my fair share. I have nursed my
father, who died quite a violent and unpleasant death. I
have lost a husband. I have lost three of his siblings,
and grandparents, as we all do when we get to a certain
age. But what I can probably say has the most impact
on this conversation is the case of my grandfather, who
I did care for in the years preceding his death.
He was a remarkable man in many ways. He brought
the Springle family to Australia after the Second World
War, and he worked very, very hard. He worked in a
very physical sense very, very hard. What that meant at
the end of his life was that his body was racked with
pain. For anyone who has experienced severe physical
labour for prolonged periods of their life, it does take its
toll towards the end. When my grandmother died in
1999 he felt like he did not have a lot left to live for. He
lived for another 14 years, and most of that time he was
racked with what he would consider to be intolerable
pain from his body giving out but also I think from a
broken heart. He had said to me when I came back
from overseas, ‘I have an arrangement with my local
pharmacist, and when the pain becomes too much to
bear he will give me the drugs that I need to end my
life’.
That gave him a sense of calm, I think, within him. The
problem was that a couple of years later the pharmacist
moved away and never told him to where. So he lost
that opportunity — in his mind — to have a choice and
to have control over what he felt was a life that was not
really worth living anymore. Of course he had a
beautiful family who loved him and looked after him,
and we did that until he was not able to be at home
anymore and he went into a nursing home. He was
there for a couple of years, but it was a terribly
miserable existence for him by that stage. He was
incredibly frail and quite depressed, and by the end of
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his life he had, I would say, checked out. He did not
talk a lot. He did not have any tolerance for people
being around him. He was in constant pain and on high
doses of painkiller, and that I suppose for me has
flavoured this debate in many ways, as I know
everyone’s personal story does flavour this debate. I
believe that was 14 years of a person’s life that was
very much below the sort of quality that anyone would
consider to be acceptable.
I do not think that he would qualify for this regime, as
we know that a lot of people will not, but I suppose
from my perspective his story was a slow burner. It was
a prolonged kind of deterioration. For some people
whose pain is so much more acute and so much more
profound, I suppose, in terms of its concentration, this
legislation will provide solace. This regime will give
them options that may make that last part of their life
something that they can be proud of.
I have one remaining parent, and when I speak to her
and her friends — and she is in her late 60s now —
there is not one of them that does not want this choice
for themselves. Many of them are still well. Some of
them are not, but there is not one of them that I have
spoken to throughout this whole two-year period in
which we have been intensively debating the substance
of this prospect who has said, ‘I don’t think that’s
appropriate’. They all respect the right to choose. They
all want the right to choose.
While I acknowledge that there are many people out
there who do not hold that view, I would suggest that
there is a majority of people that do, so I would like to
talk a little bit about the integrity of the process that we
are going through. The past 100 years have seen the
most incredible advances in science and medicine. Our
ability to help and to heal is incredibly important, but
medicine is not a panacea. Palliative care has
limitations, as has been recognised by so many experts
and practitioners working in palliative care throughout
this very public conversation on voluntary assisted
dying. Extension of life at any cost is now regarded as
the norm. We are pushing our bodies and our loved
ones beyond their limits and beyond what is reasonable,
with the unflinching aim of living longer regardless of
quality of life. In our efforts to prolong life, we
sometimes are prolonging intolerable pain and
suffering, giving little regard to the wishes of those who
are experiencing that suffering. It is my view and the
view, I believe, of a significant majority of Victorians
that we must do more to provide genuine choice to ease
the suffering of people in the most advanced stages of
terminal illness.
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The process of developing the bill we have before us
today has been one of the most rigorous that I think is
possible in terms of a piece of legislation. Over the
course of a year the committee received more than
1000 submissions and held 17 days of public hearings
with 154 witnesses. We examined existing voluntary
assisted dying frameworks internationally and the
evidence base documenting their experience, their
learnings and the impact of the frameworks in those
jurisdictions, and indeed we visited a handful of those
jurisdictions to speak with people directly.
The final report of the committee has
49 recommendations to improve end-of-life care in
Victoria, and 21 of those recommendations, I would
like to highlight, directly address improvements needed
in the provision of palliative care in Victoria.
Throughout the inquiry process it was abundantly clear
that in order to provide effective and meaningful
end-of-life choices a continuum of care approach must
be offered. One response is not enough if we are
genuinely to meet our duty of care as a society to those
who are approaching the end of life.
On that note, I would like to acknowledge the key
developments that perhaps demonstrate the
government’s commitment to the expansion and
development of palliative care here in Victoria, and that
includes in this financial year an allocated $135 million
for palliative care, of which $54 million is dedicated to
at-home palliative care — an increase of 8.2 per cent on
the previous year. There is $5 million in equipment and
infrastructure grants to help community palliative care
providers deliver care in people’s homes.
As part of the inquiry we found that, yes, the majority
of people do want to die at home; however, a good
portion of those cannot because of their physical
conditions. Also on that, often many people feel like
they want to die at home, but when they actually realise
what is involved in staying in their home at that point in
their illness they realise it is probably not viable or the
best option for them.
Community palliative care providers also now have
access to the $200 million Regional Health
Infrastructure Fund. All of this is a good start in terms
of what I would hope this government would see as the
development and expansion of palliative care. It is a
truism that around the world in the jurisdictions that
have legislation and frameworks like this they have
some of the best palliative care in the world. There is an
evidence base to suggest that when an assisted dying
framework is implemented within a country’s
legislation the palliative care does improve. I would
suggest that is probably because there is a cognisance
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around end-of-life choices and how important each
element of that is in a holistic approach.
That brings me of course to what we are debating here
today, and that is recommendation 49, which is that the
government undertake further work to develop a
framework for voluntary assisted dying in Victoria. I
am not going to go on too much about the inquiry. This
house, unlike the other place, has had substantial debate
around this issue already, with the referral and with the
tabling of the report — and it is a report that I am
enormously proud of. I suspect it might be the case that
I will not get to contribute to a report with that sort of
gravitas or substance again here in my time in the
Victorian Parliament. I hope I do, but it could well be
that I do not. I think it is a seminal report; I feel
enormously privileged to have been a part of that. I did
not table a minority report, and therefore I endorse each
and every recommendation, each and every page of that
report. So I do not feel it hugely necessary to go into the
substance of the report here today.
What I would like to elaborate a little on is that
following on from the inquiry’s recommendations and
report, the voluntary assisted dying ministerial advisory
panel was given the responsibility, at the behest of the
committee, of developing a safe and compassionate
voluntary assisted dying framework for Victoria. The
work of the panel was grounded in the broad policy
direction established by the committee. Its role was to
consider how this could work in practice and to ensure
only those making voluntary and informed decisions
and at the end of their life could access voluntary
assisted dying.
As with the inquiry into end-of-life choices, I believe
this work was rigorous, extensive and extremely
sensitive in its approach. The panel undertook extensive
expert and community consultation, incorporating the
receipt of 176 submissions. It undertook a series of
forums and round tables in numerous locations across
Victoria with a focus on supporting an open and
informed discussion on the issue and incorporating a
diverse range of views. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank the panel, including its chair, Brian
Owler, and all members, for their thoughtful and
diligent work. The final report of the panel set a clear
direction and foundation for the bill we have before us
today.
So many Victorians are highly engaged in this issue for
so many reasons. As stated earlier, many of us have
directly experienced the painful death of a loved one,
and in some cases this has moved us to support the
choice to die for people in the final stages of terminal
illness. The level of public engagement we have
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experienced on this issue is critical to a
well-functioning democracy, but it is arguably even
more critical in the context of a discussion on voluntary
assisted dying, which goes to the very heart of our
values as a society. Throughout the debate I have been
moved by people’s honesty, their commitment and their
determination. I respect that views on voluntary assisted
dying are at times diametrically opposed, but our ability
to respectfully discuss and debate this is fundamental to
the health of our society. These conversations are never
easy — they are often painful, difficult and
confrontational — but in all cases they must be
respectful and they must be grounded in facts.
Unfortunately the recent tenor of public debate on
voluntary assisted dying has not always met these
standards. There has unfortunately been some distortion
of fact in relation to similar schemes in other parts of
the world. It is worth noting at this point that these
schemes have been very effective in supporting patient
choice and coexisting with the highest quality of
palliative care. Dr Doug Gaze from Shoreham and five
other doctors from Doctors for Assisted Dying Choice
noted the following in an article published in the Age in
August:
In Oregon, these laws have worked safely for 20 years and
people there have better end-of-life care than elsewhere in the
United States. California and Canada have followed. Having
the choice of voluntary assisted dying, even if it is not used,
will provide great comfort for patients, knowing they have
some control if their suffering cannot relieved, and no doctor
is obliged to be involved.

A conversation about ideas, beliefs and possibilities can
and must be part of this process, but it must be
grounded in respect, evidence, truth and realistic
expectations.
On that note, I will now turn to the technical elements
of the bill, addressing a number of concerns raised both
by opponents of the bill and by the ministerial advisory
panel. Part 1 sets out a comprehensive definition of
decision-making capacity under clause 4(1), requiring
that in order to be eligible to make a request to access
voluntary assisted dying a person must be able to:
(a) understand the information relevant to the decision
relating to access to voluntary assisted dying and the
effect of the decision; and
(b) retain that information to the extent necessary to make
the decision; and
(c) use or weigh that information as part of the process of
making the decision; and
(d) communicate the decision and the person’s views and
needs as to the decision in some way, including by
speech, gestures or other means.
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This section unpacks some of the nuance and
complexity around assessing decision-making capacity
and addressing the need for assessments to be
undertaken in a suitable environment and context. The
use of examples in this bill, something Victorian
legislation often does very well, are particularly
important in the context of this bill and provide an
added element of clarity and consideration.
An important point to note in relation to
decision-making capacity is the requirement for a
requesting patient to have decision-making capacity at
every decision point throughout the process. This is a
key recommendation of the ministerial expert panel.
The panel acknowledged in its final report that this
recommendation would have the effect of excluding
many people who may wish to request voluntary
assisted dying — for example, people with dementia.
The panel was clear in its view, however, that having
decision-making capacity throughout the process is a
fundamental safeguard, and the bill has given effect to
this requirement throughout.
People with mental illness or people with disabilities
would not be eligible for voluntary assisted dying on
these grounds alone, as set out in clause 9(2) and (3).
This exclusion was recommended by the inquiry and
supported by the ministerial advisory panel in
recommendations 5 and 6. People with a terminal
illness and less than 12 months to live as well as a
mental illness or disability may be eligible for voluntary
assisted dying but only if they are assessed as having
adequate decision-making capacity.
Clause 5 sets out the principles underpinning the bill. In
addition to focusing on the value of life and autonomy,
clause 1 establishes the importance of informed
decision-making and the need for medical practitioners
to set out all available treatment options to patients,
including comfort and palliative care. This section
emphasises the importance of supporting patient values,
choices and treatments and the need for this to take
place in a supportive environment of open
communication between patients, family members and
medical professionals.
Subclauses (a) to (g) of clause 6 set out the process of
requesting access to voluntary assisted dying in detail.
A first request must be made followed by an
assessment by the coordinating medical practitioner and
a consulting medical practitioner to determine the
eligibility of the patient requesting voluntary assisted
dying. The person making the request must make a
written declaration, they must appoint a contact person
and they must make a final request. The coordinating
medical practitioner must ensure that the person has a
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voluntary assisted dying permit, and in their final
review the coordinating medical practitioner must
certify that all of these conditions have been fulfilled
prior to voluntary assisted dying taking place.
Clause 7 sets out the rights of conscientious objection
by medical practitioners. Under clause 7(a) medical
practitioners may refuse to even provide any
information about voluntary assisted dying. This is one
of the few elements of the bill which I accept is
contentious. While I acknowledge that perhaps this is
outweighed by a person’s right to informed
decision-making, I suspect that may be something that
will be a sticking point for some.
Clause 8 establishes that a medical practitioner may not
initiate a conversation about voluntary assisted dying
with a patient and that information on voluntary
assisted dying must only be provided in response to a
request from a patient or where a patient initiates that
conversation. The initiation of a conversation or
provision of unsolicited information will be regarded as
malpractice as established in the Health Practitioner
Regulation National Law. These clauses give effect to
recommendations 7 and 8 of the ministerial advisory
panel.
Part 2 of the bill sets out comprehensive criteria for
eligibility. This component of the bill gives full effect to
recommendation 2 of the ministerial advisory panel.
Recommendation 2 advocated that in order to be
eligible to request voluntary assisted dying a person
must fulfil all of the following eligibility criteria: be an
adult 18 years and over; be ordinarily resident in
Victoria and an Australian citizen or permanent
resident; have decision-making capacity in relation to
voluntary assisted dying; and be diagnosed with an
incurable disease, illness or medical condition that is
expected to cause death within weeks or months but not
longer than 12 months and that is causing suffering that
cannot be relieved in a manner the person deems
tolerable.
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Timber industry
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) (12:00) — My
question is to the Minister for Agriculture. Recently
seven anti-logging protesters sabotaged a planned
coupe harvest in a far east Gippsland forest. All seven
were charged. By the time the case got to court last
week charges had been dropped against five of the
individuals. The two with remaining charges had no
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conviction recorded against them after matters were
heard by the court. Minister, how can logging
contractors and our timber industry have faith in the
law when it fails to deal appropriately with people who
deliberately and unlawfully disrupt lawful timber
harvest operations?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture)
(12:00) — I thank Ms Bath for her question and for her
concern about and interest in the issue of protest
activity impacting legal harvesting activity. The issue of
native timber harvesting is one that ignites great
passions on both sides of the debate, and certainly
protest activity is not unusual. There are arrangements
in place to ensure the safety of protesters in terms of
certain buffer zones and proximity to harvesting
activity. This is work that typically involves very
significant physical risk to people who are in the area
and is certainly best suited to people who are skilled
and trained in operating in that kind of work
environment. We do of course respect the right of
people to lawfully protest in this state. I think it is a
great hallmark of our democracy.
As Ms Bath indicated, the matter she referred to has
been resolved by the courts. We have, though, as I said,
arrangements in Victoria whereby protest is legal —
there are safety barriers in place — and it is important
to recognise also the rights of people who are just going
about their job and need to be able to do that without
fear of being too close to that kind of protest activity.
These are difficult things to balance. We certainly
support the current arrangements that are in place that
were initiated by the former government in 2014, if my
memory serves me correctly, and have no plans to
change those arrangements. But these things do flare up
from time to time, and in this case this matter has now
been resolved by the court.
Supplementary question
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) (12:03) — Thank you,
Minister, for your response. Minister, are you aware
that government department staff provided letters to the
court that attested to the good characters of the people
charged, and if so, could you please explain how that is
not a gross conflict of interest given the role of the
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning
(DELWP) in initiating the prosecution?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture)
(12:03) — I thank Ms Bath for her further question, and
I note the assertion that Ms Bath has made. DELWP
have responsibility for enforcement arrangements in
this area, and Ms Bath’s question goes to letters she
believes have been written by people who may work
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for a department that is not my department. President, I
seek your indulgence to provide an answer on notice in
two days so that I can confer with my colleague.

Timber industry
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) (12:04) — My
question is to the Minister for Agriculture. Minister, last
week logging contractor Rob Brunt received a phone
call from VicForests telling him he could not start work
as planned in coupes due for harvest because a
last-minute directive had come from the minister’s
office. Mr Brunt had to stand down his nine-member
logging crew, the order to halt harvesting not only
affecting Mr Brunt’s business but also affecting supply
to Auswest’s sawmill, Brodribb. Minister, did the
directive to stop native timber logging in these coupes
come from you or your staff in your ministerial office,
and if so, why?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture)
(12:05) — I thank Ms Bath for her question. The
directive that Ms Bath refers to, I imagine, if it is indeed
a directive, is something that again, President, I may
need to take on notice, but VicForests manage these
issues directly with contractors. We need to ensure the
sustainability of the industry, balancing the needs of
industry with the protection of our environmental
assets. As Ms Bath indicated in her earlier question,
there are certainly flashpoints where there is a particular
protest activity or even legal activity, and these issues
are managed on a case-by-case basis, typically by
VicForests.
Supplementary question
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) (12:06) — Thank you,
Minister, for your response. My supplementary
question is this. Every day in recent weeks Labor has
been trying to out-green the Greens in the battle for
Northcote. Minister, can you clarify once and for all: is
it Andrews Labor government policy to stop or support
native timber harvest in Victoria?
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — I am concerned about the
tangent the supplementary question has taken. I do
notice that the minister was prepared to get to her feet,
and I think that she is interested in responding to the
question, so on this occasion I will accept it.
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture)
(12:07) — Thank you, President. I thank Ms Bath for
her question and her seeming interest in the great
geographical distance that exists between East
Gippsland and a by-election in Melbourne’s inner city.
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I would certainly take up the invitation from Ms Bath to
respond to Labor’s campaign in Northcote, given I was
invited to.
Ms Wooldridge interjected.
Ms PULFORD — I think my support for our
forestry industry is well-known to everyone in this
chamber and everyone in the industry, but what I would
indicate is that in Northcote questions of housing
affordability, rights for renters and investments in
schools and health care are our priorities, and we will
certainly be continuing to put a strong case to the
people of Northcote.

Sheep and goat electronic identification
Mr O’SULLIVAN (Northern Victoria) (12:08) —
My question is to the Minister for Agriculture. Minister,
last week you told the Council in relation to the
implementation of electronic identification (EID) in
saleyards at Ballarat that it was already up and running.
It has since been revealed that you were incorrect.
Limited scanning is being undertaken at Ballarat, with
only 25 per cent of lambs being scanned with handheld
scanners — completely different to what will be
required to meet the 31 March deadline. Minister, are
you not receiving the appropriate information or are
you just not on top of your portfolio issues?
Mr Dalidakis — I tell you what — unlike Barnaby,
she’s got a portfolio. Unlike Fiona Nash, she’s got a
portfolio. Take that one to your cousins in Canberra.
The PRESIDENT — The federal Parliament has
got absolutely nothing to do with us. We do not need
interjections about what they are up to or not up to. Let
them deal with their own problems.
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture)
(12:10) — The National Party are a bit raw and sore at
the moment because Malcolm Turnbull is the federal
Minister for Agriculture. I will not dwell on that
extraordinary embarrassment for the National Party in
this country, but Mr O’Sullivan did invite comment
about who is and who is not on top of their portfolios. I
will come back to the sheep EID in a second, but just in
case anyone in this chamber or anyone in the Victorian
community missed it, the coalition recently had a
reshuffle. They have got more shadow ministers than
you could fit in the constitution or on the furniture in
this building. But you know what they did not have?
They did not have a shadow Minister for Regional
Development — no shadow Minister for Regional
Development. To come in here all la-di-da about, ‘We
care about rural Victoria’ —
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Mr O’Sullivan — On a point of order, President,
the minister is not being relevant to the question.
Clearly she is debating this matter. I am happy to
debate with her at a later time, but I would like her to
answer the question that was asked this time.

managed to put in their grant applications in accordance
with the time frame that has been set. There are
22 saleyards that are impacted by this reform, and we
are working very, very closely with each and every one
of them to help them get ready for this change.

The PRESIDENT — I think the minister has
finished her foray into that area and is now returning to
your question.

I have always been up-front about the need for us to be
responsive to any challenges or bumps that will come
along the way in implementing such a significant
change. We are talking about 10 million tags. But I
have a great advisory committee on this, and I take the
opportunity to thank the members for the extraordinary
amount of work that they are putting in in support of
this reform. I receive constant updates on the rollout of
this reform. I can also indicate to Mr O’Sullivan that in
the next week or two we will be announcing the tag
price for 2018. But we will, as I have said, continue to
listen closely to industry, to respond to any concerns
and to address any challenges that come as we go down
this road for this really important reform that is
important for lots of reasons, not least of all because
they cut $20 million a year out of the biosecurity
budget.

Ms PULFORD — We always have a regional
development portfolio. We care about rural industries
and we care about rural and regional Victoria. We do
not have to sneak into the Parliament two weeks later
and mutter under our breath, ‘By the way, we’ve now
got somebody we’re calling rural Victoria’.
Mr O’Sullivan — On a point of order, President,
you just made a ruling in relation to bringing the
minister back to answering the question. Clearly she is
still debating the question, and I would like you to ask
her to answer the question.
The PRESIDENT — The minister is getting to her
answer. She actually did not pursue the line that you
raised in your previous point of order. She then went on
to talk about what the government was doing rather
than what the opposition was doing, which I think was
an important distinction. Nonetheless I do hope the
minister is interested in sheep tagging.
Ms PULFORD — I am very interested in sheep
tagging, President, and I am glad that we have still got
lots of time to talk about that. This is a really important
reform. It is a reform that the former government were
unwilling and unprepared to make. It is a reform that is
well underway, and it is just wonderful to have almost
constant feedback from people who are impacted by
this reform about their experience of it. Last week I was
in Maryborough, then I was in Charlton and then I was
in St Arnaud — not particularly to talk to anyone about
sheep EID — and farmers in each of those three places
raised with me their involvement and experience with
the transition.
Mr O’Sullivan is concerned that saleyards are unable to
meet the time lines that were set by industry after an
extensive period of consultation. We worked really
closely with industry on this reform because they know
what is required when and where. So what I can
indicate to Mr O’Sullivan is that in the time since he
last asked questions about this the date has now passed
for applications to be made for grants for saleyard
equipment, and I can confirm for Mr O’Sullivan that
Ballarat and Hamilton — the saleyards that he has been
interested in and has been asking about — have

Supplementary question
Mr O’SULLIVAN (Northern Victoria) (12:15) —
Minister, the system is untested and the scanners are not
even under construction. Will you take a personal
interest in these reforms and seriously consider the
concerns raised by agents and saleyard operators,
because it appears that they are telling us a different
story to what they are telling you?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture)
(12:16) — Those of us that live close to a saleyard are
very interested in this reform. There is one probably
about 3 kilometres from my house — in fact the
Ballarat one that Mr O’Sullivan is interested in —
where there is scanning underway. The applications for
grants only closed two days ago. So yes, the equipment
is not yet installed because the grant applications have
only just been made. This was the time line that we
established in close consultation with industry. If at any
point there is a need for adjustments or changes to be
made, then of course we will look at that, but at the
moment there is no case for that. The reform is tracking
really well, and I am delighted by the interest and the
embracing of it that is going on right across the supply
chain. It is a really exciting reform. Everyone has been
terrific about it, and I will continue to be very closely
engaged.
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Timac Agro
Mr MORRIS (Western Victoria) (12:17) — My
question is to the Minister for Agriculture. In a media
release dated 1 February this year you were quoted as
welcoming investment by agribusiness Timac Agro
into Victoria in what you described as a ‘booming
sector’. Minister, despite receiving government support
to establish the company in Melbourne, why then, just
months later, did Timac Agro announce that they were
ceasing their Australian-based operations?
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Ms PULFORD — Thank you, President, for your
guidance. I apologise for my pent-up frustration about
not getting any regional development questions —
hardly ever. I will respond to Mr Morris’s question
about the strength of our agricultural sector and indicate
to Mr Morris that given that he has just developed an
interest in agriculture, which is wonderful, he may be
aware that last week we announced the export
figures — $12.6 billion — which is the greatest
export —
Mr Morris — On a point of order —

Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture)
(12:17) — I thank Mr Morris for his new-found interest
in agriculture, and I note the Liberal Party have not
asked a question of the regional development portfolio
in a really very, very long time. I guess it is not hard to
explain. The latest news from the Liberal Party of
course is the commission of audit, which regional
Victoria knows is a euphemism for cuts to biosecurity,
cuts to ambulance services, cuts to TAFE —
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms PULFORD — No, no, no.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The minister, without
assistance.
Ms PULFORD — The coalition loves a
commission of audit, and it always ends in the same
way.
Mr Davis — On a point of order, President, it was a
very specific question about a particular firm. It was not
a general question about regional development, it was
about one specific firm. The minister has not yet
answered anything about that firm.
Ms Shing — On the point of order, President, the
question actually began with a preamble that referred to
a statement made by the minister herself, and in that
context, and with 3 minutes and 10 seconds remaining,
she is well within her rights in fact to go to the
circumstances whereby the question was asked as it
was put by Mr Morris.
The PRESIDENT — In regard to Mr Davis’s point
of order, I concur. In regard to Ms Shing’s point of
order, it is not relevant, in the sense that the preamble
was very specific to the actual question that followed
and the minister’s answer thus far has been reflecting
on the opposition, which is debating and which is not
within our conventions in this house. So the minister
does need to return to the question rather than debating
the matter in terms of what the coalition may or may
not have done or may do.

Ms PULFORD — I am coming to it; settle down.
Mr Morris — President, my point of order again
goes to relevance. It was a very, very specific question
relating to Timac Agro and their pulling out of the
Australian market. I ask you to bring the minister back
to answering the question.
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — I agree with you, Ms Tierney.
Mr Morris, the point of order has some relevance in
terms of our standing orders. However, the minister is
entitled to provide some context to her answer, and I
am sure that she will provide an answer on the specific
matter that was mentioned. In that sense, in your
preamble you referred to the minister talking about how
great the sector was. The minister is actually now
reflecting on some of the strengths of that sector in her
context remarks. But I am sure she will get to the
specific question. I have every confidence in this
minister doing that.
Ms PULFORD — Thank you, President, and thank
you, Mr Morris, again. As I was saying, our agriculture
sector is enjoying a much better year. Of course a lot of
this is related to the climate and the extraordinary
ingenuity and efforts of our agricultural producers, and
we celebrate their success. It has been a tough couple of
seasons beforehand, with drought of course and then
the impacts of dairy prices, which have proven very
difficult for so many people, but seeing those export
numbers was a wonderful thing to celebrate, and our
government certainly celebrates with our agricultural
sector on such outstanding food and fibre export results.
There are lots and lots of different ways I can reassure
Mr Morris, with his new interest in agriculture, that
there is a lot of fabulous achievement and innovation to
celebrate. The sector is in fabulous shape for future
years. We are doing a number of things around
improving some local roads for farmers and working
with our farming groups and some of our agriculture
leaders like the Victorian Farmers Federation on skills
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for farmers, climate change adaptation, new
technology — lots and lots of things. I just wanted to
make sure that Mr Morris knew that everything is okay
and going really, really fabulously well.
In relation to the company and the grant that Mr Morris
referred to, what I can indicate to the house is that I
have received no briefing indicating that there has been
a request from the company for a grant variation, which
happens from time to time when circumstances change
for a company, but I will seek further advice from my
department about whether the circumstances have
changed and that grant is not proceeding.
Supplementary question
Mr MORRIS (Western Victoria) (12:24) — Thank
you, Minister, for that response. Minister, as your
government helped facilitate Timac Agro’s short-lived
presence in Victoria, what support did you provide for
the many workers who lost their jobs when Timac Agro
ceased their Australian operations?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture)
(12:24) — The government has a range of measures in
place to support businesses in transition or when
changes are occurring. Again, I will take the specifics
of this case on notice and provide Mr Morris with an
answer.
Ordered that answer be considered next day on
motion of Mr MORRIS (Western Victoria).
The PRESIDENT — I have accepted the motion on
the basis that it refers to the substantive response in
respect of how well the industry is going, not
specifically the company, because the minister has yet
to provide an answer on that.

Animal Welfare Victoria
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan)
(12:25) — My question is to the Minister for
Agriculture. Minister, last sitting week you quietly
announced the formation of a new body, Animal
Welfare Victoria. The Weekly Times called it a ‘vote
grab’ and ‘a slap to farmers’. The Victorian Farmers
Federation called it ‘offensive to farmers’ and ‘bowing
to an activist agenda’. You did not even consult your
own livestock industry consultative committee.
Minister, what were your motivations to form this body
without a scrap of consultation or rationale?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture)
(12:26) — It is good to see everybody is loving
agriculture today.
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Honourable members interjecting.
Ms PULFORD — No, it is. I note there is still no
regional development question from the coalition, and I
will not hold my breath. But it is. I want everybody to
be as excited about Victorian agriculture as I am. I
really, really do.
I thank Mr Ondarchie for his interest in Animal Welfare
Victoria. We did make some announcements about
animal welfare in the last sitting week. There were three
parts to that announcement. There was the
establishment of a dedicated public sector group called
Animal Welfare Victoria, which as I indicated to
Mr Young a couple of days ago will bring together the
aspects of domestic animal and animal welfare
research, policy, education and compliance. We also
committed to reviewing the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals Act 1986, which has served Victoria very well
for what now must be 32 years, but it has aged in parts
and I think it would certainly be beneficial for
everybody who cares about animal welfare for the state
to have a more modern legislative framework.
We also announced $500 000 in grants to support some
of the wonderful work that non-profit community
organisations do — a lot of rescue groups and the like.
They just do a fabulous job and provide the state with a
fabulous, fabulous service. We have had animal welfare
grants of this nature before, but they were always in
incredibly heavy demand, so being able to provide an
additional $500 000 to these volunteers throughout the
course of 2018 I think will help them with
much-needed equipment. In fact when I announced the
last round of animal welfare grants there was a
wonderful group that I got to meet called Beagle
Rescue Victoria. What they did with their grant was
they fitted out a vehicle so that they could get their
volunteers —
Mr Ondarchie — On a point of order, President, it
was a very narrow question. It went to relevance. I did
not expect 3 minutes of explaining to me what Animal
Welfare Victoria is about. It was a simple question:
what was the motivation for forming this body?
The PRESIDENT — The difficulty you have in
your point of order, Mr Ondarchie, is that there was a
preamble to your question, and the preamble actually
allows the minister some licence in terms of the way
she answers the question. It may well have been a
significant amount of licence, but nonetheless the
preamble did lead to that. Minister, I note that the
specific question was about motivations to form the
body and concern about the level of consultation, so
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perhaps in the remaining minute you might actually
reflect on that.
Ms PULFORD — Thank you, President. The
reason that Animal Welfare Victoria is being
established — and the motivations for it — is that
animal welfare is important. It is important to the
Victorian community, it is important to the Victorian
government, it is important to the racing industry, it is
important to farmers, it is important to food processors
and it is very important for our food industries because
it is important to consumers and it is important to
export markets — so yes, there are lots and lots of
motivations.
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Could the minister explain the dollar value change —
the net present value — this has had on the biological
asset?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture)
(12:34) — I will take the opportunity to provide
Ms Dunn with a written response to this very, very
technical question that she is seeking information on
that so that I can be absolutely confident that I am
providing accurate information about the methodology.
Supplementary question
Ms DUNN (Eastern Metropolitan) (12:35) — Thank
you, Minister, for that commitment. In terms of my
supplementary question, as with the dubious use we
saw last year of the depreciated optimised replacement
cost in the valuation of forest access roads in the
2015–16 VicForests annual report, is it not the case that
VicForests is again using dodgy accounting practices to
prop up its balance sheet and hide its losses?

We have, I think, been demonstrating now for near on
three years our very strong commitment to higher and
better animal welfare standards in Victoria. As I
indicated to Mr Young, our farmers are right to be very
proud of their animal welfare standards. The animal
welfare action plan, the development of which is being
led by my colleague in the Assembly and our
government’s animal welfare ambassador Lizzie
Blandthorn, has involved extensive consultation and
will continue to do so.

Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture)
(12:35) — I can assure Ms Dunn that VicForests is not
using dodgy accounting practices.

Supplementary question

School maintenance

Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan)
(12:32) — I reckon you might have left out one
motivation in all this, Minister. The Animal Justice
Party are campaigning in Northcote on a platform that
includes ‘calling on the Victorian government for the
establishment of an independent office of animal
welfare’. Is it not a fact that the formation of Animal
Welfare Victoria was just a grubby deal to secure
preferences from the Animal Justice Party in the
Northcote by-election after it was announced by the
Premier without your involvement?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture)
(12:32) — The announcement of the establishment of
Animal Welfare Victoria and the other two initiatives
that I outlined earlier was made by me.

VicForests
Ms DUNN (Eastern Metropolitan) (12:33) — My
question is for the Minister for Agriculture. Minister, in
the VicForests Annual Report 2016–17 it is noted that
the discount rate applied to the biological asset has been
decreased from 7.715 per cent, applied in previous
accounting years, to 4.99 per cent in this year’s report.
Over a multi-decadal — so multiple years — valuation
horizon, that 2.7 per cent reduction in the discount rate
significantly increases the value of the biological asset.

Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan)
(12:35) — My question is for the Minister for Training
and Skills representing the Minister for Education, and
it concerns a media release by the minister of
31 October in which he announced $2 million in
funding for school upgrade works at Bell Primary
School. The media release also refers to $3.15 million
to upgrade Northcote Primary School and $5 million to
upgrade Thornbury High School.
Minister, while I always welcome much-needed
funding for any government school for the upgrade of
their buildings, when I examined budget paper 4, ‘State
capital program’, Bell Primary School, Northcote
Primary School and Thornbury High School were not
actually in the budget papers or the forward estimates.
So my question is: how much funding is going to
schools in Northcote over and above the budget
allocation and what process was undergone to allocate
that funding?
Ms TIERNEY (Minister for Training and Skills)
(12:37) — I thank the member for her question. This is
a question for the Minister for Education, Mr Merlino. I
acknowledge the interest that Ms Pennicuik has in
terms of education and training, and I am sure that he
will provide a written response within the guidelines.
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Supplementary question
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan)
(12:38) — While I always welcome much-needed
funding for government school upgrades and
maintenance, I have long been calling for increased
transparency in the allocation of funding. In fact the
Auditor-General in his May report Managing School
Infrastructure pointed out that there is much room to
improve with regard to transparency and certainty over
how the Department of Education and Training
allocates maintenance funding. The Auditor-General
also made the point that although the department has a
10-year asset strategy and asset management plan, these
can often be interfered with by government
announcements. So my question is: when is the
government going to become more open and
transparent over the 10 to 20-year plan with the
allocation of funding for school upgrades and
maintenance?
Ms TIERNEY (Minister for Training and Skills)
(12:39) — I thank the member for her question, and it
is good that she recognises that there is a plan in place,
unlike others. Coupled with the supplementary
question, the Minister for Education, Minister Merlino,
will respond to her within the guidelines.

Devondale Murray Goulburn
Mr PURCELL (Western Victoria) (12:39) — My
question goes to Minister Pulford, Minister for
Agriculture. The demise of Murray Goulburn is the
most important issue in regional Victoria in decades.
Murray Goulburn, being the largest Victorian and
Australian milk cooperative, has for decades been the
price setter for dairy farmers. With the sale of Murray
Goulburn to Saputo this will cease. So my question is:
what is the minister doing to protect the future of the
Victorian dairy industry and dairy farmers?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture)
(12:40) — I thank Mr Purcell for his question about
Murray Goulburn. I think his introductory remarks are
very much on the point. I think Murray Goulburn is
perhaps the most significant business operating in
regional Victoria for the many farmers who supply
Murray Goulburn, all of the businesses that then in turn
derive income from those farmers and the processing
factories in three different dairy regions of Victoria. It
has been an awful thing for everyone to watch the
turmoil that has engulfed this once-great Victorian icon.
I know that many of our farmers who have been
shareholders have a very deep personal connection to
the notion of this co-op.
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Murray Goulburn has also historically served as the
price setter for the rest of the dairy industry, but Murray
Goulburn has not been the price setter lately. They have
experienced real pressures in terms of their
attractiveness to suppliers, which has further
compounded the enormous challenges that the business
has been facing. The situation at Murray Goulburn has
been the subject of inquiries by the Australian
Securities and Investments Commission and the
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
(ACCC). There have been some findings in relation to
those, and I do not propose to add to them.
The government has been providing support to our
dairy farmers in a package of many millions of
dollars — I think a $17 million package — to support
our dairy farmers through a period of significant price
shock. Prices have now largely recovered — well, not
completely recovered, obviously, but they have
recovered to a point above the cost of production for
most farmers, whereas what we had this time a year ago
was people getting paid less than the cost of production.
This was just a horrific situation for people to be in, as
well as there being Murray Goulburn’s decision to
require a lower price to be applied retrospectively to the
previous 11 months of the financial year and then for
that to have to be carried as a debt by farmers. There
have been subsequent decisions by Murray Goulburn to
waive that liability held by farmers, and the new
management at Murray Goulburn I think have been
working hard to try and stabilise the situation.
Our dairy support package has been rolled out. There
are elements of it that are still continuing to provide
support to dairy farmers in each of the three regions.
We have been —
Mr Ondarchie — Has it got FIRB approval yet?
Ms PULFORD — I was going to come to that. If
Mr Ondarchie was as keen on agriculture as he was
leading us to believe before, he would have noticed last
week — when it was extensively reported in all the
rural papers and in the business papers in the cities —
that what Murray Goulburn’s management have now
done is that they have entered into a sale agreement
with Saputo, which is a Canadian business. It is a
family-owned business, a very significant player in the
international dairy scene as well, and it has been here in
Victoria for a while. They purchased Warrnambool
Cheese and Butter a number of years ago, and I believe
that has been quite successful. Warrnambool Cheese
and Butter has been able to maintain a competitive milk
price throughout this period.
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I am just conscious of time, President, but quickly to
respond to Mr Ondarchie, what was extensively
reported was that the board has decided that a 50 per
cent shareholder vote will be required to approve this
arrangement. There will also be approvals required
from the ACCC and the Foreign Investment Review
Board (FIRB).
I have spoken about this to The Nationals candidate for
New England, who was the Deputy Prime Minister at
the time, but I have not spoken to the new agriculture
minister. But also importantly, because it is FIRB and
the ACCC, the Treasurer has spoken to Scott Morrison
about this and we have certainly urged the federal
government to expedite these considerations so that that
stability and certainty everyone is looking for can
happen as soon as possible.
Supplementary question
Mr PURCELL (Western Victoria) (12:45) — I
thank the minister for her lengthy answer and also very
good answer. Minister, it is being widely reported that
you met with Murray Goulburn mid last month. Could
you explain to the house whether the sale was discussed
at that meeting and more particularly whether the
proposal for the super cooperative with Fonterra was
discussed and in what context?
Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture)
(12:45) — I thank Mr Purcell for his further question
about my meeting last month with Ari Mervis, the CEO
of Murray Goulburn. I actually met with Mr Mervis
again on Tuesday of this week, so on both sides of this
big announcement that they made. The basis of that
conversation was that its contents would remain
confidential. I have had a number of media inquiries
and I have given them the same answer I am going to
give you now. I am going to respect their confidence.
Mr Mervis was quite candid. It was a good exchange of
information. It has certainly been important to ensure
the government has a very good level of understanding
of these significant issues. I want to respect that
confidence, but I can certainly assure Mr Purcell that,
again meeting with the company this week, we are
very, very engaged in this and I hope to meet with the
proposed new ownership in the not-too-distant future.
As for Mr Purcell’s query about the notion of a super
co-op, I will not add to that anything other than to say
that to the best of my knowledge neither Murray
Goulburn nor Fonterra are making any public
comments about that, so I will not be either.
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Male teachers
Mr YOUNG (Northern Victoria) (12:47) — My
question today is for the Leader of the Government.
Strong male role models are extremely important to
young boys as they develop into young men,
particularly throughout their schooling years. It is
important that there are positive male figures in our
local communities, such as police, firefighters and
primary and secondary school teachers. However,
figures published by the Victorian Institute of Teaching
show that men account for only 26 per cent of
registered teachers. Minister, what is the government
doing to address the falling number of men in teaching
roles in Victorian schools?
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State)
(12:47) — I thank Mr Young for his question. In
relation to the role models that all young people in our
community should come in contact with during the
course of their lives, obviously schoolteachers are
extremely important to them. You have identified some
professions where there may be some characteristics of
professional life, discipline of professional standards
and commitment to community life that it may be very
compelling for young people to identify with. I have
only 4 minutes, so I will not expand on your list of
categories of who should be able to provide those role
models. Let us just agree that the more role models we
have to provide a reaffirming and positive experience to
assist young people grow up in our community, the
better. That is not gender specific. I understand that the
heart of your question is that you are interested in the
way we can compete potentially in the teaching
profession and add to the number of men who work in
the education system in Victoria. This is probably one
profession that is the exception to the rule in relation to
gender equality by the numerical representation within
the workforce.
Mrs Peulich — There are serious issues, especially
in primary schools.
Mr JENNINGS — I am acknowledging that issue,
but it may be the exception to the rule.
Ms Shing — Most of the principals are men.
Mr JENNINGS — I am just reaffirming with my
hand gesture that the interjection of my colleague
Ms Shing is probably correct, although that information
is not available to me. Regardless of the gender
representation within the profession, my instinct is
actually to defer to Ms Shing that in fact the majority of
principals are men. What I think it means is that we
have got a lot of work to do in relation to equal
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opportunity in every profession in this state and we
should commit to it. It includes those areas where in
fact there may be an under-representation of men. That
is not the primary objective of gender equality, but it is
an objective and I will talk to my ministerial colleague
about the way he and his department may be working
on that.
Supplementary question
Mr YOUNG (Northern Victoria) (12:50) — Thank
you, Minister, for your answer. In May of this year the
Department of Education and Training launched the
VPS Workforce Diversity and Inclusion Strategy
2017–2020. In it is a series of goals to increase its
workforce diversity, including to ‘meet a 50-50 gender
target at executive level’. Minister, why does this target
not also apply to teaching staff, given the very low
number of men present in teaching roles in Victorian
primary and secondary schools?
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State)
(12:51) — I will defer to my colleague to answer the
question. I think it is interesting that in the first instance
we are actually worried about executives, but
nonetheless that may be reinforcing some other points
that were made by interjection. Let us actually see what
we can do to satisfy Mr Young’s expectation.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State)
(12:51) — I have a written response to question on
notice 11 733.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Written responses
The PRESIDENT (12:51) — In respect of today’s
questions I require a written response to Ms Bath’s
question to Ms Pulford, the supplementary question, in
two days; Ms Bath’s second question to Ms Pulford, the
substantive question, one day; Mr Morris’s question to
Ms Pulford, both the substantive and supplementary
questions, one day; Ms Dunn’s question to Ms Pulford,
the substantive question, one day; Ms Pennicuik’s
question to Ms Tierney, the substantive and
supplementary questions, two days; and Mr Young’s
question to Mr Jennings, the substantive and
supplementary questions, two days.
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Mr O’Donohue — On a point of order, President,
yesterday I asked the Minister for Corrections a
question about the drop in the number of alcohol and
drug tests in correctional facilities in 2016–17. You
ordered that she provide a written response to my
question. I am concerned that that answer that she has
now provided in written form may be misleading the
house, because it is contradictory to the document that
was carelessly left in the Parliament building which
shows a difference between the answer provided and
the departmental briefing paper, which contains
different material. I would submit that a new answer
should be provided, and I am happy to furnish you with
that information.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I am not in a position
to determine whether or not the minister’s answer is
different to some other document; I am just not in a
position to do that. I do not have the document. Even if
I did, it is the minister’s problem; it is not the problem
of the Chair. You have brought to light both yesterday
and today that you believe that the minister’s answers
in respect of your question were at odds with another
document that you have apparently seen. The minister
is in a position of reflecting on what you have brought
to the notice of the house, and she can determine
whether or not it warrants some further explanation. I
am not in a position to order that explanation based on
the information available to the Chair, and I certainly
am not in any position to understand whether or not her
answer is at odds with some other document that may
or may not be an accurate document. It might be some
sort of draft; I do not know what the nature of that
document is, and I cannot make any determination in
that respect.
Mr O’Donohue — On a separate point of order,
President, could I seek your guidance on your
expectation of ministers’ attendance at question time? It
is my understanding that question time continues until
all matters associated with question time are
discharged, including responses to questions on notice
and points of order associated with question time. The
Minister for Corrections was in the chamber when I
commenced my point of order and proceeded to depart,
and I think that is discourteous to the house given it is
technically during question time.
The PRESIDENT — I think that all members need
to consider their responsibilities to the house and the
courtesies that they might extend to the house in terms
of matters that are brought by members. The minister
may well have an appointment that she is already
overdue for — I have got no idea — but certainly the
minister will be made aware of the concerns that you
have expressed.
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CONSTITUENCY QUESTIONS
Southern Metropolitan Region
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) (12:56) —
My constituency question is to the Minister for
Planning, and it relates to some height limits that are
affecting the community of Bentleigh. There has been
great concern amongst members of the community for
quite some time, and I know that there is a structural
plan out at the moment seeking feedback in relation to
the concerns that the community have. In March of this
year the government, with the local member in the
Assembly, Nick Staikos, said that new planning
controls would protect Bentleigh and Carnegie. There
was an article just recently in relation to the height limit
being ineffective and those concerns again being raised
by the community. My question is: can the minister
confirm that there will be no more apartment towers of
five storeys or higher in the area of Bentleigh?

Eastern Metropolitan Region
Ms DUNN (Eastern Metropolitan) (12:57) — My
constituency question is for the Minister for Housing,
Disability and Ageing and it is in relation to the
Wantirna Park caravan park and the long-term residents
there who are facing eviction from that caravan park.
They respectfully request that the minister go out on
site to meet with the residents to understand fully the
impact this is having on that community, to walk the
site and to understand the issue around stranded assets
and the social impact that those residents are facing.
They certainly have been in discussions with Mr Leane,
the local representative there, but they do respectfully
request that the minister for housing does meet with
those affected residents to do so.
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I am now asking the minister if she could reconsider the
refusal to admit that downstream benefits are providing
a benefit to the wider community through the Quiet
Lakes, which is described in the Melbourne Water bore
flushing tariff proposal as receiving stormwater which
contains pollutants from the Dandenong Valley
Catchment Management Authority. It is on the
Melbourne Water title and its purpose is in the
Melbourne Water flood mitigation and retardation
basin — before discharging water downstream via
Ramsar wetlands, Kananook Creek and into the Port
Phillip Bay. Could the minister also reconsider state
environment protection policy F6 legislation, because
there is clearly a community benefit.

Western Victoria Region
Mr PURCELL (Western Victoria) (12:59) — My
constituency question is for the Minister for Education.
It was raised by one of my constituents, Kevin Bourke,
from my home town of Bessiebelle, who often raises
issues, usually in regard to roads. But this is in regard to
my old state school in Bessiebelle that was closed
25 years ago.
Recently two brand-new trucks turned up with two new
Kubota mowers on the back and two people to mow the
grounds at the Bessiebelle state school site — that is,
what exists there now.
They apparently stayed in Warrnambool overnight, and
this would certainly have cost the government many
thousands of dollars. So my question is: why, after
25 years, is the government spending thousands of
dollars on mowing an unused school site rather than
adopting the previous practice of letting the neighbour’s
sheep in to do the same job?

South Eastern Metropolitan Region

Northern Metropolitan Region

Mrs PEULICH (South Eastern Metropolitan)
(12:57) — My constituency question is for the attention
of the Minister for Water in another place. It is in
relation to water quality in the Patterson Lakes Quiet
Lakes, an issue that I have raised previously. An
independent review under the former government
established that indeed there was an obligation by the
state to maintain water quality. A proposal was
developed for bore water to flush through the lakes in
order to resolve blue-green algae issues; however,
Melbourne Water in conjunction with the Essential
Services Commission has come up with a tariff
proposal. It was appealed at VCAT, and unfortunately
VCAT denied the residents’ appeal.

Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan)
(13:00) — My constituency question this afternoon is
for the Treasurer, and it concerns the Broadmeadows
State Emergency Service (SES) located in my
electorate of Northern Metropolitan Region — and can
I take the opportunity to congratulate the controller of
Broadmeadows SES, Connie Lapworth, who is doing a
remarkable job and providing great community service
to Northern Metropolitan Region.
The Broadmeadows SES is soon to be landlocked
because of its current location. They have been working
alongside the minister’s office to find a suitable spot for
them to relocate to, and there has been some land
discovered alongside the Fawkner police station, which
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is between the Fawkner police station and Fawkner
Cemetery.
It has all been signed off by the department, by the SES
headquarters and by Minister Merlino, but the whole
transaction is being held up at Treasury. My question is:
can the Treasurer advise me when Treasury will release
the funds to allow this very important community
service to move to Fawkner?

Northern Victoria Region
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) (13:01) — My
constituency question is for the Minister for
Agriculture. The wineries of the King Valley in the
heart of my electorate make some of Australia’s best
wines. Nestled at the foothills of the Alpine National
Park in north-eastern Victoria, the climate is perfect for
growing quality grapes for wines exported around the
world. The King Valley wineries are currently under
attack from the European Union because Italy wants to
stop Australian winemakers from attaching the name
‘prosecco’ to a type of wine they produce. They claim
the name to be a geographical indicator, referring to the
region around the Italian town of Prosecco, contrary to
industry consensus that the name stems from the variety
of grape used to make the wine. The federal trade
minister is aware of the issue ahead of upcoming
negotiations for a free trade agreement with the
European Union. I ask: Minister, what are you doing to
support the wineries of the King Valley to ensure King
Valley winemakers can continue to produce prosecco
wine?
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Eastern Victoria Region
Ms SHING (Eastern Victoria) (13:03) — The
question I wish to raise today is for the attention of the
Minister for Water, Ms Neville, in the other place, and
it relates to the Macalister irrigation district and in
particular to an area of the Macalister River near
Tinamba, which has recently become rather choked
with black wattle and tea-tree saplings. This build-up of
vegetation has meant that in the event of a large flood,
which occurs with the spring melt, there is a risk to
properties in and around the Tinamba area and to the
land, which as we know is a really significant
cattle-grazing area, and this can cause large amounts of
damage to dairy cows that are exposed to that water and
to floodwaters for lengthy periods of time. The area
does have a history of floods, and I would ask the
minister: what action can be taken to reduce or remove
this vegetation between now and the next spring melt to
reduce the risk of floods associated with those parts of
the Tinamba area?
Sitting suspended 1.05 p.m. until 2.06 p.m.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Melhem) —
Before we resume, I acknowledge a guest in the gallery,
Mr Marshall Perron, a former Chief Minister of the
Northern Territory. Welcome.

VOLUNTARY ASSISTED DYING BILL 2017
Second reading

Western Victoria Region
Debate resumed.
Mr RAMSAY (Western Victoria) (13:02) — A
constituent of mine in Western Victoria Region has
specifically asked me to ask the minister responsible for
WorkCover, who is also responsible for the Transport
Accident Commission (TAC), what the cost is of the
wire barriers between Melbourne Road and Geelong
Road and the Princes Highway west duplication
between Waurn Ponds and Colac. There has been a
flurry of activity by workmen putting these wire
barriers up, in many cases duplicating it on both sides
of the road. I note nearly the full length of Melbourne
Road has been nearly completed, and I see now the new
duplication works on Princes Highway west are also
being cabled. Out of interest the constituent asked me to
ask the minister: what was the allocation of funds from
the TAC, as I understand, not VicRoads, to those two
highways for construction of these wire barriers?

Ms SPRINGLE (South Eastern Metropolitan)
(14:07) — Part 3 sets out the process for requesting
access to voluntary assisted dying and assessment of
eligibility and includes the numerous and rigorous
safeguards recommended by the ministerial advisory
panel. Clause 11 sets out clear requirements for making
a request — namely, that the request must be:
(a) clear and unambiguous; and
(b) made by the person personally.

Clause 12 establishes that a patient may change their
mind at any time during the process and decide not to
access voluntary assisted dying. At this time the process
halts, and should a patient later decide to proceed with
voluntary assisted dying, they must restart the process
from the very beginning. At this point in the process a
doctor who meets the minimum qualifications set out in
clause 13 must refuse or accept the request within seven
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days. If a medical practitioner accepts the request, this
must be recorded and that practitioner becomes the
coordinating medical practitioner, who plays a key role
throughout the process in supporting the patient, their
family and their choices. The establishment of this role
and the role of consulting medical practitioner gives
effect to recommendation 13 of the ministerial advisory
panel.

Part 6 sets out the provisions for review of certain
decisions by the Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal, or VCAT. I note that the ministerial advisory
panel made limited recommendations specifically in
relation to VCAT, stating that VCAT:

Division 3 covers the process of assessment and
determining eligibility. Clause 17 establishes that the
coordinating medical practitioner must have completed
assessment training prior to undertaking any
assessment. This clause gives effect to
recommendation 15 of the ministerial advisory panel.
Clause 18 sets out the requirement for specialist referral
in the event that the coordinating medical practitioner
has any doubt regarding either the decision-making
capacity of the requesting patient or whether the
patient’s disease, illness or medical condition meets
eligibility requirements.

The role of VCAT is established in substantial detail,
establishing the categories of decisions that can be
reviewed on request by an eligible applicant. I also note
the provision for halting the process of voluntary
assisted dying, where an application for review has
been made.

Division 4 establishes the procedure and requirements
for the subsequent step, following referral of a patient’s
request by the coordinating medical practitioner for
consultation. If the practitioner accepts this request, the
practitioner becomes the consulting medical
practitioner. The consultation must be completed in
seven days, deeming the requesting patient to be either
eligible for access to voluntary assisted dying or
ineligible.
Part 5, divisions 1 and 2, sets out in detail the process
for requesting, receiving, storing and administering a
voluntary assisted dying substance. These provisions
have been the subject of significant concern from a
range of people, including both opponents and
proponents of voluntary assisted dying. A significant
number of safeguards recommended by the expert
panel relate to this part of the voluntary assisted dying
process. The ministerial advisory panel dealt with this
issue not only by setting out safeguards but by pointing
out that the storage of potentially dangerous substances
is an issue we already deal with; it is nothing new. In its
final report the panel stated that:
People are generally able to responsibly manage this risk, and
it is expected that they will also be able to do so if they are
prescribed a lethal dose of medication for assisted dying.

Nonetheless, the panel made four substantive
recommendations on authorisation, provision,
documentation, storage, marking and returning a
voluntary assisted dying substance. The bill gives effect
to all of these recommendations in full.

… presently reviews legal matters, so it may be appropriate
for VCAT to arbitrate if there are appeals relating to
residency, capacity or procedural matters.

Part 7 deals with notifications and protections from
liability. This part provides the basis for protection of
medical practitioners that elect to take part in any
voluntary assisted dying request.
Part 8 sets out eight offences and a provision for
criminal liability of a body corporate. The ministerial
advisory panel recommended that offences be created
for inducing a person, through dishonesty or undue
influence, to request voluntary assisted dying; inducing
a person, through dishonesty or undue influence, to
self-administer the lethal dose of medication; falsifying
records related to voluntary assisted dying; and
administering a lethal dose of medication to a person
who does not have decision-making capacity. The bill
fulfils these recommendations and establishes a number
of additional offences, including an offence for failing
to return an unused or remaining voluntary assisted
dying substance.
Part 9 establishes the Voluntary Assisted Dying Review
Board, giving effect to recommendations 46, 47 and 48
of the ministerial advisory panel. This part sets out the
composition and functions of the board in detail and in
line with the ministerial advisory panel’s
comprehensive recommendations. Part 9, division 5,
sets out the reporting responsibilities of the board and is
in line with recommendations 49 to 53 of the
ministerial advisory panel.
Before I conclude, there are a number of concerns that
have been expressed to me and many others who have
contributed to the development of a framework for
voluntary assisted dying in Victoria. These concerns,
and many more, have been comprehensively covered
by the news media, which of course remains a primary
source for many people in understanding social and
political issues and decisions. I have to say there has
been some excellent media coverage on this process,
and it is pleasing to see the media stepping up to its
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public service role in such a substantive way. Of course
some coverage has been ideologically driven and some
has been completely inaccurate.
Media has its limitations, and one of the key limitations
is time and space, as of course is the human attention
span. As a result of these limitations much of this
coverage has not fully exploited and examined the huge
amount of research and deliberation that has informed
this process. I have said throughout this process that
having concerns about voluntary assisted dying is
absolutely to be expected, but it is vital that we avoid
the exploitation of these fears to promote an agenda and
that we address them in a methodical way that is
grounded in reason and evidence.
The question of how many people might be eligible to
request voluntary assisted dying and how many could
be expected to do so has been frequently asked. Given
the very strict eligibility criteria — much stricter than
many of the bill’s proponents would like to see — only
a small number of people each year would meet the
eligibility criteria, and of these only a very small
percentage would choose to request voluntary assisted
dying.
Legislation similar to that proposed for Victoria has
been in place in Oregon, USA, for over 20 years.
Voluntary assisted dying accounted for 0.37 per cent of
deaths in Oregon in 2016, and if we apply that figure to
Victoria, we are talking about a projected 148 deaths
per year. Data from the Netherlands cannot be used to
predict figures for Victoria as their legislation does not
require applicants to have a terminal illness. This means
that a much larger proportion of people are eligible
under assisted dying legislation there than would be the
case in Victoria. Comparisons between these schemes
are not helpful in developing an informed conversation
around this issue in Victoria.
Opponents of this bill have in some cases argued that
palliative care is the only ethical option for supporting
end-of-life choices and comfort. This is simply not true,
and although it is a view that conforms to some belief
systems and the values of some Victorians, there is
clear evidence that palliative care and voluntary assisted
dying fulfil different but complementary roles. Even
with the best palliative care there are people whose
suffering cannot be relieved through available
treatments. Palliative Care Australia and Palliative Care
Victoria acknowledge this.
The proposed model for voluntary assisted dying is
designed to work within the palliative care structure and
would only be accessible to people whose suffering
could not be relieved to an extent that is tolerable for
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the person. In order to provide the most comprehensive
choice and support for people at the end of their lives,
we should invest heavily in a great palliative care
system and we should provide the option of voluntary
assisted dying to those who are suffering unbearable
pain as a result of a terminal illness.
My position on voluntary assisted dying has been very
clear from the outset: I support the development of a
framework for Victoria and I support the framework
that will be established by this bill. Numerous opinion
polls have demonstrated strong public support for
people being able to choose to die if they are terminally
ill and in unbearable pain.
The Victorian parliamentary inquiry concluded its
extensive research, rigorous inquiry and consultation by
recommending the development of a framework for
voluntary assisted dying. A ministerial panel has
brought together some of the most experienced and
finest minds to develop this framework, which is
conservative and contains extensive safeguards.
Victorians want and need both quality of care and
choice when they come to the end of their lives, and it
is up to us to make that happen.
On that note I commend the bill to the house. I would,
however, like to leave the last word to the ministerial
advisory panel. It is a quote which goes to the very
heart of this issue and to the lived experience of those
with terminal illnesses:
The evidence shows that simply knowing there is an option of
assisted dying can be immensely beneficial to a person
nearing the end of life, whether or not they choose to use it. In
Oregon, approximately 30 per cent of people who are
prescribed a lethal drug under the assisted dying framework
do not take it. For some the feeling of control such an option
provides helps to ease suffering and fear of a painful death.

Ms PULFORD (Minister for Agriculture)
(14:18) — I would like to acknowledge the presence in
the Parliament today of former Chief Minister of the
Northern Territory Marshall Perron, who was a pioneer
in this area of law reform.
I recently had a look at what I said in this place in the
debate on the Medical Treatment (Physician Assisted
Dying) Bill 2008. On that occasion I reflected that I had
had little experience of death but that I was concerned
about the broad scope of that bill. I voted against that
bill, but this time it will be different because this time it
is different. This legislation has been crafted with great
care and compassion. I am quite sure this was also the
case in 2008, but this time the legislation before us has
been developed over two and a half years, starting with
a debate in this very place and then the end-of-life
choices inquiry, an extensive interrogation of the issues
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before us today. Eight members of this house visited
four countries, considered over 1000 submissions,
heard from 154 witnesses and authored a lengthy
report.
Six months later a detailed government response to
48 recommendations about palliative care and advance
healthcare planning was presented to the Parliament,
and at that time an undertaking was made to develop
voluntary assisted dying legislation in response to
recommendation 49. Our Minister for Health,
Minister Hennessy, was then supported by an expert
independent advisory panel chaired by Professor Brian
Owler. The panel also heard from many Victorians,
health professionals who deal with life and death every
day, faith leaders and individuals whose grief is marred
by the knowledge that their loved one could not bear
the suffering that their illness brought to bear — in total
176 submissions, 14 forums and a series of round tables
involving 300 stakeholders. The panel’s task was not to
repeat the work of the committee but rather to build on
it and to advise government on how to implement
recommendation 49. I am confident that the process
that has led us to this point has been robust and
inclusive.
I also note that firstly the committee and then later the
government have preferred a model that is conservative
when compared with voluntary assisted dying schemes
in other jurisdictions. This law proposes that voluntary
assisted dying only be available to adults with an
advanced, progressive and incurable disease, illness or
medical condition who are at the end of their life and
experiencing intolerable suffering.
A request for voluntary assisted dying must be made by
the person. It cannot be made by anyone else, and it
cannot be suggested by a health practitioner. A person
with a mental illness alone or a disability alone will not
be eligible. The person must make three requests to
access voluntary assisted dying. One of these requests
must be in writing and signed by the person and two
independent witnesses in the presence of their
coordinating medical practitioner. The person will need
to make their final request at least 10 days after the first
request, and the person is able to withdraw from the
process at any time.
The person’s coordinating doctor will receive the
request, conduct the first assessment, coordinate the
process and report to the Voluntary Assisted Dying
Review Board. A consulting medical practitioner will
then conduct a second independent assessment and
report to the board. Both doctors need to be satisfied
that the patient’s request is voluntary, informed and
enduring. They must inform the person about all care
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and treatment options available to them. Both doctors
will need to be experienced practitioners and to
undertake further training, and all health practitioners
may conscientiously object to participating in voluntary
assisted dying.
The person will be prescribed the medication, which
they can self-administer at a time of their choosing.
They will need to keep the medication in a locked box
for safekeeping. In limited circumstances, when a
person is physically unable to self-administer or digest
the medication, the coordinating medical practitioner
may administer the medication in the presence of an
independent witness — again, laws crafted with
compassion and care. A contact person will take
responsibility for returning unused medication at the
request of the person or after they have died. The bill
also provides significant safeguards and rigorous
oversight, and it creates new and severe criminal
penalties.
In the past two weeks, since the marathon debate on
this bill in the Legislative Assembly gained such
attention, almost everywhere I have gone people have
wanted to talk about it — in the street, in completely
unrelated meetings, at community events, at an
international conference about wholesale markets, even
at the gym. In almost every instance people have
wanted to talk about their parent, their partner or their
friend. This bill and this debate have given everyone an
opportunity to talk about something so important that is
usually taboo, and they are embracing it via emails,
phone calls and conversations right across the state. The
value that our community places on individual choice
and autonomy has been made very clear by our
community. The suffering that people have witnessed
has been generously shared, and I thank everyone who
has contacted me to share their story.
It is important to recognise a consistently high level of
support for this reform. Our society is not very good at
talking about death. We do not ask the grief-stricken
about their dear departed for fear of upsetting them, but
let me share a secret with you: we would love you to
ask, ‘What was she like?’, ‘Tell me about him’, ‘How
did they die?’. This debate has provided our community
with an important opportunity to talk about death, and I
hope that if this bill is agreed to, it will continue to
make these conversations easier, much more natural
and more common.
This bill is for people who are dying, and even then
only a small cohort of people who are dying will be
able to access the scheme. I do not know what it is like
to be told, ‘You are dying’, but I do know what it is like
to be told that your child is dying — shock, disbelief,
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fear, anxiety, confusion, deep sadness, anger, every
stage of negotiation and denial, more disbelief, more
shock, and apparently there is an acceptance phase too.
I think people are basically built to look forward. Life
from our first breaths is a series of milestones —
smiling, talking, walking, off to school, friendships,
relationships, a job, maybe a marriage, children, getting
older, becoming wiser, becoming frail, becoming sick
and eventually dying with some achievements and a
collection of memories, hopefully more good than bad.
Of course many people’s lives are, as they say in the
obituaries and death notices, ‘tragically cut short’, as if
there is some unspoken deal about what we get —
about how long we get — but happily for most of us we
live on and on, complaining about our aches, our
greying hair, wrinkles and birthdays until our health
fades and we die.
The idea of a good death or a bad death is something I
would like to explore. I am perplexed by the argument
that this bill represents a choice between voluntary
assisted dying and palliative care. To me they are
complementary; they can, and should, coexist. I find the
assertion that physician-assisted dying will undermine
palliative care to be a curious one, because I am firmly
of the view that voluntary assisted dying can only serve
to strengthen it. You will find no bigger fan of palliative
care than me. Admittedly until I learned a lot about
palliative care in a short period of time three years ago,
I knew very little about it at all. It seemed to me to be
old people’s business, something that happened behind
drawn curtains and all frightfully unpleasant.
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guides, someone gently taking you by the hand and
providing physical, emotional and spiritual guidance
and care. I never really could work out where the job of
a palliative care worker starts and ends. Palliative care
staff I have encountered have organised jewellery,
including the earrings I am wearing today; made cups
of tea; passed the tissues; administered the medicines;
calmly given instructions over the phone; provided
advice on managing drama in the broader family;
chatted with whoever else was in the house; gently
admonished those of us guilty of procrastinating when
there was a memorial to plan; encouraged respite
breaks; and talked and talked and talked about illness,
dying and death with great clarity and authority.
Above all it is empowering — teaching someone with
the first aid skills required to apply a bandaid or pull out
a splinter how to bed bathe a patient, to administer
medications and know when to administer them, to
monitor patient conditions, to arrange a frail little body
for maximum comfort, to provide comfort by syringing
the yucky stuff out of a stomach that no longer works
and to change dressings around ports and wounds and
teaching them that the only way to truly clear a
nasogastric tube is with a can of full-strength Coke —
yes, something for you all to keep in mind next time
you have one of those.
But we know that for some people the best palliative
care cannot relieve their suffering. The people who
might access this scheme are dying anyway. We all are,
but they are dying in a foreseeable and imaginable way,
some of them in months and some of them in days.
Rejecting this bill will not save a single life. The
coroner tells us that each week in Victoria someone
who is dying of an advanced incurable illness ends their
own life. And we know there are others who try. These
people are dying lonely, terrifying deaths. It is a
beautiful thing to be able to say goodbye properly, and
at the moment that is something that is being denied to
a number of Victorians. I want these people to be able
to die at a time and in a place of their choosing with
their loved ones by their side.

But if I had to describe palliative care in a word, I
would say it is empowering. I love palliative care. It is a
ray of sunshine on the darkest, hardest days. For people
who are dying, they and their loved ones are thrust into
a strange world of doctors and nurses, social workers,
drugs previously never heard of, scans and tests in
machines referred to by their acronyms. This world is
scary. For some people an illness and entry into this
world goes on for decades; for others it is only a few
days. But the idea that this bill in any way changes our
state’s approach to palliative care funding, policy or
delivery is erroneous. Yes, we should do more for
palliative care; yes, we should help more people to die
at home; and yes, we should make sure that palliative
care is available in hospices, hospitals or homes in our
cities and in our most remote rural communities. We
should continue to invest in our palliative care
workforce and celebrate their extraordinary
contribution to our community.

I find it difficult to contemplate end-of-life choice and
care — be it advance healthcare directives, palliative
care, terminal sedation or physician-assisted dying —
without being transported back in time to a little girl’s
bedroom in early December 2014. And I know that for
many in this Parliament and across the community this
debate stirs painful memories. I said at the outset that in
2008 I knew very little of death. I now have an intimate
experience of advanced, aggressive terminal illness.

I think of the gap between terminal diagnosis and death
as a journey and palliative care professionals as the

When my beautiful, brilliant, vivacious, unicycle-mad
daughter, Sinead, was diagnosed with cancer, we were
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told they had not seen anything like this before. ‘It is
not a kid’s cancer’, they said. In trying to understand
the incomprehensible, we asked, ‘How long does she
have? If this was my diagnosis, how would you explain
this to me?’. ‘She has maybe nine months’, they said.
‘It is hard to predict. If it was you, I would say, “Get
your affairs in order. You have maybe 12 months”‘. It
was ultimately less than 12 weeks from diagnosis to her
death — four weeks to get pain management right at
hospital and then home to watch Sinead’s steady
decline. It is indescribably difficult to watch the decline
and death of someone you love.
Sinead’s death was a good death for the horror that it
was. As with her life, her death was strictly on her
terms — at home with her favourite people and things
all around her, familiar smells and sounds, cat on the
bed, and extraordinary health professionals from the
Royal Children’s Hospital, the Peter MacCallum
Cancer Centre and Ballarat Health Services. Above all
Ballarat Hospice Care managed her treatment, her pain
and nausea, her anxiety and the entire family. In her last
week we had a house full of people, mattresses on the
floor, 13-year-old girls coming and going, music
playing and the kettle running flat out. It was a
beautiful, special time that I cherish the memories of.
When Sinead died she was holding my hand. I was able
to tell her how brave she had been, how loved she was
and how it was okay for her to go now.
So I have changed my mind since 2008, partly because
this bill is different. Its scope is narrower and its
safeguards robust. Much of its design is derived from a
jurisdiction with 20 years experience, and I have also
learned more about death and dying than I ever cared
to. This is a significant decision for our Parliament. Last
time I found it very difficult to decide how to vote, but
this time it is not difficult at all. Our Parliament has an
opportunity to demonstrate compassion for people
enduring unendurable suffering and also to
acknowledge what is already happening.
So in memory of those who have died lonely, violent
deaths, for those who have experienced or are
experiencing unendurable suffering and for the families
and friends who are haunted in their grief because they
were or are powerless to help their dying person find
peace or a measure of comfort, I commend this bill to
the house.
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) (14:36) — In
rising to speak on the Voluntary Assisted Dying Bill
2017, it is with an extraordinary sense of responsibility
that I stand here today — an overwhelming sense of
responsibility. This is a bill about who lives and who
dies. This is not just another bill. We all take seriously
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the issues that we discuss every day — education,
transport, community services. We obviously put a fair
bit of seriousness on those. We have a great sense of
responsibility for those as well, but the responsibility on
our shoulders today and possibly in the weeks ahead is,
as I say, quite overwhelming. Allowing someone to die
cannot be taken lightly in any way. No matter can be
more serious. If passed, this bill will not only change
the law but change our definition of medicine. Indeed it
will change the culture that we live in.
Thinking about this bill and preparing for this debate
today I have revisited some of the most painful times of
my life: the time when I saw my father die at the age of
44, the time when I held my mother’s hand when she
died at the age of 50, times when I was reminded of my
dear friend — my closest friend in the world — who
died at 48 of cancer. They are times that I suppose I do
not think of every day, but this bill has given me an
opportunity to do that, and I am not sure whether I
welcome that or not, but I will make reference to those
times later in this debate.
This matter in fact is so significant that we have a
number of former prime ministers who are actually
lining up to condemn it. I cannot help but observe that
this may well be one of the very few times that
Malcolm Turnbull and Tony Abbott have been in
agreement in about the past four or five years, but they
are certainly in agreement on this matter. When you
throw in Paul Keating and Kevin Rudd that is quite a
mixture, but they are all in agreement.
It is not every day that I refer to or indeed quote
Paul Keating, but I would like today to quote
some of the remarks that he made in the
Sydney Morning Herald on 19 October on the issue.
He said:
There is probably no more important issue in contemporary
bioethics or a more serious ethical decision for our
parliaments than that raised by the Voluntary Assisted Dying
Bill 2017 being debated this week in the Victorian
Parliament.
Under this bill, conditions and safeguards are outlined that
will allow physicians to terminate the life of patients and to
assist patients to take their own life. This is a threshold
moment for the country. No matter what justifications are
offered for the bill, it constitutes an unacceptable departure in
our approach to human existence and the irrevocable sanctity
that should govern our understanding of what it means to be
human.
… What matters is the core intention of the law. What matters
is the ethical threshold being crossed. What matters is that
under Victorian law there will be people whose lives we
honour and those we believe are better off dead.
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He went on to say:
One of the inevitable aspects of debates about euthanasia is
the reluctance on the part of advocates to confront the essence
of what they propose. In this case it means permitting
physicians to intentionally kill patients or assisting patients in
killing themselves. Understandably, the medical profession is
gravely concerned by this venture.

He finished off by saying:
Opposition to this bill is not about religion. It is about the
civilisational ethic that should be at the heart of our secular
society. The concerns I express are shared by people of any
religion or no religion. In public life it is the principles that
matter. They define the norms and values of a society and in
this case the principles concern our view of human life itself.
It is a mistake for legislators to act on the deeply held
emotional concerns of many when that involves crossing a
threshold that will affect the entire society in perpetuity.

They are comments that are well put. They are
comments that I totally and absolutely agree with. Paul
Keating makes the point from which we cannot escape:
this bill is about killing patients. It is not about turning
off machines; it is not about giving doses of morphine
or some other medication that will shorten life. It is
about the deliberate, premeditated killing of another
human being.
I want to refer now to the editorial of the Herald Sun
the day after this bill was passed in the other place. It
begins by saying:
The sanctity of human life is protected under Victorian law
and must continue to be guarded as sacrosanct.
That ongoing protection is not based on tradition or religious
conviction. Laws preventing the taking of a life are a central
tenet of who we are as a society — that human life is valued
above all else.
In medicine, under the Hippocratic oath’s ‘do no harm’
origins of 2500 years ago — which predated Christianity —
doctors declare their commitment to patients, the profession
and to humanity.
In 2006, the Australian Medical Association also adopted the
World Medical Association’s Declaration of Geneva, a
commitment for all members to, among other things,
‘maintain the utmost respect for human life’.
Of course, it can be argued that in serving patients and the
wider principle of being humane, compassion has a role to
play.
But the Victorian Parliament, in a historic vote yesterday,
took one step too far toward altering the balance in favour of
subjective compassion taking precedence over human life.
The Voluntary Assisted Dying Bill 2017 will, if it passes the
upper house next month, fundamentally change the value we
place on human life as a society and a state.
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A little later on it says:
Federal AMA president Michael Gannon and three former
Victorian branch presidents, doctors Murkesh Haikerwal,
Stephen Parnis and Mark Yates, have personally spoken
against it, calling for greater resources for palliative care.
…
The bill, modelled on expert panel recommendations chaired
by former AMA president Professor Brian Owler, contains
68 safeguards to prevent duress and ensure only terminally ill
adult patients access a lethal drug after two medical
assessments.
But, put simply, the need for dozens of safeguards is, itself, a
clear admission of the risk that ill people might be subject to
pressure, real, subtle or even imagined, from family members
or others that their time has come to die. With a rapidly
ageing population, the threat of misinformed decisions,
inaccurate terminal prognosis, a belief held by some elderly
or sick they have become a burden, legalised euthanasia
presents as a dangerous, ethical slippery slope.
Modern pharmaceuticals and advances in palliative care can
manage pain and sedation at the end stage of life. Greater
resources for and access to palliative care must be Victoria’s
focus.
The Herald Sun believes MPs in the upper house should
reject the euthanasia bill in coming weeks.

Again, I agree with that entirely. So much is at stake, so
many lives are on the line, we had better get this
right — we had better get this right.
As a contrast to the threat that this bill presents, I
support the far greater utilisation of palliative care. I
cannot help but think, as I hear stories from members in
this house today and from some others who tell about
the agony and the pain that they have seen others suffer
as they died, that if we had proper palliative care in this
state that would not happen — that would not be
necessary. The fact of the matter is we do not have
proper palliative care in this state.
I was greatly comforted by a professor of palliative care
who said in this house just a couple of weeks ago that
palliative care can control all the pain and deliver relief
until death inevitably knocks. The problem is, as I say,
Victoria has nowhere near the palliative care services
that we need in this state. I refer to an email I received
from Kathryn Bennett. She is a palliative care nurse
practitioner, and she says:
… I am writing to express my concerns regarding the
Voluntary Assisted Dying Bill being debated in the upper
house this week.
There are many emotive stories saturating our media in
regards to the pain and suffering Victorians are experiencing,
and although they are often horrific stories, many of them are
stories where optimal palliative care wasn’t being provided
adequately. I understand that the intent of this bill is a
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benefit from this bill. However, I work with the dying, aged
and disabled every day and see the potential risks of this bill
on our most vulnerable citizens.
…
Many people who are diagnosed with a terminal illness
become depressed and withdrawn, especially when the
disease is advanced —

and I am sure we can all understand that —
It is often seen as a normal response and many are not
referred for specialist treatment of their depression. We had a
young person who was referred to our service who had
attempted suicide after being diagnosed with a terminal
illness several months before. They were referred to a
palliative care service for the first time after this attempt and
with adequate psychosocial support they went on to have the
best 12 months of their life and never again wanted to end
their life prematurely. There is no requirement in this bill for
people to be referred to a psychologist or a psychiatrist if
there is a suspected or known psychiatric illness such as
depression. I fear that if VAD was available, this young
person may have missed out on what they described as the
best year of their life.
Recently we cared for a woman who had a terminal
condition. Her symptoms were well managed and she was
comfortable but deteriorating slowly over several months.
Her daughter, who usually lived overseas, had been here for
three months and was growing increasingly frustrated that her
mum was ‘taking so long to die’. She regularly spoke of the
burden of not being able to return home in front of her mum
and said that if she was in America ‘they would have given
her a pill by now and it would be over’. This lady had to listen
to these comments over several weeks and absolutely felt like
a burden, and if VAD was available, she may have opted to
convince medical practitioners that her suffering was
sufficient for her to want to end her life prematurely. External
coercion and especially internal coercion caused by
repeatedly feeling like you are a burden are a real risk
regardless of the safeguards in place. This story is
unfortunately quite common.
We are often called into nursing homes by staff who are
concerned that families are pushing for their loved ones to
receive medications that are not indicated. People in nursing
homes are some of our most vulnerable, and conditions are
deteriorating due to the lack of resident-nursing ratios and
often a lack of appropriately trained staff. Sometimes
facilities only have one registered nurse to 100 to
150 residents. Families, often with good intent, ask doctors
and nurses to increase medications such as morphine et cetera
as they feel their loved one is suffering. The majority of the
time they are comfortable and dying a normal death. Often
doctors feel pressured to increase morphine as the family is
distressed, and palliative care services are called in because
the person becomes agitated and distressed, which is often
caused by medications and not the underlying disease or
process. When medications are increased when there is no
pain or symptoms they can experience issues such as
hallucinations, agitation, constipation and urinary retention,
and this in turn increases suffering. This scenario is common
and often occurs with patients with underlying conditions
such as dementia and when families are the decision-makers.
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This is a matter of the upmost importance. It is so
important that we give dying Victorians the palliative
care that they need. I commend the Leader of the
Opposition and Ms Wooldridge in this house for the
work they have done on the palliative care policy which
was announced recently. I think it is a $140 million
package that they have proposed if indeed the election
goes our way next year.
The greatest problem with palliative care is not in
Melbourne; in fact it is in regional Victoria. There is a
huge dearth of palliative care in country Victoria. I
want to refer to a document from Palliative Care
Victoria. It states:
At least 10 000 Victorians who died this year will miss out on
needed access to palliative care. They do not have access to
palliative care when and where they need it.
Inequalities in access to palliative care are greatest among
Victorians living in rural regions.
New data released today by Palliative Care Victoria shows
the extent of these inequalities:
Victorians in the Hume, Gippsland and Loddon Mallee
regions have the worst access to palliative care — the
average palliative care funding per death in 2016–17 in
those regions was between 22 per cent and 29 per
cent … less than the average for all Victorians … None
of the rural regions received palliative care funding per
death equivalent to that provided in metropolitan areas.
Victorians in the Barwon south-western and Gippsland
regions face significant inequalities of access to
community palliative care. The palliative care funding
per death in those regions is 39 per cent lower …
compared to the state average … Only the Hume region
received palliative care funding per death higher than the
state average …

This data was based on 2016–17 palliative care funding
by the Victorian government and data from the
Australian Bureau of Statistics on the number of deaths
in 2016 in Victoria by region. This demonstrates that
there is a lack of genuine choice for Victorians with
life-limiting illness in relation to access to palliative
care; that supply constraints on palliative care are
impeding access by Victorians who would benefit from
palliative care prior to their death; and that there are
significant regional inequalities in access to palliative
care when and where it is needed.
These findings reinforce the need for urgent action on
the recommendations by the Victorian end-of-life
choices inquiry and the Victorian Auditor-General to
improve equality of access to palliative care and to
increase access to palliative care at home. There is
simply not enough funding for palliative care in
Victoria to meet the current need — 55 per cent of
palliative care services report they are unable to meet
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current demand. That is appalling; that is simply
appalling. That is something that we should hang our
heads in shame over. Residents of regional Victoria
have every right to feel very angry with what is surely
the ultimate discrimination.
What the government is saying to country Victorians is
this: ‘We will not give you the same sort of palliative
care that your metropolitan cousins have. We will not
give you the palliative care that you need. Take a lethal
dose of drugs instead’. That is disgraceful in every way.
If suicide is all we offer people, then that is what they
will take. If that is what we are offering and that is all
we are offering, then in most of the country areas of
Victoria, after this bill is passed — if indeed it is
passed — that is all we will be offering and that is what
they will take. For this bill to come before the
Parliament while palliative care services are so lacking,
particularly in country Victoria, is an obscenity. It is an
obscenity. How dare we put people so far down the
rack that we will offer them suicide, we will offer them
a box of poison, ahead of proper palliative care. It is, as
I say, an obscenity. I ask this question: could it be that
euthanasia is cheaper than funding proper palliative
care? We are left to wonder.
Even if one is supportive of voluntary euthanasia there
must be enormous concern about the details of this bill.
This is a bill that is deeply, deeply flawed. Now, I could
go on for the rest of my time speaking about the flaws
in this bill — could very easily go on for quite some
time — but I just want to mention a few.
There is no regard to treatable depression or other
mental illness that may be driving a request to seek
suicide, so long as the patient has decision-making
capacity. The bill does not ensure patients are properly
informed about what palliative care can do for them, let
alone ensure all Victorians have access to the palliative
care that they need, as I previously mentioned.
The regime is available to any Australian resident
willing to rent a flat in Victoria for the few days needed
for their assessment and death. About 6000 people
living in residential aged-care facilities would meet the
eligibility criteria at any time due to chronic illness and
would be highly vulnerable, due to loneliness, lack of
support and poor palliative and other care in many
nursing homes. I could go on.
Doctors are required to assess and certify a patient for
suicide even if they do not practice in the patient’s field
or have expertise or experience in that field and even if
they think suicide is not medically indicated or is
premature for the patient. This bill is fatally flawed. We
can amend it — yes, we can amend it — but no number
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of amendments will make this bill worth passing. This
is a stinker of a bill. You cannot pass a bill that is based
on a concept that is flawed to the degree that this bill is.
One of the propositions that this bill is based on is the
view that doctors do not make mistakes — that they can
say, ‘In 12 months you’ll be gone’ or ‘In six months
you’ll be gone’ or ‘In 18 months you’ll be gone’. Well,
they do make mistakes, and I want to refer to a couple
of my own experiences. My father was diagnosed with
cancer when I was three years of age. I have no
recollection of him as a well man. He was 27 years of
age when he was diagnosed. He was at that time given
12 months to live. Clearly under this legislation he
would be eligible, given the pain levels and so forth, for
assisted suicide — not of course that he would ever
have taken that option. He lived for a further 17 years,
giving proof that when doctors say that you have got
six months to live, you have 12 months to live, you
have two years to live or whatever, it is quite often not a
lot more than an educated guess. That is the fact of the
matter. There are so many people walking around today
who have been told by their doctor that they should be
dead, and if they had listened to their doctor, under this
legislation, they may well be dead. That is not
something that we should regard as being acceptable.
My own mother was another one who felt doctors were
making mistakes. She was told by a senior surgeon in
this town that it was a cyst. It was no cyst; it was
cancer. A few years later I held her hand as she died
from that cyst. So doctors do make mistakes. As my
mum was always fond of saying, ‘ Doctors bury their
mistakes’. We do not want to make the same mistake
here; we do not want to go down that path here,
because there is too much at stake.
There are two sorts of people who support this bill. The
first are a group of people who are genuinely concerned
about their own experience — about their own future if
they were to contract a fatal disease. They are genuinely
concerned; they do not want to die in pain. I have an
enormous amount of sympathy. I have carried far too
many coffins of far too many loved ones not to have a
great deal of sympathy for people in that position.
Indeed I might be tempted to reconsider my
non-support of this bill if we could come up with a way
to make it totally foolproof. If we could do that, yes, I
would seriously look at it, because I do believe in
choice. That is one of the reasons I am in the Liberal
Party; I do believe in choice. But we cannot allow it,
because there is just too much danger in this bill as it
currently stands — far too much.
The second group is the one that worries me
particularly. This is a group that will use this bill to kick
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down the door and introduce a much wider regime of
euthanasia. These perhaps are best represented by the
Peter Singers of this world. Professor Peter Singer is a
man who has long been of the view that euthanasia is a
great way to control things. He said that children in the
first three months after birth are not really human at all,
and if they are not up to scratch, well, you can kill
them. He said that. He is apparently one of the greatest
bioethicists in this country. Indeed he has been given
the highest honour this country has to offer, which
disgusts me, I have to say, because as far as I am
concerned he is not much better — well, his views are
not much better than somebody who is a Nazi.
It is almost a dead certainty, if I can use that term, that
if this bill is passed Philip Nitschke, that well-known
purveyor of death, will be setting up his shingle
somewhere in Melbourne. I have no doubt about that at
all. It will be Philip Nitschke’s one-stop killing shop.
That is what we will have. You can put your life on
it — quite literally.
Seventy per cent of the emails that I have received from
people who support this bill have not actually made
reference to the bill. They have an expectation that this
bill will allow euthanasia or a euthanasia regime which
is much wider than what this bill is currently offering.
They want to have a euthanasia regime which impacts
the disabled, the aged — it goes on — and that is what
we can expect if this legislation is passed. The right to
die will for many become the duty to die. My role as
shadow assistant minister for autism has bought me in
contact with many Victorians in the autism community,
and I know many of them are very much afraid of this
legislation and where it will lead us. They are very,
very concerned, and as the father of a child with autism,
so am I. Because under this legislation and the
extensions of it, the sick, the disabled and the aged will
be under pressure to do the right thing.
I have here an extensive letter from a number of
geriatricians, and I would love to read it to you but I do
not think I have enough time, unfortunately. But it is
expressing their deep opposition to this bill and asking
us as members of this place to vote against this bill.
They have said this on top of the 101 oncologists who
signed a similar document. There are 100 palliative care
specialists also who have done similarly. There is a
great deal of opposition in the palliative care, aged and
oncology communities — a great deal of opposition
indeed — to this bill.
This bill, as I said before, will change the definition of
medicine as we know it. Now, at this point in time
hospitals and doctors surgeries are places of healing.
That is what we expect them to be. But if this bill is
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passed, hospitals in particular but doctors surgeries as
well will be places where some lives are more
important than others. There will be some who we will
do everything to save, but there will be others who are
there to be disposed of. This bill encourages value
judgements on others’ lives — not that some need
encouragement.
My eldest son, when he was born some years ago, was
born with spina bifida. We had a constant battle with
the doctors at that hospital to keep him alive. They put
enormous pressure on young parents — and I mean
very, very young parents — with a newborn not to
perform the surgery that would have kept him alive. We
fought them, and he is still alive, and for that I am
eternally grateful. But I often think of the couple in the
room next door from country New South Wales who
had a child in exactly the same situation. They made the
decision that they would let the child go. It took a few
days, and every day they came in and they sat with the
child. They bonded with the child. They learned to love
the child. One day they came in and they said they had
changed their minds. They wanted the operation to
close the lesion, but in the meantime that child had
contracted meningitis. That child died that afternoon. I
often wonder how they must feel even to this day, all
these years later, and I still think about them and what
they went through and indeed what they must still be
going through. I recall at that time that every time I left
the hospital I was concerned what would happen to my
son while I was gone. I did not trust the doctors. I do
not want to ever — ever — go through that again. And
I do not want anybody else to ever go through that. Can
you imagine having somebody you love in hospital and
not knowing whether you can trust the doctors? Well,
that was the thinking back then, and it is even more in
place now. This legislation will open that up even more
and make it more acceptable and more open to abuse.
On a positive note — and I am really looking for
positives here just at the minute, I can tell you — this
bill allows us a chance to look away from death and to
re-evaluate how we view the sick, the aged, the
disabled and of course the dying. It gives us an
opportunity to re-evaluate how we respect and support
them. It gives us an opportunity to show them the
respect that they deserve, and it gives us an opportunity
to give them much, much more than a death sentence in
a locked box. It raises the question also of what is in the
locked box — this area of medication.
We know that doctors are trained to heal; they are
trained to cure. Will they need to be trained to kill? I
refer to an Age article of 8 October which refers to a
great deal of concern expressed by a number of people
about the new regime that this bill would put in place
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for the medication — the drugs — that would
presumably, hopefully, if this bill goes through, kill the
people who are taking it.
Even Dying with Dignity vice-president Rodney Syme,
a man who has been very active in this area for a very
long time, said that whilst he supported the bill, which
should not be of any surprise to anyone, he was
incredibly disappointed that the government would
consider a new concoction rather than negotiating with
the commonwealth to allow doctors to prescribe
Nembutal should the bill pass later this year. Even
Philip Nitschke — Dr Death himself — questioned the
proposal, telling Fairfax media:
The last five years have seen unprecedented demand (in
people wanting to access Nembutal) and the use of a
second-rate drug combination won’t make any difference to
that.

So here we have one of the great exponents of
euthanasia in this country talking about a second-rate
drug combination. What happens — and this is
something that this bill or any of the speakers to this
point have not referred to in any detail at all — if the
drugs do not work? What happens, for example, if you
take the drugs, they give you a stroke and you cannot
speak? What happens then? You are stuck between the
devil and the deep blue sea. According to this bill, that
is it — you are stuck that way. So a lot more thought
has to go into this bill before it can be passed — a hell
of a lot more thought. This area of ‘medication’, and I
use that term extremely loosely, is one that has to be
given a great deal more thought.
I spent much of my childhood at the Peter MacCallum
clinic in Little Lonsdale Street. Some might remember
it; I will never actually forget it. It was pretty much a
place of death. It was a very good clinic, it was a very
good service that they provided my father, but it was
very cold, it was very clinical and it was very
medical-like, I suppose. I have to say I have not been
back to Peter Mac since my father died; I have had no
desire to do that and I am really hoping that I never will
have any reason to go to Peter Mac. But recently I
visited the Olivia Newton-John cancer centre in
Heidelberg. I must say I was a bit toey about going to
that as well, because I did not really want to go to a
cancer hospital, given my experiences. There was a
new positive approach abroad. It was a warm,
welcoming feeling, and here were people with cancer
who were not dying but they were living with cancer. It
was just extraordinary to see that. There is a new
positive attitude among cancer sufferers and their
families. This bill flies in the face of that attitude.
People need support; they do not need suicide — that is
for sure.
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Something that particularly concerns me is the secrecy
element. I am sure members will have received this
email last night that I will briefly refer to from Trevor
Poulton. He begins by saying:
I am a member of the ALP.

I read that and I thought, ‘Well, we have all got our
problems, haven’t we?’.
It is simplistic and naive for parliamentarians to endorse the
bill simply on the basis of sentiment without any insight into
the ‘safeguard’ provisions in the bill itself. It appears at least
from the public debate our parliamentarians have no interest
in the lack of public transparency contained in the legislation
regarding the state killing suicides. All the events surrounding
the deaths are intended to be secret. There will be no
accountability apart from three signed declarations and a final
death certificate —

I should add the final death certificate will be largely a
piece of fiction as well —
and of course it will be the last signature of a single medico
that will in fact clinch the deal.

He goes on to express deep concerns about the secrecy
provisions in the legislation which mean:
… that there can be no public or even family scrutiny of all
the events, medical reports, interviews that take place
throughout the procedure, and including the manner in which
the person has died and if there have been any complications
and consequential suffering during the killing process.

He has an exceptionally good point. If this is going on
behind closed doors, how can we be assured, given that
the only way you can prove that something has gone
wrong or that something untoward has happened is by
evidence from somebody who is no longer with us, that
this program as set out by this bill is actually occurring
properly? We cannot. There is no way to safeguard the
innocent in this particular instance.
Now, I do not want anyone to die in pain. I have had a
lot of mail; we have all got a lot of mail. I want to thank
people from both sides of the fence who have emailed
me in very large numbers, as I am sure they have
emailed everybody else. I know Mr Ramsay is still
receiving a great deal of mail today. I want to say to
those people that I do not want anyone to die in pain. I
have seen far too much of that. I have seen my father, I
have seen my mother, I have seen a number of uncles
and a couple of aunties who have died in pain and have
suffered a great deal during the dying process. I do not
want that for anyone — for no-one — but nor do I want
anyone to die a wrongful death. We have got to strike a
balance here. It is as simple as that. But I come to the
view that dying with dignity is not about suicide,
assisted or otherwise. Dying with dignity involves
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comfort. It involves support and preferably a good deal
of love.

scenarios pointed to by opponents of this legislation
have not eventuated in practice.

This bill is a leap — a giant leap — in the wrong
direction. I ask members to join me in offering comfort,
in offering support, and yes, love, to those at the end of
their earthly journey. I implore members to join me in
voting against this bill and giving those people who
deserve it the support, the love, that they should have.

I am pleased that the recommendations and the intent of
the end-of-life choices inquiry have been considered
and overwhelmingly endorsed and adopted by the
subsequent expert panel, which was chaired by former
Australian Medical Association (AMA) president
Professor Brian Owler, in their detailed consideration of
how to implement these recommendations and that
those are reflected in this bill. The argument that this
bill is a significant deviation from the end-of-life
choices inquiry recommendations and the work of the
expert panel simply does not stand up to scrutiny.

Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) (15:21) — I
will support the bill. In Australia and in most of the
west we are lucky — perhaps the luckiest group of
people in the history of human existence. These days
very few babies die in childbirth or at a young age. We
have cures now for a whole range of illnesses and
disease that even 10 or 20 years ago would have
resulted in death. Our expectation now is that when
illness does come it will be cured.
There are a few downsides to these wonderful
advancements, with the exception that as a community
and as individuals we no longer need to prepare for
death, talk about death or even acknowledge the
inevitability of death. As a consequence, too often our
wishes are unknown, important documents such as
advance care plans are not prepared and the necessary
conversations have not been had. Regardless of the
outcome of the vote on this bill, I sincerely hope the
media coverage and community interest in this topic
will lead to more of those conversations taking place
and more people expressing their wishes to loved ones.
Together with colleagues across the chamber it was a
privilege to be part of the Legal and Social Issues
Committee (LSIC) inquiry into end-of-life choices, and
it gave us the opportunity to examine end-of-life issues
in-depth and to hear all perspectives. There were over
1000, submissions and 100 witnesses gave Hansard
evidence in person. I would like to echo the
congratulations to the secretariat, led by Lilian Topic
and her team, which did such an amazing job in
assisting the committee in dealing with such a difficult
and emotional issue.
For me the most important part of the inquiry was the
overseas trip. Personally I have never been a fan of
parliamentary committee trips. They mean more time
away from home, and I am aware of the community’s
scepticism about the benefits that such trips bring.
However, to meet with doctors, legislators, peak bodies,
departmental officials and both opponents and
supporters in jurisdictions where assisted dying is legal,
the impact on my views and understanding was for me
profound. It demonstrated to me that the worst-case

I want to deal first with some of the legitimate and
reasonable arguments against this bill and against this
change. First is the slippery slope — and Mr Mulino
referred to this in his eloquent contribution. The risk
that over time human life will be devalued and that
there will be an inevitable expansion of the criteria and
application of such laws is a key concern. But in
Oregon, the jurisdiction whose laws are most
compatible or comparable to the framework proposed
in this bill, we found laws that have been in existence
and unchanged for 20 years, where the biggest
opponents of change are the authors of the original
legislation, and only 0.4 per cent of deaths are under the
assisted dying framework.
In Portland, Oregon, we visited a hospice for the dying
and spoke to the staff, including nurses and doctors.
They told us that they do everything possible to help
their patients live for as long and as comfortably as
possible. They described assisted dying as an option for
very few but an important option for a dying patient
whose pain and discomfort was uncontrollable. This for
them was uncontroversial and consistent with a
sensitive, caring and patient-centred approach. With the
others we met in Oregon and elsewhere in North
America we found no evidence of what I will term as
institutional corrosion — that is, a changed culture
devaluing life as a result of these changes. The clear
conclusion for me based on the evidence is that the
slippery slope in these jurisdictions simply has not
materialised.
The next issue I will touch on is the comparison of
palliative care and assisted dying. Like Mr Finn and
others, I want to congratulate the shadow Minister for
Health, Mary Wooldridge, and the Leader of the
Opposition, Matthew Guy, who have announced a
$140 million palliative care package if the coalition is
given the privilege of forming the next government in
Victoria. The package will enable 8000 extra Victorians
to die at home and will make a real difference,
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particularly in rural and regional Victoria, but palliative
care and assisted dying are often presented as an
either/or. This is false. Yes, we need better palliative
care in Victoria, and I encourage the government to
match the commitment from the coalition, but while
palliative care can adequately address the pain and
suffering of a vast majority, there will continue to be a
small cohort whose suffering cannot be adequately
addressed through these measures.
Dr Michelle Gold, the director of palliative care at the
Alfred hospital, told the end-of-life choices inquiry:
We can provide really excellent or very good levels of
comfort for the majority of patients we care for. I could not
honestly pretend to say that we are successful 100 per cent of
the time …

AMA president Dr Michael Gannon, who opposes this
bill, himself conceded that:
… the AMA recognises that good quality end-of-life care can
alleviate pain and other causes of suffering for most people,
but there are some instances where it is difficult to achieve
satisfactory relief of suffering.

The Royal Australian College of General Practitioners
acknowledges this. In its press release of 20 October its
president, Dr Bastian Seidel, said:
The Voluntary Assisted Dying Bill is about meeting the needs
of terminally ill patients with incurable medical conditions
who do not find answers in palliative care.

Medical doctor Geoff Wall summed up this point:
When our time comes, the chances of any one of us dying a
tortured death are probably less than 1 per cent, but the
chances every year that someone in Victoria will suffer
horribly in dying are 100 per cent. There is no way around
this statistical fact, because disease can be cruel and medicine
will never be perfect. No-one’s at fault, it’s just what happens
in any large population, despite the best will (and palliative
care) in the world.

This point was acknowledged by Mr Mulino in his
contribution — that we have a small cohort for whom
even the best palliative care simply does not provide the
pain relief we would hope or expect. So yes, palliative
care is critical, but even the best palliative care cannot
provide the comfort to all that we as a community
would expect. The question is: do we continue to turn a
blind eye to this suffering for those at the end of their
life for whom palliative care simply cannot alleviate
intolerable suffering? Whose choice should it be for a
patient whose death is imminent? Should it be the
individual who is experiencing such terrible pain or
should it be dictated by the state?
The next argument proffered is that assisted dying will
lead to the exploitation of the vulnerable. It is often
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asserted that legalising assisted dying will lead to
‘granny being knocked off for the inheritance’, to use a
colloquial expression. It is argued that those who would
be pressured to use assisted dying are weak, vulnerable
and easily exploited. These are very important
questions, as regardless of perspective all of us, I am
sure, want to make sure that the vulnerable are indeed
protected. So what is the evidence from other
jurisdictions? For those who access assisted dying in
the North American jurisdictions — the basis of the bill
before us — they overwhelmingly are neither
vulnerable nor likely to be easily influenced. Rather,
they tend to be highly motivated, self-assured and used
to being in charge of their own destiny.
The argument has also been made that once prescribed
and dispensed others may misuse the lethal medication.
However, with rigorous oversight in 20 years of the
Oregon legislation, eight years in Washington state and
three years in Vermont, there has not been a single
reported case of misuse that I am aware of.
Ms Wooldridge also made the point that many people
with significant health issues already have a range of
potentially lethal drugs in their bathroom cabinet. The
question around the drugs to be prescribed is one that
has been constantly raised, but is it our job as legislators
to detail the drugs to be used? Surely this is a question
for the medical experts, drawing on extensive
experience from overseas. None of the legislation
providing for assisted dying in the United States
stipulates what prescription is to be given.
I will touch on the argument of life versus death. This
debate is sometimes reduced to choosing life over
death, but the cohort we are considering or talking
about are already at the end of life — they are dying.
Their choice is between dying the way they choose and
potentially dying after prolonged and intolerable
suffering and pain. Indeed what we were told in Oregon
is that most of those who use the assisted dying
framework have a matter of days to live, sometimes just
weeks. The portrayal of legalised assisted dying as a
choice between life and death is both insensitive to the
excruciating and incurable pain that many Victorians
face, but more than that it is disingenuous to the current
reality that patients, doctors and families make
life-ending decisions every hour of every day in our
nursing homes, hospitals and private residences.
It is currently legal for a patient or guardian to approve
the turning off of a life support system or a ventilator,
with death the inevitable consequence. It is lawful to
refuse treatment or nutrition, with death again the
inevitable consequence. A patient can request not to be
resuscitated, even though their death is again the direct
result of that decision. I am yet to hear those who say
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‘Choose life’ express any ethical problem with these
choices and options I have just described, even though
they result in certain death. Do those who are opposed
to this legislation suggest that double effect or palliative
sedation devalue life, even though they shorten life?
No, they do not, and I contend that neither will this
legislation if passed.
So why change? Why support this bill? As I have
already described, palliative care cannot relieve the
burden of pain and suffering for all those at the end of
life. The current legal system is uncertain for doctors.
This was reflected in the LSIC submissions and
evidence from many witnesses, who were concerned
that the end-of-life framework puts doctors in an
impossible situation of having to choose between
complying with a patient’s request to end their suffering
or abiding by the law. Graeme Lovell, whose personal
submission detailed the death of his wife Susan,
advocated for change. On doctors, he said:
They should not be placed in the position of career risk for
trying to help dying people to end their lives peacefully.

Dr Roger Hunt, the medical head of palliative care at
the Queen Elizabeth Hospital in Adelaide, said:
Compassionate clinicians can experience enormous pressure
to grant a dying person’s wish for a hastened death. In these
circumstances, I believe clinicians should have protection
from prosecution for the most serious crime of murder.

Doctors make medical decisions regarding the death of
their patients every day in hospitals and other health
and aged-care services — decisions made in the context
of complicated end-of life-care.
Other members have already referred to the harrowing
evidence of the coroner, of Victoria Police and of other
emergency services about the desperate and tragic way
many Victorians take their lives. As Coroner English
described it, ‘in desperate, determined and violent
ways’, or as Coroner Olle said, ‘in loneliness, fear and
horror’. Coroner Olle went on to say that this cohort
invariably lived a long, loving life surrounded by
family and they die in circumstances of fear and
isolation. Coroner Olle said:
the people we are talking about in this small cohort have
made an absolute clear decision. They are determined. The
only assistance that could be offered is to meet their wishes,
not to prolong their life.

The sad irony of this group is that an assisted dying
regime, as exists across the US and elsewhere, could
help prolong life. Approximately one-third of those
who are given the prescription for assisted dying in
Oregon never use it. For many, the comfort of knowing
that they have the ability to choose the time of their
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departure and that it might potentially be a peaceful
experience means they no longer feel compelled to take
their life.
Another point that has not been touched on in the
debate in any detail thus far is that the law is currently
not being upheld. Some Victorians are being prosecuted
for acts of love and compassion towards their relatives
and loved ones that violate our criminal law. However,
our criminal justice system is showing extraordinary
flexibility and leniency in dealing with them. Police,
prosecutors and judges have used discretion to ensure
that those prosecuted for helping loved ones to die do
not face the full effect of the law. There are numerous
examples of loved ones being charged with attempted
murder or manslaughter and receiving not 25 years
imprisonment but a good behaviour bond. In short, the
current laws are either being ignored or applied in a
way that is not reflecting their intent.
Finally, I will quote from a former Director of Public
Prosecutions and Supreme Court Justice, John Coldrey,
who said:
These cases don’t sit comfortably in a court setting. The
person goes out into society labelled a murderer when their
motive has been compassion and love.

He also said:
I’d like to see a regime where people who act in this way are
not put at risk of criminal charges.

I think this bill would help achieve the outcome that the
former Director of Public Prosecutions described.
I am a member of the Liberal Party because I believe in
freedom of choice and the rights of the individual. As a
Liberal, it is illogical to support the rights of the
individual throughout life only to say when that right
matters the most — at the end of life — that others
know best. I was recently at a Liberal Party branch
meeting in my electorate — one of the largest Liberal
Party branches in the state — and, unbeknown to me,
the branch had recently run a forum on this very
legislation; they had examined it in detail. They
universally supported the bill. This support for this
reform and this support for personal choice is consistent
with the feedback I received from Liberal Party
members when I canvassed them in my electorate
during the Legal and Social Issues Committee
end-of-life choices inquiry, and that perspective is
consistent with public opinion.
Some say the community is not ready for this debate,
that the community needs more time to consider this
proposition, but opinion poll after opinion poll show the
same thing: across the spectrum of left and right voters
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and across different demographics there is
overwhelming support for choice and support for the
right of the individual to choose. Rather than being
ahead of the community, I suggest to members, as a
very good friend of mine did just recently, that the
Parliament is actually behind the wishes and the
expectations of the community on this issue.
The previous speaker talked about the fallibility of
doctors and the risks of secrecy, and yes, we are all
fallible. That is an argument for regulation and
transparency. The fear of exploitation is a powerful
motivator for opposition to this bill. It is a legitimate
concern. But we currently operate in an unregulated
environment. As I have said previously, decisions are
made every hour of every day to assist Victorians to
die, but we do not know how, when or why. We do not
know how many Victorians die every year as a result of
the lawful common-law doctrine of double effect —
that is, a premature death caused by an increased
dosage of pain relief to relieve suffering. We do not
know how many Victorians die every year as a result of
palliative sedation — that is, placing someone in an
induced coma while they starve and/or dehydrate to
death. We do not know how many people die each year
because of a request not to be resuscitated or from a
decision to turn off a life support system or a ventilator.
The data, structure and transparency that comes from
the regulated environment this bill proposes will reduce
rather than increase the risk of coercion. It will reduce
rather than increase the risk of malpractice. This is clear
from the evidence from other jurisdictions. In other
jurisdictions regulation has brought a practice that
previously took place in the margins, with no standards,
no oversight and no second opinions, into the spotlight
under scrutiny and under review.
In my remaining time I just want to make a couple of
final points. Some have expressed disappointment in
the way that the government and the Premier in
particular refused to even consider amendments to this
bill in the other place, and I share the anger and
disappointment of other MPs and members of the
community. His decision before the debate had
commenced in the other place that no amendments
would be considered or agreed to by the government
was an insult to all the MPs and constituents who had
carefully considered the bill and had issues with the bill
in its current form. There is no doubt that this decision
has been extremely unhelpful to this debate. Of course
all members should have the ability to move
amendments, and they should be considered in good
faith. This is legislation that should be owned by the
Parliament, not treated as just another government bill.
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But I would implore members to remember what this
bill is about. It is not about the Premier, it is not about
you and it is not about me; it is about respecting choice
and the rights of individuals. It is about preventing
horrible, tragic, botched suicides that the coroner has
identified. It is about acknowledging that we are
already sanctioning decisions every day that lead to
death and that there is better protection for the
community and individuals through the regulation that
this bill would introduce.
As a Parliament we can continue to put our heads in the
sand in relation to the horrible suffering of a small
number of Victorians for whom palliative care is
ineffective and who take their lives in horrific, tragic
circumstances and defeat this bill or we can respect the
rights of the individual, respect choice and shine the
light of regulation and transparency on this difficult
area and by doing so reduce suffering for those who are
at the end of their lives. Under the existing legal
framework Victorians with terminal illness and
irredeemable suffering are exposed to the possibility of
a traumatic death.
I want to conclude by quoting an email I received on
Sunday which I think very succinctly sums up the
issues before us. It is from a doctor — I will not quote
his name — with extensive experience in palliative care
and an anaesthetics fellow.
He said:
I offer my opinion on the matter with some degree of
expertise having worked in palliative care and am now
approaching the end of my specialist training in anaesthesia. I
am now considered an expert in clinical pharmacology, pain
relief and sedation.
Most patients whose death I have a been part of have received
world-class palliative care and have died peacefully.
However, there are a small number of people for whom not
even the very best care can relieve them of physical and
existential suffering and indignity. I have personally
witnessed terrible suffering and extreme distress from family
members as people die from awful pathologies, and there’s
been nothing I could do to help.
Supporting … assisted dying is not a rejection of palliative
care but a recognition that there are limitations when even the
very best palliative care is administered and that not all
suffering can be mitigated with our current arsenal of
sedatives and analgesics.
…
I believe the Voluntary Assisted Dying Bill is safe and
balanced, and I trust that it can be put into practice in Victoria
without it being abused. I simply do not accept the
innumerable ‘slippery slope’ arguments deployed against it.
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He continued:
Empathy is not about understanding your own feelings.
Empathy requires you to understand the feelings of another
person, and most importantly when they lie in contrast to your
own. I implore you to have empathy and consider the
suffering of others and accept the very real limitations of our
current abilities to relieve this suffering.

Debate interrupted.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Ms Dunn) (15:45) —
Before I call our next speaker I would just like to
acknowledge former member of the Legislative
Council Jean McLean, who served here from 1985 to
1999.

VOLUNTARY ASSISTED DYING BILL 2017
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Dr CARLING-JENKINS (Western Metropolitan)
(15:45) — Martin Luther King Jr once said this:
Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere. We are
caught in an inescapable network of mutuality, tied in a single
garment of destiny. Whatever affects one directly, affects all
indirectly.

We are debating a bill in this chamber today which was
passed by the other place last sitting week after intense
and exhaustive debate — or perhaps I should say
exhausting debate, because there were very few
answers given during the course of that time. It is a bill
which represents injustice. If passed here in this place,
we will be undermining justice everywhere, so to
debate this bill is a grave responsibility. What we are
debating here today will affect us all directly or
indirectly. We are debating a regime which could affect
us personally near the end of our very own lives. This is
the destiny of this Parliament, and I believe that we will
be judged harshly by our future generations if we allow
this bill to pass. So I stand today to speak out against
the Voluntary Assisted Dying Bill 2017 introduced by
the government.
This is the most misnamed bill to ever come into our
Parliament during this term. Why do we not simply call
it what it is? This is the introduction of an assisted
suicide regime and a euthanasia regime. The ability for
these regimes to be completely voluntary is debatable at
best, deceptive at worst. I think it is very important to
make this point clearly to ensure that this distinction is
understood. The Minister for Health, who introduced
this bill, has time and time again claimed philosophical
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differences in the way this bill is being described;
however, definitions are not philosophical, they are
fact, and the fact is that this bill introduces two
regimes — regimes which on 27 October even the
World Medical Association called on this house, this
place, to reject.
The first regime is assisted suicide, where state permits
signed by the secretary of the department or their
appointee will be issued to people diagnosed with 12 or
less months to live, effectively accompanied by poison
in a locked box, to give people the opportunity to kill
themselves at home, alone, without any medical
supervision in case something goes horribly, horribly
wrong. The second regime is euthanasia, or
physician-assisted suicide, where the doctor administers
the medication, most likely through lethal injection,
which is eerily similar to forms of capital punishment in
the US. The only requirement for opting for euthanasia
over self-administration is for a single, solitary doctor,
possibly with a vested financial interest in the prospect,
to certify that the person is physically incapable of
self-administering or digesting the poison. What does
this mean? Someone with a gag reflex who cannot
swallow? Being physically unable to open the locked
box on one’s own? Or simply being debilitatingly
scared of killing yourself so that your hands shake too
much? This is not yet defined for this proposed regime.
Rather than being rare, it is likely that doctor-assisted
suicide will become the norm in Victoria rather than
self-administered suicide. More than 95 per cent of
people in jurisdictions overseas prefer to take up doctor
assistance when it is offered rather than
self-administration. I do not know about you, Acting
President, but this is not the state I wish to grow old in,
this is not the state I wish to inflict on future
generations and this is not the state I wish on our
current elderly population — a state which puts a
use-by date on the lives of people; a state which
devalues disability in such a way that it will allow
reasons such as incontinence, which is part of the
everyday life of many people with disabilities, as a
justification to issue a permit for someone to die; a state
which thinks it is okay to encourage someone to opt for
euthanasia rather than receive mental health assistance
or even an assessment for depression; a state where,
since we are going down the path of the Netherlands,
we could see one out of every 20 deaths being death by
doctor. This would equate to 2000 deaths per year in
Victoria. I repeat — 2000 deaths.
I will vote against this bill because I believe it is my
job, and the job of everyone in this chamber today, to
protect the lives of our constituents and to prevent their
unnecessary and untimely deaths. We do this when we
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discuss the road toll and take measures to prevent
deaths on our roads, we do this when we talk about
protecting our community from psychopaths who
should not be receiving bail and we do this when we
advocate for suicide prevention strategies — so we
should also do this by rejecting this bill. I will not be
voting for this bill, because it steps far outside our
responsibility to protect and into a role of
state-sanctioned suicide, I will not be voting for this bill
because of its broad and far-reaching consequences and
I will not be voting for this bill because it will
undermine the fundamental relationship between a
doctor and his or her patient. As nearly 400 health
professionals have said in their statement ‘Health
professionals say no’:
We believe that crossing the line to intentionally assist a
person to suicide would fundamentally weaken the
doctor-patient relationship, which is based on trust and
respect. The power of the clinician-patient relationship cannot
be overestimated.

This sentiment was reiterated by the World Medical
Association, which in expressing grave concern about
this very bill, stated that:
… it will create a situation of direct conflict with physicians’
ethical obligations to patients and will harm the ‘ethical tone’
of the profession.

They also warned that vulnerable people would be at
risk should this bill passed. Out of 109 medical
associations across the world, 107 have come out
against assisted suicide and euthanasia, yet this
government feels as though it knows better.
We often hear about the jurisdictions across the world
which have implemented similar regimes to the ones
we are debating today, but a lot less attention is given to
the repeated rejection of similar legislation. In the US
only five out of 50 states have implemented one of
these regimes, for example. In the UK House of
Commons in 2015 similar legislation was defeated by a
vote of 318 to 118. In that same year the Scottish
Parliament voted against the implementation of a
similar regime by a vote of 82 to 36. These are
overwhelming votes. This goes to the gravity of this
bill. The bill is not a progressive move on the part of the
government. In fact I believe it is the height of
arrogance to believe that they know better than medical
associations and parliaments across the world.
One worrying aspect of this bill is found in the permits
that will be issued: the voluntary assisted dying
self-administration permit authorising
self-administration, which will detail the person
authorised to commit suicide and the particular
experimental lethal cocktail to be used; and the
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voluntary assisted dying practitioner administration
permit authorising doctor administration, which will
detail the person authorised to commit suicide, the
doctor to administer that suicide and the particular
experimental lethal cocktail of poisons to be used.
These permits will be issued by public servants
employed by the Department of Health and Human
Services. This will be the first time since 1940s
Germany that a state will issue euthanasia permits for
particular named individuals. What a disturbing
analogy.
We do not yet know which experimental cocktail of
lethal poisons will be used. A university pharmacy
department will be charged with coming up with such
an experimental cocktail by 19 June 2019 so the first
Victorians can suicide on the Andrews government’s
schedule. Recent experience with lethal cocktails in
Washington state and Oregon has been instructive. The
first one tried caused severe burning in the throat. The
second one simply took too long to cause death —
more than 3 hours for one out of five people and up to
31 hours for one person. Reported complications have
included regurgitation for one in nine people in Oregon
in 2017, seizures and six people in Oregon who have
gone into a coma and later woken up, one of them three
days and 16 hours after taking assisted suicide drugs.
This bill does not even require the reporting of
complications in the case of self-administration, even if
a doctor was present. So we may never know the details
of the horrible deaths we have inflicted on our fellow
Victorians by giving the Minister for Health permission
to proceed with this deadly experiment — and it is an
experiment.
Furthermore, issuing suicide permits for some instead
of focusing on suicide prevention for all undermines
our entire suicide prevention framework. Blatant
ignorance or, worse, a cavalier indifference is being
displayed here. Suicide contagion is real. The open
discussion of suicide methods or the presentation of
suicide as socially acceptable, understandable and an
exercise of choice, autonomy or control all lead to an
increase in suicide rates. What messages are we sending
to the vulnerable in our community? That it is okay to
mix an experimental lethal cocktail of drugs and take
them when you feel your life is no longer worth living
for what an individual feels are legitimate reasons.
These legitimate reasons are being spelt out by the
government as being in a subjective state of pain or
suffering — a subjective state.
As an expert in disability with 20 years experience in
the field, a PhD in disability rights and lived
experience, I feel that I must address the disability
perspective of this bill. This bill sends a dark,
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discouraging, even disastrous message to many people
with disabilities. This message is that your life — our
lives — are not worth living, that we are better off dead
than that kind of disabled and that the way to solve
society’s problems is to once again put us out of sight
and out of mind, an archaic message that we have been
fighting against for decades through the disability rights
movement. This bill sets our movement back.
All we must do to qualify for this bill is to be in
suffering. Yet this bill lacks any real definition of
suffering, which is personal, subjective and above all
situational. In Oregon, for example, some people who
have taken up suicide have identified their suffering as
coming from the financial cost of their treatment.
Randy Stroup and Barbara Wagner were both told by
their health insurers that the cancer treatment proposed
for them by their doctors was not covered, but assisted
suicide drugs were. Another kind of suffering
mentioned by half of all people in Oregon accessing
assisted suicide is their concern about being a burden to
family, friends or caregivers. This is a very disturbing
reason to choose to die. And I need to say here that
people with disabilities are often led to feel guilty about
the burden of their disability on others. This is a
common reason to take up the offer of assisted suicide.
Does anyone else see the warning signs here?
Others cite a decreasing ability to participate in
activities that make life enjoyable, like, ‘I can’t play
golf anymore’ or ‘I can’t cook for my family anymore’,
and the loss of control of bodily functions such as
incontinence or needing assistance to eat. These can all
be part of the lived experience for people with
disabilities. The late Stella Young, the comedian and
disability activist who was a fierce opponent of
euthanasia and assisted suicide laws, said this:
Before we can talk about death with dignity, we need to
ensure that all people, regardless of age or disability, can live
with dignity. We’re not there yet.

I agree with Stella Young. We are not yet there yet. In
fact we are a long way from there.
On 10 August this year a group of women with
disabilities visited our Parliament and met with MPs to
express their grave concerns about this bill. Kelly Cox,
a woman with muscular dystrophy, described how she
cannot even access regular Pap smears due to the
physical inaccessibility of beds and how she is at
greater risk of dying of cancer because of this disparity.
She posed the question: should she be happy because if
she does get cancer, she has an equal right to assisted
suicide? Kelly also shared the testimony of a person
with cystic fibrosis, who for family reasons wished to
remain anonymous. This person said, and I quote:
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In my experience — as a person with a lifelong terminal
condition and a transplant recipient who was given 12 months
to live while on the waiting list — there are no clear lines
around ideas of choice, of dignity, of pain, of coercion, even
of suffering.
…
Cultural attitudes to terminal illness are underpinned almost
entirely by benign pity, and our default discourse both reflects
and reinforces this: unbearable, helpless, without hope,
suffering, inevitable, tragic, and incurable.
These are the words I have heard my whole life to describe
my life and prospects.
They also, without coincidence, form the technical language
of qualifying criteria for the euthanased.
Until our culture can stop defining my life — my healthy,
thriving life — with the same terms as it uses to justify
reasons to choose death, I will not feel safe from social and
internalised coercion to make free choices. Until we look
deeply at our attitudes towards disability and terminal illness,
I do not yet feel ready to have this legislation imposed upon
me.

This testimony profoundly illustrates just how
dangerous this bill could be for people living with
disabilities. They may at various stages in their lives
meet the criterion of having less than 12 months to live.
Life with a disability can often be repeatedly
precarious. It is unthinkable that every time a Victorian
living with a disability faces such a precarious phase in
their life journey they should be presented with the
choice of state-sanctioned suicide or euthanasia. But
people with disabilities and others concerned about
vulnerable Victorians are told not to worry, because this
bill has so many safeguards. We have heard a lot about
these safeguards. They have been talked up in the
media and during the course of this parliamentary
debate, but each and every one of them is an illusion.
Safeguards tend to indicate protections. However, there
are very few protections under this bill. There is no
protection for a frail or elderly person who is being
made to feel burdened by their inheritance-impatient
children. No family history or will checks need to be
made prior to issuing a suicide permit. There is no
protection for a person who is unable to speak, who is
likely to have gestures misinterpreted as there is no
independent interpreter required to ensure that far from
gesturing a desire to die, they may be gesturing that
their care is inadequate and they are being abused and
need help.
There is no protection from predatory doctors, who will
set up death clinics, with hostels attached, to enable
them to help vulnerable people from interstate to
establish residency quickly and efficiently so they can
access our suicide and euthanasia regimes. And there is
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no protection from doctor shopping. No matter how
many doctors assess a person as ineligible, a person can
keep looking for two doctors who will assess them as
eligible. There is no protection from death clinic
doctors with a vested financial interest in the regime or
with an ideological view that suicide is nearly always a
rational choice to assess someone they have never met
before as being free from coercion. And there is no
protection from the beneficiary of the will being a
witness at the time of the administration of a lethal dose
by a doctor. I could keep going, but I think you have the
idea.
This bill certainly is skewed towards ensuring that as
many people as possible will take up the option of
assisted suicide or euthanasia. Here are a few strategies
for this. The process can be rushed. A person can be
dead within 11 days, giving no time for reflection or
second thoughts or even for antidepressant medication
to be prescribed and take effect. The process can be
further rushed if the person’s death is judged to be
imminent, keeping in mind that this judgement can be
made by a doctor with no direct expertise in prognosis
or diagnosis of the disease the patient has.
The process can be advertised, contributing to coercion
and to the increased legitimacy of this as simply
another medical procedure. The process depends on
two doctors assessing the voluntary nature of a request,
with no requirement for them to make this assessment
when alone with the patient, meaning that the patient
can be accompanied by a caregiver tired of their care
burden.
The process has no detail on how an assessing doctor
will satisfy themselves that the person has informed
consent in the regime. The process includes training,
which may be as simple as the completion of an online
module, with no inbuilt rigour. This is by no means an
exhaustive list, but it highlights that this process is
flawed.
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doctor then asked her relatives to restrain her, despite
her struggles, while she was administered with a lethal
injection. The doctor was cleared of any wrongdoing
because the woman was over 80, her condition was
deteriorating and she had previously agreed to be
euthanased.
Now for a more subtle example, one described by a
nurse who has worked in Belgium since 2008. She
describes the actions of the friends of a patient:
Those close to her are locked in the emotion of seeing their
friend disabled. They cannot bear to see her different. Any
other solution than euthanasia seems unimaginable to them.
In a small notebook where they leave her messages while
she’s sleeping, the question of euthanasia is on every page.
You can read words such as:
Do not forget your euthanasia, it is your right, you have
to ask the doctors or they’ll never do it for you …

Cases like these will become a reality for Victorians
should this bill pass.
Informed consent is another consideration which must
be taken into account in the context of this bill. This is a
process of giving permission prior to conducting, in this
case, euthanasia or assisted suicide. This is a very
complex process to evaluate and it is something which,
as a research fellow in the area of intellectual disability
and mental health, I often had to grapple with. Three
components must be present for informed consent to be
guaranteed: disclosure, capacity and voluntariness.
Will all doctors fully disclose the implications of
assisted suicide or euthanasia, including the side
effects — for example, of it being unsuccessful in a
percentage of cases and the unpleasant,
less-than-dignified side effects, with possible
regurgitation and excruciating pain? Will all doctors be
able to assess capacity? And how can we be assured
that each person requesting a suicide permit is doing so
as a volunteer?

Another major flaw really reflects and goes to the heart,
again, of the disability issue. It is around coercion and
informed consent. It also goes to the issue of elder
abuse. Coercion comes in many forms, in a spectrum if
you will, from actual confinement or direct violence to
subtle pressure. In jurisdictions overseas where assisted
suicide and euthanasia regimes are longstanding, there
are many examples of this spectrum, and I just choose
two today to share.

Consider this example: a sex-abuse victim in her 20s
with what was judged to be incurable post-traumatic
stress disorder who was euthanased in the Netherlands.
Was she able to give informed consent? Many
disability and mental health experts would say no. In
Belgium people have been euthanased who had autism,
anorexia, borderline personality disorder and even
bipolar disorder. Again, many disability and mental
health experts would question informed consent in
many of these cases.

Take the example in the Netherlands, where a woman
was given a sleep-inducing drug in her coffee to
prepare her for the euthanasia procedure, only to wake
up and resist the completion of the procedure. The

Capacity is a difficult question and a difficult quality to
assess when there is no requirement under this bill for a
mental health assessment. Depression, heightened
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levels of anxiety and diminished cognitive capacity
associated with many illnesses all contribute to a
declining capacity to make healthcare decisions, and in
most healthcare settings they are alerts to provide
counselling and further assistance, but there is no
compulsory counselling or further assistance being
offered to people who, distressingly, desire to die under
this legislation. Capacity and voluntariness can also be
inhibited by outside pressure or undue influence. It is
difficult to see how a doctor will identify signs of undue
influence in the single assessment required by this bill,
especially when they may be meeting the person for the
first time and may never see the person without the
undue influence of family members or others.
Seniors Rights Victoria identifies areas of vulnerability
where elderly people are in danger of undue influence
as including illness and infirmity, physical or emotional
dependence on another and reliance on a family
member for the basic necessities of life. In Oregon and
Washington the annual reports on assisted suicide for
2016 talked about half of those people who were
prescribed lethal drugs for assisted suicide having cited
concerns about being a burden as a reason for their
suicide.
Elder law expert from Washington State Margaret Dore
commented on this data, and I think it is worth quoting
her on this. She said:
In both Washington and Oregon, the official reporting forms
include a check-the-box question with seven possible
‘concerns’ that contributed to the lethal dose request. These
concerns include the patient’s feeling that he was a ‘burden’.
The prescribing doctor is instructed: ‘Please check “Yes”,
“No”, or “Don’t know”, depending on whether or not you
believe that a concern contributed to the request’.
In other states, a person being described as a ‘burden’ is a
warning sign of abuse. For example, Sarah Scott of Idaho
Adult Protection Services describes the following ‘warning
sign’: ‘Suspect behaviour by the caregiver … [d]escribes the
vulnerable adult as a burden or nuisance’.
The recommendation is that when such ‘warning signs’ exist,
a report should be made to law enforcement and/or to the
local adult protective services provider.
Washington and Oregon, by contrast, instruct their doctors to
check a ‘burden box’.
Washington and Oregon promote the idea that its citizens are
burdens, which justifies the prescription of lethal drugs to kill
them. Washington and Oregon’s acts do not promote patient
‘control’, but officially sanctioned abuse of vulnerable adults.

Let me repeat that point:
… officially sanctioned abuse of vulnerable adults.

That is what we are debating today.
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Drawing further on a jurisdiction from overseas —
once again in Oregon — we find a terrible example of
fraud and financial abuse, which highlight’s Dore’s
point with a real-life example. Real estate broker Tami
Sawyer invited the terminally ill Thomas Middleton to
move into her home in July 2008 after he had been
prescribed lethal drugs under the assisted suicide law,
and after he had made her trustee over his estate. He
was dead within the month, and two days after his death
Sawyer sold his estate and transferred the money to her
accounts. The case only came to light after Sawyer was
investigated for unrelated fraud offences. However,
there was never an investigation of Middleton’s death,
so we will never know who administered the drugs or
what kind of encouragement he was offered to take
them.
The claims that have been made that there are no
documented cases of abuse in Oregon are only true
because any suspected abuses have never been
investigated. Due to restrictions on the coroner’s role in
this bill, the same will be true here if this bill passes.
The main argument being used in support of this bill is
that there is a small group of people who, regardless of
the best that palliative care can offer, still suffer from
unrelievable physical pain or other physical symptoms.
The only way to relieve the pain is said to be to kill
them. This claim ignores the appalling situation that
according to a letter dated 20 October 2017 from
Dr Judi Greaves, chair of the Palliative Care Victoria
Board, at least 10 000 Victorians die each year missing
out on access to needed palliative care. The letter
rightly warns us not to make assisted suicide a default
option due to poor access to quality care. The advice I
have received from Palliative Care Victoria is that there
is always something that can be done to deal with pain
and other physical symptoms at the end of life,
including in rare cases using palliative sedation.
The bill uses the phrase ‘suffering that cannot be
relieved in a manner that the person considers
tolerable’, yet there is no definition of ‘suffering’ in the
bill. There are no processes for assessing the nature and
level of the suffering, there is no requirement to refer
the person to a specialist palliative care assessment to
ensure that they are getting access to gold standard
palliative care and there is no requirement for the
assessing doctor even to know what the best practice in
palliative care is. Some people will be helped to
commit suicide or killed by euthanasia who could have
had their pain or other physical symptoms relieved with
the proper help. They may be one of the
10 000 Victorians dying each year now without access
to the best palliative care in Victoria simply due to the
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lack of funding from the same government that has
promoted this bill.
There are a number of real-life stories which have been
sent to me which illustrate the problems of poor care
and poor access to palliative care for terminally ill
Victorians. They give a human face to the
10 000 Victorians dying without adequate care — the
Victorians that this bill will unfairly target if it passes. I
will cite just a few examples today. The first example is
of an elderly woman who attempted to seek help for her
husband who was dying of kidney failure in a large
residential aged-care facility. She had been staying
overnight at the home to care for him because there
were no nurses rostered overnight. Her husband had no
direct contact with regular doctors. They were both
exhausted, frustrated and at their wits end, without
access to palliative care, despite living within the
aged-care system.
The second example is of a 63-year-old man in rural
Victoria with an advanced form of cancer who was
discharged from hospital multiple times without
referrals to palliative care or district nursing and despite
having a pleural drain. He subsequently presented at a
local rural hospital with severe pain and shortness of
breath. He was given incredibly high doses of pain
medication but still no referral to palliative care. He
was extremely distressed, had poorly managed systems
and was repeatedly abandoned by hospitals and
specialists.
A final example — and I will remind people listening
that these are real-life examples of what is occurring in
Victoria today — is of a 72-year-old man of low
socio-economic status, living alone in an isolated rural
area, who had a large, untreated, fungating tumour
infested with maggots. He could not stand, he had not
slept for weeks because of the discomfort, the odour
from his wound was overwhelming and his pain was
completely uncontrolled. His low socio-economic
status and his geographic location limited his ability to
access the care he needed, the care he deserved, the care
that will not improve with the passing of this bill.
As I said, I received a lot of examples of inadequate
care, and they had common themes of hospitals being
impatient to discharge, leaving terminally ill patients in
the care of elderly spouses or even completely on their
own, without a referral to palliative care; of
under-resourced community palliative care services not
responding to urgent calls on Fridays until after the
weekend, leaving people in untreated pain over those
two days; of residential aged-care facilities where
aged-care workers were too stretched to provide needed
care; and of workers with a lack of expertise in pain
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management, including multiple complaints about
pain-relieving medications not being given in aged-care
homes unless specifically requested by relatives. There
were numerous complaints about GPs who no longer
do home visits, who do not refer to palliative care and
who are so booked up that they do not see urgent cases.
There were examples around specialist appointments,
particularly with oncologists, being made weeks to
months in advance for patients in pain and who only
had days to weeks to live. Finally, there were numerous
stories about people in lower socio-economic
circumstances being left without even basic personal
care needs being fulfilled, even after they had received
aged-care assessments, let alone access to palliative
care services. However, the government refuses to
address palliative care, instead favouring the
introduction of this bill.
This bill is widely recognised as a first step towards
institutionalising a retirement age or, as Philip Nitschke
proposed recently, everyone aged over 70 being given a
permit to commit suicide by lethal drugs in Australia. It
is a first step towards extending the regime to access by
a broader group of people, described by Ms Patten to
the Age as ‘anyone who wanted to die’. It is a first step
towards extending the regime to people with an
advanced illness even if not terminal, which was a
feature of Ms Hartland’s attempt to legalise euthanasia
10 years ago in his place. It is a first step towards
devaluing the role of palliative care and ensuring that
palliative care will never be available to all.
I should note that some proponents of assisted suicide
and euthanasia acknowledge that some people will die
who should not, but they do not care. In fact, to them,
this is simply collateral damage. British neurosurgeon
and advocate for assisted suicide Henry Marsh has
argued that it does not matter, and I quote here:
… if a few grannies get bullied into …

assisted suicide —
isn’t that the price worth paying for all the people who could
die with dignity?

Besides the fact that I have disputed that assisted
suicide and euthanasia provide a dignified death, I am
not prepared to pay this price. I will not accept
collateral damage as proponents of this bill seem
willing to do.
Victorians who are genuinely suffering at the end of life
need access to gold standard palliative care, a standard I
have illustrated is simply not yet available to all.
Victorians contemplating suicide for any reason need to
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be assisted to see that there is always a better way. They
do not need doctors agreeing that they are better off
dead, and they do not need the government authorising
them to die alone with an experimental cocktail of
lethal drugs.

Once we cross the Rubicon, the terrible consequence will be
that it becomes absurd to support euthanasia for some but not
others …

I will not be voting to amend this bill, because I do not
believe that we should be amending a bill as
fundamentally flawed and terrible as this one. There are
times when I will seek to amend a bill to make a bad
bill better, but not when lives are at risk, and make no
mistake, lives are at risk.

As for talk of safeguards, and as a lawyer working in crime, I
am shocked at the debate’s naiveté …

Extensive legal opinion has also shown that there are
many holes in this bill, holes that simply cannot be
plugged. I hold in my hand one such advice. It is a legal
opinion drafted by Willis, Tracey and Tehan, and they
raise many interesting points which I simply do not
have time to cover this afternoon but will canvass in the
next stage of this debate. They raise concerns about
eligibility criteria, inadequate conscientious objection
provisions, the ineffectiveness of safeguards and
inadequate measures of enforcement and oversight.
They also raise the point that if a patient changes their
mind, there is no obligation to record this in the
patient’s records.
The exclusion of the coroner investigating deaths under
this legislation has also been questioned in this opinion.
Apparently this government do not want accountability
and transparency around the deaths they will be
responsible for under this bill. And any government that
seeks to veil the circumstances around death of any
kind cannot be trusted.
Willis, Tracey and Tehan end their advice with this
conclusion:
In our opinion, the bill does not provide the safeguards which
it propounds and suffers from serious deficiencies. Having
considered all the matters discussed above, the bill does not
provide workable or sufficient safeguards to prevent abuse of
the vulnerable, to protect the Victorian community or to
uphold fundamental human rights.

Legal opinions like this have been dismissed by this
government, however. They have also ignored the
opinion of the prominent barrister, Julian McMahon,
who published a public letter on this bill. He states, in
part:
The assisted dying bill …deeply saddens me, for what it says,
and where it will lead. For the sake of an apparently
anticipated 160 people or so a year … we imperil many.

This bill —
… would change society to its core if these ideas become
normalised.

… I dread a society which is heading to such discussions,
imperilling the most vulnerable.

This bill immediately places the elderly sick, and the most
vulnerable, under intolerable pressures. Over time, despite its
current intent to assist a few rational people to die, the
changes in attitude it signals will undermine society’s support
for the lives of the voiceless and those most in need. It should
be rejected.

So where does this leave us? People will die
unnecessarily if this bill passes. People will die
prematurely if this bill passes. People will die
unnaturally if this bill passes. People will die. I will end
with the quote I started with at the beginning:
Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere …
Whatever effects one directly, affects all indirectly.

To pass this bill would be a grave injustice to all
Victorians, especially the vulnerable. To pass this bill
would be a betrayal of our responsibility to uphold the
common good. To pass this bill would be a tragedy of
unimagined proportions. I do not commend this bill to
the house, and I will not be voting for this bill.
Ms HARTLAND (Western Metropolitan)
(16:28) — As many of you in this chamber would
know, this is an issue that I have been passionate about
and have been working on since I was first elected to
the Parliament in 2006. Some of you here were
involved in that debate a decade ago, when I introduced
my private members bill on physician-assisted dying.
My bill was the first ever assisted dying bill in Victoria
and is also the first private members bill I did as a
newly elected MP. My bill did not get through that
time, and though I was disappointed, I was glad that I
had started a conversation that was desperately needed.
It is a conversation that I have continued over the past
decade, and I have refused to stop.
Over the years I have put forward referrals to
parliamentary committees and the Victorian Law
Reform Commission (VLRC), but these have been
rejected. At the start of this term of Parliament I stated
that I would again be attempting to refer the issue of
end-of-life choices to a committee and would start
drafting an assisted dying bill. I was very pleased when
Mr Jennings took my referral and Ms Patten’s and
created a government referral to set up the end-of-life
choices inquiry. The work that has been done by the
committee was groundbreaking, and I would like to
thank personally each of the members on the committee
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for their work. We would not be debating this bill if it
was not for their hard work.
I would also like to thank the Minister for Health, Jill
Hennessy, who took the committee’s report, set up the
ministerial advisory panel and had the courage to bring
forward this bill. I would like to thank her staff and
Noni in particular, who was always willing to answer
questions whenever I had them. It has been a real
honour for me to have been so heavily involved in
advancing the issue of assisted dying in this Parliament
and to help get us where we are today.
This is an issue that defies the regular boundaries of
party politics. It has overwhelming support in the
community, regardless of people’s age, location,
religion or education. It is an issue which asks us to
look deep inside ourselves and have the courage to take
on something that is incredibly complex and sensitive.
When I started on this work 11 years ago I did so
because I knew that while palliative care does an
amazing job, it cannot always relieve someone’s pain
and suffering in that final chapter of life. I agree that we
need much more funding for palliative care, especially
in country areas, but even with the best funding there
will be a small number of people who will still
experience extreme pain and suffering. I have lost many
friends and family members over the past decade, and
several of them have died badly. I know that if I was
terminally ill and faced with anything like what they
went through, I would just want to know that I have the
option of a peaceful death. As many people in this
chamber will know, I am an extremely stubborn person
and I may want to fight it to the very last breath, but I
want to know that I have a choice.
People who are dying deserve the option of a peaceful
death. It is what we want for ourselves. Why should we
force people into having a brutal death against their
wishes. We can already refuse medical treatment if we
are ill. We can also refuse food and water, but it makes
no sense to me that a terminally ill person can be denied
a peaceful death but be allowed to starve and dehydrate
themselves to death over many days and even weeks.
Then there are the horrific stories we heard from the
coroner during the end-of-life choices inquiry. Every
week in Victoria an elderly person is choosing to take
their own life because they are fearful about being stuck
in a state of unbearable pain. They are taking their lives
while they are still physically able to do so, and while
they feel that their dignity is still intact. These people
need to know that if their pain and suffering become
too much to bear in their final days, they will get to
choose what kind of death they have. No Victorian
should be forced to starve and dehydrate themselves to
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death. No Victorian should be forced to kill themselves
because they fear what is ahead. All Victorians deserve
to be treated with dignity and respect, and they deserve
to have control over their lives and their deaths.
As I stand here today as a politician who has spoken for
years about people’s lives and people’s deaths, I want
to speak of a woman named Sue Jensen who I have
come to know after she appeared before the end-of-life
choices inquiry. Sue has oesophageal cancer. She has
been in and out of treatment for years, and for her this
issue is not going to get any more personal. Sue is a
straight talker. She says it how it is. You would often
hear her say, ‘I am sick of hearing politicians talk about
what is best for me. I am going through this. This is my
decision’. Sue deserves a choice about what happens in
her final stages of life. Who are we to tell her how to
live her life and what kind of death she should have?
There are many Victorians who are forced into bad
deaths against their will. I will never forget the story of
Angelique Flowers, who died in 2008 from bowel
cancer. Angelique was only 31 when she died and she
was terrified of what she faced in her final days. She
was a fierce advocate for assisted dying and instead of
spending what precious time she had left with loved
ones, she spent her final months of life frantically
researching a way that she could die peacefully.
Angelique was beside herself with fear. She was
desperate. She knew that she would likely die from a
bowel obstruction, and in the end, sadly, that is exactly
what happened. In her final moments of life with her
bowel fully obstructed she was in agony and vomiting
faeces. Her brother Damian was by her side, trying
desperately to clean her and help her, and to love her in
those final moments. Angelique died just as she feared
she would. It is haunting to think of what she went
through. It is unconscionable to think that this young
woman was forced into such a horrific death against her
will.
Although many people with cancer experience the
greatest amount of suffering in the final weeks, we
must not forget that there are conditions such as motor
neurone disease that force people into excruciating
agony for months. A friend of mine, Naomi Blackburn,
lost both her parents to motor neurone disease at a
young age. Naomi and her sister have very generously
shared her story with me for me to read out today, and
these are Naomi’s words:
Like a double lightning strike, my mother was diagnosed with
motor neurone disease only three short years after my father
had also died from it. She knew intimately what lay ahead
and she was afraid. She had watched while Dad lost control
of his limbs, his ability to speak and swallow, while his mind
and his senses remained ever sharp.
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My mother was a fiercely independent woman; it was the
prospect of the final stages of the disease that concerned her
the most. She feared being trapped in an immobile body,
unable to communicate with those around her. She was very
clear she wanted to die before she had to face that.
By the time she started talking seriously about establishing an
end-of-life care plan, she was using an eye gaze board to
communicate, slowly, frustratingly, spelling words by looking
at different letters with her eyes. It was like communicating
through treacle. This was only nine months after her
diagnosis.
I hated discussing this topic with her; we always ended up
frustrated and in tears. I was 22. My sister was 19. Because
we knew assisted dying wasn’t legal, we weren’t even sure
what was okay to raise with her doctors. Mostly I didn’t want
to think about it. I was afraid what Mum would ask of me.
Withdrawing care till she starved to death? I felt shame about
broaching the topic. I wish we had both had more support for
this.
What she needed was the clear and structured legal
framework that this bill would provide for her and her doctor.
The option would have given her peace of mind and taken
away a significant fear for her and for us. Her choices, if it
came to that, shouldn’t have rested on family members.
Mum’s condition declined rapidly; she died within 18 months
of the diagnosis, an average prognosis for people with this
disease. There is no hope for a miracle recovery with motor
neurone disease; the only treatment extends life by two to
three months at best, and there is no cure. This assisted dying
bill is so important. At a time when disease is removing their
agency over so many other things, we need to give people
like my mother full agency over the manner of their death.

I want to thank Naomi for letting me read her words
today, because I know it was very difficult for her to
write that for me. I cannot imagine what it was like for
Naomi and her sister to witness two parents dying, but
what I do know is we should not be forcing people into
bad deaths against their wishes. I know that members
are concerned that one of the eligibility criteria outlined
in this bill is that death must occur within weeks or
months, not exceeding 12 months. But I think Naomi’s
story really demonstrates why this 12-month period is
so important.
I want to finish by thanking the community for working
relentlessly to give terminally ill people choice at the
end of their lives. Thank you to everyone who has
made a phone call or written an email or a letter to your
MP; thank you so much for speaking up. I know most
people probably do not think that their email or phone
call makes an impact, but I know from 11 years in this
place that it is those personal stories that always stick
with you and really do help to shape your views on an
issue. I want to thank Dying with Dignity Victoria; Neil
Francis; Peter Short, who used the last months of his
life campaigning for this legislation; Andrew Denton
and Go Gentle Australia; Marshall Peron, who is a
champion of this cause; Fiona Patten, who helped bring
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this forward; and particularly Jaala Pulford, for
speaking to us today and giving her heart and soul to
this debate — it was quite a remarkable speech.
I also want to thank my sister Mickey, who I lost
16 years ago. One of the accusations that I have heard
in this debate is, ‘Oh, you just want to kill everybody’. I
would have done anything to have my sister alive
today. I do this out of compassion for the people I love,
and that is why I do this, not because I just want people
to die.
Finally, I want to thank my Greens colleagues in the
Victorian Parliament, in the federal Parliament and all
across Australia. There have been more than
30 attempts to legalise assisted dying around Australia,
and if you look at who has been putting forward those
bills it has overwhelmingly been the Greens. I am so
proud to be a member of a party that has shown
unwavering commitment to this issue that is so
important to so many Victorians. I am really proud to
have been part of this most recent cross-party attempt in
Victoria. I do want to thank the minister, because I
think she has done an extraordinary job bringing this
bill forward. It has shown real courage. This is a
difficult issue that I think often brings out the best of us
in terms of our speeches and our contributions, but we
have to be reminded that politicians have actually been
lagging behind the community for far too long on this
issue. It is time that we give the community the choice
they deserve.
Debate interrupted.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Morris)
(16:42) — I would like to acknowledge a former
senator for Victoria, Julian McGauran, who is present
in the gallery today.
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Second reading
Debate resumed.
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan) (16:43) — I
am pleased to rise and make a contribution to this
debate. I am reminded that this is a complex debate, a
debate that mixes principle, a debate that mixes
practical matters and a debate on which people of
goodwill can have different views and do have different
views. I think it is important to put on record that the
views that people do hold are sincere, and we need to
respect those views very strongly.
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I begin this debate with a position respecting human
agency, and from a position that, as much as possible,
with a framework of safety and a framework of best
outcomes for the community, I would see human
agency expanded. So I begin in fact with a view that
starts saying, ‘What can we do to give people the
maximum choices near the end of life?’. I begin
particularly with the view of how we can expand that in
the most constructive way that we possibly can whilst
retaining checks and balances and safety controls that
ensure that humans are also protected from other risks.
I make the point strongly that when I was the Minister
for Health I looked at this matter very closely. I think it
is worth putting on record, as I have done in this
chamber in the past, that in the period leading up to
2010 the Liberal Party went to the election with a
commitment to expand palliative care. In government
we delivered on every cent of that $34.8 million, but
also in government we strengthened and expanded the
availability of advance care directives for a range of
Victorians, ensuring that the strongest possible options
are available for people to communicate their risks
within the currently existing Medical Treatment Act
1988 and within the current framework that exists in
this state.
I also looked at expanding options for euthanasia in its
various forms and thought that there may be steps that
we could take. The more I looked at this the more
convinced I was that in fact that was not a very easy
thing to accomplish and was not an easy step to deliver
an outcome that was both favourable for human agency
but also safe. It is from that background that I approach
this particular issue.
I should say that I have long been a strong advocate for
additional palliative care support and have looked very
closely at how we can improve access to palliative care
for people of very many different multicultural
backgrounds but also geographically. It was clear to me
in opposition that there was insufficient support for
palliative care in regional and rural Victoria and in the
outer suburban areas, and there was an almost total lack
of palliative care support before 2010 for those from the
various multicultural groups that were terribly
under-represented in the options that were available.
That is why we worked hard in government to
introduce packages of support and undertook the hard
work of introducing those packages to communities
where issues around death and dying are heavily
culturally determined in terms of your response. They
are highly related to your background and your
understandings of death, your expectations of family
involvement, your expectations of decision-making in
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families and your expectations of what it is — how
could I say it? — to die a good death, and we were also
very focused on ensuring that the options for people to
die in the place of their choice was expanded. That is
work that is as yet unfinished.
We went to the state election in 2014 with a $66 million
package. I put on the record again as I have before that
that was not matched by the Labor Party at the time and
has still not been matched, and palliative care funding
has not been increased in this period of government,
and that is a tremendous problem. I will come to the
substrate of these points and how they affect this bill,
noting that palliative care is not the same as euthanasia,
voluntary assisted dying and various other approaches
that can be adopted, but there is overlap and there is a
need to ensure that choices are maximised for people
within a reasonable framework.
I note the decision of the Leader of the Opposition and
shadow Minister for Health to announce a package of
$140 million, if we are elected, for more palliative care
support, and that is an important announcement and one
which I wholeheartedly support. I note that has still not
been matched by this government and there is still no
commitment to do that. I frankly do not think that is
good enough in this context, and I do not think it is
good enough to say that these are two separate matters,
because they are not totally separate matters. They are
actually intertwined. The maximum choices for people
mean that you need to have the substrate of palliative
care support in place, and this government does not,
and certainly the passage of a bill like this without that
is in my view a significant concern.
I should note that the government has taken further
useful steps on advance care directives, and that is very
much in the mould of the work that we were doing. I
welcome that and put on record my support for those
particular steps.
The end-of-life choices inquiry was an important
inquiry, and I pay tribute to the work that was done
there by that parliamentary committee of this chamber,
but I also note that I think that there were major
omissions. I want to put that on record, perhaps being
critical of some of my colleagues and indeed my
friends. I do think it was shallow to the extent that it did
not examine adequately the public health risks. It did
examine and put on record serious issues around
underfunding of palliative care, and I pay tribute to the
work of the committee in that respect, but it did not in
my view get to the nub of many of these issues that are
around the protections that need to be in place.
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The Owler committee that was commissioned by the
health minister is a committee that was deeply deficient
in its approach. Unfortunately it was given narrow
riding instructions. It was not given the option of
recommending against this regime, and that is a
particular issue. It was given only the option of making
a step in this direction, and many would see that that is
not a proper purpose in the context here. The ability to
recommend warnings and recommend against steps is
equally important as the capacity to recommend in the
positive.
I should note in this context that I want to put on the
record my views about the coroner’s approach in this
matter. The coroner is a very important office, and I
make one point about this bill: it does not actually allow
the coroner to investigate a number of these matters —
a deficiency I think that is significant in and of itself.
My more general point about the coroner’s involvement
in many of these issues is that I think coroners often
take on an excessively broad public policy role. Now
let me explain what I mean by this. The coroner has
very important roles to investigate individual
circumstances and to report on those, and that is an
absolutely central part of our system. However,
coroners when they make expansive
recommendations — and there has been an increasing
tendency I might say over some decades for coroners to
do this — take on a role that is far beyond their
immediate purview. They need to be very careful. They
are in a position to look at individual cases or even
perhaps a pattern of cases. They are not often in a
position to look at the consequences in other ways of
legislative, procedural and other changes that they may
recommend. That is where ministers, departments and
the Parliament have got to play a role, which is to
balance worthy recommendations from coroners but
not to be bedazzled by them, and to see that they are
actually coming from one source and one piece of
information alone rather than balancing the
consequences of actions that should be fully balanced
by this Parliament, by ministers and by departments —
those who have responsibility for administering public
policy more broadly.
I should say too in the context of this bill that I want to
put on record my serious reservations about the Labor
Party’s policy of procedurally binding its members.
This has been a longstanding matter, and you are not
bound on this occasion, but I must say that in the lower
house it had a very strong feeling of procedural binding.
If you are not doing that on this occasion, I am very
pleased to hear that, but it certainly did not have that
appearance in the Legislative Assembly. The
longstanding practice of the Labor Party, including with
bills in this chamber, including ones that are apparently
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a free vote, is that they would in fact have the capacity
to vote yay or nay on a bill but not on the machinery
and procedural matters around the bill. That was
certainly the case with the abortion bill in this chamber.
It has certainly been the case with other bills in this
chamber.
Ms Symes interjected.
Mr DAVIS — If you are telling me, Ms Symes, that
that is not the case now, I am pleased to hear it, but it
certainly felt like that very strongly watching the
Legislative Assembly go through its various steps. The
Liberal Party has a long history of ensuring that
members have conscience votes — on all matters
indeed — but free votes on matters of this type, and that
includes all aspects of the debate. It includes procedural
matters. There is no binding on any of those points, and
I think it is important to have that on the record as well.
In terms of the bill itself I just want to be very clear that
I, like my colleagues, particularly in southern metro
where I work closely with Georgie Crozier and
Margaret Fitzherbert, have gone through a very
thoughtful and systematic process. We have had contact
with many thousands of people, including people near
the end of life, who have particular views on this bill,
and with a range of community groups, a range of
clergy and a range of those who have advocacy
positions in this space. I want to in this context pay
particular tribute to a number of members of the
Australian Medical Association, and I do not think it is
a coincidence that so many senior doctors have
significant concerns about this bill. I am certainly
persuaded by many of the issues raised by those senior
medical personnel that have contacted me over the last
while, and indeed in my period in government as health
minister, who advocated clearly and strongly against
moving in the direction that this bill does. They argued
strongly for more palliative care and they argued very
strongly for enhanced support for advance care
directives, and we heeded all of those calls. But they
also argued very strongly against moving into a zone
where the decisions about life are made against what I
think are the traditional views that we have held in
western civilisation, and I think that there is real
concern about that direction.
I am concerned to see a change in tone, a change in
tenor, that occurs when bills of this nature are put in
place. I understand the motives of people in bringing
them forward; I completely understand that. I do
concede that in some cases there will be people who do
want to avail themselves of the mechanisms in this bill.
I do concede that on some occasions the checks and
balances would be sufficient; that their true intent
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would be registered under the regime that is proposed
under this bill and that there would be some who would
benefit. I accept that. But that does not mean, on the
other side of the equation, that there are not risks and
there are not dangers. In my view it means very much
that there are risks and they need to be balanced against
the positives. I will come to the machinery of the bill
itself in a second, but I do not believe that the
machinery in the bill is sufficient to guarantee that those
checks and balances are strong enough. I do not believe
that the machinery in the bill will protect many
vulnerable people from these risks.
I was persuaded by the entreaties of many doctors and
nurses, including palliative care nurses, that the
confusion that will be created around end of life and the
tonal changes will be very real. We went to a lot of
effort, and have over many, many decades, to
strengthen confidence in our health system. In my view
the risks in this bill actually weaken confidence in the
health system. They actually leave many vulnerable
people with the fear, with the risk, that doctors, nurses
and health services have separate motives or are not
necessarily seeking to help, in the very full sense of that
word, the person but may have some additional but
different motive, and that is a concern in terms of
confidence.
As recently as this afternoon I met with Father John
Frangos from one of the local Greek Orthodox
churches. He put to me examples of the fears that his
community have about that interaction. Will their
position going into a hospital at the end of life be a
position of confidence, or will that confidence be
undermined? Indeed he said to me that somebody had
made it very clear to him that they felt that immigrant
communities had come here, had worked hard and now
that they were old, weak and at risk, this was being
offered to them. This was not something that they
wanted offered, and they were very fearful of the way
these mechanisms in this particular bill would operate.
That accords very much with my view of many of our
migrant communities and older migrants in particular,
who will be vulnerable under this legislation, who will
be at risk under this legislation. I think there is every
reason for us to say to our multicultural communities,
‘No, this is not the way we want to go. In fact we want
to adhere to a view that respects life in the first instance
and a view that says, “No, we are not going to go in this
direction that devalues your contribution and puts you
and your family at risk”‘.
The different attitudes of communities are also
important because families have a different role in
many of the multicultural communities, and this
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mechanism in the bill in many cases puts the family
members in a decision-making role where they can
have a decisive impact for good or for ill. The truth is
that of course many children in migrant communities
actually do have that decisive role. To put them in a
position where they are playing a decisive role
potentially in the ending of someone’s life in this way I
think is a bridge too far. That is the strong view that I
have heard from a number of our multicultural
community leaders, and that is a great concern, from
what I have heard. I accept that there are different
cultural attitudes in this area, and they are very
important to put on the record. I do not believe
sufficient attention was given to this. For example, on
the Owler committee I do not believe there was a
religious person who could actually understand those
key points. I think these are very significant issues.
In terms of the bill itself, the 12-month issue has been
debated. It is very clear to anyone in the community
who has dealt with the health system in general that an
arbitrary period like this is always going to have issues.
Whether it is made to be nine months or six months,
there will still be issues, so I am not sure that this is
amendable in a suitable sense. The issues of the locked
box have been laid out and will be laid out, I know, by
many other members, and I am not going to go through
the machinery of this. We actually go to a lot of effort
to make sure that guns are not in homes and that the
public health risks of that are appreciated. Yet here we
are about to put lethal drugs into homes. Now, you
cannot tell me that there will not be misuse of those and
that you do not in a public health sense need to balance
the misuse of those drugs via unintended purposes or
intentional actions. All of those, in my view, are a
significant risk.
The issues of pressure and duress are the ones that
motivate me and my concerns about this. I am very
concerned that there will be those who seek to inherit,
those who seek to take advantage of a vulnerable
person. I do not believe the protections in this
legislation are able to be remedied to get an outcome
that would make that safe, and for that reason in
particular I will be voting against the bill. I will be
making my points clear as we go through the
committee stage, but I do not believe that the bill can be
easily tweaked and changed and made into something
that is acceptable. I believe it can obviously be
improved, but that will not necessarily deal with some
of the central issues at the core of the bill.
Some have said that the polling shows people’s views.
Well, in my view the polling is actually very unclear in
fact. It is when you dig down and ask people deeper
questions that you understand that people actually do
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have real concerns about these issues, that they are
nervous about how this will be used and misused and
that they are concerned about the risks to the
community and the risks to loved ones. We need to be
very cautious in these matters, and I think caution is a
key aspect of what we should be doing here. We need
to hasten very slowly on this.
A bill came before this Parliament in 2008, brought by
the Greens at the time, and I looked closely at that bill. I
was not convinced at that stage despite what I would
say is my own personal bias or feeling, if I can put it
that way, towards enhancing personal agency. This bill
has many similar issues, and I think as time has gone on
I have become less convinced about the need to take
these steps and less convinced that it can be done
safely. I am not persuaded by the cases overseas. I
understand the sincere motives of many people, but I
am genuinely not persuaded by the approach that is
taken overseas. Again, in the time I have allotted I
cannot go and review each of the jurisdictions that
actually has regimes that may be of this type.
What is important for Victoria is that we think about
making sure that we do what we can to enhance human
choice at the end of life to reduce suffering and pain
and making sure that human agency is increased but at
the same time make sure that there are adequate
protections for the most vulnerable people in our
community, for the people who are truly dependent and
for the people who are in a true situation where they
need our support and they need the protections of the
law — and those protections need to be clear and
decisive. That is why I do not think this bill in the end is
up to scratch, and that is why I will oppose this bill —
because I do not believe that it is safe.
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria) (17:07) — It is
with great respect, appreciation and understanding of
the responsibilities of being a member of Parliament
that I contribute to the debate on the Voluntary Assisted
Dying Bill 2017. At the outset I want to acknowledge
the many, many constituents and activists who have
contacted my office expressing their views on this bill.
However, I thank especially those who have shared
deeply personal stories about agonising experiences of
witnessing a terrible death of a loved one and especially
those who have written about their fears that their
condition will lead to that fate. I hope that this
Parliament can live up to your expectations.
For the vast majority of people, the timing of their death
will always be beyond their control. It will happen as
part of the destiny that is their life, and most of us will
not know when that will be. But for a small number of
people the arrival of death is heralded by a medical
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diagnosis of a terminal illness that, despite the best of
treatments available to those of us in the Western
world, is beyond cure. I have listened to the stories of
people with motor neurone disease, a cruel and
insidious disease that takes apart one by one the
faculties and abilities of our human selves and leaves
behind an outward shell that was once an active, vibrant
and loved wife or husband, daughter or son, or brother
or sister. I have heard too the heartbreak of so many
terminal cancer experiences, often after years of
successful and hard-fought battles against the disease,
and I have heard of the sharing of the moment in time
when a doctor finally utters the words, ‘There is
nothing more that we can do’. This has been described
to me as surreal and devastating.
I do not come to this debate sharing personal
experiences that have shaped my view. Of course we
are dealing with very difficult and emotional matters,
and of course people have been very informative.
Personal stories are of course very compelling. But for
me, I have arrived at my view through a practical
approach of understanding the system as it currently
works and the laws that exist and how people operate
under them — or in this case often somewhat around
them.
My role as an MP is about helping people. My children
actually explain to their friends that their mum is away
from home quite regularly because, ‘Her job is to help
people’. It is a really satisfying job to help people
navigate the system to find solutions to their problems,
big or small. But when there is not a solution within the
system, we need to examine if that system should be
changed. The bill before us today begs the question:
can we make changes, can we do better, to enable those
few amongst us who find themselves in the most
horrific of circumstances to suffer less and maintain
choice and control over the manner in which they
finally make their inevitable departure? I believe we
can and we must. As it stands, we currently allow
people to stop treatment that they can no longer endure.
We allow people to refuse treatment that they do not
wish to try. We allow people to stop eating to hasten
their deaths. We allow people to accept large quantities
of painkilling drugs to induce a coma to minimise their
suffering. Yet we do not allow them to make a
definitive choice as to when that suffering is enough
and the time is right to bring it to an end.
Of course my colleagues and I on the Legal and Social
Issues Committee became immersed in the issue of
end-of-life choices. I must say that this was not a
burden; I thought it was a privilege. I would like to take
the opportunity to acknowledge the secretariat who
prepared the report — Lilian Topic and her amazing
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team. They were at the forefront of the evidence,
dealing with vast numbers of people, many of them
emotional and grieving, and they put a power of
detailed work into that report and should be proud.
There are many things from the inquiry that will stay
with me for a very long time — things that motivated
me to push for an implementable system of assisted
dying here in Victoria. Of particular note were the
harrowing and desperately sad stories that were brought
to light by the Coroners Court — stories of terminally
ill individuals who in the face of declining capacity or
capability or those who could no longer deal with the
enduring suffering and pain had gone to great lengths to
end their own lives in the most lonely and difficult of
circumstances, resorting to the most violent of means,
not only worried about whether their method would be
successful but taking covert steps to ensure their loved
ones were not involved, shutting them out of the
process to protect them from criminal questioning.
There were also the health providers who told us about
the legal considerations in providing high doses of
medication to make a patient comfortable even when
the doses would hasten their death. We learned that
palliative sedation is practised in Victoria, but there is
no data or regulation. The practice was described by
one witness as putting someone into a coma until they
starved to death.
Then there were the people who are currently dealing
with life-ending illnesses who described their
preoccupation with researching their demise at the
expense of making the most of the time they had left.
Then of course there were the stories of hideous,
protracted, painful deaths from those who treated or
loved the people that endured this end. Our inquiry into
end-of-life choices undertook some of the most
challenging and difficult of discoveries, debates and
deliberations to establish 49 recommendations. It is
pleasing to see that the government has been doing a lot
of work that addresses many of the recommendations 1
to 48 in regard to advance care planning and directives,
and palliative care provision.
I note the care, compassion and dedication of those who
work in the palliative care sector and commit
themselves every day to minimising the suffering of the
dying in one of the most altruistic and exceptional of
undertakings. Palliative care physicians have confirmed
that palliative care and voluntary assisted dying are not,
and should never be, mutually exclusive. They can
coexist, as they do in other places around the world.
Whatever happens, excellence in palliative and aged
care will overwhelmingly continue to be the main game
in end-of-life care. Unfortunately, as we discovered in
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our inquiry, palliative care is not always the solution to
pain and suffering at the end of life.
Six of eight members of the committee strongly agreed
to the introduction of a legalised assisted dying
framework. Of course this majority is reflective of
widespread public support for reform in this regard.
Phone polls across north-east Victoria, including towns
such as Seymour, Benalla, Wangaratta and
Yarrawonga, showed 84 per cent to 85 per cent support
for a terminally ill patient being allowed to access a
lethal dose. I am 100 per cent behind
recommendation 49. I do acknowledge that for many it
does not go far enough — it does not help all of those
deserving of help — but we decided that it was the right
framework for the state of Victoria.
I commend the Minister for Health and the Premier for
not shying away from this potentially divisive and
difficult debate. The way Minister Hennessy has
approached the development of this legislation has been
exemplary. The bill was put through a process that
ensured it was not just good enough but one that
captured all of the concerns and importantly all of the
safeguards. I would like to thank the ministerial
advisory panel on voluntary dying, whose own report
and 66 recommendations have extensively informed the
bill and ultimately the decision before the Parliament.
Coming back to my practical approach to this bill —
and it is a large bill; I do not know about the rest of you,
but I have been carrying it around in my handbag for
the past two weeks; it came to New Zealand with me,
and I am not sure what the hostesses thought I was
reading actually — what it does is it sets out the
eligibility criteria, assessment process, role of the
participating medical practitioners and their obligations,
medication monitoring, voluntary assisted dying
oversight and new offences specific to voluntary
assisted dying activity.
The bill is based on extensive consultation with a vast
array of experts whose coalface experience of the act of
dying has provided valuable insight and understanding.
The bill is about providing a choice that is unique to the
individual for whom death is both inevitable and
imminent whilst also respecting the personal
convictions of our medical professionals and providing
them with choices. There is nothing in this legislation
that would compel any medical practitioner or
authorised nurse practitioner to provide medical
assistance in dying. This is all about finding the right
balance. The bill provides a choice to a small group of
people — a choice that is informed, with safeguards,
checks, balances and supports to ensure that the system
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is robust, compassionate and protective of anyone who
wishes to undertake it.
Of particular note is the experience in other
jurisdictions that shows that simply knowing that you
have the choice of assisted dying is immensely
comforting to persons nearing death, and it actually
improves their palliative care outcomes because the
feeling of control helps to ease suffering and fear of a
painful death, and many never actually end up taking
the substance.
I support the bill in its entirety. I do not think I can add
a lot by going through every element of the bill; I think
collectively between the 40 people in this chamber that
will be achieved. However, I would like to comment on
a few issues that I know some have raised concerns
about. Opponents of the bill refer to the slippery
slope — an argument that I do not subscribe to, an
argument that the Legal and Social Issues Committee
examined in detail in other jurisdictions. While the
jurisdictions we visited differ significantly in their
assisted dying models, what they all have in common is
a robust regulatory framework with a focus on
transparency, patient-centred care and choice. We
found no evidence of the institutional corrosion that is
often cited as the slippery slope. Indeed the Oregon
legislation has been in place, unchanged, for 20 years.
The slippery slope argument often overlaps with the
concern that vulnerable people will become victims of
assisted dying. I think many have heard me talk of my
background in disability services and advocacy.
Throughout my research on this matter I went to great
lengths to consider the impact on people with
disabilities. There is a view put by opponents that the
very existence of a system that allows
physician-assisted dying creates some kind of
inequality in the value of people’s lives — that
suddenly people with disabilities will be offered
assisted suicide as their life is no longer considered
worth living.
In Portland we visited a disability rights group, and I
asked them about these concerns. To say that they were
mortified at the question that I asked them is an
understatement. They were actually in shock that a
jurisdiction might possibly devalue the lives of people
with disabilities simply through introducing such a
scheme. They could not understand why we were there
questioning them. I think they were all a bit surprised
that this Australian group of politicians wanted to hear
from them when they were looking at the topic that we
were examining. They explained, ‘Of course not. There
is no correlation between the value of the life of a
person with a disability and the system of
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physician-assisted dying. The biggest problem we have
as a disability rights advocacy group is the fact that
many of our clients are denied access to it because they
find it difficult to demonstrate that they have the
required decision-making capacity’.
Much debate in the Assembly focused on the prognosis
eligibility criteria relating to the person needing to have
an advanced, progressive, incurable disease, illness or
medical condition that is expected to cause death within
12 months. Our committee dedicated much discussion
regarding the condition a person must have before
being able to access assisted dying. The six-month
prognosis to death which is required in Oregon is there
because of the US medical system. Doctors in Oregon
told our committee that the requirement that a patient
be within six months of death to access assisted dying is
not at all based on medical judgement but is based on
the fact that federal funding for hospice care is available
to Oregonians only at that point. Of course this is not
applicable in the Australian context, because we
provide universal health care. Of the jurisdictions with
assisted dying regimes, it is only the United States
where a predicted time frame for death is required, and
that is solely because of the criteria for the admission to
hospice care.
The committee decided that assisted dying in Victoria
should be provided only to those who are at the end of
life as determined by a medical professional. We
determined that they are best placed to assess whether a
patient is at the end of life according to the nature of
their condition and its likely trajectory. We
categorically did not want to put a six-month limit on
this. We deliberately left the language open. We were
told in Oregon that the six-month cut-off unfairly
impacts on many patients. The minister in the
Assembly further explained during the committee stage
the considerations of the advisory panel and how they
landed on 12 months. She said that what really
influenced the ministerial advisory panel were the
views of people with motor neurone disease (MND)
and other neurodegenerative diseases, where their nerve
cells effectively stop functioning properly. The nerve
cells control the muscles and enable people to move
and speak and breathe and swallow. This ordinarily
occurs 12 to 18 months from natural death.
I would urge any member who is proposing or looking
to support an amendment to reduce the 12-month
prognosis to seek some advice from the MND
community. I do not think it is my role to use my
contribution to outline in detail the demise of these
people in their final year. It is certainly not my area of
expertise, but it is fair to say that many people with a
neurodegenerative disease would effectively lose the
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benefit of access if we did not have a 12-month outer
limit in relation to this regime.
In conclusion, I really have no idea what I would do if I
were dying in prolonged and excruciating pain. I am
certain, however, that it would be of comfort to me to
be able to consider the options afforded by this bill, and
I would not deny this right to others. I am voting for
this bill so that last words to loved ones are sad but
content goodbyes, not desperate pleas for help to die. I
am voting for this bill so that medical professionals are
clear about what they can do to help ease suffering and
hasten death. I am voting for the bill so that those
diagnosed with a terminal illness are googling ‘How do
I enjoy my last 12 months of life?’ and writing bucket
lists, not googling ‘How best to kill myself’ and writing
suicide notes. I am voting for this bill with compassion,
with care and with commitment to my obligations as a
member of this Parliament, and I am voting for this bill
because I want to stay true to my kids’ belief that my
job is to help people.
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excruciating. Others told us of their fears about their
own deaths. You would have to have a heart of stone
not to be moved by these stories. The bill that is before
us today is based on the report of the end-of-life choices
inquiry. The outline in the report was brief and of
necessity needed much more detail to be formed into a
bill. Input was obtained from a range of professionals,
most notably those in the health sector.
When I spoke on the report of the inquiry in this
chamber I said:
It is about individuals making choices about their own
circumstances, and this is the fundamental issue that I
pondered over and over when I had those conversations —

which I referred to earlier in my speech —
in churches and in supermarkets and when I listened to the
evidence. It is not about me, and as a Liberal my view is
fundamentally that I support the right of individuals to make
decisions about their own circumstances. This inquiry has
looked at a framework for making that possible and legal
while acknowledging that it already happens but in a way
that, at the moment, we can afford to not look at.

Ms FITZHERBERT (Southern Metropolitan)
(17:23) — When I was in my first year of university I
had a part-time job in a nursing home, and I now know
that it was an especially good one in many ways.
Several times a week I turned up for my shift, and
during those hours I spent a lot of time with the elderly
people who lived at the home. They had a variety of
different conditions. Some had very active engaged
minds that were living in very, very fragile bodies.
Others had serious and sometimes terminal illnesses,
others lived with dementia and some of course had
combinations of conditions.

When this bill was made available I continued to
ponder that basic issue of personal autonomy and
choice over and over. Few of our individual rights are
without restriction of some kind, and this is typically to
protect the rights of others, especially those who are
most vulnerable. This bill is already an example of
restricting personal autonomy. The bill does not give
everyone a right to assisted suicide if they are suffering
due to a medical condition in a way that they deem
intolerable.

My own grandmother worried terribly about my job,
and she raised this with me a number of times. Looking
back I understand more clearly why this was so. I was
18, barely out of school and in a place where death was
a regular visitor. My grandmother told me that she
worried about what I might see. She was of course from
a generation that knew death intimately. She grew up
on a farm and lived through the Depression and two
world wars. Like many of her female contemporaries
she had nursed elderly relatives to their deaths in her
own home and pitched in to help friends and
neighbours when they were doing the same. Today we
do not usually do this, and we have the luxury of not
often having to think about death.

I want to be clear that this bill is to me significantly
different to the framework proposed by the end-of-life
choices report and in ways that deeply concern me. One
of my threshold problems with this bill is that people
whose death is expected within 12 months are eligible
for assisted suicide. I have longstanding reservations
about the time period, and I expressed these through the
committee inquiry process. I understand the reasons for
landing on 12 months, but I believe it is simply too
long. First of all, estimating the timing of death is a
very inexact science. It is usually easier to estimate with
accuracy when death is imminent, and even then it is
very difficult. The problem with accurately estimating
when someone is likely to die is one of the issues that
many doctors and other medical staff have raised in
relation to this bill.

I was privileged to be part of the end-of-life choices
inquiry and to hear some of the extraordinary evidence.
Here I want to pause and acknowledge the work of
Lilian Topic and her sensational team for the support
that they gave all of us. People spoke of watching
relatives endure deaths that can only be described as

We are fortunate to live at a time when there have been
remarkable and positive changes in how we treat people
who are suffering from illnesses that only a few years
ago would have been a death sentence. We are seeing
the increasing availability of trial treatments that are
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proving successful and are giving people a second
chance where previously they had none — for example,
the successful treatment of some forms of melanoma
even when it has become a stage 4 cancer.

their decision-making. It is also possible that there
could be coercion at the time that the substance is
ingested, and possibly we will have no way of
knowing. To me this is a huge defect in this bill.

Leaving aside the reliability of estimations of death and
the new options that can appear for treatment — and as
I know very well, a lot can change in 12 months when
someone is undergoing medical treatment for a major
illness, and this includes palliative treatment, for
example chemotherapy, which is aimed at extending
someone’s life rather than curing their illness — there
will be good days and bad days. There will be days of
hope and feeling positive and others when the future
seems bleak. There are physical and emotional
challenges. There are possible effects on mood and
outlook from prescribed drugs and from often
overwhelming tiredness. There will be days when
people feel that their illness is a terrible weight for their
family to bear. So for me the 12-month window adds
up to a lot of uncertainty as the backdrop for making a
huge and irrevocable life decision.

A number of members have expressed concerns about
the storage of the lethal substance, and again this is
something that the inquiry did not anticipate in the final
report. The reference to storage within the bill is very
brief. It is to be kept in a locked box. This brief clause
triggers so many questions: where will the box be kept,
who will have the key or keys, where will they be kept
and will it be safe? I do not have adequate answers to
these questions, and that is one reason why I will not
support this bill.

A second problem with the 12-month window is that
the bill sets up a scenario where it is anticipated that a
person will have in their possession, sometimes for
many months, the substance that they need to kill
themselves. This was not spelt out nor anticipated in the
committee report. The report referred to a person who
qualifies for assisted dying as ‘suffering from a serious
and incurable condition which is causing enduring and
unbearable suffering that cannot be relieved in a
manner the person deems tolerable’. The bill, however,
refers to an ‘illness or medical condition that … is
causing suffering to the person that cannot be relieved
in a manner that the person considers tolerable’.
To me the first set of words, about suffering that is
enduring and unbearable — and trust me, it was a very
difficult decision landing on those words, with all of
their meaning — suggests that someone will be seeking
relief that is immediate or close to immediate, but the
change in the time frame and the requirement that the
suffering cannot be relieved in a way that is tolerable
puts in play a period where someone has obtained a
substance that can kill them but may not have made a
final decision to ingest the substance.
The bill also allows that the substance that is intended
to kill someone can be kept at home, and kept for
possibly many months, to be used at any time they see
fit. And their final decision about ingesting the
substance right before they do so does not have to be
scrutinised at all. There is no allowance for depression,
which is often extremely difficult to detect in people
who are suffering illness, and this of course may affect

If, unfortunately, someone did misuse the provisions of
the assisted dying bill and someone died after coercion
or through being forced to ingest a substance when they
had not made a final decision to do so, under the terms
of this bill and the processes and bodies that it outlines,
how would it be detected, let alone stopped? I am not
convinced that it would be.
There are other significant differences between the
report and the bill. This is not an exhaustive list, but
here are several: the qualifications for medical staff
who will make the decisions and their relative
independence; the review process for requests; the
Voluntary Assisted Dying Review Board not being
required to review each request, and it is striking that
this means deaths may occur before paperwork even
reaches the board; and, so far, a lack of nursing support
for people who may use the provisions of this bill,
which again is something that was recommended in the
report.
Like Mr Mulino, I think the range of differences and
problems is so extensive that this bill cannot be fixed.
I also want to flag a major concern about palliative care.
I do know that palliative care cannot address all
suffering. The end-of-life choices inquiry outlined the
huge gaps we have in providing palliative care in
Victoria, especially in rural and regional areas and for
many people from non-English-speaking backgrounds.
In fact 28 of the recommendations in the report were
about palliative care. It is estimated that thousands of
people who want palliative care do not receive it, and
many who do get it do not have enough.
A common example that was given to us was people
who can get palliative care assistance during the day
but not overnight. Many people who have chosen to
live their last days at home are going to be home with a
loved one, a partner possibly, who will need to nurse
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them at night. There may be an issue with pain or some
other event that is linked to their illness and the person
who is helping them does not have the skills or perhaps
the drugs to support them and ends up calling an
ambulance. An ambulance may or may not be
available, depending on where the family lives, and so
someone who actually wanted to die at home ends up
being taken to hospital to have an issue dealt with that
possibly could have been dealt with in the home, had
sufficient expertise been available. Alternatively, they
get taken to hospital and end up having their life
prolonged, which is not what they wanted, or dying at
hospital when it was their clear choice to die at home.
That is an example of some of the issues that we heard
about, and these are issues that people are living with
day and night.
The end-of-life choices inquiry went into this in some
detail, but more recently I spoke with some people who
are involved with a great organisation called Shannon’s
Bridge. This was set up in memory of Shannon
McKnight, who died aged 19 in March 2016 from
leukaemia, which she had experienced for two years.
She lived in the country, and she wanted to spend her
last days at home. She had access to palliative support
from some local doctors who were trusted carers for the
family and did a brilliant job. The palliative care
coverage, however, was limited and was only available
during business hours. There was no provision for
emergency care after hours.
On one of these occasions Shannon experienced a bleed
in her spine which was agonising. The ambulance was
called but did not arrive, so the McKnights contacted
their doctor, who visited and provided medication.
After that the doctor put together a pack to deal with
emergency symptoms when she could not be available
and showed the family how to use it. These packs have
become known as Shannon’s Packs, and a
not-for-profit organisation called Shannon’s Bridge has
evolved which provides other services for people who
need palliative care. Packs are provided on a voluntary
basis and through goodwill by the not-for-profit sector
to families who need this sort of help. They are
provided on a personalised basis depending on the
needs of the patient, and people are shown how to use
them.
These are funded by community organisations, and it is
a huge credit to the work of Melinda and Jeremy
McKnight, who have responded to the death of their
daughter by looking for ways to ensure that other
families will not suffer in the way that they have. But
the fact that it falls to the parents of a young woman
who had this kind of experience to address this problem
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shows just how stretched our palliative care service
really is.
I too have come to the view that offering people
assisted dying but not palliative care, or not enough
palliative care, is not a real choice. We have a
government that is flush with funds from lots of new
taxes and from the sale of the port, yet Palliative Care
Victoria’s pleas for additional palliative care are largely
unanswered by the Andrews government. I am very
pleased that the coalition has pledged an additional
$140 million for palliative care, which it is estimated
would benefit another 8000 people, but the need is now,
not after the next election. The Andrews government
should have stepped up much earlier on this issue.
The task for us today is to analyse the bill and judge as
individuals whether it should pass. It is not a vote on
whether we support assisted dying. Even members who
support assisted dying should consider the bill on its
merits. I have looked at the bill on its merits, and on
that basis I cannot support it.
Especially in the last few weeks I have received
thousands of emails and letters and I have made every
effort to read every single one of them, and my office
has had constant phone calls. I want to acknowledge the
performance that my staff has put in — and I know
other electorate office staff would have had the same
experience — reading things that are distressing,
talking to people who are upset and dealing with issues
that are confronting and distressing.
Up until last week, when my diary was totally packed, I
agreed to see everyone who requested a meeting,
regardless of whether they were for or against the bill. I
have consulted widely with individuals, organisations,
people with medical backgrounds and people from faith
groups, and I have listened through this process. I have
heard stories of dreadful suffering, which I want to
acknowledge. I know this bill is intended to reduce
suffering, and that is undeniably a good intention.
In the Assembly debate many members spoke about
individual stories of horrific suffering. Often it was a
loved one; in other instances it was someone known to
them or a constituent who had contacted them during
this debate. I had the experience of listening to the
coroner give evidence as well. I know that that is seared
in the memory of everyone who heard it that night, and
it has been reported frequently since, as it should have
been.
During the course of the debate in the community,
which — and I agree with Mr O’Donohue very
strongly on this — is a discussion we needed to have, I
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have repeatedly received emails that include stories
about end-stage bowel cancer, and in particular the
possible consequences of bowel obstructions. In fact
Ms Hartland spoke about this earlier this afternoon.
Although I have made no secret of it, I do not think that
most people who sent these emails would know that I
was diagnosed with stage 3 bowel cancer three and a
half years ago. I am not yet at the five-year remission
point, so I have not officially survived, although I
assure the house I have every intention of doing so —
those on the other side may not be so glad, but I am
seeing some smiles, so that is a good thing. I think like
everyone who has had an advanced cancer and has had
successful treatment I look over my shoulder
sometimes and wonder whether my good fortune will
hold.
When I was part of the end-of-life choices inquiry, my
own death was not something I could safely assume
was just a hypothetical, decades into the future. It is
estimated that around 70 per cent of people who would
use assisted dying suffer from cancer. Unfortunately I
know the cancer world extremely well. I know about
PICC lines and ports and how much they can hurt. I
know chemo and radiation. I know big surgery. I know
the awkward glances that you get from people around
you, and I know the fear and the mental battle. At the
moment I found out I had been elected I was in a
chemo ward, literally having treatment. At our
induction session, I sat on the benches over there, not
far from where Mr Mulino is, with an infusion bottle of
chemo sitting on the velvet beside me. I should add that
that is when I discovered that Mr Morris is an
absolutely great bloke, because he dealt with that in an
entirely gentlemanly and compassionate way, without
batting an eyelid. It is a skill that I have had to call upon
from him many times since. When the inquiry into
end-of-life choices started, I still had lingering side
effects from chemo.
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where individual members speak their own minds and
from personal experience, and party politics do not play
any role. I think that is when the Parliament performs at
its best. I pay tribute to my colleagues on both sides of
the debate, promoting both the ‘yes’ and the ‘no’ case,
and I also echo some of the words of Ms Fitzherbert.
We were both on the Legal and Social Issues
Committee during the inquiry into end-of-life choices,
which was quite a comprehensive inquiry that looked at
this very issue. That has really shaped my view on the
whole issue, and I will come to that in a minute. There
were no party politics. Eight members of this house
were given the responsibility to explore various
opportunities and options in relation to end-of-life
choices to bring back to this house. We all went in with
individual opinions about what the outcome was likely
to be. At the end of the process there were two
reports — there was a majority report and a minority
report.
I started this process pleading the ‘no’ case. Basically I
was totally opposed to all aspects of euthanasia and
assisted dying. I still hold the view that I will not
support a form of euthanasia — for example, if this
house considers at a future time a bill introducing a
Dutch model of euthanasia, my view will probably not
change. In relation to voluntary assisted dying, which is
the model that has been proposed in this bill, it is
something that I want to support, and there are a
number of issues that I will talk about as I go on.

I know now that others diagnosed at the same time as
me have not been as fortunate as I have been, and I
certainly know the brutal details of suffering
experienced by others with bowel cancer. All that has,
of course, been at the back of my mind when
considering this bill. All of us are the sum of our
experiences. I acknowledge suffering, and I have seen it
up close, but in this decision I am a legislator, and on
that basis — and on a critical analysis of this bill — I
cannot support it.

As I said, my view has transformed over time after
listening to the evidence that was presented to the
committee, listening to the witnesses, reading their
submissions and looking at various jurisdictions around
the world. We can all look at whether the bill actually
fully reflects what the committee recommended. I think
that can be debated. I think it does to a large extent. The
government adopted the 48 recommendations, largely
focusing on 24 recommendations out of the 48. It
mainly focused on palliative care and the fact that we
should be providing our citizens and patients with the
best care in the world. I think we have a very good
system. From memory I think we are ranked around
number two in the world. I think we should be number
one in the world. I think there is no question that further
investment in palliative care in Victoria is very
important. I think that should be our number one
priority — to provide the best care possible to our
patients.

Mr MELHEM (Western Metropolitan) (17:41) — I
also rise to speak on the Voluntary Assisted Dying Bill
2017 and in doing so to join my colleagues. I think it is
fair to say that the best thing about this Parliament is
when we are dealing with an important issue like this

Whether voluntary assisted dying becomes law or not,
it should be the very last choice. We should do
whatever it takes to provide the best medicine and the
best palliative care for people to make sure their end of
life is as comfortable as possible. I think we need to do
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that particularly in regional Victoria. That is the other
focus we picked up on in the committee — that we
need to give citizens in regional Victoria better access
to palliative care.
I will quote some of the key findings of the committee:
As a society, we are hesitant to talk about death, which is
considered a taboo subject. This inhibits planning for
end-of-life care, and may result in a person’s end-of-life
wishes not being followed.
Although most people in Victoria wish to die at home, in
reality most of them will die in hospital.
Demand for palliative care is steadily increasing, and is
expected to continue to do so. At the same time, palliative
care patients’ diseases and needs have increased in
complexity. As such, Victoria’s palliative care sector is
overburdened and needs better support from government.

These were some of the issues the committee explored
in great detail. As I said earlier, the government put
together its response to the committee report in relation
to these matters, and I believe we are on the right track
to make sure that there is further investment in
palliative care. The other thing is that a lot of our
doctors currently do not have adequate training as to
how to deal with people who are at the end of their
lives. We need to strengthen that and train them in
end-of-life and palliative care. The same goes for
nurses. There is a lot of work that needs to be done in
that space. That is one of the reasons the Minister for
Health proposed that the implementation date of the
legislation be delayed for 18 months. I think that is
quite important because we need to make sure we have
the right system in place and that we get it right.
The criteria recommended by the committee have been
picked up in the legislation and are very strict, in my
view. In order for a person to access voluntary assisted
dying, it has to be voluntary; the person must be aged
18 years or more; the person must be an Australian
citizen or permanent resident and ordinarily resident in
Victoria; and the person must have decision-making
capacity in relation to voluntary assisted dying. I
actually spent a bit of time researching how you
determine that a person has the mental capacity. I think
the best way to assess that is: there are a lot of legal
cases in relation to that, there is a lot of assessment
already in place where it is determined by law whether
a person has that decision-making capacity, and I think
we need to strictly adhere to that.
The person must also be diagnosed with a disease,
illness or medical condition that is incurable, advanced
and aggressive, and will cause death. These points, I
think, are very important. Let us not lose sight of what
is being proposed in this bill and what it is trying to do.
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I just want to spend a bit of time on the requirement that
the disease ‘is expected to cause death within weeks or
months, not exceeding 12 months’. When the
committee was giving consideration to that very issue,
we actually debated at length about whether or not we
were talking about weeks or months, or 12 months or
six months or three months. We could not arrive at a
final decision, but our thinking was we are talking
about weeks and months. We left it up to the expert
panel to come up with a proposition, which is now
enshrined in this bill. Personally I still have some
reservations about 12 months. That is something I will
look forward to exploring in the committee stage as to
whether 12 months is appropriate or whether six
months is more appropriate, but that is an area I would
like to explore further.
The other requirement is that the disease or the illness is
causing unbearable suffering to the person and cannot
be relieved in a manner that this person considers
tolerable. I do not read the bill in a way that means a
person is diagnosed with a terminal illness or disease,
then goes in to see a doctor and the doctor says, ‘I have
got a suite of choices for you, and you can choose
which one you like’. I think that is wrong. That is
misreading the bill, and that is definitely not something
that I would subscribe to.
As a doctor seeing patients who seek treatment you
want to make people better, you want to actually make
their life better, you want to actually improve the
quality of their life, you want to make sure their end of
life is painless if possible. I think exploring voluntary
assisted dying should be the very last resort. People
should be discouraged, not encouraged.
We should not be getting to a stage where we say,
‘Look, instead of going through all these processes, we
will give you that pill and off you go’. That is not the
intention of the government, and that is not the
intention of the people who are supporting the bill. It is
only in very rare cases, where a person wants to be able
to have the choice, where the pain and suffering they
are going through cannot be relieved through various
painkillers, morphine or whatever advanced medicine.
We are getting better and better at pain relief and
palliative care, so hopefully we will get to a stage where
we do not even have to talk about a person’s need to
say ‘Give me a drug to end my life early’ or ‘I want to
access voluntary assisted dying’. But these very limited
cases of persons choosing to access that is what
persuaded me to agree to provide people with that
particular choice.
People talked about — and I touched on that earlier —
making a decision, and people said, ‘Why didn’t you
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extend that to all cases?’. Well, I do not want, nor do I
want any other person, to make a decision on someone
else’s behalf about whether or not that person should
live or commit suicide. I do not think any human being
should make that decision on behalf of any other
human being. That is why I referred earlier to the
difference between people advocating for euthanasia
versus voluntary assisted suicide.
It has been a very challenging time for me for the last
two years or 18 months. I have been on the committee,
I have had all sorts of correspondence from various
people and I have been getting phone calls from all
over the place in relation to people advancing their own
opinion. Coming from a Christian background, it has
been a challenging time, and it has been a really tough
decision to make as a legislator. But I am not here to
make a popular decision, I am not here to make a
decision to please a particular group or a particular
person or persons. It is a decision that I have arrived at,
and I will stand by that. I am elected to this place to
actually make some hard decisions, and that is one of
them. People will say it is the right decision or the
wrong decision, and that is the judgement they will
make. But that is our job. What has been great about
this debate in this particular chamber is its respectful
nature; everybody respects everybody else’s opinion. I
think that is a great thing.
Other issues were raised in relation to where a person
makes the choice to access voluntary assisted dying but
that person is not able to administer the drug. That is an
area where the committee spent a fair bit of time
debating and hearing from witnesses. The expert panel
has come up with a suggestion about how that can be
addressed, where a practitioner can assist that person. I
think an example would be where a person in the last
days of his or her life has gone through all the necessary
paperwork and met all the criteria, but that person is not
able to take the drug. It is my understanding that the
current method requires one to be able to drink a
significant amount of liquid. In such an instance there
might be an intervention by a medical practitioner to
assist. That is something that there might be some
questions about in the committee stage in relation to
how that will be administered, and so forth, but I think
that is the intention of that particular clause. It is not
about opening the door for medical practitioners to be
able to administer a drug to terminate someone’s life,
especially if that person has not got the mental capacity
to do that. Definitely that is not the case. I am looking
forward to some of these debates in the committee
stage.
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In conclusion, the reason, as I said earlier, I came to
support the bill — with a reservation about the
12-month qualifying period, which will be addressed in
the committee stage — is that it is about choice. It is
about giving people a choice, and it is about treating
people as human beings — if a person wants to make
that choice or take that choice because they have got
unbearable suffering and their life is about to end and
they do not want to go through that suffering; they do
not want to go into the backyard, like some of the cases
we heard about from the State Coroner, and shoot
themselves and leave a big mess behind. In another
case someone used a nail gun, and he was found by his
daughter. The other cases I do not want to see. If a
person wants to be able to exercise his or her right, he
or she should be given that right.
On the other hand, we should not spare any expense
whatsoever. We can go and play politics about
palliative care and about how much we should spend on
palliative care. No argument: I think we need to spend
more money and have more investment in and training
for palliative care. In order to make life easier for a
person or to cure a person, it is going to cost whatever it
costs. We should spare no expense in giving our people
the care they deserve, the best care in the world. There
is no question about that. My understanding is that in
the jurisdictions around the world where they have got
similar legislation the investment into palliative care
and the standard of it have gone up. They did not go
backwards. I hope that will be the case here — not
hope, I am certain that should be the case in Victoria.
I have had thousands of letters and emails over the last
18 months. I have got to say I did not read all of them; I
would be telling a lie if I said I had. I have not, but I
have read a fair number of them. A 90-year-old
knocked on my office door last week and paid me a
visit. Unfortunately I was not there to see him, but I did
speak to him on the phone when I got to the office. I
would not mind reading his letter. It was addressed to
myself in relation to the proposed Voluntary Assisted
Dying Bill 2017:
As a terminal cancer sufferer may I ask you for your
conscience vote for the bill because I would prefer to die:
(a) respectably at a time of my choosing,
(b) accepted by the state for my choice, and
(c) surrounded by members of my family cheerfully,
rather than displaying increasing pain whilst in
normal palliative care.
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I am aged 90 and I am weak and suffering from metastatic
prostate cancer for which chemotherapy has failed. I
experience excruciating pain at times and prostate cancer is
known to:
(i)

cause one of the most miserable of cancer deaths,
and to

(ii) normally exceed the capacity of the palliative
medical system to relieve suffering.
Opinion polls consistently suggest that a large proportion
(70–85 per cent) of respondents favour the option of doctors
assisting dying in such circumstances.
Although I live in the Eastern Metropolitan Region, the
conscience nature of the forthcoming vote in the Legislative
Council requires that I contact all MLCs. Furthermore,
whereas most electors will be mainly interested in the basic
philosophy of the bill, I will want it for myself urgently in
about 18 months time.
From your personal information online I read that you
enthusiastically support healthy out-of-door activities, but I
ask you to go that extra step to support those who are ill and
want to be assisted to die respectably at a time of their own
choosing.
If you wish, I should be pleased to discuss the matter with
you …

That is from Harry Gardner. I hope he does not need it,
I hope he does not get to a stage where he needs to
access voluntary assisted dying, because as I said, our
main focus should be on how we can provide the best
palliative care to our patients, to people like Harry, and
their ability to access this or to take their own life
prematurely should be the very last resort. Hopefully
the number will be zero. It is not about giving people an
easy way out. It is about the limited number of cases of
people who have tried everything — the system has not
been able to alleviate their pain and suffering — and
who want to leave early, at their own time, in the last
few weeks of their life. I think they should be given that
choice.
With those remarks and with the qualification that I
talked about, the 12 months, I commend this bill to the
house.
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) (18:00) —
As members of Parliament and as legislators we are
here to represent, advocate and act on behalf of our
constituents. We have a responsibility to our
electorates, to the Parliament and to the citizens of
Victoria. That is why the debate on this bill is
incredibly important. The nation is watching as this
Parliament decides on whether to legalise voluntary
assisted dying. So too are thousands of Victorians.
Many have contacted all of us by email, letter and
telephone. They have stopped us in the streets or texted
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us, all with their opinions and reasons for wanting to
either support or oppose this bill.
Like many of us, I have spoken to and corresponded
with many of those people and read many of their
emails and their letters. Many have very strong
opinions on why they have a certain view. Since the
vote in the Assembly, where nearly all members voted
on the bill and it passed without amendment —
although not in my view with a clear and overwhelming
majority — the debate has continued amongst the
community and within the media, and it should have,
because this is a highly complex bill, it is an important
bill and it is a highly emotional bill.
Some believe it is the right of the individual to
determine when they should end their life, and that if
the bill passes they will have the autonomy which will
bring them comfort should they be suffering an
intolerable and terminal disease. Some believe it
challenges medical ethics and principles. For some it
challenges their own values and ethics. It challenges the
law and the charter of human rights, and it challenges
our health system.
As a former nurse and midwife I have seen suffering
and intolerable pain in so many instances. I have also
been challenged by this bill. For those reasons I believe
this bill is the most important piece of legislation I will
be voting on in this Parliament, and perhaps it may be
the most important debate I will participate in in my
entire parliamentary career. I have had the privilege to
see hundreds of babies being born and the joy that
brings. Sadly, at times I have also seen the profound
grief of parents following the end of a short life. I have
held the hand of patients at the end of their lives after
fighting a battle with cancer, some taken far too young
who had their lives ahead of them, and others older,
who had lived a full life. I have also seen the suffering
and anguish of those who have attempted suicide by
electrocution, only to have failed and been brought to
the burns unit with the most horrific injuries.
Ultimately, after weeks of treatment and care, their life
ended. I have seen others who have been involved in
serious car accidents that have left them with lifelong
disabilities and in chronic pain.
That is why I have struggled with this bill. The physical
and mental anguish, the pain and suffering for so many
cannot be judged by legislation. To those who have
written to me, of course I understand the concept that I
would want to be in control of my life and have the
choice to end it and not suffer like my mother, my
brother, my father, my friend or whoever it is who has
died of a terminal illness; I understand that they may
feel strongly about this and that they want the control
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and autonomy to do what they like with their own
bodies when they choose.
In an article written by Paul Kelly, who very eloquently
put so many of the concerns that I have regarding this
bill, he referred to an analysis by John Keown, the Rose
Kennedy professor at the Kennedy Institute of Ethics at
Georgetown University. The article states:
… it is claimed that euthanasia is about patient choice and
personal autonomy. Indeed, this seems the philosophical
essence of the bill as explained by Premier Daniel Andrews
and Minister Hennessy — yet it is manifestly false. The
proposed law, by definition, is discriminatory and arbitrary: it
gives certain people on certain conditions access to euthanasia
and denies it to others.

That is in essence what I continue to struggle with —
the concept of the bill and what it is trying to achieve.
So I have spoken to many people within our
community and many people who have brought
delegations to the Parliament around their concerns,
who are either in support of or in opposition to the bill.
For the doctors and nurses on both sides of the debate, I
want to acknowledge them, because they are at the
coalface and dealing with this issue each and every day
and will be if this bill passes. Overwhelmingly when I
did hear from people within the community and those
doctors and nurses and other healthcare professionals,
they were against the bill. I understand that as well,
because as healthcare professionals the care and
treatment that you provide represents, I believe, the
intrinsic value of care and protection that you want to
be able to provide for that patient, no matter the
circumstance. If I was still a healthcare professional and
working within the field that I had been in the past, I
would be a conscientious objector. I could not do what
this bill asks.
If I could turn to the bill, the purpose of the bill is to
provide and regulate access to voluntary assisted dying,
to establish the Voluntary Assisted Dying Review
Board and to make consequential amendments to other
acts. Those acts include the Births, Deaths and
Marriages Registration Act 1996, the Coroners Act
2008, the Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances
Act 1981, the Health Records Act 2001, the Medical
Treatment Planning and Decisions Act 2016 and the
Pharmacy Regulation Act 2010.
I did not sit through the debate in the Legislative
Assembly, but I understand that there were many
stories from members who shared their own
experiences of their loved ones — very distressing,
very sad and deeply personal experiences. So this
debate, as one would expect, has at times been full of
emotion and the personal stories that people have
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shared. We have just heard from Ms Fitzherbert, who
spoke of her own personal experience, a very real one
and one that so many of those who wrote to us did not
understand. Members have shown compassion, their
contributions have been heartfelt and at times they have
been very difficult to listen to.
Many of us are familiar with the effects on someone
who has terminal cancer and the demands on their
bodies and their loved ones and friends. Most of us
would have had some direct experience of watching
someone we love die. It is part of our very existence
that our life at some point will come to an end. It is why
those of us who have had a life-threatening illness also
understand the fragility and random nature of how
illness can strike any one of us at any time and, if we
are fortunate enough to survive, understand the fragility
and all the emotion that facing death can bring.
But this debate should not be about emotion alone. The
very name of this legislation is designed to focus our
attention on accelerating death for a few rather than a
dignified life, caring and dying for all. The Parliament
is considering this bill to sanction death through
voluntary assisted dying, and it needs to be considered
in that context. This debate is about the law and any
unintended consequences a bill like this may bring to
the Victorian community. The Premier in his
contribution said, and I quote:
… no-one should have to suffer a bad death in the name of
good ethics.
Those are my principles, and while I have said all along that
this should be a debate about our principles, not the legal
technicalities, I do want to make these points.

I do believe that this bill is very much about legal
technicalities. That is what we as legislators are here to
consider. The Premier also said that the bill is safe. He
went on to say:
… this legislation is safe. It is the most conservative model
that has ever been proposed, let alone implemented, anywhere
in the world. Its safeguards are clear: adult, Victorian,
decision-making capacity, end of life, terminal stage, terminal
condition, unbearable physical suffering, request must come
from patient, not ahead of time, enduring and free of coercion.

So there is a presumption in this legislation that the
system and all of its elements will work perfectly. By
definition systems and the people who operate them are
imperfect, and therefore mistakes will be made. I know
that. Unlike the Premier, I have worked in the health
system and I know that mistakes are made. I do not
believe that the criteria set out in clause 9 deem this
legislation, in the words of the Premier, to be safe. If I
look at the criteria, clause 9 of the bill sets out the
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eligibility criteria for those wishing to access assisted
dying. The bill states:
(1) For a person to be eligible for access to voluntary
assisted dying—
(a) the person must be aged 18 years or more; and
(b) the person must be—
(i)

an Australian citizen or permanent resident;
and

(ii) ordinarily resident in Victoria; and
(c) the person must have decision-making capacity in
relation to voluntary assisted dying; and
(d) the person must be diagnosed with a disease,
illness or medical condition that—
(i)

is incurable; and

(ii) is advanced, progressive and will cause death;
and
(iii) is expected to cause death within weeks or
months, not exceeding 12 months; and
(iv) is causing suffering to the person that cannot
be relieved in a manner that the person
considers tolerable.

I go to the argument of being 18 years or older, of being
an adult. This is the autonomy that is spoken about by
so many people: the choice of the adult. This is where I
struggle. I cannot distinguish how, for example, a child
that is 17 years and six months who has got an
advanced cancer with a very poor prognosis — they are
only going to live for some months — is deemed to be
different from somebody just a few months older than
they are because they are 18. That is what this bill says.
How can legislation determine that a child has any less
suffering? Why should a child’s suffering be any less
than an adult’s? This bill says exactly that. It is a
proposition I just cannot accept.
The criteria says that the person must be diagnosed with
a disease, illness or medical condition that is incurable,
advanced, progressive and will cause death, and is
expected to cause death within less than 12 months. If I
look at that 12-month period — and Mr Melhem just
spoke about it and he spoke of his concerns — I have
enormous concerns about that time period too. Who can
possibly predict a person’s death within the time frame
of 12 months? Doctors are not fortune tellers. They
make clinical assessments, but do not always get them
right. They too are human, and even clinical practice
can vary greatly, even in this state, where we are
regarded as providing some of the best health care of
anywhere in the world. How many times have we all
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heard of a prognosis that has been wrong, where
someone has been given a year to live and they live for
many years after? We are fortunate that Victoria is
home to some leading research and that we can access
new treatments from other parts of the world that have
been developed to treat and cure a myriad of diseases,
including cancer. Some of those treatments can
alleviate pain and provide better quality of life, together
with palliative care initiatives, for patients facing
terminal illness.
I make this point because this 12-month period was also
not recommended by the committee, and it is not what
occurs in Oregon — known as the Oregon model,
which is so often quoted and is the benchmark for this
piece of legislation. We need to look at the differences
between the bill and the recommendations of the
committee, which we have heard members of the
committee, including Mr O’Donohue, who chaired that
committee, speak about. I commend all the members on
the committee for the work they did. This is an
important debate. It is an important debate for our
community, but this legislation does not reflect what
the committee said.
In certain areas, for instance, the eligibility rules, the
committee recommended the ‘final weeks or months of
life’. Oregon uses six months as an outer limit; this bill
uses one year as an outer limit. Regarding medical
experts, both doctors require proper qualifications and
the doctors must make judgements independently, but
the proposed legislation says that one doctor must have
‘relevant expertise and experience’ and both could be
GPs.
I have a real issue with this. I have a particular issue
regarding those people in rural or regional Victoria that
do not have the same access to the medical expertise
that people in the city have. It concerns me that people
in a certain community could have a conscientious
objection to this. Those individuals would have to
travel to a bigger regional centre, for example. How
does that doctor, how do those people who have no
affiliation with that individual — that patient, the
community or their family — understand what has
happened? All of these issues are concerns in a
practical sense, and I could go on and on and on about
the concerns that the committee raised, their
recommendations and what the proposed legislation is.
Again the criteria require that a person must be
experiencing suffering that cannot be relieved in a
manner that a person considers tolerable. The word
‘suffering’ in the bill is not defined, and again it is very
subjective. I have explained that. I struggle with that
concept. I cannot distinguish the suffering of one
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individual from another’s. The Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee made that point with a
submission to that very committee that spoke about the
discriminatory nature of this bill as to who is excluded
from accessing voluntary assisted dying on so many
elements. This element, the suffering, comes in so
many forms, and the mental anguish for those facing
their own mortality can be immense.
The rollercoaster of emotions that may occur following
treatment, whether that be depression, fear of dying,
loneliness, exhaustion or fear that they are a burden to
their family, are all a reality for those facing and
dealing with a terminal illness. I know that. I know that
very clearly. It does happen. Those emotions may
fluctuate day to day, week to week, treatment to
treatment. My concern is that this bill, despite the best
efforts of doctors, may result in an assessment of a
person’s state of mind that may not be an accurate one,
and that is clearly an issue when the patient might have
the substance — and we do not even know what the
substance is going to be — sitting there in the locked
box somewhere in their home and then mental illness or
another issue might arise. They could develop chronic
depression in that time. That might develop some other
form of mental impairment. It could fluctuate, and there
will be no further assessment of that individual once
that cocktail of substances has been prescribed. I find
that very concerning in relation to how this bill will
actually operate.
The bill says the safeguards are there for people not to
be subject to coercion. I have concerns regarding that
part of the bill as well. How will we ever truly know
that someone is not being coerced and that exploitation
of their health status will not be used for unscrupulous
reasons? Those who support the bill quote Oregon and
say that as far as they know that has not occurred. How
do we know that? Is the data collected? I have not seen
any evidence to suggest that that element is not what
occurs. None of us will ever truly know if that occurs,
so I am in no way convinced that this legislation
provides that the state of Victoria can know that and
can provide a safeguard against coercion. We know
coercion can be subtle. We know that elder abuse is
happening in our own communities today behind closed
doors by people too often that are trusted and loved.
The Royal Commission into Family Violence looked at
this issue. They made that point that coercion can occur
and that the vulnerability of some members of the
community occurs, especially in the elderly but also
within multicultural communities, and there is no doubt
that the elderly and others for whom English is a
second language are vulnerable groups that could be
taken advantage of by unscrupulous family members.
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This legislation does not provide adequate safeguards
for those groups of vulnerable Victorians, and there is
no requirement for broader checks to be undertaken to
see if undue influence or pressure is being applied. In
addition, there is no recourse to the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal for family members who have
concerns about what may be happening with a loved
one. These are all real elements for which this
legislation does not provide safeguards.
As I mentioned, much has been said about the drug
component — a cocktail of some description that is still
to be decided. There has been much written about this. I
quote again the Minister for Health in a recent news
article, where she said:
There are a number of different compositions of different
drugs. Ultimately it’s about what is safest and best for the
different conditions that might be likely to be able to access
assisted dying.

For me, again, I struggle with this. I know how a drug
comes into the system — the safeguards that are in
place, the clinical trials, what happens. Of course we
cannot have clinical trials in this context, but that for
me is very problematic. The substance may not be
identified for months. This whole new process has no
measures of monitoring until it is up and running, and I
have so many questions about this substance. What will
be the shelf life? What will be the stability of the drug
composition? How will that dangerous cocktail be truly
stored safely? And there are concerns from Rodney
Syme, who of course is very supportive of this sort of
legislation.
There is so much more I could say on this bill. I am
very concerned about so many elements of it, and I see
that my time is running out. I want to just say in the last
few minutes that I have that the government said that
the bill would be intact without amendment. The main
architect and the chair of the ministerial advisory panel,
Professor Brian Owler, who I also acknowledge did
some tremendous work with this bill and with others,
has also got concerns in relation to amending the bill.
On 17 October he said:
This is a bill of integrity. If you start to change one aspect of
the bill, I am fearful that you will compromise the safety and
the safeguards for Victorians.

And now we hear the government is considering
amendments. I ask: how can the government be so
adamant to put out press releases together with
Professor Owler, arguing the case that there can be no
changes to the bill in its current form, and now be
saying it is okay? In just a matter of days that is what
the government has done. Why would the government
not accept any of the 150 or so amendments in the
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Legislative Assembly, as proposed by members in that
marathon last sitting week? I find it incredibly arrogant
and deceitful on such an important bill.
In conclusion, in making a judgement via a conscience
vote that I have on behalf of the electors of Victoria and
my constituents that I represent, I cannot support the
government’s bill. I cannot support it because a child’s
pain and suffering should not be regarded as being less
than an adult’s, and this is what this bill says. So much
can happen within a 12-month time period, and no-one
can predict someone’s demise within that time. This bill
cannot truly safeguard the most vulnerable members of
our community. This legislation should not be a priority
over better palliative care options, as thousands of
Victorians die every year and this legislation does
nothing to address that need. If this bill is passed today,
it will fundamentally change the way we practise and
deliver medical and health care in Victoria.
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Statement of compatibility
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) tabled
following statement in accordance with Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006, (the ‘charter’), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Commercial
Passenger Vehicle Industry Amendment (Further Reforms)
Bill 2017 (the bill).
In my opinion, the bill, as introduced to the Legislative
Council, is compatible with human rights as set out in the
charter. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this
statement.
Overview
The bill implements a number of reforms to the commercial
passenger vehicle industry, through amendments to the
Commercial Passenger Vehicle Industry Act 2017 (the
principal act) and consequential amendments to other acts.

Finally, I believe that we should not be influenced
solely by our emotions or the experiences that so many
of us have had with the loss of a loved one in making a
decision about this bill, that as legislators we
understand the details of what is being asked of us to
consider on behalf of all Victorians and take into
consideration the legal experts who have expressed
their concerns about the legality of the bill, protective
measures, the breaches of human rights and the
concerns regarding the practical realities of how this
bill will operate and that we must listen to the hundreds
of doctors, nurses and healthcare professionals who all
object to this legislation as this bill will fundamentally
change the way we practise and deliver medical and
health care in Victoria.

Human rights issues

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr LEANE
(Eastern Metropolitan).

Several aspects of the bill raise a number of human rights
issues. I will deal with each of these aspects thematically to
avoid duplication.

Debate adjourned until later this day.

Investigation powers

COMMERCIAL PASSENGER VEHICLE
INDUSTRY AMENDMENT (FURTHER
REFORMS) BILL 2017

The key features of the bill relevant to human rights are those
that relate to the provision of a new regulatory framework for
the commercial passenger vehicle industry in Victoria,
including:
registration schemes for commercial passenger vehicles
and booking service providers;
an accreditation scheme for drivers of commercial
passenger vehicles;
providing certain protections to consumers of
commercial passenger vehicle services and drivers of
commercial passenger vehicles; and
providing for compliance monitoring and enforcement
powers to regulate the industry.

The bill provides for compliance monitoring and investigation
powers to be inserted into principal act, including:
powers of entry;
search, seizure, monitoring and inquiry powers;

Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Mr JENNINGS
(Special Minister of State); by leave, ordered to be
read second time forthwith.

powers of direction to provide information and submit to
inspection;
use of force powers;
abrogation of the privilege against self-incrimination; and
procedures relating to seized things.
These powers interfere with the rights to privacy (s 13),
property (s 20), protection against self-incrimination
(s 25(2)(k)) and freedom of movement (s 12), which will be
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discussed in turn. In my view, however, each of these
interferences is compatible with the charter.
Right to privacy (s 13)
Section 13 of the charter provides that a person has the right
not to have his or her privacy, family, home or
correspondence unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with.
Lawful and non-arbitrary interferences with a person’s
privacy will not limit this right.
The investigation powers in the bill are relevant to the right to
privacy. The bill provides for three categories of search
powers; powers of entry without warrant or consent, powers
of entry without a warrant but with consent, and powers of
entry pursuant to a search warrant. Once an authorised officer
has entered premises or vehicles under these powers, they
may exercise a variety of search and inspection powers,
including the power to search or inspect a non-cash payment
processing device, make a sketch, perform tests, record
images or sound, inspect relevant documents and extract
information held in an engine management system.
Power of entry without warrant or consent
New division 2 of part 7 provides authorised officers with
limited powers to enter, search and inspect industry premises
or commercial passenger vehicles without consent or a search
warrant. While the powers are able to be exercised without
any suspicion of an offence or non-compliance, I consider
that, to the extent that these powers may interfere with the
privacy of individuals, the scope of these powers are
proportionately confined and subject to a range of safeguards
so as to protect against any arbitrary use. Further, the powers
are essential for monitoring industry laws and detecting
non-compliance, and to safeguard the rights and interests of
consumers as well as the interests of the commercial
passenger vehicle industry generally.
The power can only be exercised for the purposes specified in
new section 132, which relate to monitoring whether an
industry law has been complied with. Search powers for this
purpose are crucial to maintaining the integrity of the
regulatory framework. Additional limits exist in relation to
exercising the power for the purpose of monitoring
compliance with payments and fees, which only permit entry
if the authorised officer believes on reasonable grounds that
entry is necessary to prevent the concealment, loss or
destruction of specified evidence of non-compliance.
In addition, the power of entry can also only be exercised in
specific circumstances. Industry premises can only be entered
at a time where commercial passenger vehicle operations are
being carried out. Vehicles cannot be searched if they are not
at an industry premises and are being used for a private
purpose, are located on residential premises or where the
driver or registered person is not present. Accordingly, these
powers are primarily available in respect of commercial
premises or vehicles being operated for a commercial
passenger purpose, where individuals will have a limited
expectation of privacy by way of the duties and obligations
which attach to their roles under the principal act. An officer
exercising a power must leave notice of entry if relevant
persons are not present, stating a number of matters including
the purpose of entry and a description of things done while in
the vehicle or on the premises, and must take all reasonable
steps to notify any relevant persons specified in the provision.
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Power of entry with consent
The bill provides additional powers of entry with consent,
permitting an authorised officer to enter any industry
premises or commercial passenger vehicle at any time with
the consent of a relevant person specified in the provision, for
compliance and investigative purposes. An authorised officer
must follow a prescribed procedure in new section 139 for
obtaining consent, which includes informing a person of the
purpose of entry and their right not to consent to such entry,
and seeking a signed acknowledgement that satisfies the
required particulars in the provision. The bill also provides
that, in any proceeding, a court must presume that a person
has not consented to any entry by authorised officers unless a
signed acknowledgment is produced to the court or the
contrary is proved. As the exercise of these powers are
predicated on obtaining written consent, which can only be
granted according to a prescribed procedure that preserves the
right to refuse consent, I am satisfied that these powers do not
constitute an arbitrary interference with the right to privacy.
Power of entry with a warrant
Division 4 of part 7 provides for the issue of search warrants,
which permit an authorised officer to apply to a magistrate for
the issue of a search warrant for a place, a motor vehicle or a
non-cash payment processing device if the officer believes on
reasonable grounds that there is (or may be within 72 hours)
evidence of a commission of an offence against an industry
law or contravention of the civil penalty provisions. As the
exercise of this power of entry is predicated on prior
authorisation by a judicial officer who must be satisfied that
there are reasonable grounds for suspecting the thing that the
authorised officer believes, I consider this power to be
compatible with the right to privacy.
Right to property (s 20)
Section 20 of the charter provides that a person must not be
deprived of their property other than in accordance with law.
This right requires that powers which authorise the
deprivation of property are conferred by legislation or
common law, are confined and structured rather than unclear,
are accessible to the public and are formulated precisely.
The bill provides for a number of seizure powers. New
sections 141 and 142 authorise the seizure of items in
accordance with a search warrant, as well as items not
described in the warrant if the officer believes on reasonable
grounds that such items will afford evidence of an offence or
contravention of civil penalty provision and it is necessary to
seize the item to prevent its concealment, loss or destruction,
or its use in the commission of further offences or breaches.
New section 150 further empowers officers to use or seize
certain electronic equipment, albeit in confined circumstances
where the officer believes on reasonable grounds that the
device has sent, transmitted or generated information relevant
to the purpose of investigation or a condition or restriction on
a driver accreditation has been or is being breached, and that
information is stored or accessible on the device. The seizure
of the device may only occur if it is not practicable to put the
information in documentary form or copy the information to
another disk, tape or storage device. Further, the provision
prevents a mobile phone from being seized unless it is
specified in a warrant.
New section 154 permits removal of prescribed material from a
motor vehicle (including any signs that the vehicle can be used
to provide a commercial passenger vehicle service) if the officer
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believes on reasonable grounds the vehicle is being used to
provide a commercial passenger vehicle service but is not
registered as required under the principal act. The bill also
establishes procedures for receipting of seized things, return of
seized things, retention periods, applications to the Magistrates
Court to extend retention periods and forfeiture of seized things.
The bill also provides an owner of a seized item with the right
to seek review of any decision to forfeit the item.
I am of the view that any interference with a person’s
property right by way of the exercise of these powers will be
lawful, as any deprivation of property will only occur in
limited circumstances clearly set out in these provisions and
subject to a number of procedural safeguards regarding
dealing with and returning seized items.
Authorised officers are also permitted to use reasonable force
as necessary to effect entry into a place or commercial
passenger vehicle, or do anything in relation to a power
conferred on an authorised officer under new part 7. Such use
of force may result in damage to property affecting a person’s
property rights. However, the bill provides adequate
protection against any unlawful deprivation of property by
obliging officers to cause as little inconvenience as possible
and by providing for the regulator to pay compensation for
any damage caused during exercise of powers, subject to
certain reasonable limits.
Right to protection against self-incrimination (s 25(2)(k))
Section 25(2)(k) of the charter provides that a person who has
been charged with a criminal offence has the right not to be
compelled to testify against themselves or to confess guilt.
The right applies in relation to incriminatory material
obtained under compulsion, and extends to cover information
that may have been obtained prior to any charge being laid.
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the reasonable expectations of persons who operate within a
regulated scheme and undertake the responsibilities and
duties that apply to their roles.
These powers enable authorised officers to monitor
compliance with the principal act, investigate potential
contraventions, and protect consumers from detriment or
harm resulting from non-compliance with the regulatory
scheme. It is necessary for authorised persons to have access
to such documents to ensure the effective administration of
the regulatory scheme, and to use such documents to bring
enforcement action where appropriate.
There are no less restrictive means available to achieve the
purpose of enabling authorised officers to have access to
relevant documents, and access to such documents is
necessary to ensure the safety of consumers and to protect the
interests of industry as a whole. To provide for a full
document-use immunity would unreasonably obstruct the role
of authorised officer and the aims of the scheme, as well as
give the holders of such documents an unfair forensic
advantage in relation to criminal and civil penalty
investigations. Further, to extend the immunity to proceedings
in respect of the provision of false information in response to
a direction under these provisions would render such
prosecutions unworkable, and undermine the essential duty
that industry participants not intentionally provide false
information to authorised officers. Finally, a person issued a
direction to provide information may apply to the Victorian
Civil and Administrative Tribunal for review of that decision.
Therefore, I consider that the limitation of the privilege
against self-incrimination with respect to documents is
compatible with the right not to be compelled to testify
against oneself in section 25(2)(k) of the charter.
Power to require assistance for use of electronic equipment

Power to require information
New section 160 empowers the regulator or an authorised
officer to direct a person to provide information, documents
and related items for compliance and investigative purposes.
It is an offence not to comply with a direction to produce
without reasonable excuse. New section 169 provides that a
person is not excused from complying with a direction to
provide information on the basis that it might incriminate that
person or make them liable to a penalty. A limited form of
protection is provided in that the material cannot then be used
in criminal or civil penalty proceedings, or any action to make
a person liable to a penalty, other than in proceedings relating
to the provision of false information. However, this protection
does not extend to cover information contained in any
document or item that a person is required to keep under an
industry law.
The right to protection against self-incrimination generally
covers the compulsion of documents or things which might
incriminate a person. However, at common law the protection
accorded to the compelled production of pre-existing
documents is considerably weaker than the protection
accorded to oral testimony or to documents that are brought
into existence to comply with a request for information. This
is particularly so in the context of a regulated industry, where
documents or records are required to be produced during the
course of a person’s participation in that industry, and are
brought into existence for the dominant purpose of
demonstrating that person’s compliance with relevant duties
and obligations when required by compliance officers. The
duty to provide documents in this context is consistent with

New section 150 empowers an authorised officer or assistant,
in the context of exercising search powers in relation to a
vehicle or premises, to give certain directions to a driver or
registered owner of a vehicle, or an occupier of a premises,
who is present at the location being investigated. This
includes directing such persons to:
access information by operating a non-cash payment
processing device or other device for the storage of
information;
use equipment that is at the location being investigated;
put information in documentary form for seizure by the
officer; or
copy information to a disk, tape or storage device for
seizure by the officer.
New section 169, as discussed above, applies to this power so
that a person is not excused from complying with a direction
to access information on the basis that it might incriminate
that person or make them liable to a penalty. As discussed, a
person is protected from any information obtained under a
direction (other than information required to be kept under an
industry law) being admissible in evidence against that
person, or any information obtained as a direct result or
indirect consequence of information obtained under a
direction being admissible against that person. This provision
therefore may require a person to access and provide some
incriminating information, which may limit the right to
protection against self-incrimination.
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Following on from my discussion above, and noting that this
provision targets only persons who have chosen to
participated in a regulated industry and have undertaken
obligations to hold and produce relevant records, I am of the
view that any limits effected by this provision are reasonably
justified under s 7(2) of the charter. This provision reflects the
fact that, increasingly, information is not stored in hard copy,
but instead stored electronically on devices. Commonly, these
devices may be protected by passwords, encryption keys or
other restrictions on access, or the information stored may not
be readily accessible by an authorised officer without the
assistance of the user of the device. In the context of a scheme
where a relevant person is already obliged to produce
equipment, devices, documents and records to be inspected
for compliance purposes, information stored on a device that
is not readily accessible by an officer can obstruct the proper
execution of investigation powers. New section 150 facilitates
the required production of information under the scheme by
granting officers an additional tool to overcome any
electronic barriers that may impede access to a document.
Unless a relevant person can be compelled in these
circumstances to facilitate access to the required information on
a device, there are no other practicable means by which an
authorised officer can readily access this information to
discharge their monitoring and inspection functions. To excuse
provision of such information would significantly impede
investigations and enforcement, and may encourage persons to
electronically conceal information. Further, an authorised
officer should not be prevented from accessing such
information simply because a relevant person has used more
sophisticated technology to create or store information required
to be produced under the scheme. Finally, it is important to note
that it is only the information on a device that may be used in
evidence against that person, not any matters arising from the
act of a person accessing the information or assisting an officer.
Accordingly, I am satisfied that new section 150 is compatible
with s 25(2)(k) of the charter.
Right to freedom of movement (s 12)
Section 12 of the charter provides that every person lawfully
within Victoria has the right to move freely within Victoria.
New section 162 provides authorised officers with the power,
for compliance and investigative purposes, to direct a driver of
a motor vehicle to do a number of things, including stopping
the vehicle and keeping the vehicle stationary for a sufficient
period of time for the vehicle to be inspected or examined.
When an authorised officer stops a driver of a vehicle or
requires them to remain stationary for a period of time, this may
limit the right to freedom of movement of the driver.
However, the right to freedom of movement has been found
to be subject to compliance with regulations legitimately
made in the public interest, such as traffic laws. The provision
is directed at facilitating authorised officers to effectively
discharge their compliance monitoring functions over
commercial passenger vehicles, including ensuring that such
vehicles meet the relevant safety standards and are in
compliance with industry laws. Carrying out these functions
would be undermined if authorised officers did not possess
the necessary powers to stop vehicles or require their
attendance for the purpose of conducting an inspection. I note
that these powers are subject to the duty of authorised officers
to cause as little inconvenience as possible in exercising such
powers (new section 167). Accordingly, I am satisfied that
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any limits to freedom of movement are reasonably justified
under s 7 of the charter.
Power to obtain information and documents
New section 264 empowers the regulator to require from
permission holders any information, or the production of any
documents, that may assist it in performing its functions.
Permission holders are defined as a person in whose name a
commercial passenger vehicle is registered, a registered
person (i.e. a person registered as a booking service provider)
or the holder of a driver accreditation. The power also allows
the regulator to require, by notice in writing, a permission
holder to appear before the regulator at a time and place
specified in the notice to provide such information. This right
is relevant to the rights to freedom of movement (to the extent
that a person may be required to appear before the
commission at a certain time and place), privacy (to the extent
that the information or documents may be personal in nature)
and freedom of expression (by way of the freedom not be
compelled to impart information). I note for completeness
that the obligation in new section 264 does not extend to
require a person to provide information or produce a
document that is the subject of legal professional or client
legal privilege, or might tend to incriminate the person or
make the person liable to a penalty.
Although the power to compel a person to attend at a
particular place and a particular time (or within a specified
period) may interfere with a person’s choice of physical
location during that period of time, on current authorities this
does not constitute a limitation on a person’s freedom of
movement in the same way as a stopping power.
Nevertheless, to the extent that this power is capable of being
considered to limit the freedom of movement, I consider that
any such limit is demonstrably justified under section 7(2) of
the charter, as the regulator’s power to compel a permission
holder to attend to give evidence is essential to the proper
administration of the commercial passenger vehicle scheme.
As stated above, a permission holder has voluntarily adopted
the responsibilities and duties that apply to their participation
in the industry, which includes a responsibility to assist the
regulator in performing its functions by appearing before the
regulator when required under the principal act. Similarly, to
the extent that new section 264 amounts to an interference
with the right to freedom of expression, any such limit would
be reasonably justified for the same reasons.
On the issue of privacy, it is likely that the information sought
by the regulator will be commercial rather than personal in
nature, and will be within the ambit of what a permission
holder may expect to be requested to provide as part of
participating in a regulated industry. To the extent that the
right to privacy may nevertheless be relevant, in my view it is
not limited. Requests must be in writing and confined to
information and documents that may assist the regulator in
performing its functions. New section 265 provides a right of
complaint regarding any exercise of this power, including an
obligation on the secretary to investigate any complaint and
provide a written report to the complainant on the results of
the investigation.
In concluding this discussion on investigation powers, I note
that the bill, by way of new division 3 of part 14, obliges the
regulator to develop policy to promote compliance with, and
enforcement of, industry laws. The policy must provide
guidance on the exercise of monitoring, compliance,
investigation and enforcement powers. The regulator must
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consult with Victoria Police, the commissioner for privacy
and data protection, VicRoads and representatives of the
commercial passenger vehicle industry in developing or
reviewing policy. Further, the regulator, and authorised
officers, will be obliged as public authorities under the charter
to give proper consideration to human rights when developing
policy, and when exercising powers in the field.
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Offence provisions

provisions, an officer of the body corporate is deemed liable
for the commission of the offence unless the officer can point
to evidence that suggests a reasonable possibility that the
officer exercised due diligence to prevent the commission of
the offence by the body corporate. This is relevant to the
presumption of innocence as the provision may operate to
deem as ‘fact’ that an individual has committed an offence for
the actions of the body corporate, and place an evidential
burden on an accused to displace this.

The bill provides for a number of statutory offences which
shift the burden of proof on to an accused in a criminal
proceeding, so that the accused is required to prove matters to
establish, or raise evidence to suggest, that he or she is not
guilty of an offence. This is relevant to section 25(1) of the
charter that provides that a person charged with a criminal
offence has the right to be presumed innocent until proved
guilty according to law.

The specified provisions relate to the offences involving the
imposition or collection of a non-cash payment surcharge, or
entering into certain contracts causing a non-cash payment
surcharge to be paid. Whether an officer exercised due
diligence to prevent the commission of the offence by the body
corporate is a matter peculiarly within the knowledge of the
officer. Officers of bodies corporate are best placed to point to
evidence as to whether and how they exercised due diligence.

Exceptions of reasonable excuse

Additionally, a person who elects to undertake a position as
officer of a body corporate accepts that they will be subject to
certain requirements and duties in participating in these
regulated industries, including a duty to ensure the body
corporate does not commit offences under the principal act
and regulations. Accordingly, I am of the view that these
provisions are compatible with the charter’s right to the
presumption of innocence.

The bill inserts a number of offences into the principal act
which provide for a defence of reasonable excuse, including:
failing to comply with direction to provide information,
documents and related items (new section 160);
failing to comply with an improvement notice or
prohibition notice (new sections 174 and 183); and
obstructing an officer or refusing to comply with a
lawful request, or inciting another person to do so (new
section 268(2)).
To escape liability on the basis of a reasonable excuse, the
accused must present or point to evidence that suggests a
reasonable possibility of the existence of facts that, if they
existed, would establish the excuse. Similarly, new section 113
introduces an offence relating to exceeding the cap on non-cash
payment surcharges, which contains an exception that requires
an accused to present or point to specified evidence (namely,
lack of requisite knowledge about the conduct of a third party)
in order to escape liability for the offence.
In my view, these offences do not transfer the legal burden of
proof, because once the defendant has adduced or pointed to
some evidence, the burden is on the prosecution to prove the
absence of the exception raised. Courts in other jurisdictions
have generally taken the approach that an evidential onus on a
defendant to raise a defence does not limit the presumption of
innocence. The exceptions that are provided relate to matters
within the knowledge of the defendant (such as why they
have failed to comply with the relevant direction or the
justification for obstructing officers in the discharge of their
duties) and, if the onus were placed on the prosecution, would
involve the proof of a negative and investigation into matters
additional to the subject matter of the offence, which would
be too onerous a burden for the prosecution to discharge
effectively.
For these reasons, I consider that it is appropriate for an
evidential burden to be placed on a defendant in these
instances.
Deemed criminal liability for officers of bodies corporate
New section 284 provides for criminal liability of officers of
bodies corporate for a failure to exercise due diligence. If a
body corporate commits an offence against specified

Maintenance and publication of register
The bill requires the regulator to keep a register of permission
holders. New section 228 obliges the regulator to keep a
public version of the register available for inspection at its
office and authorises the publication of the register on its
internet site. The register must include the names of each
permission holder. The regulator may also include business
contact details, details of each passenger vehicle registered or
any booking service registered.
While this potentially interferes with an individual’s privacy,
I note that the information is principally of a business nature
and not of the type that persons electing to engage in a
regulated industry would have an expectation of privacy over.
Further, the bill provides for a person to apply to the regulator
to restrict public access to personal information, regulates a
procedure for determining these applications and provides for
any such decisions to be subject to an application for review
to the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal.
Information gathering, handling and sharing
Confidential or commercially sensitive information
New division 1 of part 13 permits the regulator to disclose
confidential or commercially sensitive information in the
performance of a statutory function or exercise of a power.
Sensitive information is defined as information obtained by,
or on behalf of, the regulator, in the performance of specified
functions or exercise of specified powers that is of a
confidential or commercially sensitive nature. This may be
relevant to the right to privacy (s 13) depending on the
content of the information, and to the right to property (s 20)
in relation to the property rights that may be interfered with
through use or disclosure of commercially sensitive
information. In my view, these provisions are appropriately
circumscribed so as not to authorise any arbitrary or unlawful
interferences with these rights. The provisions require the
regulator, prior to disclosure, to invite submissions from the
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provider of such information, to form an opinion that
disclosure would not cause detriment to relevant persons and
to give written notice of this opinion and detailed reasons to
such persons. Disclosure or use of sensitive information is
otherwise restricted, and only permitted in accordance with
the above or limited exceptions relating to obtaining consent,
disclosure in legal proceedings at the direction of a court or
tribunal, or if the information is in the public domain.
Information sharing
New section 266 grants powers to the regulator to enter into
information sharing arrangements with relevant agencies.
This is relevant to the right to privacy to the extent that the
regulator may share personal information; however this
power is appropriately circumscribed so as to not authorise
any arbitrary interferences with this right.
The provision limits information sharing to specified matters,
including information concerning investigations, inquiries,
law enforcement, probity assessments, reference checks,
information affecting the interests of users and information
relating to administration and enforcement of the commercial
passenger vehicle service levy. Information may be shared
only to the extent reasonably necessary to assist the regulator
or a relevant agency in the exercise of its respective functions.
Such arrangements are essential to allow the regulator and
relevant agencies to better carry out their functions, including
ensuring the accuracy of probity assessments and reference
checks, which are critical to protecting the integrity of the
industry and the interests of consumers.
Further, the information to be shared relates to persons who
have voluntarily undertaken accreditation with the regulator
in order to participate in the commercial passenger vehicle
industry, and consequently have a reduced expectation of
privacy in relation to information provided or generated as a
result of their participation in the industry. Finally, the
regulator and relevant Victorian agencies, as public
authorities under the charter, will be required to give proper
consideration to, and act compatibly with, the right to privacy
when entering into information sharing arrangements and
sharing information pursuant to such arrangements. For these
reasons I consider that these provisions will not limit the right
to privacy.
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discrimination so as to limit the right to equality. Road safety
is of paramount importance to consumers, the industry and
the general community, and the inherent requirements of
driving a commercial passenger vehicle include that drivers
meet an appropriate standard of medical fitness.
Duty to notify regarding criminal charges
New section 267 obliges the Chief Commissioner of Police to
notify the regulator when a person who holds (or has applied
for) driver accreditation has been charged with specified
offences, and give details in respect of the charges. New
section 221 requires immediate suspension of driver
accreditation in certain cases where a relevant permission
holder is charged with specified offences. Finally, under new
section 90, it is an offence for a permission holder not to
notify the regulator of being charged with, or found guilty of,
a disqualifying offence.
This is relevant to the rights to privacy, freedom of expression
and the presumption of innocence in the charter. As discussed
above, such persons have a reduced expectation of privacy
due to voluntarily assuming the duties of their role, which
includes undertaking an obligation to notify the regulator of
these matters, and by implication, consenting to the sharing of
such information between the regulator and law enforcement
agencies as a consequence of their application for
accreditation. Further, the consequences that result do not
amount to a finding or public statement that a person is guilty
of the pending criminal charge, nor can it adversely affect the
outcome of a person’s criminal trial. The purpose of requiring
notification of pending charges and suspending accreditation
is to ensure that the regulator is informed of all relevant
information in ensuring that accredited persons or applicants
are, and remain, fit and proper to provide a commercial
passenger vehicle service, which serves the ultimate aim of
upholding the safety, security and rights of consumers and
other industry participants. The immediate suspension of
accreditation only occurs for category 1 offences, which are
considered very serious offending involving interpersonal
harm, and suspension ceases if the charge is withdrawn or the
person is found not guilty. Accordingly, I am satisfied that
this provision is compatible with charter rights.
Powers of the regulator to affect registration and
accreditation

Application for driver accreditation
Distinctions regarding ‘medical fitness’
New section 75 sets out the discretion of the regulator to
make a decision on an application for driver accreditation,
including that a requirement that the regulator be satisfied that
the applicant is sufficiently fit and healthy to drive a
commercial passenger vehicle. New section 72 empowers the
regulator to require an applicant for driver accreditation to
pass specified prescribed tests relating to fitness to drive and
medical conditions.
Section 8(3) of the charter provides that everyone is entitled
to the equal protection of the law without discrimination. The
requirement to satisfy medical fitness in order to be granted
driver accreditation is relevant to this right, as it imposes a
requirement that is likely to disadvantage persons with
protected attributes such as disability, physical features or
age. However, in my view the requirement to demonstrate
fitness (including medical fitness) and pass relevant tests is
reasonable in these circumstances and does not amount to

The bill provides for a number of powers of the regulator to
affect the registration and accreditation of persons
participating in the industry. I have already considered the
regulator’s powers to order the forfeiture of seized items and
issue a written direction to produce information. In addition,
the bill also provides other discretions such as the power to:
refuse to issue a driver accreditation (new section 75);
impose conditions on the registration of a vehicle, the
registration of a booking service provider or on a driver
accreditation (new sections 43, 60 and 77);
vary, revoke or impose new conditions on the
registration of a vehicle, the registration of a booking
service provider or on a driver accreditation (new
sections 46, 63 and 81);
disqualify a driver from applying for driver accreditation
(new section 85);
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serve an improvement notice on a person to require
them to remedy a contravention of the principal act or
regulations, amongst other things (new section 171);
serve a prohibition notice on a person prohibiting the
carrying out of certain activity (new section 180); and
take disciplinary action against a permission holder,
including cancelling or suspending their relevant
permission, disqualifying them from reapplying,
reprimanding them, imposing a condition on their
relevant permission or requiring the permission holder
to undertake a course of training or pass a test (new
section 215).
These provisions all empower the regulator to make decisions
which may alter or affect a permission held by a person,
including powers to impose obligations or restrictions that
may affect a person’s participation in the industry. In terms of
any effects on human rights, the above powers are most
relevant to the right to privacy, in so far as these decisions
may effect a person’s livelihood or result in restrictions on
their capacity to pursue employment in an area for which they
are qualified, which has been interpreted as constituting
interference with a person’s private life and relationships.
The above powers of the regulator may also raise issues
relevant to the right to fair hearing in section 24 of the charter,
which provides that a party to a civil proceeding has the right
to have the proceeding decided by a competent, independent
and impartial tribunal after a fair and public hearing. I note
that the word ‘tribunal’ is not defined in the charter, nor has
its meaning been judicially determined. It would be arguable
whether the regulator would be regarded as a tribunal when
making these decisions, and whether the decisions about
registration and accreditation matters would constitute a ‘civil
proceeding’, as there is a divergence of approaches on this
issue. Regardless, a discussion regarding procedural rights
will invariably be relevant to a human rights assessment of
these powers, as any exclusion of procedural fairness in the
exercise of these powers will have implications on the
compatibility of any rights substantively affected, such as the
right to privacy.
In my view, the bill preserves procedural fairness in relation
to these discretionary powers of the regulator. The bill
establishes clear criteria for what matters the regulator may
have regard to and imposes relevant time frames in which
decisions must be made. The bill provides for requirements
that affected persons be notified of decisions and provided
with reasons. While the bill does not provide affected persons
with an opportunity to put their case to a decision-maker prior
to the exercise of the power (with the exception of the
disciplinary power, where the regulator must invite the
affected permission holder to make submissions), the bill
provides for these decisions to be reviewable both internally
and also by the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal.
In my view, the provision for merits review by an
independent tribunal will overcome any potential unfairness
resulting from the inability of an affected person to make
submissions to the regulator prior to an initial decision or
exercise of power.
Accordingly, any resulting interferences with the right to
privacy following the exercise of these powers will be lawful
and not arbitrary.
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Powers enlivened by a finding of guilt
The bill provides for a number of consequences that may
follow a permission holder being found guilty of certain
specified offences, including:
requiring the regulator to refuse to grant an application
for accreditation (new section 75);
the forfeiting of seized material (new section 159);
enlivening the power of the court to make a supervisory
intervention order, which compels a permission holder
to undertake various actions to ensure compliance with
commercial passenger vehicle law (new section 207);
enlivening the power of the court to make an exclusion
order prohibiting a person from undertaking specified
roles in the commercial passenger vehicle industry (new
section 209);
enlivening the power of the regulator to take disciplinary
action (new section 214);
triggering mandatory cancellation of driver
accreditations in certain cases (new section 219).
Where an action or a restriction under these provisions
follows a conviction or finding of guilt for an offence under
another provision, a question arises as to whether a
disciplinary action constitutes double punishment for the
purposes of the right in section 26 of the charter. Section 26
provides that a person must not be tried or punished more
than once for an offence in respect of which he or she has
already been finally convicted.
The above actions are of a regulatory nature and are for the
purpose of protecting the integrity of the regulatory scheme
by ensuring there is appropriate accountability, rather than
being aimed at punishing registered persons, accredited
persons or applicants. The powers under the provisions are
supervisory and protective in nature and any such action does
not amount to a finding of criminal guilt. Further, even if
some of the actions that may be taken against a person under
these provisions did amount to a sanction, those sanctions are
not of a criminal nature and the right in section 26 of the
charter does not preclude imposition of civil consequences for
the same conduct.
I therefore consider that the bill is compatible with section 26
of the charter.
Adverse publicity orders
New section 213 enables a court, after finding a person guilty
of an offence against the principal act or regulations, to order
that person to publicise or notify persons about their
offending, its consequences and the penalty imposed.
Section 13 — Right to privacy and reputation
In addition to protecting the right to privacy, section 13 of the
charter provides that a person has the right not to have his or
her reputation unlawfully attacked.
An adverse publicity order engages this right as it threatens a
person’s privacy and good reputation by making the
commission of an offence known to a specific group of
people or to the general public. However, the order only
compels the disclosure or publication of information which
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would already be on the public record as a consequence of
judicial proceedings held in open court.

than any other jurisdiction and puts in place Australia’s only
truly level playing field for the industry.

In these circumstances, the adverse publicity order does not
disclose information that is private but instead requires
information that is in the public domain to be communicated
in a different form. In my view, the disclosures envisaged by
these new sections reinforce the integrity of the scheme. As
the order is only issued by a court after a conviction has been
secured, it does not constitute an unlawful attack on a
person’s privacy.

Earlier this year, the Andrews government introduced a bill
that made major reforms to the commercial passenger vehicle
industry. The changes in that bill provided for the regulation
of rideshare services and measures to assist the industry in
this time of sweeping change. Industry participants were
supported by the largest industry support package in the
country. That bill was the first step in the reform process.

Section 15 — Freedom of expression

The government has continued to work carefully and
purposefully through the package of changes and reforms.
This bill is the result of those deliberations.

An adverse publicity order engages the right to freedom of
expression as it compels a person to disclose or publish
information about their relevant conviction(s). As noted
above, section 15 includes the right not to impart information,
however s 15(3) provides that the right to freedom of
expression can be subject to lawful restrictions reasonably
necessary for the protection of public order.
Adverse publicity orders seek to promote accountability by
preventing a permission holder from concealing that they
have been convicted of offences and required to pay penalties
under the principal act, and ensuring that consumers are
aware of relevant matters when deciding whether to engage
services from a particular driver or operator.
The offences targeted by these orders include safety offences
and dishonesty offences relating to commercial passenger
vehicle industry regulation. As passenger vehicles are a vital
and essential service, the proper and effective regulation of
commercial passenger vehicle safety can be considered a
matter of public order. As adverse publicity orders seek to
achieve the deterrent and denunciatory aims of sentencing, as
well as furthering the protection of users of public transport
by publicly outing those who contravene safety regulations
and strengthening the integrity of the regulatory system, it can
be concluded that these orders are a lawful restriction on the
right to freedom of expression reasonably necessary for the
protection of public order.
Hon. Jaala Pulford, MP
Minister for Agriculture

Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated into Hansard on motion of
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State).
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State)
(18:27) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Incorporated speech as follows:
The Andrews government is taking action to introduce
Australia’s first fully open and competitive commercial
passenger vehicle industry. Commercial passenger vehicles
services such as taxis, hire cars and rideshare services form an
integral part of the transport system. The reason this
government is exposing the industry to greater competition is
because it will significantly improve the quality and safety of
commercial passenger vehicle services. The bill goes further

Better services
The bill will drive significant changes to the regulatory
framework to provide the foundation for a more competitive
industry. This will improve services for the community. The
bill will replace the dense and complex licensing regime for
taxis and hire cars that has essentially been in place since the
Great Depression. This is a monumental change in the history
of taxi and hire car regulation. Licensing of taxis and hire cars
has limited the supply of services in the industry. It has
limited the competitive forces that are needed to drive service
quality improvements. It has prevented persons from entering
the industry to fill gaps that aren’t being satisfied. As
Victoria’s population has grown and the need for reliable,
competitive and accessible transport has become more acute,
licensed services per head have actually fallen over the years.
Continuing to maintain taxi and hire car licences is
unsustainable in the face of new technologies, increasing
consumer demand for services and new entrants willing to
provide superior service at a more competitive price. For this
reason, the government has decided to abolish all licences
while at the same time providing the most generous transition
package in the country to the industry.
The bill creates a level playing field for taxis to compete with
hire car and rideshare services, and encourage new operators
to enter the market, thereby boosting competition, choice and
the quality of services. The benefits of this change to the
travelling public, including persons with disabilities, are
significant.
To ensure that benefits of reform do flow through to persons
with disabilities the government is appointing a new
commissioner for the industry regulator that has specific
responsibilities and accountabilities in relation to the safe and
reliable delivery of services to persons with mobility
impairments. The government is also investing more in
subsidies and other forms of assistance, including $25 million
from the government’s Fairness Fund. These initiatives
complement the reforms included in the bill.
This bill also substantially reduces red tape. Any person who
passes a criminal background check and registers their vehicle
as a commercial passenger vehicle will be permitted to
participate in the industry and provide services to the
community. Unnecessary complexities and delays around the
process of gaining accreditation and registering vehicles are
being removed.
A safer and more accountable industry
The safety of people using and operating commercial
passenger vehicle services is of paramount importance. For
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this reason, the bill introduces new measures to help improve
the safety of commercial passenger vehicle services. Each
participant in the commercial passenger vehicle industry will
be held to account for the safety of passengers of commercial
passenger vehicles. The industry regulator also will continue
to conduct weekly criminal background checks on all drivers
of commercial passenger vehicles.
The bill introduces safety duties for the industry which
require duty holders to ensure safety so far as is reasonably
practicable. The new safety duties framework means that the
industry will need to take action to identify risk and hazards
and eliminate or reduce any risks to safety in the provision of
commercial passenger vehicle services.
Transport for London has recently taken action to not renew
the licence of a major rideshare service provider on grounds
that it is not fit and proper person to operate in London. The
new Victorian laws mean that the Victorian industry regulator
will have powers to take similar action in the event that any
service provider does not meet stringent safety standards,
does not comply with the law or is not a fit and proper person
to provide services in Victoria.
The Taxi Services Commission will continue to regulate the
industry under the new regime. The bill renames the
commission to the Commercial Passenger Vehicle Commission
to reflect the scope of services that the commission will
regulate. The commission, supported by a new commissioner
for disability and accessibility, will have new powers to ensure
that the new rules are rigorously enforced.
Cheaper fares
The bill will provide the industry with the flexibility to set
their own fares for services. New service providers will give
consumers more choice and increased competition will drive
improvements in service quality. For this reason, it is
appropriate to permit the industry to innovate and compete on
a level playing field. Consumers of commercial passenger
vehicles services will be protected, as the bill will establish
consumer protections to improve the transparency of fares for
services. The government has no doubt that consumer will be
better off under the proposed changes.
The government commits to reviewing the impact of the
reforms, including the levy, on fares, particularly fares paid
by the disability sector and in country areas. The bill provides
the industry regulator with powers to monitor fares for
commercial passenger vehicle services and the commission
will report back to government on the impact of the reforms.
The reduction in licensing costs is expected to fully offset the
costs of imposing a $1 levy on the provision of commercial
passenger vehicle services in the metropolitan, urban and
large regional and regional zones. However, the reduction in
licensing costs may not completely offset levy costs in the
country zone. For this reason, the government has undertaken
to provide rebates to address any circumstances where the
implications of replacing licence costs with a levy has led to
geographically inequitable operating costs and fare structures.
The bill includes minor changes to support the establishment
and efficient administration of the rebate scheme.
The bill establishes powers to make regulations to provide
consumer protections. This includes requirements to disclose
fares and provide accurate estimates of fares before a trip
commences, requirements to use a meter or a fare calculation
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device, and regulating the information that must be provided
to users of services. The government will consult with the
industry and the community before any regulations are made.
To achieve this vision of better services, cheaper fares and
improved safety and accountability for the commercial
passenger vehicle industry, the bill will add new parts to the
Commercial Passenger Vehicle Industry Act 2017 and
replace the old and outmoded regulatory framework.
Overview of the bill
I will now provide an overview of the bill.
Part 1 of the bill states the purpose of the bill and provides for
the commencement of the new regulatory framework. The
new framework will commence in mid-2018. The levy and
the proposed fare flexibility framework are intended to
commence at the same time.
Part 2 of the bill will make various amendments to the
Commercial Passenger Vehicle Industry Act 2017.
This part inserts new definitions in the Commercial Passenger
Vehicle Industry Act and provides for a new objective of that
act. The new objective spells out that the regulatory
framework is primarily concerned with the safety of the
driver and the passenger in a commercial passenger vehicle
and the protection of consumers of those services.
Clause 18 of the bill inserts new parts 2 to 10 in the
Commercial Passenger Vehicle Industry Act.
New part 2 establishes a contemporary safety duties
framework for the commercial passenger vehicle industry.
This new scheme does two things. Firstly, it makes clear the
accountabilities of the industry, including booking service
providers and owners of vehicles, for the safety of the
services. Secondly, the scheme will help improve the safety
of drivers and passengers in commercial passenger vehicles.
The bill sets out safety principles for commercial passenger
vehicle services. Safety duties are also included in the bill.
These mirror the existing duties under the Occupational
Health and Safety Act 2004. That is, the industry have duties
to ensure safety, so far as is reasonably practicable. While the
act and the safety duties scheme will be administered by the
CPV commission, the bill clarifies that the Occupational
Health and Safety Act prevails to the extent of any
inconsistencies between the statutes.
New part 3 will establish a simple vehicle registration scheme
to replace the complex licensing scheme which is currently in
place. The system reduces red tape significantly. Any person
who wishes to use their vehicle, whether on a casual basis to
provide rideshare services or on an ongoing basis to provide
dedicated commercial passenger vehicle services, will be able
to register their vehicle as a commercial passenger vehicle.
The bill also makes booking service providers accountable by
making it an offence for a booking service provider to supply
bookings to persons who use unregistered vehicles.
New part 4 will re-enact a scheme relating to booking service
providers. All persons who provide booking services will be
required to register with the Commercial Passenger Vehicle
Commission.
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The bill will maintain measures introduced in the first round
of legislation designed to ensure that booking service
providers comply with the law.
New part 5 will re-enact the commercial passenger vehicle
driver accreditation scheme. This scheme is critical to ensure
the safety of passengers and public confidence in the industry.
The bill also simplifies the driver accreditation process,
eliminating the requirement for a driver to renew
accreditation every three years. In its place, the CPV
commission will monitor all accredited drivers. Critically, the
CPV commission will continue to undertake ongoing regular
criminal background checks on all drivers. The CPV
commission will continue to work with Victoria Police to
ensure the safety of the public.
New part 6 provides for certain consumer protections and
driver protections.
The Commercial Passenger Vehicle Commission will have
new responsibilities to monitor fares for commercial
passenger vehicle services, including requirements to report
annually on how fares are changing. This monitoring task
will include monitoring the impact of the per trip levy on
fares for commercial passenger vehicle services, including
fares paid by regional communities and the disability sector.
This information will be used to inform whether any rebates
to ensure geographic equity are required and the level of
those rebates.
The non-cash payment surcharge scheme will be maintained
to ensure that consumers do not pay excessive surcharges
when paying commercial passenger vehicle fares by credit
card or other non-cash means. The legislative provisions
ensure that the Victorian scheme is not inconsistent with the
Reserve Bank of Australia’s scheme. Victoria will welcome
any future decision by the Reserve Bank to regulate credit
card surcharges in taxis.
Drivers of commercial passenger vehicles will also be
afforded protections. Under the reforms, drivers will have
greater opportunities to drive their own vehicles. However,
for the sector of the industry who continue to use bailment
arrangements, current protections in place under the driver
agreement scheme will be maintained. The Commercial
Passenger Vehicle Commission will have discretion to
change the share of the gross fare-box currently set at 55 to
45 per cent in favour of the driver.
New part 7 provides for compliance and investigation
powers. This part provides for authorised officers and confers
powers on the Commercial Passenger Vehicle Commission
and authorised officers to investigate breaches of laws under
the act. The compliance and investigation powers conferred
by this act will enable the Commercial Passenger Vehicle
Commission to rigorously enforce the law and make sure that
the industry is working on a level playing field.
New part 8 and 9 provides for enforcement measures and
disciplinary actions that may be taken by the Commercial
Passenger Vehicle Commission. The new parts ensure that
the commission has a comprehensive suite of powers to
enforce the new law.
New part 10 establishes a public register of industry
participants to enable the community to access information
on the industry such as the status of person’s accreditation.
This information will empower consumers of commercial
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passenger vehicle services and enable them to make
informed choices.
The bill will also renumber part 2 of the act, which provides
for the commercial passenger vehicle service levy, as part 11
under the new completed act.
New parts 12 to 15 provide for general provisions necessary
for the administration of the regulatory framework. This
includes:
powers conferred on the Commercial Passenger Vehicle
Commission to undertake inquiries, gather and share
information, and set regulatory fees;
a requirement for the Commercial Passenger Vehicle
Commission to prepare a monitoring, compliance and
enforcement policy;
providing for person affected by decisions made by the
Commercial Passenger Vehicle Commission to have a
right of review; and
powers to make regulations under the act.
New regulations will need to be made under the act to replace
the existing regulations for the taxi and hire car industry. The
regulations will support the act and provide for important
measures such as safety systems that must be implemented by
industry, consumer protections to complement the move
towards fare flexibility, and other important operational
requirements. Some amendments have also been made to the
regulations making powers in relation to the CPV service
levy. The bill includes amendments that clarify that the
revenue from the levy needs to recover the total cost of the
transition assistance package over eight years net of the cost
of administration, enforcement and rebates provided.
Part 3 of the bill will make amendments to other acts of
Parliament that are consequential to amendments made by the
bill.
The bill makes minor adjustments to the functions and
powers of the Commercial Passenger Vehicle Commission in
the Transport Integration Act 2010. The changes are
consistent with the commission’s responsibilities in relation to
the safety of the commercial passenger vehicle industry.
Amendments to the Road Safety Act 1986 will require all
drivers of commercial passenger vehicles to have a zero blood
alcohol concentration when providing a commercial
passenger vehicle service. This change ensures the safety of
all road users.
Conclusion
This historic bill puts passengers first and lays the foundation
for safer, simpler and more flexible commercial passenger
vehicle services for all Victorians and our interstate and
international visitors. The bill will complete the reform
process. It puts in place a modern regulatory scheme that
provides for a level playing field for industry and responds to
emerging technologies and service demands. The government
has no doubt that a fully open and competitive commercial
passenger vehicle industry provided for by this bill will
deliver enormous benefits to the community.
I commend the bill to the house.
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Debate adjourned for Mr DAVIS (Southern
Metropolitan) on motion of Mr Ondarchie.
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 9 November.

COMPENSATION LEGISLATION
AMENDMENT BILL 2017
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Mr JENNINGS
(Special Minister of State); by leave, ordered to be
read second time forthwith.
Statement of compatibility
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) tabled
following statement in accordance with Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006, (the charter), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Compensation
Legislation Amendment Bill 2017.
In my opinion, the Compensation Legislation Amendment
Bill 2017, as introduced to the Legislative Council, is
compatible with human rights as set out in the charter. I base
my opinion on the reasons outlined in this statement.
Human rights issues
There are no human rights protected under the charter that are
relevant to this bill. I therefore consider that this bill is
compatible with the charter.
Gavin Jennings, MLC
Special Minister of State

Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated into Hansard on motion of
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State).
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State)
(18:27) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Incorporated speech as follows:
Firstly, this bill amends the Workplace Injury Rehabilitation
and Compensation Act 2013 to ensure clear and consistent
workers compensation arrangements for licensed jockeys and
apprentice jockeys.
Currently, the legislation treats apprentice jockeys differently
to licensed jockeys. If an apprentice jockey is injured while
they are performing training work, the trainer to whom they
are apprenticed is deemed to be their employer. However, if a
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licensed jockey is injured in the same circumstances, Racing
Victoria is deemed to be their employer.
This lack of consistency has led to confusion in the racing
industry. In a number of instances apprentice jockeys have
mistakenly lodged their claims against the incorrect employer,
resulting in unnecessary delays.
To resolve this inconsistency, the bill provides that apprentice
jockeys will now be deemed to be employed by Racing
Victoria, if they are injured while performing training work.
Additionally, the bill makes a number of changes to clarify
and confirm the application of the WorkCover scheme to the
racing industry.
Specifically, the bill confirms that Racing Victoria is only the
deemed employer of licensed jockeys and apprentice jockeys.
The bill also clarifies the circumstances in which Racing
Victoria is the deemed employer of licensed jockeys and
apprentice jockeys. It confirms that these deemed
employment arrangements apply where a licensed jockey or
apprentice jockey is injured while riding in an official trial. It
also clarifies that licensed jockeys and apprentice jockeys are
only deemed to be employed by Racing Victoria in relation to
training work undertaken at recognised training facilities.
The bill confirms that any prize money received by licensed
jockeys and apprentice jockeys are taken into account for the
purposes of determining their entitlements to compensation.
In addition to amending the Workplace Injury Rehabilitation
and Compensation Act, this bill amends the Transport
Accident Act 1986 to remove the requirement for some TAC
clients to self-fund specific medical services until they reach a
medical excess before the TAC can start to pay. At the
moment, the medical excess that a client must reach is $651
and is indexed in line with the consumer price index each
financial year unless a Governor in Council order is made to
suppress indexation.
Currently, there is no discretion under the Transport Accident
Act 1986 for the TAC to waive the medical excess, other than
in limited circumstances. These circumstances include if a
client dies as a result of their injuries, a client is admitted as an
inpatient in hospital due to their injuries or where a client is
involved in a transport accident with members of their
immediate family. In this latter example, only one medical
excess must be reached by all family members.
In addition to the above circumstances, the medical excess
does not apply to treatment received in a hospital and to other
non-medical services (such as home help), or to income
benefits, meaning that a TAC client is able to access these
services without needing to reach an excess. However, if a
TAC client also requires medical services concurrently, they
must still reach a medical excess for these services. This often
means that TAC clients experiencing financial hardship who
cannot reach the medical excess for medical services receive
non-medical services for longer than they may have required
had they received appropriate treatment for their injuries.
The removal of the medical excess is intended to reduce the
barriers for TAC clients accessing medical services that are
required to treat their transport accident related injuries and to
improve the overall experience for TAC clients in their
dealings with the TAC.
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The medical excess has been part of the scheme since its
inception, but the TAC believes that the negative impact of
the medical excess on its clients outweighs the benefits of its
retention. The requirement for clients to pay a medical excess
was originally intended to discourage low-value claims, in
part, because of the costs of manually processing these
claims. However, with increasing automation and online
claims processing, these costs have been reduced and there is
little need to retain the medical excess for financial purposes.
This amendment is intended to apply to all transport accidents
that occur on or after the date of royal assent of this bill. For
all existing clients in the TAC scheme who have been
involved in a transport accident before the date of royal assent
of this bill, the applicable medical excess will still apply.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned for Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South
Eastern Metropolitan) on motion of Mr Ondarchie.
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 9 November.

FINES REFORM AMENDMENT BILL 2017
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Mr JENNINGS
(Special Minister of State); by leave, ordered to be
read second time forthwith.
Statement of compatibility
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) tabled
following statement in accordance with Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006 (the charter), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Fines Reform
Bill 2017 (the bill).
In my opinion, the bill, as introduced to the Legislative
Council, is compatible with human rights as set out in the
charter. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this
statement.
Overview
The bill will make amendments to the Fines Reform Act 2014
(the act) to achieve two essential purposes:
1.

2.

to support the government’s plan to address family
violence, as outlined in Ending Family Violence:
Victoria’s Plan for Change, by implementing the
government’s response to recommendations 112 and
113 of the Royal Commission into Family Violence, and
to support the introduction of a new fines collection and
enforcement system under the Fines Reform Act 2014
(the act), which will make engagement by the public
with the fines system easier and fairer.
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Human rights issues
Right to privacy
Section 13(a) of the charter provides that a person has the
right not to have his or her privacy, family or home
unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with. An interference with
privacy is not unlawful if it is permitted by a law, and is not
arbitrary if the restrictions it imposes are reasonable, just and
proportionate to the end sought. A number of clauses in the
bill engage these rights.
Amendments to address sheriff powers anomaly
Clause 131 amends section 16 of the Sheriff Act 2009 to
extend sheriff’s powers to allow the sheriff to temporarily
restrain a person who is hindering enforcement activity when
a warrant exists but has not yet been executed.
Clause 132 amends section 31(1) of the Sheriff Act 2009 to
extend sheriff’s powers to allow the sheriff to direct a person
who is hindering enforcement activity when a warrant exists
but has not yet been executed.
These amendments reflect that sheriff’s officers’ powers to
detain or immobilise a vehicle are often used prior to the
execution of a warrant. When carrying out a motor vehicle
detainment or immobilisation, sheriff’s officers frequently
encounter a lack of cooperation or hostility from the registered
operator, another person in control of the vehicle, or
occasionally aggressive interference by members of the public.
Clauses 131 and 132 serve a clear purpose, as these powers
support the effectiveness of the role of the sheriff. Vehicle
immobilisation and detainment, and the removal of a
vehicle’s numberplates, are intended to encourage a debtor to
finalise their outstanding warrant(s).
The interference to privacy is authorised by law, the
circumstances in which it occurs is clearly circumscribed to
the minimum period necessary for the sheriff to complete the
enforcement activity and it is reasonable or proportionate in
all the circumstances. Consequently, the extension of sheriff
powers under clauses 114 and 155 do not unlawfully or
arbitrarily limit the rights set out in section 13 of the charter.
Administrative service agreements
Part 5 of the bill sets out the legislative provisions relating to
administrative services agreements.
New section 173D provides ministers and the secretary access
to documents that the third party uses to deliver on their
contractual obligations in connection with an administrative
service agreement.
New section 173F provides the right for ministers to appoint
an auditor to audit documents under an administrative
services agreement.
New section 173G provides that the Department of Justice and
Regulation remains or is in possession of documents for the
purposes of the Freedom of Information Act 1982 and that
these documents referred to in section 173G are public records.
The power to enter such agreements is relied upon to
conclude agreements with third parties which support the
functioning of the infringements system, for example an
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agreement which authorises a third party operator to provide
infringement administration and debtor management systems.
Although the documents may contain sensitive infringement
information, the access to the documents is limited to
authorised persons and by being in connection with ensuring
compliance with the act, regulations or administrative
services agreement. The provisions are tailored to achieve a
limited range of purposes, including to ensure third parties are
operating to the full extent of their contractual obligations and
that any defects to critical services delivered by these
contractors are quickly identified and remedied to uphold the
integrity of the infringements system.
In my opinion, any interference with privacy associated with
these provisions is neither unlawful nor arbitrary and
accordingly compatible with section 13. The interference is
authorised by law and the circumstances in which it occurs is
clearly limited to the administrative services agreement and
ensures the integrity of the infringement system. There are no
less restrictive means for achieving this purpose.
Right to liberty and security
Section 21(1) of the charter provides that every person has the
right to liberty. Section 21(2) provides that every person must
not be subjected to arbitrary arrest or detention and
section 21(3) provides that a person must not be deprived of
his or her liberty except on grounds and in accordance with
procedures, established by law. A number of clauses in the
bill engage these rights.
Amendments to address sheriff powers anomaly
Clause 131 provides for the sheriff to temporarily restrain a
person who is hindering enforcement activity when a warrant
exists but has not yet been executed. Clause 132 provides for
the sheriff to direct a person who is hindering enforcement
activity when a warrant exists but has not yet been executed.
The rights to liberty and security are not regarded as absolute
rights in international law and can be subject to reasonable
limitations. In this case, the powers contained in clauses 131
and 132 are necessary to ensure that sheriff’s officers operate
safely and effectively if a person is actively resisting or
hindering the sheriff in these circumstances.
When carrying out a motor vehicle detainment or
immobilisation, sheriff’s officers frequently encounter a lack
of cooperation or hostility from the registered operator,
another person in control of the vehicle, or occasionally
aggressive interference by members of the public.
The powers will be used as a last resort when a person is
hindering enforcement activity authorised under the act.
Sheriff’s officers receive comprehensive training in
procedures for arrest and restraint, to ensure that the person is
dealt with in a consistent and safe manner. Any resulting
restrictions on liberty or movement will only continue for the
minimum period necessary for the sheriff to complete the
enforcement activity that the person was hindering.
Clauses 131 and 132 limit the rights of a person to liberty and
security. However, for the reasons mentioned, I consider any
interference with a person’s right to liberty and security to be
reasonable in the circumstances.
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Enforcement hearing orders
Clause 58 of the bill extends current warrant execution
provisions under the act to include a process if a fine defaulter
refuses to enter in to an undertaking of bail following the
execution of an enforcement warrant from a fine that was
originally ordered by a court. Under this provision the fine
defaulter is to be safely conveyed to the officer in charge of a
prison or police gaol for the purposes of dealing with their
warrant(s).
After executing an enforcement warrant the fine defaulter is
to be brought before the sentencing court that imposed the
relevant court fine within 24 hours of being arrested.
Clause 58 therefore, is only used where, the person is unable
to be brought before the sentencing court within 24 hours and
the person refuses to enter into bail.
In my view clause 58 is compatible with the right to liberty.
The provisions for the execution of an enforcement warrant
are clear and appropriate, and cannot be regarded as arbitrary.
The power to execute an enforcement warrant from a
registered collection and enforcement order requires a person
has an outstanding enforcement warrant due to a
court-ordered fine that was issued from previous offending.
The provisions for the execution of the enforcement warrant,
is appropriately confined so as not to allow a deprivation of
liberty for longer than necessary or otherwise than in
accordance with the law.
Right to freedom of movement
Section 12 of the charter provides that every person lawfully
within Victoria has the right to move freely within and to enter
and leave Victoria and has freedom to choose where to live.
The right is relevant to clause 131 of the bill which provides
the sheriff with the power to temporarily restrain a person
who is hindering enforcement activity when a warrant exists
but has not yet been executed. The right is also relevant to
clause 132 of the bill by providing the sheriff with the powers
to direct a person to something when that person is hindering
enforcement activity when a warrant exists but has not yet
been executed.
Any such restraint or direction by the sheriff may result in a
restriction on that person’s movement. However, I am
satisfied that the potential temporary limitation on a person’s
freedom of movement imposed by clauses 131 and 132 is
confined to the minimum restriction on a person’s movement
necessary for the sheriff to safely and effectively complete the
enforcement activity.
As such, while these provisions do impose a small limit on
the right to freedom of movement as protected under
section 12 of the charter, in my opinion the limitation is
justified in accordance with section 7(2) of the charter.
Property rights
Section 20 of the charter provides that a person must not be
deprived of his or her property other than in accordance with
law. This right is not limited where there is a law which
authorises a deprivation of property, and that law is
adequately accessible, clear and certain, and sufficiently
precise to enable a person to regulate their conduct.
International jurisprudence supports a view that a ‘deprivation
of property’ may not be confined to situations of forced
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transfer of title or ownership, but could include any
substantial restriction on a person’s control, use or enjoyment
of their property. The property right in section 20 of the
charter is relevant to clauses 131 and 132 of the bill.
Clauses 131 and similarly 132 amends the Sheriff Act 2009
by extending the sheriff’s powers to temporarily restrain a
person under section 16(1) or direct a person under 31(1) that
a sheriff considers is resisting or hindering the execution of a
warrant. This may include restraint or direction regarding a
motor vehicle detainment or immobilisation or the removal of
numberplates from a motor vehicle.
The sheriff will only temporarily restrain or direct a person
where he or she is acting under court or enforcement
legislation. The power to restrain or direct is to be used as a
means of enabling the sheriff to perform legislative duties and
not as a way of punishing uncooperative persons. The power
is available only for the time that it takes the sheriff to
complete the enforcement activity, after which the person is
to be released.
In my opinion, clauses 131 and 132 do not limit the right in
section 20 of the charter because they are sufficiently
confined and formulated so that any deprivation occurs
temporarily and in accordance with the law. As such, there is
no limitation of the property right under section 20 of the
charter, because any deprivation of property will be in
accordance with law.
Right to a fair hearing
Section 24 of the charter provides that a party to a civil
proceeding has the right to have the proceeding decided by a
competent, independent and impartial court or tribunal after a
fair and public hearing. The right generally encompasses the
established common-law right of each individual to
unimpeded access to the courts, and may be limited if a
person faces a procedural barrier to bringing his or her case
before a court.
Clause 89 of the bill engages the right to a fair hearing by
inserting new section 190A which affects a person’s options
to deal with their infringement matters during the transition
from the Infringements Act 2006 to the Fines Reform Act
2014. New section 190A is a transitional provision that
affects an accumulated right of a person to refer a revocation
application made under the Infringements Act 2006 to court
on commencement of the act. Under section 7(2) of the
charter, the right is not however limited in this case, as the act
includes a range of procedural safeguards.
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taken by the person or the enforcement agency. Therefore this
provision will apply to a very narrow cohort of infringement
matters on the commencement of the Fines Reform Act.
Given these safeguards and alternative options, I do not
consider that new section 190A of the act limits the right to a
fair hearing.
Right to protect against self-incrimination
Section 25(2)(k) of the charter provides that a person who has
been charged with a criminal offence has the right not to be
compelled to testify against himself or herself or to confess
guilt. The right to protection against self-incrimination
generally covers the compulsion of documents or things
which might incriminate a person.
The right to protect against self-incrimination may be limited
by part 5 of the bill which creates new part 14A of the act
setting out the legislative provisions for administrative
services agreements.
New section 173D grants ministers or the secretary the right
of access to the premises, all persons engaged with and
documents or equipment in possession of, the contractor or
subcontractor’s operations. New section 173F(3) requires a
contractor or subcontractor to make all documents in its
possession available to an independent auditor appointed by
the ministers. It is offence under these provisions to not
provide access.
The provisions are limited to access and documents that relate
to the contractor’s operations under the administrative
services agreement. The requirement to provide relevant
information is unlikely to be onerous as contractors are likely
to hold such information in conducting their day-to-day
business activities.
The provisions are an important feature of the administrative
services agreement, especially in the regulatory context,
because it provides the ministers with appropriate powers
including monitoring and compliance of the administrative
services agreement with the contractor, determining key
performance and compiling statistics.
The ability to require such information is necessary for the
overall effectiveness of the administrative services agreement,
which support the infringements system. It is essential to the
effectiveness and integrity of the system that the ministers be
able to make full inquiry of all relevant matters and have
access to pre-existing documents.

Internal review is available at the earlier stages of the
infringement process. A person retains the right to have an
infringement fine heard in the Magistrates Court at any time
until an infringement is registered with the director of Fines
Victoria. In addition a person whose revocation application is
unsuccessful will have the option of an accredited
organisation applying for a work and development permit on
their behalf, or entering into a payment arrangement.

I am of the view that there are no less restrictive means
available to provide the ministers or the secretary with
appropriate powers to obtain relevant information, as
providing an immunity for access would unreasonably
obstruct the effective and efficient operation of these
agreements. I believe any limitation of this right is justified by
the need to ensure compliance with the administrative
services agreements that underpins the infringements system.

New section 190A is consistent with the policy intent of the
act which removes the right to refer a revocation application
to court in the case where a revocation has been applied for
and refused before commencement of the act. Further, the
transitional provision created by new section 190A only
relates to revocation applications that have been decided by
an infringements registrar but no further action has yet been

The Hon. Gayle Tierney, MP
Minister for Corrections
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Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated into Hansard on motion of
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State).
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State)
(18:29) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Incorporated speech as follows:
The Fines Reform Amendment Bill 2017 will amend the
Fines Reform Act 2014.
When it commences, the Fines Reform Act will introduce a
new model for collecting and enforcing infringement and
court fines in Victoria. This new model will make it simpler
for people to deal with their fines and provide enhanced tools
to deter and manage non-payment of fines.
The new model will be administered by the director of a
new administrative body, known as Fines Victoria, which
will sit within the Department of Justice and Regulation (the
department). Fines Victoria will become a single, central
and accessible point of contact for individuals with
outstanding fines.
Implementation of the new fines recovery model requires
the support of modern systems and processes. Civica Group
has been engaged to deliver the new ICT system, known as
the Victorian Infringements, Enforcement and Warrant
(VIEW) system.
This bill introduces a range of amendments to support the
implementation of the VIEW system and operation of the
new fines management model more generally. I will describe
these amendments in more detail shortly.
But first, I will turn to the other important purpose of the bill.
It is to implement a response to recommendations 112 and
113 of the Royal Commission into Family Violence (royal
commission).
New family violence scheme
In its 2016 report, the royal commission made two
recommendations about how the circumstances of victim
survivors of family violence could be better considered in the
infringements system.
Recommendation 112 provided that the department
investigate whether the Road Safety Act 1986 should be
amended so that, if a perpetrator of family violence incurs
traffic fines while driving a car registered in the name of the
victim survivor, the victim is able to have the fines revoked
by declaring they were not driving the vehicle but are unable
to identify the person who was driving for fear of retribution.
Recommendation 113 provided the Infringements Act 2006
should be amended to expressly recognise the experience of
family violence as a ‘special circumstance’ entitling a person
to have a traffic infringement withdrawn or revoked.
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Recommendation 113 was implemented through an
amendment to the Infringements Act that commenced on
1 July this year.
However, the royal commission’s recommendations reflect
concerns that attempting to fit victim survivors of family
violence into the existing processes — nomination, internal
review and revocations based on ‘special circumstances’ —
does not provide for just outcomes. Most significantly, in many
cases including under ‘special circumstances’, a victim survivor
must admit the offending to be eligible for revocation.
Consequently, while retaining the option for a victim survivor
to apply under ‘special circumstances’, the bill introduces
measures to establish a new, customised and standalone
scheme for victim survivors of family violence to be managed
within the infringements system.
The new family violence scheme will be administered by
trained, specialist staff within Fines Victoria, providing
consistent management for all victim survivors
notwithstanding whether they have become liable for an
infringement offence due to being unable to nominate the
perpetrator or as a result of their own offending that was
substantially contributed to by their experience of family
violence.
Consistent with the position under ‘special circumstances’:
the most serious infringement offences (drink-driving,
drug driving and excessive speed) will be excluded from
the scheme
to be eligible for the scheme a person must meet
evidentiary requirements and establish a nexus between
the family violence and the offending, and
eligible applicants to the scheme will have their relevant
infringement offences withdrawn, ensuring this legal
debt does not contribute the victim survivor’s cycle of
violence.
The bill also provides for a statutory review of the scheme
two years after its commencement.
I will now turn to the other amendments included in this bill
to support the implementation of the VIEW system and
operation of the new fines management model.
Referral of outcomes of enforcement hearings and further
harmonised treatment of infringement and court fines
Currently, the courts are responsible for collecting any
payments ordered at the fines enforcement hearing, and for
enforcing any unpaid amounts. This can take up valuable court
time and is inconsistent with the model in the Fines Reform Act
which will see Fines Victoria as a single point of contact for
debtors. The amendments proposed in this bill will empower
the courts to refer fines that are subject to certain enforcement
hearing orders to the director, Fines Victoria for payment only,
or for both payment and enforcement. These changes will
further centralise the administration and enforcement of court
fines and infringement fines, enhancing the director’s capacity
to serve as a single contact point for debtors.
In addition, the bill further harmonises the powers available to
the courts to make orders with respect to court fine defaults
and infringement fine defaulters. The amendments are
consistent with recommendations made by the Sentencing
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Advisory Council in its 2014 report on The Imposition and
Enforcement of Court Fines and Infringement Penalties in
Victoria that court powers on default be made more
consistent.

be current. This amendment will assist in addressing the issue
where residents sometimes receive large volumes of
fine-related correspondence addressed to a previous occupant
of an address.

Amendments to address sheriff’s powers anomaly

The bill will also make a range of minor, technical and
consequential amendments necessary to enable the efficient
and proper operation of the act. This includes permitting
attachment of debts directions to be served on banks by
electronic means, removing redundant references in the
Children, Youth and Families Act and transitional issues
concerning the referral to court of applications for revocation.

When carrying out a motor vehicle detainment or
immobilisation, sheriff’s officers frequently encounter a lack
of cooperation or hostility from the registered operator,
another person in control of the vehicle, or occasionally
aggressive interference by members of the public.
Under the Sheriff Act 2009, sheriff’s officers have powers to
restrain and to direct a person, and it is an offence to resist a
sheriff’s officer in the execution of a warrant or other process.
However, these provisions currently only apply if a warrant is
being executed.
The bill will ensure that sheriff’s officers can use their powers
to restrain and to direct if a person is actively resisting or
hindering the detainment or immobilisation of a motor
vehicle or the removal of a vehicle’s numberplates in these
circumstances under the Fines Reform Act. This reflects that
sheriff’s officers’ powers to detain or immobilise a vehicle are
often used prior to the formal execution of a warrant.
Amendments supporting the implementation of the
VIEW system
Finally, the bill will make a range of amendments to support
the implementation of the VIEW system and operation of the
new fines management model.
The commencement of the VIEW system is scheduled to
align with the default commencement of the Fines Reform
Act. The VIEW system requires customisation to reflect the
proposed family violence scheme. Further, in parallel to the
implementation of the Fines Reform Act, the government is
considering reforms to Victoria’s tolling infringement system.
While it is intended that the Fines Reform Act commence on
31 December 2017 as currently planned, the bill will extend the
default commencement date of the act to 31 May 2018 to allow
sufficient time to consider the changes to the VIEW system
necessary to support these reforms and to maintain the integrity
of Victoria’s infringements system. The extended default
commencement date will provide the flexibility necessary to
ensure that the commencement of the Fines Reform Act aligns
with the commencement of the VIEW system.
The bill will ensure the director has adequate powers to enter
into and manage administrative service agreements with third
party service providers to support the carrying out of the
director’s functions under the act. The bill proposes to repeal
the provisions relating to the administrative service agreements
which currently sit within the Magistrates’ Court Act 1989, and
replace them with similar provisions in the Fines Reform Act.
This change reflects that the ongoing administration of the
infringements system rests with the director.
The bill will enable the director, Fines Victoria, to validly
serve documents on debtors to an address that has been
directly provided to Fines Victoria by the debtor. Individuals
and companies which are the registered operator of a motor
vehicle, do not always comply with the legal obligations to
notify VicRoads within 14 days of any change of address. As
a result, an authorised address, as recorded on the VicRoads
driver licence and vehicle registration system, will not always

Conclusion
This bill will establish a scheme to assist victim survivors of
family violence who come into contact with the infringements
system by providing a holistic implementation of
recommendations 112 and 113 — addressing both the
underlying issues identified by the royal commission as well
as the specific recommendations.
The bill provides an opportunity to clarify certain matters and
support operation of the new fines management model in the
Fines Reform Act to deliver a modern and efficient fines
system for Victoria.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned for Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South
Eastern Metropolitan) on motion of Mr Ondarchie.
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 9 November.

FIREARMS AMENDMENT BILL 2017
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Mr JENNINGS
(Special Minister of State); by leave, ordered to be
read second time forthwith.
Statement of compatibility
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) tabled
following statement in accordance with Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006, (the ‘charter’), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Firearms
Amendment Bill 2017 (the bill).
In my opinion, the bill, as introduced to the Legislative
Council, is partially incompatible with the right to privacy,
and the right of children to such protection as is in his or her
best interests as set out in the charter. Nevertheless, I consider
that it is appropriate to proceed with these amendments in
order to protect the community from the risk of harm
associated with firearm-related offending. I base my opinion
on the reasons outlined in this statement.
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Overview
Overview of the bill
The bill relevantly amends the Firearms Act 1996 (the act) to
provide for a new firearm prohibition order (FPO) scheme. It
also creates offences for possessing, carrying and using
firearms in public places and other places, and for possession
of parts and equipment for the purpose of manufacturing
firearms. Further, it provides for trafficable quantities of
unregistered firearms and other minor and related matters.
A FPO is a discretionary order made by the Chief
Commissioner of Police prohibiting an individual from
acquiring, possessing, carrying or using any firearm or related
item. The chief commissioner may make an order only if
satisfied that it is in the public interest that the person who
will be subject to the FPO not acquire, possess, carry or use a
firearm or firearm-related item.
After a FPO has been made, a person subject to a FPO will
then be subject to various powers and offence provisions
under the act for the period of the order. The search powers
associated with a FPO allow a police officer to, without
warrant or consent, enter and search the premises of the
person subject to the FPO and to search any vehicle, vessel or
aircraft that is in the charge of the person subject to the FPO
or where they are a passenger thereof. A person subject to a
FPO can also be searched by a police officer, and can be
detained as long as necessary in order for the search to be
conducted. Persons accompanying the person subject to the
FPO can also be searched, in line with the act’s existing
warrantless search powers.
Children aged over 14 years of age can be subject to a FPO.
The current powers in the act and the necessity for the FPO
Scheme
Currently, the act provides for a number of mechanisms to
prevent firearm-related crime, including a ‘prohibited
persons’ scheme, which can be summarised as applying to a
class of persons with either a history of conviction and
imprisonment for serious crime, or who are the subject of an
intervention order. The act prohibits a ‘prohibited person’
from possessing, carrying or using a firearm, and subjects a
prohibited person to higher penalties (as compared to
non-prohibited persons committing similar firearm-related
offences) for contravention of this prohibition.
Firearms crime, particularly in the context of serious and
organised crime groups, represents a serious threat to
community safety. There is clear evidence of an increase in
firearm-related violence across Victoria, with crime statistics
illustrating a significant rise in various offending that involves
the use of firearms. Of significant concern is the level of
‘drive-by’ shootings, referring to the discharge of firearms in
public places frequented by the public (such as shopping
centres, parks and residential streets) and non-fatal shootings,
often linked to these organised crime groups, with Victoria
Police data indicating that drive-by shootings have risen from
27 non-fatal shootings in 2014, to 67 in 2016 and already 47
to date in 2017. Additionally, I am advised that at-risk
persons in the counterterrorism context have been actively
seeking firearms to execute their criminal activities.
Further, recent seizures of illicit firearms in Victoria also
reveal an increase in the proliferation of illicit firearms in
Victoria. The Australian Criminal Intelligence Commission
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reported that there has been a rise in illegal importation of
undeclared firearms and particularly firearms parts into
Australia. Offenders are developing more sophisticated
methods of obtaining or creating firearms, using new
technology and the mail system to import illegal firearm parts
and accessories.
Consequently, based on advice from Victoria Police, in my
opinion, the existing mechanisms and powers in the act do not
provide Victoria Police with sufficient powers to protect the
community from the risk of harm associated with this type of
firearm-related offending. The ‘prohibited person’ scheme
operates ‘after the event’ and relies on a person’s criminal
convictions or an intervention order against them. It does not
address individuals who are not ‘prohibited’, but are still of
significant concern to police in relation to their risk of
firearms related offending.
The new FPO scheme introduced by the bill, will operate in
tandem with the current ‘prohibited person’ scheme. It creates
a new mechanism and increased police powers for proactively
responding to and preventing this type of firearm-related
crime. FPOs are intended to be used by Victoria Police in
relation to persons where sufficient intelligence or
information holdings exist to indicate that it is contrary to the
public interest for that person to possess a firearm. This
includes those engaged in serious criminal activities, such as
organised crime members and their associates, anyone
charged with a prohibited firearms-related offence, or people
on bail for a firearms offence.
Other jurisdictions, such as New South Wales and South
Australia, have implemented similar schemes to target firearm
violence in those states. These schemes have proven successful,
with their operation credited with reductions in organised crime
related shootings and firearm-related violence.
Human rights issues
Clause 22 of the bill inserts the new FPO scheme into the act,
which raises a number of human rights issues.
Nature of FPO orders
New division 3 provides for the making of FPOs. New
section 112D provides that the chief commissioner may make
an order prohibiting an individual from acquiring, possessing,
carrying or using any firearm or related item. New
section 112E provides that the chief commissioner may make
a FPO in respect of an individual only if the chief
commissioner is satisfied that it is in the public interest to do
so because of any one or more of the following:
the criminal history of the individual;
the behaviour of the individual;
the people with whom the individual associates;
that the individual may pose a threat or risk to public
safety.
The chief commissioner cannot make a FPO in relation to a
person who is under 14 years of age. The power to make a
FPO may be delegated to deputy and assistant
commissioners, persons employed by the chief commissioner
at an executive level in the Victorian public service,
commanders, chief superintendents and select
superintendents.
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A FPO remains in force for 10 years from the day on which it
is served on the individual (or, if the individual is under the
age of 18 years when served with the FPO, remains in force
for five years from the day on which it is served). A FPO may
be revoked at any point by the chief commissioner.
New division 2 of part 4A provides for the key FPO offences,
which make it an offence, after being personally served with
the order, to acquire, possess, carry or use a firearm or
firearm-related item, or enable or permit another person to do
so. These offences carry significant maximum penalties of
imprisonment. New division 5 provides for further offences,
including an offence for a person subject to a FPO to enter or
remain on certain premises, or to fail to surrender firearms or
firearm-related items when served with a FPO.
New division 5 also provides for new search powers in relation
to premises, vehicles, persons subject to a FPO and
accompanying persons, and resulting seizure powers relating to
firearms or firearm-related items discovered under the powers.
Clause 30 inserts new part 10A into the act, which provides
for oversight arrangements in relation to reporting and
monitoring on the use of FPOs.
The making of FPOs
A FPO is made by the chief commissioner or delegate (as
identified above) at their own discretion, subject the chief
commissioner being satisfied that the making of the order is in
the public interest in accordance with new s 112E. The bill does
not require that a person be given advance notice of the
decision or an opportunity to be heard prior to the FPO being
made. A FPO must be personally served on the individual to
whom it applies, and it then has immediate effect upon service.
Upon being served with a FPO, an individual may apply
within 28 days to the Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal (VCAT) for a merits review of the chief
commissioner’s decision to make the order, to be conducted
under the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal Act
1998 (VCAT act). In making a decision on review, VCAT
will require access to all information and material on which
the decision to make the FPO was based, and other relevant
information and material. New section 112M provides an
individual subject to a FPO an additional right to apply for
review of the FPO at the point in time where more than half
the duration of the order has expired (which is after five years
have elapsed in respect of an adult subject to a FPO, or after
two and a half years in respect of a child subject to a FPO).
This right to further review may only be exercised once in
respect of an order (regardless of whether an individual
exercised their initial right to seek review within 28 days).
New s 112N also clarifies the interaction between the FPO
scheme and VCAT’s procedural provisions relating to
matters of Crown privilege. In relation to material on which
a decision to make a FPO is before VCAT on review, the
Attorney-General may issue a Crown privilege certificate
over that material if its disclosure would be contrary to the
public interest. The grounds for giving a certificate are the
same as public interest immunity. The effect of such a
certificate includes:
preventing such information from being provided in any
statement of reasons given by the chief commissioner
(s 46(4)(b) of the VCAT act);
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preventing such information from being disclosed by
VCAT to any person other than the member presiding
over the review (s 53(2)(a) of the VCAT act); and
excusing any witness giving evidence at review from
answering any question that would involve disclosure of
that information unless ordered to do so by the president
of VCAT if the president considers that it would not be
contrary to the public interests for the witness to answer
the question (s 55 of the VCAT act).

The practical effect of the above procedural framework is that
where the material upon which a decision to make a FPO is
based on confidential police intelligence information, it is
likely that Crown privilege will be relied on in relation to that
information, limiting the amount of information that can be
disclosed to a person as to why they have been made subject
to a FPO. Alternatively, the chief commissioner will be able
to seek orders from VCAT to maintain the confidentiality of
the information.
The right to fair hearing (s 24)
Section 24 of the charter provides that a party to a civil
proceeding has the right to have the proceeding decided by a
competent, independent and impartial tribunal after a fair and
public hearing.
The right to a fair hearing is an overarching concept that
encompasses a bundle of diverse rights. This includes the
right to natural justice, which requires that, prior to a decision
being made that will affect a person’s rights or interests, that
the person be informed of the case against them and be given
an opportunity to be heard (also known as the ‘hearing rule’).
The right also encompasses the related principle of equality of
arms, which means the right of a party to know the case
against it, to have access to documents or information that are
necessary for a fair hearing, and to have a reasonable
opportunity to put its case under conditions which do not
place that party at a substantial disadvantage in relation to
their opponent.
The decision of the chief commissioner
While the authorities have interpreted ‘civil proceeding’ in
section 24(1) broadly, it does not extend to the kind of
administrative decision-making that will be undertaken by the
chief commissioner. Accordingly, I do not consider that the
fair hearing right will be limited by the chief commissioner’s
(or delegate’s) making of a FPO. However, not affording a
fair hearing at the initial stage of making a FPO may have
implications for other rights protected by the charter, such as
the right to protection against arbitrary interferences with
privacy. I note that the chief commissioner and any delegates,
who are public authorities under the charter, will be required
under s 38 of the charter to give proper consideration to
relevant rights when making decisions, and to act compatibly
with human rights.
The review of the making of a FPO by VCAT
Section 24(1) will apply to the review of a FPO before
VCAT, and the right will likely be limited by the potential for
a FPO review to be heard and determined on information that
is subject to Crown privilege and not disclosed to the
applicant. The nature of the limitation extends to preventing
full disclosure to a party of all relevant and admissible
evidence necessary to defend their own interests in a hearing,
preventing the release of adequate and transparent reasons,
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providing for the hearing to be conducted in closed sessions
in the absence of the party, limiting the ability to
cross-examine certain witnesses and precluding the power of
VCAT to stay the operation of a FPO pending a review.
The need to protect police investigative techniques and
intelligence has been accepted by courts as a legitimate and
necessary objective justifying limits on the right to a fair
hearing. The limitation is rationally connected to achieving
the purpose of maintaining the confidentiality of criminal
intelligence, which is essential to the proper discharge of
police functions.
The High Court has allowed the judicial use of criminal
intelligence not disclosed to an affected party or their legal
representative, as long as the court or tribunal retain discretion
to independently assess classified information, determine
whether it should be admitted in secret and how much weight to
afford it in terms of fairness to the parties. I note that VCAT
retains this independent discretion, including the power (with
consent of the president of the VCAT) to grant access to any
information subject to a Crown privilege certificate on any
conditions the tribunal thinks fit (s 54(3) of the VCAT act), or
direct a witness to answer a question that would disclose
information subject to a Crown privilege certificate if the
tribunal considers it would not be contrary to the public interest
to do so (s 55(2) of the VCAT act). The High Court has
considered such arrangements to be an appropriate balance
between the conclusive nature of a Crown certificate and the
rights of the parties in a proceeding, allowing the tribunal to
weigh the potential harm of disclosing privileged information
against any frustration or impairment to the administration of
justice should the information be withheld.
I note that a number of schemes in Victoria provide for the
appointment of special counsel to represent an applicant’s
interests at a closed hearing, which may constitute a less
restrictive means. However, where this is the case,
information could only be released to persons with an
appropriate security vetting, which necessarily involves an
intensive process that can take many months before sufficient
clearance is gained. This may introduce unacceptable delays
in the scheme resulting from the appointment of appropriate
special counsel, given there will be a limited pool of available
counsel with the requisite security clearance.
I note also that comparative jurisdictions provide for
additional means to disclose protected information to an
affected party without prejudicing confidentiality, such as
providing the gist, or a summary, of credible, relevant and
significant information to the affected person.
In my view, such a measure is not reasonably available in
these circumstances to achieve the purpose of the limitation.
There is a complexity to police intelligence which makes it
difficult to release details or provide summaries to affected
parties without compromising the intelligence. Information
can come from a variety of agencies (including federal or
international sources) and have varying levels of classification
and protection requirements regarding access and disclosure.
A limited pool of special counsel may also impede the
efficient and timely hearing and determination of reviews by
VCAT, especially as an order cannot be stayed while a
review is underway or if there is a high volume of reviews at
a given time. Any inappropriate release of such information
may place the community at imminent risk of danger or
impair Victoria Police’s ability to obtain similar intelligence
in the future. Relevantly, the Victorian Court of Appeal has
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held that there may be circumstances where even the ‘gist’ of
such information may be withheld from a party if the
disclosure of such information is not in the public interest.
Accordingly, while reviews of a FPO before VCAT may
contain an element of unfairness which constitute a limit on
the right to fair hearing, I am satisfied that any such limits will
be reasonably justified under section 7(2) of the charter and
that VCAT retains sufficient discretion and powers to
alleviate any such unfairness.
Right to freedom of association (s 16)
Section 16 provides that every person has the right to freedom
of association with others. One of the specified considerations
in new section 112E in determining whether it is in the public
interest to make a FPO is on the basis of a person’s associates.
As a person’s associations may render the person eligible to
be made subject to an order affecting their rights and interests,
this may limit a person’s freedom to associate by having of a
‘chilling effect’ on a person’s enjoyment of the right. For
example, a person may be discouraged or inhibited from
exercising a legitimate right to associate with others for fear
of the legal repercussions associated with a FPO.
I consider, however, that any resulting limit would be
reasonably justified under s 7(2) of the charter. The scope of
the right is primarily concerned with protecting freedom of
association to pursue lawful interests in formal groups, and its
scope does not extend to restrictions on associations between
private individuals. The scheme is intended to target criminal
groups, and Victoria Police are particularly concerned with
firearm possession and use amongst organised crime groups
and persons considered a risk in the counterterrorism context.
An individual’s associations with known offenders and
persons of concern to police are directly relevant to evaluating
a person’s level of access to firearms and risk of committing
firearm-related offending. As discussed above, given the
limitations with the current powers in the act to protect the
community from firearm-related offending, basing a decision
to make a FPO on associations relating to criminal groups is
reasonably justified.
Additionally, the chief commissioner will be obliged by s 38
of the charter to have regard to a person’s freedom to
associate when considering relevant countervailing
considerations against the making of a FPO in a given
circumstance. Further, as outlined above, the making of a
FPO is subject to the right to apply for merits review of the
order, where a tribunal has the power to revoke the order if
not satisfied that it is in the public interest for the FPO to have
been made.
Search and seizure powers
Clause 22 inserts new part 4A into the act which provides for
new police search and seizure powers without consent or
warrant in relation to persons subject to FPOs, and also
persons accompanying persons subject to FPOs.
The powers permit a police officer to do any of the following
in relation to an individual subject to a FPO:
enter and search any premises occupied by, or under the
control or management of the individual (new
section 112Q(2)(a));
search any vehicle, vessel or aircraft that is in the charge
of the individual or passenger thereof, including the
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power to stop and detain any vehicle, vessel or aircraft
for so long as is reasonably necessary to conduct the
search (new section 112Q(2)(b) and (4)(a));
search the individual and any item in their possession,
including the power to stop and detain that person for so
long as is reasonably necessary to conduct the search
(new section 112R); and
seize any firearm or firearm-related item (new
sections 122Q(4)(b) and 112R(3)(b)).

The above powers may be exercised by a police officer
without warrant or consent if the exercise of the power is
reasonably required to determine whether an individual has
acquired, possesses or is carrying or using a firearm or related
item in contravention of the act.
The above powers may also be exercised in relation to
children aged between 14 and 17 years inclusive who are
subject to FPOs.
New section 112S clarifies the power of search without
warrant or consent of a person who is in the company of an
individual to whom the FPO applies, if the police officer
reasonably suspects that person is committing or is about to
commit an offence against the act, and has a firearm or related
item in their possession. The power also permits a police
officer to stop and detain the person being searched for so
long as is reasonably necessary to conduct the search.
These provisions are relevant to the rights to privacy (s 13),
children to protection (s 17), property (s 20), freedom of
association (s 16), which will be discussed in turn.
Right to privacy (s 13)
Section 13 of the charter provides that a person has the right not
to have his or her privacy, family, home or correspondence
unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with. Section 13 contains
internal limitations which affect the scope of the right, meaning
that lawful and non-arbitrary interferences with a person’s
privacy will not limit this right. Relevant case law indicates that
a search power will generally be arbitrary if it is considered to
be unreasonable in the sense of not being proportionate to the
legitimate aim sought to be achieved.
Unlike other comparable human rights charters, the charter
does not contain an express protection against ‘search and
seizure’; however, it is accepted that comparative approaches
regarding police searches are relevant to determining the
scope of the charter’s right to privacy. As a starting point, for
a police search to be compatible with the right to privacy,
jurisdictions such as Canada, United States and New Zealand
have held that there must be reasonable grounds to believe an
offence has been committed, and the search must be
authorised by an impartial judicial officer (usually in the form
of a warrant).
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FPO may be significantly interfered with due to the person
being subject to discretionary search powers. A FPO is a
discretionary order made by the chief commissioner, and an
order may be made on the grounds of very broad criteria,
including on the basis of ‘the behaviour of the individual’.
Following the making of an order, an individual can then be
subject to the exercise of search powers that may result in
frequent and intrusive searches of persons subject to FPOs
(but not including strip searches), in circumstances where
there would ordinarily be a high expectation of privacy, such
as searches of their person, home or vehicle.
The bill does provide for a number of limits and safeguards to
reduce the potential for these interferences to be arbitrary in
nature. The powers are subject to a threshold test of ‘if
reasonably required’ to determine whether the individual has
committed offences in contravention of the FPO. While this
standard is lower than comparative thresholds commonly
provided for in the Victorian statute book and overseas, such
as ‘reasonable grounds to believe’ or ‘reasonable grounds to
suspect’, it does impose a requirement of ‘reasonableness’.
The bill also provides that the search of an individual does not
include a strip search.
The new search powers are rationally connected to, and
carefully designed to achieve, the purpose of reducing the
threat of firearm-related offending and unlawful access to
firearms. As I have set out in the opening paragraphs to this
statement, the existing protections and measures in the act are
not sufficient to protect the community from the risk of harm
associated with firearm-related offending. Police are currently
limited in their capacity to proactively respond to situations
where sufficient intelligence exists to indicate that it is
contrary to the public interest for an individual to possess a
firearm. While the act provides for existing search powers
with a warrant, this does not provide a timely solution to
address a threat that intelligence suggests is imminent, but
does not enliven existing powers to search without a warrant.
The evidence of comparative FPO schemes in New South
Wales and South Australia does suggest that the bill’s search
powers can have a significant effect on reducing
firearm-related crime. I note that the New South Wales
Ombudsman, in its 2016 review of police use of FPO powers
in New South Wales, found that these powers provided a
benefit to police which enabled them to respond in
circumstances where their existing powers to search
individuals for firearms and firearm parts could not be used.
This was where police did not have sufficient information to
obtain a search warrant or use their general powers, but
nevertheless had sufficient information to form the view that a
search was ‘reasonably required’.

These jurisdictions recognise that there are exceptions to the
requirement to seek a warrant, which are based on scenarios
where it is impractical to seek a warrant and a search is
considered reasonable in the circumstances.

The New South Wales Ombudsman did identify three factors
in the structure of the New South Wales scheme that gave rise
to a risk of the search powers being used arbitrarily and
unreasonably, including that New South Wales FPOs did not
contain an expiry date, there was inconsistency regarding
police interpretation of the ‘reasonably required’ test, and
there was no regulation regarding searches of third parties
accompanying an individual subject to a FPO.

As outlined above, the purpose behind these new powers
relates to pressing and substantial social concerns arising from
offending involving the use of firearms and the threat this
poses to public safety and wellbeing. However, I
acknowledge that the privacy of an individual subject to a

The bill has adopted a range of measures to address such
concerns arising in Victoria. Unlike the NSW scheme, the bill
specifies a maximum duration of 10 years for a FPO (or five
years for children), with a right to apply for periodic review of
the order after the half-way mark of the order. This enhances
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VCAT oversight of the scheme and allows for more scrutiny
of FPOs to ensure that an initial or ongoing FPO is
appropriate and based on valid and current circumstances.
The bill carefully regulates the searches of third parties,
requiring that an applicable threshold of ‘reasonable
suspicion’ be satisfied before a search can be exercised. In
relation to the test ‘if reasonably required’, while the bill
intends to retain this threshold to enable police flexibility to
search in circumstances where they previously could not,
police officers will be subject to robust policies and
procedures to ensure there is a methodical approach to
searches. Additionally, a police officer must also comply with
s 38(1) when exercising or not exercising, or deciding to
exercise or not exercise, a search power under this bill, which
will include giving consideration to a person’s right to privacy
when determining if a search is ‘reasonably required’ in a
given circumstance.
I accept that the powers given to police officers to search
persons, premises and vehicles, without prior judicial
authorisation and in circumstances where the search is
‘reasonably required’ to determine whether an individual is
contravening a FPO, constitutes a departure from the existing
and generally accepted position on the minimum
requirements for a search power to be regarded as not
arbitrary and consequently compatible with the right to
privacy. In my view, the discretionary nature of the powers is
essential to providing the operational flexibility to reduce
firearm-related offending. However, I acknowledge that
searches may occur under these powers in circumstances that
could constitute an arbitrary interference with privacy,
particularly in light of the broad grounds on which an order
may be made, the long duration of FPOs, the orders
immediate effect upon service and the limited rights to seek
review ‘after the fact’.
Additionally, the fact that the powers apply to children aged
between 14 and 17 years inclusive increases the significance
of any interference with the right to privacy, so far as it
applies to a child, due to the inherent vulnerability of children.
While it is my view that these amendments are necessary in
order to address a pressing and substantial social concern
relating to community protection, I acknowledge the
significant interference these powers have on the privacy of
individuals who would be subject to FPOs, and the particular
effect of the powers on children subject to FPOs. Given this
significant interference, coupled with the discretionary nature
of the power to order an FPO, and the fact that an FPO may
be made on the grounds of very broad criteria, including on
the basis of ‘the behaviour of the individual’, in my view
there are likely less restrictive measures that could arguably
be adopted. Consequently, I conclude that these powers are
incompatible with the right to privacy in the charter.
However, I am also of the view that, notwithstanding this
incompatibility, it is appropriate to proceed with these
amendments in order to address an increase in firearm-related
offending, where existing law enforcement powers have
proven inadequate and where similar measures have proven
effective in other jurisdictions.
Further, in recognition of the fact that these powers are a
significant expansion on current arrangements, the bill
provides for a robust reporting and oversight regime of FPOs.
The chief commissioner will be required to report annually on
the FPO scheme to the minister. The Independent
Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission (IBAC) will also
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be required to report biennially to the minister on the
administration of FPOs and the exercise of FPO search
powers, with the report to be tabled in Parliament.
Additionally, IBAC will have standing powers to monitor the
exercise of powers under part 4A of the bill, and will have all
necessary powers to discharge this function, including powers
of entry of Victoria Police premises, full and free access to all
relevant Victoria Police records or documents, powers to
direct police officers to give IBAC any relevant information
or document, or answer any relevant questions. These
extensive and independent oversight powers protect against
inappropriate use of such powers and allow for continued
evaluation of the effectiveness of the scheme in Victoria. The
FPO scheme will also sunset 10 years after commencement,
recognising that these powers are a response to a current
pressing threat to public safety and order, and will provide for
further parliamentary review as to whether such powers
should continue in the future.
Right to privacy (s 13) — individuals not subject to FPOs
A person who is in the company of an individual to whom the
FPO applies can also be searched, if a police officer
‘reasonably suspects’ that person is committing or is about to
commit an offence against the act, and has a firearm or related
item in their possession. The power also permits a police
officer to stop and detain the person being searched for so
long as is reasonably necessary to conduct the search.
In my view, it is necessary for accompanying persons to also
be subject to search powers as, without this power, an
individual subject to a FPO would be able to frustrate the
purpose of the scheme by using third parties in their presence
to conceal firearms or render police searches unworkable.
This concern would be heightened in relation to the intended
class of persons to be targeted by this power, such as
organised crime groups. The provisions clarify that the
existing higher threshold for exercising the search powers
under section 149 of the act apply to accompanying persons,
requiring a police officer to have a reasonable suspicion that
they are committing or about to commit offences against the
act and has a firearm or related item in their possession. The
same oversight and reporting arrangements apply as above.
Additionally, this provision reflects a recommendation by the
New South Wales Ombudsman that a similar power be
codified in the New South Wales scheme to provide certainty
to police on the scope of permissible searches of persons
accompanying a FPO subject who are suspected of
committing firearm-related offences.
For these reasons, in my view, the search of accompanying
persons does not constitute an arbitrary or unlawful
interference with the privacy of such persons.
Right to protection of children (s 17)
Section 17(2) provides that every child has the right, without
discrimination, to such protection as is in his or her best
interests and is needed by him or her by reason of being a
child. The right recognises the special vulnerability of
children. The charter defines children as a person under the
age of 18.
The bill’s potential application to children as young as
14 years of age is a limit on this right. I note that the bill
modifies the scheme’s application to children in a few areas.
The maximum duration of a FPO is limited to five years in
relation to a child, and there is a further right to apply for
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review (after the initial right at the making of the FPO) after
two and a half years. Importantly, as mentioned, a FPO
cannot be made in relation to a child under 14 years of age.
However, as I have already determined that the police powers
of search are incompatible with the right to privacy, and as such
powers are able to be exercised in the same manner against
children made subject to a FPO with minor modifications, I
must also by extension determine that these powers are
incompatible with the right to protection of children.
Additionally, the fact that an order can apply to a child for a
period of five years constitutes a limit to s 17(2), as it is most
likely not in the best interests of a child to be subject to such
an order for an extended period of time with minimal rights of
review.
However, it is my view that, for this new scheme to achieve
its aim to reduce firearm-related offending and violence, it is
necessary and appropriate that the scheme apply equally to
children. Victoria Police hold concerns about offending
involving a small cohort of young people (which can
sometimes involve individuals with no prior criminal
convictions) that can rapidly escalate from a relatively ‘low
level’ to serious offending involving firearms. Recent crime
statistics research shows that a small group of high-frequency
young offenders account for a disproportionate amount of
offending, Moreover there is a small high-offending group
whose offending increases rapidly from a young age with a
significant proportion of this group recording at least one
crime against the person. The resulting risk to community
safety posed by young people using firearms is as serious as
that posed by adult offending. The government is of the view
that illicit firearm possession and use by these young people
should be deterred and prevented to the same extent as adults.
While the scheme is likely to impact only a small cohort of
young people, limiting how FPOs apply to even this group
would inhibit the police’s ability to quickly respond to this
type of serious offending. Further, by moving to proactively
address the firearm threat posed by children, the government
is also enhancing the rights of other children and families in
the community to protection.
Therefore, although the bill’s application to children is
incompatible with the charter, I am of the view that it is both
essential and appropriate to provide police with these powers
to address the community’s concerns and the impact of
firearm-related offending.
Right to property (s 20)
Section 20 provides that a person must not be deprived of his
her property other than in accordance with law.
Although this bill provides for the seizure of firearms or
firearm-related items discovered during the exercise of the
above search powers, I am of the view that these provisions
do not limit this right. New section 112T regulates how items
seized or surrendered under this scheme are dealt with, with
any seized firearm that lawfully belongs to another person
being required to be returned to that person. Firearms or
firearm-related items are only forfeit to the Crown if no other
person is lawfully entitled to possess them or have been
gained through a contravention of the act by the individual
who surrendered it or from whom it was seized and are then
dealt with under part 8 of the act. I am satisfied that any
deprivation for property will occur in accordance with law.
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Right to freedom of association (s 16(2))
New section 112S, which provides power to search persons in
the company of a person subject to a FPO, which may have a
chilling effect on a person’s freedom of association,
particularly if being in the presence of a person may enliven a
police power of search.
However, I am satisfied that any resulting limitations will be
reasonably justified under section 7(2) of the charter. As
discussed above, the search power is necessary in order to
prevent the purpose of the scheme being frustrated by persons
subject to FPOs using third parties in their presence to conceal
firearms or render police searches unworkable. The person can
only be searched if a police officer ‘reasonably suspects’ the
person is committing or is about to commit an offence against
the act and has a firearm or related item in their possession. A
search cannot be solely based on the fact that the individual is
accompanying a person subject to a FPO. As discussed above,
this power draws on the existing warrantless search power
under section 149 of the act and clarifies its operation with
respect to an accompanying person.
Consequently, in my view, any resulting limitation to the right
to freedom of association is justified within the meaning of
section 7(2) of the charter.
Offence for person to whom a FPO applies to enter or
remain on certain premises
New section 112O prohibits a person subject to a FPO from
entering or remaining in:
a premises on which a person carries on the business of
being a firearms dealer;
a shooting range;
a handgun target shooting club;
a firearms collectors’ club;
a shooting club;
a handgun target shooting match;
a paintball range or place at which paintball activities are
carried out;
a premises where firearms are stored (such as a premises
where a licensed firearm owner normally stores their
firearms); or
a prescribed premises, which can only include those
premises where the presence of the FPO subject is a risk
to public safety and order.
Rights to freedom of movement (s 12), privacy (s 13) and
freedom of association (s 16)
This offence is relevant to a person’s rights to freedom of
movement (s 12), privacy (s 13) and freedom of association
(s 16). It may have the effect of interfering with an
individual’s capacity to move through certain public premises
or properties, engage in lawful sporting and community
activities, undertake employment in the firearm industry or
maintain relationships with persons who frequent these types
of premises. However, I am satisfied that any resulting
limitations on these rights will be reasonably justified on the
grounds of upholding the effectiveness of the FPO scheme
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and protecting the community from harm. The offence relates
to places which provide access to firearms or are highly likely
to have firearms stored on the premises. So the offence is
focused on the risks of the particular place, not the association
of the person subject to a FPO and other persons that may be
on those premises. The offence only applies to persons who
are subject to a FPO, meaning it has been determined (with a
right to VCAT review) that it is in the public interest that such
a person not acquire, possess, carry or use any firearm or
related items. In order to effectively limit such person’s
access to firearms, it is essential that such individuals be
excluded from places that are likely to store firearms or
related items or provide access to firearms or related items.
For these reasons, I consider that the rights to freedom of
movement, privacy and freedom of association are not limited
by the offence. In the event that a different view is taken, I
consider that these rights would be demonstrably justifiable
under section 7(2) of the charter, and no less restrictive
options are available.
Offence to fail to surrender firearms or firearm-related
items on service of orders
New section 112P provides for an offence to fail to surrender
a firearm or firearm-related item upon being served with a
FPO. In summary, once a person is personally served with a
FPO, they are immediately obliged to surrender any firearm
or related item in their possession, and if they are able to do
so, they must surrender any item in the manner directed by
the police officer who served the order and no later than
24 hours after the order is served. Failure to do so is
punishable by a maximum penalty of five years
imprisonment. While a person who surrenders a firearm or
related item in accordance with this provision will not be
liable for a FPO related-offence, surrendering their firearms
may expose themselves to liability for existing offences under
the act, such as unlawful possession, carriage or use of
firearms and related items.
This is relevant to the charter’s protection against
self-incrimination.
Right to protection against self-incrimination (s 25(2)(k))
Section 25(2)(k) provides that a person must not be compelled
to testify against himself or herself or to confess guilt. This right
is primarily concerned with testimony or compulsory
questioning. However, it may also be considered limited in
circumstances where a person is being compelled to undertake
an action that may expose them to later prosecution.
I am satisfied that any such limits to the right would be
reasonably justified in these circumstances. The provision is
intended to provide fairness to persons served with a FPO,
who, if not for the FPO, may otherwise have lawfully
possessed firearms or related items, by providing such
persons with an opportunity to immediately surrender
firearms without attracting liability for a FPO-related offence.
The provision also provides a degree of fairness to persons
who may unlawfully possess firearms or related items, by
providing them with an opportunity to avoid liability for a
FPO offence at the commencement of the order, which would
attract significantly increased maximum penalties compared
to a non-FPO offence prohibiting similar conduct.
While surrendering unlawful firearms or related items in these
circumstances may expose a person to liability for a non-FPO
offence, the intent of the legislation would be thwarted if a
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person served with a FPO in these circumstances was able to
derive immunity from prosecution for any offences under the
act that they were presently committing. In my view, there are
no less restrictive means reasonably available to ensure that
the law does not operate unfairly to persons who abide by the
law, while not creating an opportunity for persons in
contravention of the law to escape liability. I note that this
provision is based on recommendations by the New South
Wales Ombudsman for a similar provision to be inserted into
the New South Wales scheme.
Reviews of decision to refuse licence applications, cancel
licences and decisions not to renew a licence on criminal
activities grounds
Clause 9 of the bill amends section 34 of the act to provide
that a ‘non-prohibited person’ may apply to VCAT for a
review of a decision to refuse a licence application on the
basis of information known to the chief commissioner as to
the criminal activities of the individual (criminal activities
ground). Clause 12 of the bill amends section 44 of the act, to
provide that a ‘non-prohibited person’ may apply to VCAT
for review of a decision not to renew a licence on the criminal
activities ground. Clause 14 of the bill amends section 50 of
the act, to provide that a ‘non-prohibited person’ may apply to
VCAT for review of a decision to cancel a licence on the
criminal activities ground.
The term ‘prohibited person’ is defined in the act to include a
person who is serving a term of imprisonment for specified
offences, or where not more than 15 years have expired since
the person finished serving a term of imprisonment of five
years or more for such an offence or not more than five years
have expired since the person finished serving a term of
imprisonment of less than five years for such an offence.
Under the act, a person can apply to the court for a declaration
that the person is deemed not to be a prohibited person, in
very limited circumstances. Also, clause 22 will amend the
act to provide that references to ‘prohibited persons’ in the act
with respect to the review of licensing decisions of the chief
commissioner, are taken to include an individual subject to a
FPO. Similarly, a reference to a ‘non-prohibited person’ does
not include a reference to a FPO subject. So a FPO subject
will be treated in most instances as a ‘prohibited person’ for
the purpose of the licensing system.
Right to a fair hearing (24(1))
As clauses 9, 12 and 14 limit the circumstances in which
persons can seek review by VCAT, the right to a fair hearing
is relevant to these sections. However, while prohibited
persons are prevented from seeking merits review of the
relevant decisions at VCAT, such persons are not prevented
from seeking judicial review of the decisions, or from seeking
a declaration from the court that they are deemed not to be a
prohibited person, in limited circumstances. Also, persons
subject to a FPO will have merit review rights to VCAT with
respect to the decision to make the FPO, as well as being able
to seek judicial review of the decision. Given this, in my
view, the right to a fair hearing is not limited by these clauses
of the bill.
The Hon. Gayle Tierney, MP
Minister for Corrections
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Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated into Hansard on motion of
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State).
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State)
(18:29) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Incorporated speech as follows:
The Victorian government is steadfast in its commitment to
keep the community safe. The government’s Community Safety
Statement 2017 outlines a suite of new investment, powers,
tools and capabilities to support Victoria Police to achieve a
safe and just Victoria, and hold offenders to account.
The risk of the illicit use of firearms by organised crime
groups, networked offenders and persons rated as a terrorist
risk by police clearly threaten public safety. Statistics from
both Victoria Police and the independent Crimes Statistics
Agency show an increase in firearm-related violence with
‘drive-by’ and ‘non-fatal’ shootings, which are often linked to
organised crime. Drive-by shootings in Victoria have risen
from 27 non-fatal shootings in 2014, to 67 in 2016 and
already 47 to date in 2017.
The Firearms Act 1996 (the Firearms Act) fundamental
purpose is to ensure that the possession, carriage, use,
acquisition and disposal of firearms are regulated in order to
ensure public safety and peace. The Firearms Act does
provide the Chief Commissioner of Police with mechanisms
to meet this purpose through a system of licensing and
regulating firearms as well as a prohibited person regime.
However, the dangers of firearms in the community has
changed and the existing mechanisms and powers in the act
do not provide Victoria Police with sufficient powers to
protect the community from the risk of harm associated with
this type of firearm-related offending. The ‘prohibited person’
scheme operates ‘after the event’ and relies on a person’s
criminal convictions or an intervention order against them. It
does not address individuals who are not ‘prohibited’, but are
still of significant concern to police in relation to their risk of
firearms-related offending.
The Firearms Amendment Bill 2017 builds on existing
legislative measures to help reduce the illicit access to and use
of firearms in the community.
The bill will introduce complementary police powers and
tools, including firearm prohibition orders and new and
updated offences for Victoria Police to proactively and
quickly disrupt serious criminal activity associated with the
illicit use of firearms.
Firearm prohibition orders
The Community Safety Statement 2017 outlined the
government’s commitment to give Victoria Police the powers
and resources it needs to keep Victorians safe. Illegal firearm
use causes significant harm in our communities. Victoria
Police has told the government that, operationally, the current
tools that exist to address firearm-related offending are no
longer sufficient to prevent emerging kinds of firearm crime.
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FPOs will be used in scenarios where no other appropriate
mechanism exists to prevent a person from obtaining a
firearm, but sufficient intelligence exists to indicate that it is
contrary to the public interest for that person to possess a
firearm.
To support Victoria Police in their efforts to crack down on
firearm crime, clause 22 of the bill inserts new part 4A into
the Firearms Act to create firearms prohibition orders (FPO).
The Victorian FPO scheme is modelled on the successful
NSW scheme and takes into account the NSW Ombudsman’s
2016 review of the NSW FPO search powers. The NSW FPO
scheme has had significant impacts on firearm crime. NSW
police advises that shooting incidents across NSW
metropolitan and regional areas decreased by 45 per cent for
the period of 2011 to 2016. NSW police has informed
Victoria Police that FPOs have been successfully issued in
counter-terrorism cases, against outlaw motorcycle gangs and
against other high-risk individuals. In other areas of the state,
the NSW FPO scheme has been attributed to an 80 per cent
reduction in firearm violence.
The scheme has also been developed in close consultation
with Victoria Police. To support the working of the FPO
scheme, a new subparagraph will be inserted into the purpose
section of the Firearms Act. This subparagraph does not
otherwise represent a broader extension of the existing
restrictions on firearms.
The Chief Commissioner of Police (or select delegate) will be
able to make a FPO against an individual if satisfied that it is in
the public interest that the individual does not have possession
of a firearm or firearm-related item (which includes a silencer,
firearm attachment, firearm part and cartridge ammunition) due
to any one or more of the following:
the criminal history of the individual;
the behaviour of the individual;
the people with whom the individual associates;
the threat or risk the individual may pose to public safety
on the basis of information known to the chief
commissioner about the individual.
It will not be necessary that the individual has a criminal
conviction. This will enable the chief commissioner to draw
on the suite of information holdings of Victoria Police when
deciding to make the order.
The orders will have a set duration of 10 years for persons
over the age of 18 years and five years for a person aged 14 to
18. Young people have been included in the FPO scheme
based on advice from Victoria Police that networked
offending involving this age group (which can involve youths
with no prior criminal convictions) can rapidly escalate from
relatively low-level to serious offending involving firearms.
Let me be clear, this measure is not about legitimate firearms
licence-holders. The government’s expectation is that the
chief commissioner uses these orders to focus on serious
criminal activity. The licensing system and prohibited person
regime in the Firearms Act are being maintained. For
example, regulatory offending relating to a failure to comply
with conditions of a firearms licence will continue to be dealt
with under the licensing scheme. The criteria for making a
FPO has been left in broad terms in order to provide the chief
commissioner with operational flexibility to proactively and
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quickly respond to fluid serious criminality, intricate criminal
enterprises and counter-terrorism related operations.
Once an order is personally served on the individual, they will
have the opportunity to immediately surrender any firearm or
firearm-related item in their possession. If the person cannot
do so they must surrender the firearm or related item in the
manner directed by a police officer within 24 hours after the
order is served. Failing to surrender will be an offence
carrying a maximum penalty of five years imprisonment.
New section 112B then creates an offence with a maximum
penalty of 10 years imprisonment, if the FPO subject
possesses, acquires, carries or uses a firearm or
firearm-related item. The penalty level is aligned with the
existing offence in section 5 of the Firearms Act of a
prohibited person possessing, carrying or using a firearm.
As imitation firearms impact on public safety (as their
appearance means they could reasonably be mistaken for
operable firearms) the bill amends the Control of Weapons
Act 1990 to extend the offence of a prohibited person
possessing, using or carrying an imitation firearm to also
apply to FPO subjects.
As the scheme is focused on restricting access, carriage and
use of firearms, FPO subjects will be prohibited from entering
or remaining on certain premises where firearms are
available. These premises will include shooting ranges,
shooting clubs, premises where firearms are kept and
paintball locations. Paintball locations are explicitly included
in the scheme due to Victoria Police concerns regarding the
potential for possible FPO subjects to use paintball markers
and locations for tactical firearm training.
After an order is served on an individual, a police officer will
be able to search the FPO subject (in a manner other than a
strip search) and any item, package or thing in their
possession, and any premises and vehicle, vessel or aircraft
related to the FPO subject, if reasonably required to determine
whether the subject has acquired, possesses or is carrying or
using a firearm or firearm-related item in contravention of the
Firearms Act.
I acknowledge that this is a lower threshold to enliven search
powers and is a departure from the more common ‘reasonable
belief’ or ‘reasonable suspicion’ thresholds. However, as
noted by the NSW Ombudsman, these search powers are a
useful tool enabling police more flexibility to search in
circumstances where previously they could not. Victoria
Police will have robust documented policies and procedures
to ensure there is a methodical approach to searches.
The bill also clarifies that the existing warrantless power to
search a person under section 149 of the Firearms Act will
apply with respect to a person who is in the company of a
FPO subject. This means a police officer will only be able to
search an accompanying person if the officer reasonably
suspects that the person is committing or is about to commit
an offence against the Firearms Act and has a firearm or
firearm-related item in their possession.
The bill provides a right of review of the decision to make the
FPO to the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal
(VCAT). These decisions may involve sensitive police
information, such as the identity of informants, police
investigative methods, or information related to an ongoing
police investigation. The chief commissioner may rely on the
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existing mechanisms under the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal Act 1998 where it is necessary to
maintain the confidentiality of the information. Even where
sensitive police information is the basis for issuing a FPO,
VCAT may still have access to all relevant information when
conducting the merits review. It also can adapt proceedings to
the particular circumstances with regard to the public interest
in maintaining the confidentiality of sensitive police
information and the interests of the applicant.
FPO subjects will have a further VCAT right of review of the
decision to make the FPO at the half-way mark of the
duration of the order. VCAT will be able to consider the
information and material on which the decision was originally
based as well as subsequent information, material and the
facts as they exist at the time of the further review. This may
enable a FPO subject to demonstrate the basis for making the
order is no longer warranted.
The review forum for firearm licensing decisions of the chief
commissioner has been aligned with the FPO scheme. VCAT
will be the appropriate forum to determine a review of a FPO,
and also licensing decisions that are based on the chief
commissioner refusing a licence application, refusing to
renew, or cancelling a licence due to serious criminal
behaviour. VCAT is better set up to deal with these more
complex matters.
The more informal Firearms Appeals Committee will retain
its jurisdiction to review licensing decisions of the chief
commissioner that relate to ‘fit and proper person’
determinations on more administrative grounds and
regulatory breaches of the Firearms Act (such as breaches of
storage and transport requirements).
Given the nature of the FPO scheme, the bill establishes a
stringent oversight regime, commensurate with the powers
and functions provided to the chief commissioner and police
officers. A three-tiered oversight and assurance system has
been designed for the Independent Broad-based
Anti-corruption Commission (IBAC) to ensure the proper
administration of the scheme and the exercise of powers:
Biennial ministerial reports: every two years during the
operation of the FPO scheme, IBAC will undertake a
systemic review to provide an independent and objective
evaluation of the FPO scheme. The reports will be
tabled in Parliament and may contain recommendations
as to possible amendments to improve the operation of
the scheme.
Standing power to monitor and report: IBAC will have a
general power to monitor and report on exercise of
powers and the performance of duties and functions of
the chief commissioner and members of Victoria Police
personnel. These powers can also be drawn on at the
request of the responsible minister. IBAC will be able to
make recommendations to the chief commissioner on
any identified matter arising from the exercise of the
monitoring powers.
Representative sample of case reviews: IBAC will be
required to ensure a representative sample of case files
that supported the chief commissioner’s decision to
issue the FPOs are reviewed. The expectation is that
IBAC will review a realistic sample of FPOs and, as a
guide, this sample would be approximately 10 per cent
of the total in the given period. The number will depend
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on the types of issues raised in the files, the number of
FPOs made in the relevant period and other relevant
issues such as age of the person subject to the order.
IBAC will review the case file and consider it against
the statutory test for making the order to support the
thoroughness of the decision-making process and
internal policies and procedures.

This oversight system is in addition to IBAC’s extensive
powers to investigate and respond to police conduct under the
Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission Act
2011. It is intended that IBAC will give particular
consideration to whether vulnerable cohorts, such as young
people, and culturally and linguistically diverse people, are
disproportionately impacted by the use of FPOs. It is
important to note that this is an assurance process. It is not a
merits review of or substitute for the chief commissioner’s
decision to make an order.
The FPO provisions will sunset 10 years after they commence
with Parliament retaining the ultimate determination on if and
how the FPO scheme may continue to operate with or without
statutory modifications. Consistent with the way sunset
clauses work, it has no bearing on the length or validity of
FPOs issued during the time the scheme is in operation.
New and updated firearms offences
As committed to in the Community Safety Statement 2017, the
bill will insert a new offence into the Firearms Act to respond to
the increase in ‘drive-by’ shootings. New section 131A will
create an indictable offence of discharging a shot, bullet or other
missile at a premises (which would include a private residence)
or vehicle, vessel or aircraft with reckless disregard for the
safety of any person. A penalty of a maximum 15 years
imprisonment will apply to this offence, with aggravated
penalties if the shooting is while carrying out a serious
indictable offence (maximum 20 years imprisonment), as
defined in section 325 of the Crimes Act 1958.
Associated with the new ‘drive-by’ offence, clause 25 of the
bill will update section 130 of the Firearms Act, which
currently prohibits the carriage of a loaded firearm or use of a
firearm in certain places. The offence has been redrafted to
prohibit the possession or carriage of a loaded firearm and the
use of a firearm in a public place (as defined under the
Summary Offences Act 1966). A separate limb will prohibit
the same conduct in any place (other than a public place) with
reckless disregard for the safety of any person. The penalties
for this offence will be significantly increased to a maximum
of 10 years imprisonment.
The high penalties for these offences recognise the
seriousness and potentially lethal consequences of firearm
use, particularly the dangers to the community posed by the
firing or carrying of a loaded firearm.
Following advice from the Director of Public Prosecutions, a
non-exhaustive definition of ‘loaded’ has been included in
section 130 of the Firearms Act. The amendment will remove
any doubt that a firearm is taken to be ‘loaded’ if it is fitted
with a magazine that is loaded with cartridge ammunition and
the cartridge can be fitted into the chamber or barrel of the
firearm by operation of some other part of the firearm. This
will assist in prosecutions where the firearm has
non-conventional loading features, such as two-stage
magazine wells.
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Changes to the Firearms Act in 2015 lowered the definition of
trafficable quantities of unregistered firearms to ‘more than
three firearms’. The recent tragic events in Brighton have
painfully demonstrated the damage that illicit or stolen
firearms can have. As an immediate measure, the bill will
amend sections 7C and 101A of the Firearms Act to further
reduce the quantity of trafficable unregistered firearms to ‘two
or more’. Victoria Police and the Department of Justice and
Regulation will be giving further consideration to the penalty
regime in the Firearms Act against community expectations
and the dangers posed by the illicit firearms market to
community safety.
Clause 19 of the bill will broaden the manufacture of firearms
offence in section 59A of the Firearms Act to prohibit the
possession of a firearms part or equipment for the purpose of
manufacturing a firearm or other firearm part, unless done
under and in accordance with a firearms dealers licence. This
is to better capture preparatory steps in the illicit
manufacturing process. Work is also underway, under the
auspices of the Law, Crime and Community Safety Council,
on model firearms manufacturing provisions to stay ahead of
technological advances and innovations, such as 3D printing.
This work will inform any future legislative developments.
Amendments to improve the operation of the firearms
licensing and regulation system
Clause 10 of the bill amends the Firearms Act to allow a
junior firearms licence to continue to operate after the
individual turns 18, if they are waiting for their adult licence
to be issued. This is to address a potential gap when the
person is applying for an adult licence and they cannot
participate in competitive shoots while a decision is being
made on their application.
Clause 16 amends the Firearms Act to remove the distinction
in the number of unlicensed supervised handgun shoots for
adults and children, so that over an unlicensed person’s
lifetime, they will be able to receive a maximum of
13 supervised instructions at an approved shooting range.
This will provide people with more opportunity over their
lifetime to try out target handgun shooting before committing
to the sport and associated licensing requirements.
Clause 20 will update the exemption for the publication of an
advertisement for the sale of firearms in a magazine published
by an approved club or in a commercially published firearms
or shooting sports magazine. As these publications have
largely migrated online, the exemption will be extended to
include online publications of approved clubs and
commercial online publications. This exemption is not
intended to include e-classifieds.
The bill also includes technical amendments to clarify that
paintball markers are subject to the same storage requirements
as category A and B firearms. Clause 28 will amend
section 155 of the Firearms Act to increase the overall
number of members of the FAC from 13 to 15, increasing the
number of legal members. This is to help facilitate FAC
hearings requiring a legal member to sit in the division.
Update on the implementation of the refreshed national
firearms agreement
In February 2017, all jurisdictions amalgamated the 1996
version of the national firearms agreement and 2002 national
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handgun agreement into a single point of reference for a
national approach to firearms regulation.
The updated agreement also gives effect to the Council of
Australian Governments’ decision of 9 December 2016 to
reclassify lever action shotguns. The commonwealth has
indicated it will maintain its import prohibition on lever
action shotguns with a magazine capacity of greater than five
rounds until all jurisdictions have legislated for the
reclassification. Legislation to give effect to the updated
agreement will be introduced as soon practicable, having
regard to other jurisdictions approach to firearms licensees
who are affected by the reclassification.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned for Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern
Victoria) on motion of Mr Ondarchie.
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 9 November.

GAMBLING REGULATION AMENDMENT
(GAMING MACHINE ARRANGEMENTS)
BILL 2017
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Mr JENNINGS
(Special Minister of State); by leave, ordered to be
read second time forthwith.
Statement of compatibility
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) tabled
following statement in accordance with Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006 (the ‘charter’), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Gambling
Regulation Amendment (Gaming Machine Arrangements)
Bill 2017.
In my opinion, the Gambling Regulation Amendment
(Gaming Machine Arrangements) Bill 2017, as introduced to
the Legislative Council, is compatible with human rights as
set out in the charter. I base my opinion on the reasons
outlined in this statement.
Overview
The bill introduces new arrangements for gaming machines
and a range of new measures to limit gambling-related harm.
The bill implements a new self-exclusion program
framework, whereby regulations or ministerial directions will
specify the operational and administrative requirements for
self-exclusion programs. Venue operators will be responsible
for ensuring their self-exclusion program meets the
requirements of the regulations and directions. The Victorian
Commission for Gambling and Liquor Regulation will no
longer be responsible for approving a self-exclusion program
but will maintain a compliance and enforcement function.
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Human rights issues
The bill impacts upon persons who hold a venue operator’s
licence. The GRA requires venue operators to be bodies
corporate. The bill does therefore not engage any rights of
persons under the charter in relation to venue operators.
Section 12 — Freedom of movement
Section 12 provides that every person lawfully within
Victoria has the right to move freely within Victoria and to
enter and leave it and has the freedom to choose where to live.
Division 1 of part 5 of the bill makes changes to the
legislative framework for approval and regulation of
self-exclusion programs. However, these amendments do not
limit section 12 of the charter (freedom of movement) as
self-exclusion is a voluntary action that a person takes and as
such their freedom of movement is not restricted.
This bill does not engage any human rights protected under
the charter act. I therefore consider this bill is compatible with
the charter act.
Hon. Philip Dalidakis, MP
Minister for Small Business, Innovation and Trade

Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated into Hansard on motion of
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State).
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State)
(18:32) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Incorporated speech as follows:
The Gambling Regulation Amendment (Gaming Machine
Arrangements) Bill 2017 will facilitate the allocation of new
gaming machine entitlements that will authorise gaming after
August 2022. The bill also includes a range of measures that
will help limit gambling-related harm.
On 7 August 2015, the government commenced a review of
the regulatory arrangements for gaming machines to enable
decisions to be made about the appropriate settings for the
gaming industry after the current gaming machine
entitlements expire in August 2022. The government also
examined the harm minimisation measures that apply to
gaming machines to ensure the measures are appropriate now
and post-2022.
While gambling is a legitimate recreational activity that
provides significant jobs, entertainment and tourism
opportunities for Victoria, the Andrews government
recognises that some people experience significant harm from
gambling. The government has consulted widely with the
community, local government and industry groups and
remains committed to working with industry and problem
gambling experts to minimise gambling-related harm.
The fundamental characteristics of the current venue operator
model for the gaming industry will be preserved but the bill
makes some adjustments to improve its performance. The bill
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also introduces amendments that will restrict access to cash in
gaming venues alongside other measures that will reduce
harm from gambling and ensure that existing
harm-minimisation measures are effective.
I now turn to the provisions of the bill before the house.
The bill makes amendments to the Gambling Regulation Act
2003 to facilitate the gaming machine arrangements for
post-2022 entitlements and to improve the operation of
entitlements during the current term. The amendments made
by the bill will facilitate the allocation process already
announced by the government.
The bill creates a 20-year term for post-2022 entitlements. The
longer term provides certainty for industry and the community.
Venue operators will pay two entitlement payments; the first in
2022 and the second in 2032. Venue operators will be able to
surrender some or all of their entitlements back to the state at
the 10-year point of the term without penalty and without being
liable to pay the second payment.
The bill amends the act to make the gaming machine taxation
arrangements applying from 2022 more progressive. These
arrangements will be reviewed after the first 12 months of
operation to ensure they are operating as intended.
The ratio for distribution of club and hotel entitlements will
be removed from the act and will instead be determined by
ministerial direction, which will be disallowable by a house of
the Parliament.
This gives government the flexibility to change the ratio to
match the demand for entitlements. This will ensure the most
efficient utilisation of entitlements, thereby maximising value
to the state. Club and hotel venue operators will still have the
opportunity to purchase up to 50 per cent of the entitlements
during the allocation of post-2022 and the distribution can
only be adjusted if there are entitlements not taken up during
that process.
The bill provides for an increase in the limit on the maximum
number of entitlements that can be held by a club venue
operator from 420 to 840. The allocation process has been
designed to ensure that club venue operators will only be able
to acquire more than 420 entitlements where other clubs are
not disadvantaged.
The bill will allow a club to assign entitlements to another
club for payment, including in exchange for a share of
gaming revenue. This will give some relief to smaller clubs,
who by taking advantage of this arrangement, will be better
able to use economies of scale to cover the costs associated
with gaming. The cap of 105 gaming machines per venue and
regional and municipal limits will still apply to these
arrangements.
The bill gives the minister the power to make standard venue
conditions in relation to entitlements and gaming machine
monitoring. The standard venue conditions will set out terms
that apply consistently to all venue operators. This will reduce
the need to enter into over 500 individual agreements and will
simplify the process for venue operators. Venue operators
will still be required to enter into individual agreements in
relation to the payment arrangements for their entitlements.
In order to deter ‘gaming’ and speculative bidding for
post-2022 entitlements, the bill will amend the act to increase
the tax on profits made from transfer of an entitlement from
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75 per cent to 100 per cent. In addition, the period during
which the profit tax will apply will be extended from six
months to 18 months after the post-2022 term commences
and for 18 months after August 2032. The tax on profit
provisions will also be extended to apply to the buyer as well
as the seller.
These measures will deter speculation, promote fairness and
ensure that the state receives the maximum intended value
from the sale of entitlements.
The bill also introduces new harm-minimisation measures in
relation to gaming machines and improves the operation of
existing measures to ensure they are appropriate now and
post-2022.
The bill amends the act to limit the amount of cash that can be
withdrawn using EFTPOS in a gaming venue. It imposes a
$500 limit during a 24-hour period on any one debit or credit
card. Currently there is no daily limit on the amount of cash
that can be withdrawn using EFTPOS. Only a $200 per
transaction limit applies. Limiting access to cash is an
effective, evidenced-based measure that will reduce harm,
particularly to problem gamblers, while not inconveniencing
recreational gamblers or non-gamblers.
The bill amends the act to increase the threshold for payment
of gaming machine winnings by cheque from $1000 to
$2000. This amendment addresses concerns that the current
low threshold may encourage players to continue gambling
after a significant win in order to avoid winnings being paid
by cheque. It may also place vulnerable gamblers at risk of
exploitation by third party cheque cashing services who
purchase cheques for cash at a significant discount. The
measure will also reduce the costs for venue operators that are
associated with issuing cheques for gaming machine
winnings and was recommended by the red tape
commissioner.
The amendments will extend the payment methods available
for the payment of gaming machine winnings over $2000 to
include EFT as well as by cheque. Payments made by EFT
will not be accessible for 24 hours to prevent these funds
being immediately withdrawn and used for gambling.
The bill amends the act to prohibit the promotion or operation
of cheque cashing services in gaming venues and introduces a
new offence for venue operators who knowingly allow a
cheque cashing service to advertise or operate on their
premises. These amendments will provide further protection
for vulnerable gamblers seeking quick access to cash.
Venue operators are currently able to cash one cheque per
customer up to a maximum of $400 per day. The bill amends
the act to prohibit venue operators from cashing cheques for
customers, providing further protection for moderate and
high-risk gamblers.
The bill extends the harm-minimisation framework for
gaming machines to cashless gaming systems. These systems
include card and ticket-based arrangements and allow gaming
machine play without inserting cash into the gaming machine.
The bill amends the act to ensure that cashless gaming
systems are operated in a manner that does not undermine the
harm-minimisation measures that apply to access to cash and
payment of winnings. Specifically, the bill prohibits a venue
operator from offering a cashless gaming system ticket or
credit as an incentive to gamble or as a promotion; it prohibits
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the use of a credit card or credit facility to purchase tickets or
transfer credits to a cashless card or account; it prohibits a
person from influencing or enticing a player to receive
gaming machine winnings by way of a cashless gaming ticket
or card; and it includes a new power to enable regulations to
be made with respect to cashless gaming.
The bill amends the act to create new frameworks for
Responsible Gambling Codes of Conduct and self-exclusion
programs. This will improve the enforceability of the codes of
conduct and self-exclusion programs and will enable the
ministerial direction to be more prescriptive about a range of
matters, including how venue operators can better identify
and respond to problematic gambling behaviour.
The amendments will allow the minister to issue a direction
that prescribes the content, standards and requirements for
codes and the operational and administrative requirements for
self-exclusion programs. Gaming industry licence holders
will be responsible for ensuring their code of conduct or
self-exclusion program complies with the direction. The
Victorian Commission for Gambling and Liquor Regulation
will no longer be required to approve codes of conduct and
self-exclusion programs but will continue to have a
compliance and enforcement role to ensure a venue operator’s
code or program complies with the ministerial direction.
The bill removes the requirement for the commission to
conduct an annual review of codes of conduct and
self-exclusion programs and replaces it with the requirement
that the minister review the ministerial directions for codes of
conduct and self-exclusion programs every five years or
earlier. This will allow a more meaningful evaluation to take
place at regular intervals and will reduce the burden on the
commission.
The harm-minimisation measures included in this bill
complement the measures already operating in Victoria.
These measures include the new responsible service of
gaming training that commenced on 1 January 2017 and
provides gaming staff with the knowledge and skills needed
to identify and interact with players displaying behaviours
that may indicate the person is having issues with gambling.
The Andrews Labor government has provided funding of
$148 million over four years to the Victorian Responsible
Gambling Foundation for initiatives to prevent, reduce and
treat gambling harm in Victoria. Finally, Victoria’s
pre-commitment scheme, YourPlay, is helping thousands to
make more informed choices about how much time and
money they are spending on gaming machines.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned for Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern
Victoria) on motion of Mr Ondarchie.
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 9 November.
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VICTORIAN DATA SHARING BILL 2017
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Mr JENNINGS
(Special Minister of State); by leave, ordered to be
read second time forthwith.
Statement of compatibility
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) tabled
following statement in accordance with Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006 (the charter), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Victorian Data
Sharing Bill 2017 (the bill).
In my opinion, the bill, as introduced to the Legislative
Council, is compatible with human rights as set out in the
charter. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in
this statement.
Overview of the bill
The bill provides a framework to facilitate data sharing in the
Victorian public sector for the purpose of informing
government policymaking, service planning and design. To
do this, the bill establishes the statutory position of the chief
data officer (CDO) who will be the head of the Victorian
Centre for Data Insights (the centre). The bill provides the
CDO with the power to request data from:
data-sharing bodies (such as departments, Victoria
Police, public sector bodies and public entities); and
designated bodies (such as commissions, integrity
oversight bodies, local councils and courts), however,
does not require designated bodies to respond to
the request.
The bill expressly authorises data-sharing bodies and
designated bodies to provide data containing personal and
health information (identifiable data) to the CDO on the
CDO’s request, as well as to data analytics bodies
(departments and any other public sector agencies prescribed
in the regulations). The bill overrides secrecy provisions in
legislation that may otherwise prevent data-sharing bodies
and designated bodies from sharing the information with the
CDO (except to the extent that certain provisions are
preserved by the regulations).
Because data-sharing bodies and designated bodies are able to
refuse to provide information, this is an enabling, rather than a
coercive scheme. The bill will assist the centre and
departments in carrying out policy and service-improvement
projects by removing barriers to the sharing of information
within the public sector.
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Human rights issues
Right to privacy (section 13)
Section 13 of the charter states that a person has the right not
to have their privacy unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with
and the right not to have their reputation unlawfully attacked.
Part 4 of the bill allows the sharing of identifiable data by
data-sharing bodies and designated bodies with the centre and
data analytics bodies without the individual’s consent and in
circumstances where the sharing may not be otherwise
permitted by the Victorian privacy legislation. To this extent,
the bill limits the right to privacy. However, I consider that
the limitation is reasonable and justifiable because of the
safeguards that are in place to protect an individual’s privacy
and the benefits of government service-improvement
associated with sharing this information.
Firstly, data-sharing bodies and designated bodies are only
authorised by the bill to share identifiable data with the centre
and data analytics bodies. This means that the information is
only shared under the bill with a limited group of public
sector staff who are authorised by delegation to access the
information. Under this scheme, identifiable data will not be
shared outside of the Victorian public sector and the privacy
legislation will apply to how the data is otherwise handled
and stored by the bodies. Under clause 25, the data received
and integrated under the bill will be exempt from freedom of
information. A request for the information can still be made to
the original data owner. This will assist in protecting the
privacy of individuals, as the original data owner will be best
placed to make a decision on any privacy risks associated
with the release of information under freedom of information.
Secondly, clause 5 of the bill provides that information must
only be shared for the purposes of government policymaking,
service planning and design. Furthermore, prior to any data
analytics work being conducted on the data the CDO and data
analytics bodies must take reasonable steps to ensure that no
individual is identifiable or reasonably identifiable from the
data (clause 18). Consequently, the data analytics cannot be
used to draw conclusions about individuals or target
individuals in any way. Any results of data analytics work
must be de-identified before they are shared in accordance
with clause 19.
The bill creates an offence for unauthorised access, use or
disclosure of information. This means that any use of the data
other than what is authorised by the bill will carry a penalty of
240 penalty units or two years imprisonment or both
(clause 26). If the person committing the offence does so
knowing, or being reckless as to whether the information may
be used to endanger the safety of any person, commit an
indictable offence or interfere with the administration of
justice, then the penalty for this is 600 penalty units or five
years imprisonment or both (clause 27). Unauthorised use
will include any attempts to re-identify data that has
undergone data analytics or using the data for reasons other
than informing government policymaking, service planning
and design.
If for any reason the data-sharing body or data analytics body
feels that by sharing the data there is an unacceptable risk that
the privacy of individuals to whom the data relates may be
adversely impacted, the bodies can refuse to provide the data
(clause 14). Whilst part 4, division 2 of the bill allows
data-sharing bodies and designated bodies to share
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information that is subject to secrecy provisions, bodies can
refuse to share this information if they consider it
inappropriate to do so. Furthermore, the secrecy provisions
that are considered to never be appropriate to override will be
expressly preserved in regulations. Prior to on-sharing any
information that is subject to the secrecy provision the CDO
will be required to receive approval from the responsible
minister.
To further protect privacy, there is a requirement on the CDO
and data analytics bodies to notify the information
commissioner, the health complaints commissioner and the
bodies that provided the data, if they become aware of a
breach of this bill, the Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014,
or the Health Records Act 2001. The CDO must report to the
health complaints commissioner and the information
commissioner on a yearly basis about projects conducted by
the centre that have involved the use of personal or health
information. Clause 30 provides that the bill will be reviewed
after five years and a report will be made to Parliament within
12 months of the review being completed. Lastly, under
clause 33 the chief data officer will be able to issue policies
and guidelines about matters including privacy and
confidentiality preserving procedures for treating data, and
data security safeguards and secure technology platforms in
relation to data handling and storage under the bill.
For these reasons, I am satisfied that the provisions of the bill
are compatible with section 13 of the charter.
Right to freedom of expression (section 15(2))
Section 15(2) of the charter provides that every person has the
right to freedom of expression which includes the freedom to
seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds.
Clause 25 of the bill provides that the Freedom of Information
Act 1982 (FOI act) does not apply to documents in the
possession of the centre or data analytics bodies that were
collected or integrated under the bill. In this regard, the
provision engages the right to seek and receive information
under section 15(2) of the charter.
There are strong policy reasons for why the FOI act should
not apply to these documents. The centre or a data analytics
body collecting data under the bill is not the original owner or
author of the documents and is therefore not best placed to
make a decision about whether certain information should be
released under FOI. This decision should rightly be made by
the data-sharing body or designated body that provided the
information and is most closely connected with the subject
matter of the information. Whilst the centre or data analytics
body is able to transfer an FOI request to the original data
owner under section 18 of the FOI act, this may not always be
possible since section 18 only applies if the entire application
relates to documents held by the body to which the request is
transferred. Therefore, where the request relates to a dataset
that contains documents from a range of agencies, the centre
or data analytics body will not be able to transfer the request.
Exempting documents collected and integrated by the centre
and data analytics bodies addresses this issue. As an FOI
request is more appropriately dealt with by the data-sharing
body or designated body that provided the information to the
centre or data analytics body in the first place, I consider that
the exemption is justifiable and that clause 25 is compatible
with the charter.
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Protection of families and children (section 17)

Conclusion

Section 17(1) of the charter provides that families are the
fundamental group unit of society and are entitled to be
protected by society and the state. The bill will include the
collection and analysis of data about family groups and
children. However, as already discussed with regards to the
right of privacy, individuals will not be identified or targeted
as a result of data analytics, given that steps must be taken to
ensure individuals’ identity is not reasonably ascertainable
prior to any data analytics work being conducted (clause 18).
The purpose of the bill is to facilitate data sharing for the
improvement of service planning and design, which will
include services to families and children. Therefore it is my
opinion that the bill will enhance the protection of families by
the state and is compatible with section 17 of the charter.

I consider that the bill is compatible with the charter because,
to the extent that some provisions may limit human rights,
those limitations are reasonable and demonstrably justified in
a free and democratic society.

Right to liberty and security of person (section 21)
Section 21(1) of the charter states that every person has the
right to liberty and security. The bill protects this right by
providing that a responsible officer of a data-sharing body can
refuse to disclose information in response to a request by the
chief data officer if the responsible officer believes on
reasonable grounds that the provision of the data or
information would be likely to endanger the health, safety or
welfare of one or more individuals. Therefore it is my view
that the bill is compatible with section 21(1) of the charter.
Right to a presumption of innocence (section 25)
Section 25(1) of the charter provides that ‘a person charged
with a criminal offence has the right to be presumed innocent
until proved guilty according to law’. Thus, the charter
reinforces the principle that in criminal proceedings, the
prosecution bears the burden of proof.
Clauses 26 and 27 of the bill provide that without reasonable
excuse, any unauthorised access, use or disclosure of data
obtained under the bill is an offence. These proposed clauses
may be viewed as shifting the burden of proof by placing the
evidentiary onus on the accused, who must provide the
‘reasonable excuse’ for not complying with the notice
(particularly given the substantial penalties involved).
Firstly, whilst the penalty for this offence is substantial, it is
justified given the significant impacts that may result to an
individual for a breach of their privacy. Because this scheme
allows for increased sharing of information, including personal
or sensitive information, the strong penalty is an important
safeguard against any unauthorised sharing of information.
Furthermore, the penalty is in line with the penalties for
equivalent offences in other Victorian legislation.
Secondly, the new offences do not transfer the legal burden of
proof. The accused may point to evidence of a reasonable
excuse, which will ordinarily be peculiarly within their
knowledge. The burden of proof then remains with the
prosecution, who must prove the elements of the offence.
Therefore, in my opinion, the clauses do not limit the
presumption of innocence under the charter.

Gavin Jennings, MLC
Special Minister of State

Second reading
Ordered that second-reading speech be
incorporated into Hansard on motion of
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State).
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State)
(18:34) — I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Incorporated speech as follows:
Introduction
Governments everywhere are facing significant challenges —
whether this be increased community expectations around the
role of government, entrenched complex policy problems like
family violence, the 24/7 news and social media cycle,
constrained budgets, or rapid social and technological change.
In the face of these challenges, the Victorian public sector
needs to find new ways to engage, use technology and build
capability. This government is committed to a renewed focus
on reform and innovation to improve the lives of Victorians.
We have articulated this commitment in our public sector
reform statement: Delivering Exceptional Outcomes for
Victorians.
Data is fundamental to delivering better services and
outcomes for Victorians. Government collects vast quantities
of data in serving the needs of Victorians — about education
and health, our communities, business, employment,
infrastructure and the environment. The value of this data is in
what we do with it, how we use it, and who can use it. By
enabling it to be shared and used, we can harness its true
value — generating insights that help us make the most
informed policy decisions and design the most effective
services.
This bill is part of this government’s commitment to using
data better to deliver exceptional outcomes for Victorians:
We have appointed Victoria’s first chief data officer
(CDO) to lead the Victorian Centre for Data Insights in
transforming the way government uses data to
strengthen policymaking and service design. This bill
supports the CDO by establishing the statutory position,
powers and functions in law.
We know the complexity of existing legislative and
policy mechanisms contribute to a strong culture of risk
aversion around data sharing. This bill provides a clear
legal framework that explicitly allows for government
data to be shared for policymaking, service planning and
design.
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We know that the privacy and security of our citizens’
data is paramount. This bill provides strong safeguards
and oversight to protect their personal and health
information.

We are not the first to deliver data-sharing legislation. Both
New South Wales and South Australia have gone before us.
We have drawn lessons from their experiences — creating a
clear regime for data sharing to improve policy and services,
but going further in creating an express authorisation at law to
handle identifiable data. This will mean we can bring data
together from across government to tell a bigger story than
analysing from just one source — to develop a better
understanding of common and complex client cohorts who
are supported by a range of Victorian government services
over time.
There are many examples from around the world that
illustrate the potential of using data to deliver better
outcomes. To name but one example, the US Department of
Public Health in Chicago developed a predictive tool to better
target inspections of buildings which expose occupants to
lead paint, causing serious health risks to children. This
involved linking and analysing publicly available and
government data on factors like age of house, history of
children exposed, social and economic conditions of
neighbourhoods. Without this tool, 197 000 homes would
have needed inspection (which would have taken 76 years to
complete). With forecasting, this reduced to 378 homes which
took two months to complete.
Closer to home, the South Australian government has
partnered with the University of Adelaide and a number of
research institutes to build one of the most comprehensive
population-based research databases in Australia. This single
platform combines data from over 30 different government
sources to provide a picture of every birth cohort born
1999–2013 (around 300 000 children). Approved researchers
from universities and government now have access to this
rich database, allowing a better understanding of a broad
range of issues from the impact of pregnancy complications
on issues like child health, school entry and achievement, to
analysing how social disadvantage can influence school
achievement, or hospital emergency presentations.
This bill will better enable the Victorian government to share
and use the data it needs, to generate insights that help us
make more informed decisions on policies and services.
We have also been cognisant of the Productivity
Commission’s inquiry into data availability and use, which
recommends more holistic national data reform. This bill is
consistent with the spirit and direction of the Productivity
Commission’s recommendations, and we look forward to
continuing to work with the commonwealth to further
improve data sharing and use across Australia.
Finally, we have consulted extensively across government
departments and agencies, including with the privacy
regulators: the Office of the Victorian Information
Commissioner, and the health complaints commissioner, to
make sure this bill strikes the right balance between making
the best use of the data we hold, and having the right
protections and safeguards in place to protect the privacy of
citizens.
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The chief data officer — position and functions
The bill creates the statutory role and functions of the CDO,
who will be responsible for:
conducting data integration and analytics to inform
policymaking, service planning and design;
building capability in data analytics across the public
service;
leading and coordinating cross-jurisdictional data
sharing and integration;
collaborating with agencies, and making the results of
the centre’s work available to those agencies.
Request and response regime
To facilitate the CDO performing their role, and to provide a
clear message of the importance of providing data to the
centre for policy and service design, the bill sets out a request
and response regime. This sees the CDO provided with the
power to request data (and information about data holdings)
from Victorian agencies. These agencies fall into two
categories:
data-sharing bodies which include departments,
administrative offices, statutory agencies and Victoria
Police; and
designated bodies which include independent and
oversight bodies such as courts, IBAC, VAGO and the
Ombudsman.
The obligation to respond to a request from the CDO differs
according to the type of body:
data-sharing bodies have an obligation to respond to a
request from the CDO, either with the data, or with a
reason for not supplying the data.
designated bodies may voluntarily provide the requested
data, or a reason for not supplying the data, but have no
obligation to respond.
This distinction is made because we recognise that the bill
should not impinge on designated bodies’ role and
independence, but their inclusion within the bill provides
them with the opportunity and legal authority to participate if
they wish.
The bill explicitly sets out a time frame for a response to a
request from the CDO. This has been included to ensure the
request and respond function is meaningful — without a
legislated time frame, the motivation to respond (even to
advise of a refusal to provide the requested data) may be low.
However in practice, any CDO request will be preceded by a
design phase with project partners — so a request will not be
a surprise and any time constraints are accounted for.
The bill sets out a non-exhaustive list of reasons to refuse a
request from the CDO. This recognises there may be
justifiable reasons for not providing data to the CDO, whilst
ensuring reasons such as ‘data quality concerns’ or
‘administrative burden’ are not an automatic reason for not
sharing. As projects will be developed collaboratively, any
such issues will be discussed and considered prior to any
request being made.
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The bill also sets out a category of ‘restricted data’ — certain
categories of data that are so sensitive, for example
intelligence or national security data, that they are exempt
from the request and response regime. This means this data
cannot be requested by the CDO.
The tiered regime, and the non-exhaustive grounds for refusal
reflect a key underpinning principle of the bill, that it is an
enabling (rather than a mandatory) scheme, designed to
support government sharing data to better inform policy and
service design.
Express authority for government to share data
Victorian agencies are unclear about their ability to share
identifiable data with each other, and in what circumstances.
Even when all agencies agree to share, it often takes
substantial time to get the authorisations in place, which limits
government’s ability to use its data in a timely manner.
The bill addresses this issue by granting an express authority
for Victorian agencies to share identifiable data with the
CDO, and agencies to share identifiable data with a smaller
subset of departments and agencies (data analytics bodies).
This subset includes all departments, and any specific
agencies that are prescribed by regulation for the purpose of
conducting data integration and analytics work.
Importantly, identifiable data can only be used for data
integration, while data analytics can only be performed after
reasonable steps have been taken to ensure the data no longer
relates to an individual who can reasonably be identified in
the analytics environment.
General override of secrecy and confidentiality provisions
To ensure the legal authority to share identifiable data is clear
and easy to navigate, the bill proposes to displace secrecy
provisions in other legislation for the purpose of providing
data to the CDO. In doing so, the bill provides certainty to
those responding to a request that they will not be subject to
sanction for complying with the request.
However, there are some secrecy and confidentiality
provisions that should not be displaced, even to share data for
informing policy and service design. The bill provides for this
by allowing such provisions to be expressly preserved by
regulation.
Protections and safeguards under the bill
The government understands that any expansion to the scope
of what it may do with citizens’ data must be coupled with
rigorous protections to ensure that the privacy of individuals
is protected. This is not only about transparency and
mitigating risks, but also about building that vital bond of
trust with the community about the use of their data.
Throughout the bill’s development, the government has
commissioned research and advice on privacy considerations,
consulted with the community on their concerns on data
sharing, and worked closely with Victoria’s privacy
regulators. The protections and safeguards in this bill reflect
the advice and concerns raised, and work together to ensure
the integrity of our processes and prevent potential abuses.
Firstly, data can only be requested and handled for the purpose
of informing policymaking, service planning and design.
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Data analytics can only be performed on data after reasonable
steps have been taken to ensure the data no longer relates to
an individual who can reasonably be identified. It is worth
emphasising this point — the government is not interested in
profiling individual members of the community, and this bill
is specifically tailored to prevent that happening.
As highlighted earlier, rather than being a mandatory
disclosure scheme, the bill is an enabling scheme, providing
flexibility for agencies to refuse to provide data where good
reasons to do so exist.
The bill creates new offences for the unauthorised access, use
or disclosure of data. Anyone who seeks to abuse the trust of
the Victorian community may face up to five years in prison.
Independent oversight also exists, with the bill requiring the
CDO to report annually to the Office of the Victorian
Information Commissioner, and the health complaints
commissioner on the operations and functions of the centre.
Further, it places obligations on the CDO and data analytics
bodies to report any potential breach of privacy legislation in
handling personal or health information under the bill to the
relevant commissioner and data provider.
While the bill overrides secrecy provisions in other legislation
to allow for data sharing, this is for sharing with the CDO
only. Additionally, existing standards continue to apply to the
handling and storing of data. This includes the relevant
provisions in the Privacy and Data Protection Act, the
Victorian Protective Data Security Framework, and the
Health Records Act.
The bill allows for an exemption from the Freedom of
Information Act for source documents received, and integrated
datasets created by the CDO or data analytics bodies. This is
because under the FOI act, a transfer of an FOI request from the
CDO or data analytics bodies back to the source agencies will
not always be possible, if that request is for data that was
originally provided from multiple data providers. It is important
to note however, that source documents held by the
departments and agencies, and the findings from analytics work
would still be accessible under FOI.
Finally, the legislation will be reviewed five years after it is
enacted to ensure it is working as intended.
The Office of the Victorian Information Commissioner has
also been consulted on all of these protections and safeguards.
Consequential amendment to Privacy and Data
Protection Act 2014
The bill also contains a consequential amendment to the
Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014. At present,
information privacy principle 10(b) states that an organisation
must not collect sensitive information about an individual
unless the collection is required by law.
To allow sensitive information to be handled the same way as
other identifiable data, and to be consistent with other
jurisdictions, the bill will amend IPP10.1(b) to allow for
sensitive information to be collected when either required or
authorised by law.
This provides greater consistency in collection practices
across Victoria, as not all agencies are regulated by the
Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014, and therefore have
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wider powers to collect sensitive information. This includes
NGOs in Victoria, who are regulated by the Australian
Privacy Principles, and Victorian health services providers,
who may collect sensitive information under the Australian
Privacy Principles and/or the health privacy principles.
Conclusion
This bill provides the clarity that Victorian agencies need to
share data, together with the protections and oversight
functions that Victorians expect. It is an important step
towards data reform, in line with what many jurisdictions
across Australia are undertaking.
The greater data sharing and enhanced data insights that result
from this bill will make the Victorian government smarter,
more responsive, and better placed to deliver exceptional
outcomes to Victorians.
I commend this bill to the house.

Debate adjourned for Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South
Eastern Metropolitan) on motion of Mr Ondarchie.
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 9 November.
Sitting suspended 6.34 p.m. until 8.03 p.m.

VOLUNTARY ASSISTED DYING BILL 2017
Second reading
Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State).
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan) (20:03) — I
would like to start off by saying — and it might be a
cliché — that it is an absolute privilege to be a member
of Parliament, an absolute privilege. Sometimes it
might bring challenges to us and sometimes it might be
hard, but it is an absolute privilege to be a member of
Parliament. One aspect is that as part of our job as
members of Parliament — and for years I have
experienced this — on a weekly basis out in the
electorate and beyond we constantly meet good people
who do good things. I was blown away when I first
became a member of Parliament when I went out and
experienced that. You experience people who are
prepared to volunteer for amazing things to enrich other
people’s lives.
I was blown away to see 18 and 19-year-old young men
and women volunteering to take kids with severe
intellectual disabilities on camps to give those kids
some enjoyment and to give those kids’ parents a break.
There are people who are prepared to do even smaller
things. The Leukaemia Foundation have people that
volunteer to drive people to their treatments — from an
appointment to home — and to form a bond and talk
about what they are going through. I am amazed at
what people are prepared to do. I get blown away on a
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weekly basis by the good people and the good groups
of people and individuals I meet.
The privilege of being an MP is that it reinforces to you
that people are good. I am not in a Pollyanna world
where everyone is good. I know that there are some bad
people — I know that there are some very bad
people — but I do not do this job for the bad people. I
do not as a legislator come in here and believe that I
should be legislating because bad people might do bad
things. I come here as a legislator because I want good
people to be able to go about their life, enjoy their life,
carry on being good and doing good things without
being impeded by some bad people in the community.
Looking at this legislation and listening to a number of
contributions, it seems to me there is a lot of discussion
about, if this bill goes through, what might some bad
people do? I have got to say there has been a lot of
conversation about the safeguards and whether the
safeguards are good enough to stop bad people doing
bad things. I just want to unpack that; for the exercise
of my speech I want to unpack that. This bill prescribes
what might happen to someone who has a certain type
of illness and has been told that that illness is going to
kill them in a certain time, basically soon. That illness is
going to kill that person, so people are concerned that
that person may be coerced by bad people to access
what this bill facilitates because they may benefit from
that person actually accessing what this bill facilitates.
I can only think of family members in this context.
Someone who is quite elderly, who has a cancer, might
have a couple of bad kids and those bad kids coerce that
particular individual into accessing voluntary assisted
dying so they can get their hands on their mum or dad’s
money. Just unpacking that to a degree, you have got an
elderly person that has got money. There are not a heap
of them. You have an elderly person that may have
money but has been told, ‘You are going to die soon’.
There is a good chance that person spends a lot of that
money when they get told that — I would, and a lot of
us would. Then you have got these bad kids that want
to benefit by saying, ‘You should access voluntary
assisted dying so we can get our hands on your money’,
when they cannot wait a couple of months. Their mum
or dad is dying anyway. They are dying; wait a couple
of months!
For the life of me, I cannot work out all of this concern
about safeguards. Your doctor, who has been through
the journey of your illness the whole time — the
journey of you having a terminal disease; you are
dying — has got to be able to be coerced by a couple of
bad kids or whoever, so you have got to have a bad
doctor that you have trusted with your health for a long
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time. You have to have a bad doctor for them to be
convinced by these bad people that they should fill out
a form and send it off to another doctor, a specialist
who has to have a fellowship — a specialist in the
disease you are dying from. So you have to find another
bad doctor who is prepared to be coerced by these bad
people, and then you have got to find two bad
independent witnesses. So all this guff, the concerns
about the safeguards because bad people will do bad
things, is just exactly what I said — it is guff.
There are a lot of what-ifs about what bad people will
do if this bill is passed. Well, I have a what-if: what if
this bill gets passed and good people who are dying,
who have been diagnosed with a terrible disease that is
about to kill them and who are saying — and it is not
for anyone else to say but them — they have horrible
pain and horrible suffering and they would like to
choose, through a prescribed, state-condoned way, to
have that pain and suffering finish sooner rather than
later? What if they are people like that? We know for a
fact there are people like that.
There is this guff about the safeguards and how bad
people will do bad things. I have to say that maybe we
should audit every bit of legislation we have done this
term. If that is how far members want to go with bills,
maybe we should audit every piece of legislation we
have passed and go through the safeguards about what
bad people might do. What if there are bad cops? What
if there are bad judges? What if there are bad people at
VicRoads?
Ms Dunn interjected.
Mr LEANE — That is a bridge too far. We do not
come here to legislate for bad people; we come here to
legislate for good people and afford them the ability to
live the way they want to live, not impede anyone else’s
freedom or rights but get on with their lives and make
choices about how they want to live their lives, how
they want to be treated when they are ill and how they
want to be treated when they are dying. We can all
shake our heads and say, ‘This sort of action shouldn’t
be state condoned’. We can all pretend that there are
not people like the ones I just described — good people
who are taking their lives anyway every week, and
sometimes in gruesome circumstances. The wife of a
73-year-old man waited inside the house while he shot
himself in the head in the backyard, and she made sure
she did not go out in the backyard because if she had
she might have been complicit. But that did not stop her
from having to sit with the police — and the police
were only doing their job — in a police station for
hours being asked questions about her loved one’s
demise.
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There are people in our state killing themselves in these
circumstances every week. Do you know what they are
doing to us? We think we are so special because we are
not condoning it. I will tell you what: they are doing it
every week, and they are sticking their middle finger up
at us when they are on the way out.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr LEANE — Of course they are. If you look
around this Parliament, everything is old and based on
old traditions, and maybe that is the problem. This
Parliament can sometimes be stuck in the period in
which this architecture is based. This Parliament needs
to get with reality. This Parliament needs to get with
modern times. This Parliament needs to accept what is
actually going on. This Parliament needs to take some
responsibility and have the guts, if there are people in
this situation, to afford them a dignified way to end
their pain.
People can say there are ways of treating pain. Of
course there are. People can say that we should pour
money into palliative care and treatment. Of course we
should. People can talk all about pain, but the person
who knows the most about their pain is them. There is
no expert on someone’s pain but the individual who is
suffering it.
If people have not gleaned it yet, I fully support this
bill. I fully support this bill for all of those reasons and
more. But I want to say something that absolutely needs
to be said. Every organisation in our community has a
right to have an opinion. Every organisation, no matter
what the nature of that organisation is, has a right to
lobby the Parliament and to lobby us. There has been
some heavy lobbying from organisations and their
hierarchy — not necessarily all the people they
represent or say they represent. There has been a lot of
lobbying from certain organisations that are religion
based. They believe that this bill should not pass. I have
got to give it to them: some are necessarily 100 per cent
fair dinkum about what they are saying, but all the
arguments are not necessarily what they are fair dinkum
about.
We 100 per cent respect everyone’s beliefs. I have a
certain belief, and one time I aired it in here and people
made fun of it. It is probably not mainstream. It is all
right to make fun of people who do not have set
traditional beliefs, but everyone has a right to their
beliefs and every organisation has a right to lobby for
their opinion.
What I have got to say is that it is not everyone, but
there are members of Parliament in the Assembly and
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in this chamber who have provided all these reasons
why this bill should not get through. They compare
other jurisdictions in circumstances that have absolutely
nothing to do with what this bill provides. They bring
up all these circumstances, and of course they are
awful. But I have got to tell you that some of the people
making all these excuses not to pass the bill are doing
so based on their religious beliefs. I would respect them
so much more if they actually got up and said, ‘The
belief I have and my interpretation of the god I believe
in means that I can’t vote for this bill’. I would then sit
down and that would be it. I would have so much more
respect for those people if they were fair dinkum, but
they are not. They make every excuse under the sun not
to support this bill.
Mr Finn — You are a disgrace. You are turning it
into a circus.
Mr LEANE — You can bite, Mr Finn, but it is true.
You are biting for a certain reason. I know that. You
can bite because it is true. As a legislator I can only go
on what is put before me — the facts that I can see,
what I can witness and what I can hear. People can call
me a bigot or whatever, but I tell you what, I can only
legislate on what I can see, what I can witness, what I
can read and what I can hear — the facts. I can only go
on the facts.
As I said, I have a certain belief that may not be
mainstream, but I am not an atheist. I actually believe in
certain things. But I have got to say, I cannot be told
that I should vote against this because it has been
unpacked that someone’s God believes this should not
happen. I cannot do that, and we should not do that.
There is something called the separation of church and
state, and maybe that is why people do not actually say
what they honestly believe. But I will give you this — I
will concede this — before we have a vote, if
whoever’s God it is appears before me and she tells me,
‘Shaun, I want you to vote for this’, then I might vote
for it. But she might tell me, ‘Shaun, you are 100 per
cent right. I never created this world for people to be
suffering and in pain and to be treated worse than some
of the animals on our planet when they, of their own
volition — of their decision and of their own right —
want to be able to make a choice to end their pain and
suffering earlier’. So if people think that is the worst
thing that we have ever delivered in this Parliament,
well, I tell you what, I reckon we have delivered worse.
If people think that is the worst thing we have
delivered, then I think they need to move on. The world
has changed, and you are not changing.
So once again, you have probably gleaned it, but I
passionately support this bill. It is the most conservative
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bill of this kind in the whole world. I passionately
support this bill. I passionately support the safeguards.
If in a couple of weeks time this bill gets through, we
will be doing the right thing by a lot of people.
Ms DUNN (Eastern Metropolitan) (20:22) — I rise
to speak about the Voluntary Assisted Dying Bill 2017.
Certainly Mr Leane is a very hard act to follow, and I
think I might just turn it right down from 11 at this
point. But I thank Mr Leane for his contribution —
always passionate and nice to see such a contribution
from a colleague in Eastern Metropolitan Region. I
firstly want to talk about the many, many conversations
I have had in relation to this particular matter. I am sure
every MP in this chamber has an inbox full of emails
either advocating for or against, and all of them in their
reading could be valid in relation to this particular bill.
But I think for me what was most compelling were the
chance conversations I had with many, many people in
my community.
As members would know, we are often out in our
community talking to our constituency about a whole
range of matters — to people from many different
backgrounds and from many different political
persuasions. What was very compelling to me was the
level of support to see this particular bill go ahead as
one of the most humane things we could do as
parliamentarians. The depth and level of support in the
community really struck me from people I perhaps did
not even think would support voluntary assisted dying.
They were very compelling conversations that I had.
I want to congratulate my colleagues who have spoken
so far. Ms Springle, the lead speaker for the Greens,
certainly gave a compelling contribution and addressed
many of the technical issues in relation to the bill. I
certainly will not be repeating her contribution, and nor
should I, but I want to thank her particularly from my
perspective for her contribution on this issue and those
countless months she spent on the inquiry in relation to
this matter. I know it would not have been an easy task,
and it was not an easy task. Ms Springle, you certainly
did the Greens proud in relation to your contribution to
that inquiry.
I would also like to congratulate my colleague
Ms Hartland, who I think originally introduced a bill
into this place in 2008. It is Ms Hartland’s tireless work
in relation to this that I have an enormous respect for in
terms of trying to bring a more humane approach to
people who are facing their end days in terrible
circumstances, in what can be very painful
circumstances. She has been a champion of this for a
very long time, and I certainly thank her for her
ongoing support of this issue.
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It concerns me that much of the email traffic in relation
to this that I have seen pits palliative care against
voluntary assisted dying, because nothing could be
further from the truth. It is not one or the other; they are
complementary. I am not going to go into the depths of
that argument, because I think that was most eloquently
expressed in this debate by Minister Pulford. There
could be no more compelling argument as to why those
issues are not pitted against each other than the
contribution of Ms Pulford.
I also, in terms of recognising the contributions this
evening, want to commend Mr O’Donohue for his
contribution, particularly in relation to his comments
around the scaremongering that we hear around this
issue and the slippery slope that we are embarking on.
In fact we have not seen that happen in other
jurisdictions. I thank Mr O’Donohue for the clarity of
his comments in relation to that and also congratulate
him on his role in relation to the parliamentary inquiry
into those matters.
I believe Mr Melhem might have made reference to
Harry Gardner in his contribution. Harry is a
constituent of mine. He visited me very early in the
piece. Harry was looking for some advice about how he
should go and lobby MPs who perhaps were not
supportive of voluntary assisted dying. Harry is an
amazing gentleman. He is 90 years old. He looks very
sprightly, but he is suffering from metastatic prostate
cancer and he is undergoing chemotherapy. Harry
wants options, and they are options that are not
available to Harry at the moment. Harry despairs at the
fact that those options are not available for him and for
people who are suffering like him. Harry says:
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not know what his choices would have been if he could
have spoken.
I do not know if he would have chosen this, but the
reality is that it was not a choice for him, and we sat
there for many weeks watching him fade. I so wanted
to know what he thought, but we could not know
because we could not speak to him. He could not speak.
In the end, I think — and our family speculated — that
he had just a bit too much morphine, and that day was
the biggest relief for all of us in our family.
I was 21 when that happened. For many, many years I
have thought that the kindest thing to do is let people
decide how they want to die. It is not about saying you
have to die. It is not about saying you have to go down
this road. It is about giving people choices about what
road or path they take. The reality is that we will not
know what path we will choose until we are on that
path, but I want to make sure that we have choices. I
want to make sure that if you are in extraordinary pain,
like my grandfather was, you have a choice and you
can choose voluntary assisted dying as a way to end
that interminable pain that you are in.
I want to make it clear that although the Greens have
had a very, very strong position in relation to this and
always have, it is a position that I held long before I
ever joined the Greens. For me it is the kindest and the
most humane approach to this issue. For me, regulating
choice and giving people control gives some comfort. It
is for those very reasons that I will be supporting this
legislation, and I urge colleagues in this house to
support it. To do anything else is unkind and is
inhumane.

Harry is an inspiration because, despite his terminal
illness and despite his undergoing chemotherapy, he
worked tirelessly to advocate to other MPs to try and
make them understand his life journey, his desires and
what he wants to do in terms of choices when it comes
to his end days.

Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan)
(20:32) — I also rise tonight to speak on the Voluntary
Assisted Dying Bill 2017. This is a very serious matter
that I acknowledge members today have treated with
respect and dignity. It is a very important matter. Many
people here have shared their personal experiences
today, and I thank all those who have already spoken
today and shared their stories. It is a very important
decision we are going to deal with over the course of
the next week or so.

It is certainly an issue that I probably resolved a very
long time ago in my own mind. It goes back to a time
more than 30 years ago when in fact my grandfather
had lung cancer and was dying. There was a time
during that period that he was put in a place that, sadly,
locally was colloquially termed the death house, and
my family were on the death watch of my grandfather.
For many weeks my grandfather could not speak. I do

My personal experience, similar to others, is that I lost
my father to cancer at a relatively young age and
watched him pretty well fade away. He died when I
was 35, just as my career was about to take off
corporately, so he never got to see me do the things I
did across the globe and certainly never got to see me
become a member of Parliament. I feel a bit cheated by
that, but that is another story.

As a humanist I want the government to assist me to die
respectably at the time of my own choosing rather to suffer
the indignity and pain associated with the religiously
protracted palliative care.
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I thank the many people who have shared their stories
with me. I have before me folders of emails, letters and
correspondence that I have received. I note I still have
another 700 emails associated with the Voluntary
Assisted Dying Bill in my email folder that I have
worked my way through. I have had people come and
meet me in person either in the street or in my
electorate office. Some have views one way about the
bill and some have views the other way about the bill,
and I thank them all. I thank every single one of them
who took the energy and the care to come and share
their stories with me. I do understand it. I respect the
opinions and the views of both sides of this discussion.
I do thank all of those who wrote to me, rang me or
made approaches to me — even at Bunnings last
Saturday afternoon — to talk about things, and I respect
their views.
I perhaps thank less those who decided to ring my
electorate office and threaten my staff or send me
emails saying if I voted a certain way they wished upon
me that my family and I would die a long and painful
death. I thank them less. But let us put that aside
because this is a highly emotional discussion. I am not
angry at them. I forgive them, but I just suggest there
are other ways to go about it.
I have been through this piece of legislation many,
many times, line by line, clause by clause, because it is
my job as a legislator to make sure that if I am going to
make some decisions around this I am fully informed
not just on the bill itself but also in terms of the people
who have spoken to me and written to me and the
research that my staff and I have done around this.
The challenge for us as legislators in this house of
review is to make sure this proposed law is 100 per cent
right — not ‘Near enough is good enough’, not just
because it is based on emotion or experience and ‘We’ll
just give this a go’, not just because it reportedly is
better than any other legislature or jurisdiction across
the globe and not just because our current level of care
and palliative treatment is inadequate. It is our job, our
responsibility, to ensure that this legislation has no
errors. Determining how Victoria deals with the
blessing of human life and those associated decisions is
the most important thing we as lawmakers could be
doing. But I tell you, there are some fundamental
failures in this piece of legislation. This is not a
personal decision. It is based on the research and the
reading I have done and speaking to various people
who are experts in their field. I do not believe this
legislation, as presented, is foolproof or tamper-proof. It
is flawed.
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It says in the bill that it is about a terminal illness that is
going to last no more than 12 months and about the
decision of a patient based on the medical opinion that
this person will not last any longer than 12 months.
Reflecting on my own personal story, when my dad
was diagnosed with cancer, the oncologist, the
specialists and the wonderful group of people we put
around him to advise us said without question, ‘You’d
better hurry up and get on with everything because he’s
only got three months to go’. Well, Dad lasted
21 months. So my first reflection on this is that it is not
an exact science; it is an opinion. It is an opinion of
people who are highly skilled and highly educated and
highly experienced, and I respect their opinion, but the
problem is they could be wrong.
Our job as lawmakers is to make sure that any bit of
legislation that gets passed by us, particularly in this
important house of review, is right. There is not room
for ‘She’ll be right, mate’ and there is not room for
‘Near enough is good enough; it’ll be okay’, because I
am not elected to make a decision that is ‘Near enough
is good enough’, nearest to the pin. I am elected to
make the absolute right decision, and until I can be
convinced that this legislation that is before us today,
which needs some adjustment, is 100 per cent right,
then I have a duty, a responsibility, to those who elect
me to not approve it.
There is no guarantee in this piece of legislation that
someone cannot be coerced, and when I reflect on the
second-reading speech of the minister, it says:
The bill clearly sets out that a person must have
decision-making capacity in relation to voluntary assisted
dying and that they must make their request personally.

Well, they can do that. They can do that and convince
those in front of them, the medical practitioners and
others, that they have made this request personally. But
how can you be assured that they have not been coerced
into this — ‘Hey, Mum, hey, Dad, it’s really tough to
come and see you every day with the kids now. It’s
burdensome on our family. We were planning a family
overseas holiday. We can’t do that now. It’s costing us
money in hospital parking fees and petrol to get here.
It’s tough. It’s causing pressure at home. It’s doing all
this stuff’ — and that someone has not coerced the
beloved person into saying, ‘Maybe the best thing is for
me to go’? How can we be assured that is not going to
happen? That fundamentally is one of the problems I
have with this. If the minister at the table during the
committee stage is able to guarantee to me that coercion
is impossible and guarantee to me that the medical
opinion of the doctors is 100 per cent accurate, then I
will have a different discussion about that. There are
not safeguards about this.
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It also says that the health practitioners must not initiate
a discussion about this. How would you know? ‘Fred,
Bill, Martha, I’ve been treating you for a long time.
You and your family are going through a hardship with
this. Maybe it’s time for you to think about that’. How
would you know? You cannot guarantee it, so how
possibly could you ask me as a legislator, as a
lawmaker in this state, to approve something that could
have a flaw in it? How possibly could you ask me to do
that?
Where is the role for a psychiatrist in this? Where is the
role to say that person is of sound mind and body and
capable of making that decision? The legislation does
not provide for that. I have to say that those of us who
have had medical illnesses that greatly concern us
always seek expert opinion. I have sought second
opinions about things; I have sought second opinions
about my family and my children. How come we do
not ask a psychiatrist to ensure that the mental health of
a person is adequate for them to make that decision?
We do not ask for that.
In clause 117 of the legislation it says this:
After section 40(1) of the Births, Deaths and Marriages
Registration Act 1996 insert—
“(1A) The Registrar, on being notified by a doctor of a death
under section 37 and in accordance with section 67 of
the Voluntary Assisted Dying Act 2017, must register
the death in the Register by making an entry about the
death that records the cause of death as the disease,
illness or medical condition that was the grounds for a
person to access voluntary assisted dying.”.

Please do not ask me to lie. Please do not ask me to
vote on a bit of legislation that is a lie. I understand
both sides of the argument, I honestly do. I watched my
dad, my wife’s grandmother and many, many people go
through this pain. But their death was as a result of their
illness. What you are asking me to pass into law, under
clause 117, is to say that the cause of death was the
illness, when the cause of death was that the patient had
an administration of a substance that caused their death.
They did not die due to the illness, as sad as that is.
They did not die due to the condition they had. They
died because they were administered a substance that
caused their death. So how can you possibly ask me to
pass a law that says in clause 117 something happened
that did not actually happen? How can you be asking
me to do that?
We have had lots of commentary about this, including
from former prime ministers Paul Keating, Kevin
Rudd, Tony Abbott and the current Prime Minister
Malcolm Turnbull. Australian Medical Association past
presidents have made much, much commentary about
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how this is a flawed piece of legislation and it should
not be passed.
I received correspondence from an organisation called
Dads4Kids. They asked me to vote against the
proposed assisted suicide bill. I have had letters and
correspondence from both sides of the argument, and I
respect all of those opinions. Dads4Kids said this to me:
In 2001, Belgium introduced euthanasia for adults. On
2 March 2014, Belgium became the world’s first country to
lift all age restrictions on euthanasia. In September 2016, a
minor has become the first child to be euthanised in Belgium
since age restrictions were lifted in the country. The child
asked for euthanasia. How can a child cognitively ask for
such a thing? … In 2002 the Netherlands followed Belgium
and introduced euthanasia. On a downhill run from Belgium,
the Netherlands included children over 12 years of age.

I do not think we have really thought this through. Is
this the start of other things? Is this going to be the
commencement of other things? I do not want people to
be in pain; I do not want people to suffer. I have seen it
for myself. I do not want that to happen, but until
somebody can provide us with a bit of legislation that is
100 per cent foolproof, 100 per cent tamper-proof and
can guarantee all the elements of the bill, then nobody
in this place should be voting in favour of it, because
that is our job.
Mr Finn quoted many experts, including Mukesh
Haikerwal, who has talked about this, and Michael
Gannon, the current president of the AMA, who has
talked about the failings of this bill.
As I have said, I have had many communications
around this — some pleasant, some less pleasant. But
as I said, I forgive those people, I pray for them and I
respect their right to say what they wish to say. I just
ask them to be perhaps a little more respectful about
that.
The Premier said members must use their own
conscience and experience to make a decision. Well,
Premier, this will come as no surprise to you, but I do
not completely agree with you, because it is not just my
opinion. It is the opinion of my constituents. It is the
people who have written to me both for and against on
this, who all feel, rightly so, that they have legitimate
claims to make on this. Many of them have shared their
experiences — many of them have shared their
experiences in detail — about family and friends and
loved ones they have lost, and I fully understand,
because I have also been there. To add to that, my staff
and I have engaged in significant research on
significant bodies of evidence and a number of
discussions. I have had plenty of representations. So,
Premier, this is not just my view. It is the view of my
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constituents, those I represent, and people I have taken
advice from.
I want to conclude well ahead of my time allocation,
because this is not about the length of time, this is about
the quality of the message that you deliver, by saying
that I cannot support the introduction of a law that is not
100 per cent right. I respect all the views of those who
have been deeply affected, those who share my views
and those who do not. My call to every single member
of the Legislative Council of Victoria is this: if you are
not convinced that this bill is 100 per cent right, this law
cannot be dealt with appropriately. If you are not
convinced that putting on a death certificate the cause
of death would be illness and not the substance, if you
cannot be convinced that the doctor’s opinions are
100 per cent accurate and if you cannot be convinced
that there will be no coercion, no bullying and no
pressure applied — if you cannot be convinced of that
to 100 per cent — then you cannot possibly vote in
favour of this.
I welcome your views. I understand your experiences. I
share with you the hurt and the pain that you have had
in your lives through your loved ones, but our job is
bigger than that. Our job is to make sure that when we
introduce a law in Victoria it is the right law, it cannot
be tampered with and it is foolproof. I thank the
government for giving us the opportunity to have this
discussion, because we should have this discussion. I
acknowledge the work of Ms Hartland in 2008 on this.
It is appropriate and healthy that we have this debate,
but it is not right. It is not the way it should be, and I
cannot be asked to pass a law that is flawed. I do not
commend the bill to the house, and I will be opposing
it.
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) (20:47) — It is our job
in this place to make decisions, and this evening it is
my turn to weigh up the outcomes and the
consequences of passing the Voluntary Assisted Dying
Bill 2017. The bill before us this evening, if successful,
will fundamentally change the way we view illness and
death in this state. For the past eight months this
situation has sat at the forefront of my consciousness,
and I have struggled considerably to make a decision.
While we come to this place as individuals with our
own experiences, we must try and view the evidence
before us with a clear eye and an open mind.
Life and death is often a very messy business. Very few
of us get to die in our sleep at a ripe old age. At The
Nationals state conference in May this year the
grassroots members of my party voted to give the state
MPs a free vote, and I am proud that I belong to that
party. This bill has certainly generated significant
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interest from individuals, families and organisations
from within my electorate of Eastern Victoria Region,
across Victoria and interstate. In my deliberations I
have consulted with people on both sides of the debate
and over the last eight months have received letters,
emails and phone calls, like we all have. I have
documented them, and my office staff have been
fabulous in the respect they have shown to all the
people who have walked in the front door and to whom
they have spoken on the phone, and I thank them for
that.
Last Friday the tally in my office was that around
2000 people had made their point of view known to me.
Of those, 200 were in favour and about 1800 against. I
have been honoured to read and to listen to
constituents’ personal stories. Even though this is an
emotionally charged debate, the majority have been
very respectful. Some have provided intimate details of
the loss of their loved ones, and I have lived every word
of their story and the grief they hold as a result. That is
why it is so hard not to be in total agreement with all
the sentiments expressed. I can certainly feel their pain,
their fear of a situation occurring again and their not
wanting to see that happen to anyone else. And I have
experienced the loss of someone very precious to me.
The first observation I would like to make is that as a
society we avoid having discussions around death; it is
a touch-wood philosophy that generally pervades.
Perhaps to discuss death is by some measure to invite it,
but we should be speaking about these things. How
many of us in here have had discussions with our
family about what should happen if we become
seriously ill or meet an untimely death? When speaking
to many of the specialists in this field they say that we
should be having these conversations around our
kitchen tables.
As part of my research I have read the report of the
inquiry into end-of-life choices, and I acknowledge the
work done by that committee. I have attended three
question and answer sessions with the ministerial
advisory panel and read parts, but not all, of the final
report. I acknowledge the effort that the panel has
undertaken, but note that while the panel had highly
qualified professionals, there was no Victorian doctor,
Victorian palliative care specialist or psychiatrist on
that panel. I think a psychiatrist’s input would certainly
have been of benefit in forming this legislation.
Now I would like to talk about some of my concerns
around the eligibility criteria and the supposed
safeguards. My first is about the breadth and concept of
suffering, and the other is about disease being
incurable. We have all heard from families whose loved
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one has experienced severe diseases, like the terrible
motor neurone disease and Huntington’s disease, as
examples, where the mind and body progressively
degenerate beyond the control of the person. It is truly
heartbreaking, and it is something that I think we all
hope and pray that we never have to experience, but
many people do. The eligibility criteria in the bill cover
a vastly wider set of diseases and conditions than those
types of severe disease — too wide in my view. The
bill requires that a disease or condition be incurable,
advanced, progressive and expected to cause death
within 12 months, causing suffering which cannot be
relieved in a manner the person considers tolerable.
In terms of the criteria for suffering, the Legislative
Council committee recommended that suffering must
be enduring and unbearable. The advisory panel
substantially watered this down to:
… suffering that cannot be relieved in a manner the patient
deems tolerable …

and stated that suffering can be mental anguish and
social suffering. That is, it need not be physical pain.
The panel report quotes:
… the panel affirms that suffering should be judged by the
person.

I am alarmed that suffering is to be assessed solely by
the patient and may have psychological, social and
spiritual aspects as much as physical symptoms such as
pain. A person may be experiencing depression, may
not be experiencing any physical pain, may be feeling a
burden or may be feeling pressure from a complex
family dynamic and in that vulnerable position may
apply for voluntary assisted dying.
People who have a life-threatening illness often feel
like a burden to their family and community. They
often apologise for the inconvenience they are
imposing. There is real potential for someone to feel
pressure and to seek a way out. The case study from the
end-of-life choices in Oregon highlights an 85-year-old
lady called Kate Cheney, who opted for assisted
suicide. As the main carer, her daughter attended the
physician’s appointment where the request was made.
At this appointment — and I am summarising the
synopsis — the physician was submissive, and a
referral to a subsequent physician was requested. The
second practitioner arranged for a psychiatric
evaluation, that being standard procedure in Oregon.
The findings of the evaluation determined that the
patient lacked the high level of capacity to weigh
options about assisted suicide and did not really seem to
be pushing it.
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Although Kate, the patient, seemed to accept the
assessment, it was noted that her daughter seemed
angry, and an independent assessment was
subsequently sought. Ultimately it was found that Kate
had the ability to make her own decision. Ultimately
she received the lethal drugs, which were put into the
care of her daughter. As time progressed Kate was
placed into a nursing home to give her daughter some
respite. On coming home she determined that her
condition had declined and that the lethal drugs would
be administered.
Coercion is a very subtle thing. It cannot be measured,
but it can be felt. A sensitive palliative care doctor may
sense coercion and be able to feel it, but two doctors
who may not know the patient at all or their family
dynamics may not necessarily understand that coercion
is taking place.
It is our job to pass legislation that protects the most
vulnerable people: the aged, the disabled and the ill.
Most families are functional — most care for their
loved ones — but not all, and I fear that many of the
safeguards will be tested and found wanting. A big
problem is that, as I said, it is almost impossible to
establish coercion and elder abuse. Often the patient is
dead, and even if there is a case for coercion to be made
the evidence is lost.
In terms of the disease being incurable, the explanatory
memorandum states that whether a disease is incurable
depends on whether there are treatments that will
eradicate the disease, not manage the symptoms, and
whether the person is prepared to accept those
treatments. Asthma, diabetes and kidney malfunction
may be incurable, although the symptoms are
manageable with Ventolin, insulin and dialysis. Only in
severe cases would these diseases be expected to
progress to cause death within 12 months, but if they
did and if a person refused symptom management, the
treatment of the bill’s criteria could be met. A person
could make themselves eligible for assisted suicide by
refusing treatment for a manageable disease. People
will say this is highly unlikely, but there is the potential,
and when we consider legislation we must try to protect
the vulnerable, the aged, the disabled and the ill.
The bill can authorise assisted dying on a wide range of
diseases with much lower severity and incapacitation
than motor neurone disease (MND) or Huntington’s
disease. I might break off speaking about the bill to
mention that inspirational ex-Essendon footballer Neale
Daniher, who brought MND into public awareness and
raised incredible funds for research into a cure. I am not
aware of his views on this legislation, but I thank him
for his courage, his tenacity and his dignity. It seems he
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has carried the talents that he showed on the field with
him throughout his life. I congratulate him on being
such a strong and courageous man. There are many
other strong people around, but we do not know them.
They are in their homes. I am sure there are many in
Gippsland.
According to the bill, the two doctors involved with
voluntary assisted dying must be fellows of a specialist
medical college and potentially be GPs, and they must
have completed voluntary assisted dying training. At
least one of the doctors must have expertise in the
person’s illness or disease.
Another concern I have with the bill is that according to
it a person will be referred to a specialist capacity
assessment only if the assessing doctor is unsure of
their mental state. Surely there should be mandatory
referral for a psychological assessment or psychiatric
assessment. In relation to training, clause 113 of the bill
states that the secretary of the Voluntary Assisted
Dying Review Board may approve training for medical
practitioners relating to:
(b) assessing whether or not a person meets the eligibility
criteria;
(c) identifying and assessing risk factors for abuse or
coercion.

My concern is this: what does the training actually look
like? What is the duration of the course? Is it an online
course? Is it a two-hour course or a weekend course? Is
it a matter of ticking the boxes? Who mandates what
the criteria are for competency? Will the training have a
comprehensive palliative care component? Neither of
the doctors need to have any historical knowledge
about the patient. Both doctors can be from the same
clinic. Relevance to the condition will not be mandated
for both physicians.
People doctor shop. If they do, they will be away from
their local GP, who usually has contextualised
knowledge of the patient’s history and the dynamics
within their family, including diagnoses of depression.
The AMA’s position statement on the bill states:
2.1. A patient’s request to deliberately hasten their death by
providing either euthanasia or physician-assisted suicide
should be fully explored by their doctor. Such a request
may be associated with conditions such as depression or
other mental disorders, dementia, reduced
decision-making capacity and/or poorly controlled
clinical symptoms. Understanding and addressing the
reasons for such a request will allow the doctor to adjust
the patient’s clinical management accordingly or seek
specialist assistance.
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The Legal and Social Issues Committee end-of-life
choices report noted that there were major gaps in the
quality and provision of palliative care in Victoria and,
of particular relevance to my constituents, that the
services are not easily accessible for people in country
Victoria. I believe that it is vitally important for the
overall wellbeing of Victorians that we address and
implement the first 28 recommendations outlined in the
report. Recommendations 1 to 28 provide an integrated
approach for palliative care with the utmost
consideration for the patient, the health service
providers, the residential care facilities and the patient’s
loved ones. At the heart of each recommendation is the
need to move towards a community-based model. In
speaking with a number of palliative care professionals
across my electorate, palliative care offers a
person-centred, family-supported, multidisciplinary
approach with an emphasis on holistic care. What we
want to avoid during times of serious illness and indeed
all illness is professionals working in silos. Sadly, in the
country due to a lack of specialists in rural settings this
is exactly what happens.
Recently when I spoke on the real-time reporting
legislation I did some research into the coroner’s report
and found, very sadly, through the coroner, that in
relation to the tragic death in Central Gippsland there
were two doctors. One was working on the drug
rehabilitation of the patient and the other on their
mental and physical state, and whilst that person had
been under their care for many years neither of them
had actually communicated. As consequences arose,
the medications conflicted and, due to the person’s
condition, unfortunately he perished. We need to avoid
that. We need to avoid it in non-palliative care
situations, but we certainly need to avoid it when
people have a major illness.
Odette Waanders states in Palliative Care Victoria’s
submission that almost 10 000 Victorians die every
year without access to proper palliative care. She also
relates the calls for help for palliative care, and she
illustrates that there is poor access to palliative care for
terminally ill Victorians. I know others have raised
examples of this in the house, and I thank them for
doing so.
Advance care planning in the final stages can make a
huge impact. I have had discussions with people both in
the Latrobe Valley and in East Gippsland who speak
about how advance care planning is so very important
to minimise the impact of the disease and support
treatment and to have a designated and fully
fundamental, holistic plan for the patient, the family
and the community that that person is in. Not everyone
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is supported by family. Many people live in isolation,
whether they be in physical or emotional isolation.
In discussions with healthcare providers in my
electorate, I have been informed that the number of
people in Central Gippsland’s palliative care programs
has doubled in the last five years. Latrobe Community
Health Service has 400 palliative care patients listed on
its books, and nurses see 80 patients in rotation at any
one time. With 40 patients in 2012, this represents an
increase of 50 per cent in just 6 years. Eighty per cent
of the clients are cancer patients, and 15 per cent have
lung disease. District nursing staff do a fantastic job,
but they are truly overstretched. Issues around
accessing continuity of doctor service and accessibility
to pain relief medications on weekends have been
raised with me. Latrobe Community Health Service
staff highlighted the need for after-hours availability of
doctors to facilitate dying at home and the potential for
an additional professional, such as a second nurse
practitioner.
The Asbestos Council of Victoria’s Gippsland Asbestos
Related Diseases Support CEO, Vicki Hamilton, is a
strong advocate for establishing a hospice in the
Latrobe Valley, a region which has a significantly high
incidence of mesothelioma. Vicki is a tremendous lady
who is incredibly passionate about her people and her
loved ones. She is committed to providing the best
service she can, and she goes to 110 per cent. Vicki and
I may not have the same point of view on this
legislation, but I am confident that we are in furious
agreement on the need for more attention and more
funding for end-of-life services, for palliative care, for
those cancer patients who have been so affected in the
Latrobe Valley.
Community-based care is a model that operates in
South Gippsland, where clinical nurse consultant Mary
Ross-Hazelwood informs me that more funds are
needed to improve the education of GPs, general
nursing staff and volunteers. She is a tremendous
advocate who has worked across Gippsland supporting
a whole variety of people in an effort to make this
service better, but she acknowledges that more
communication and more specialist help is required in
our region. An East Gippsland hospital CEO only
recently said that she would love to have access to
specialist palliative care doctors to provide specific
training for local professionals and new GPs. Funds are
urgently needed to provide teleconferencing services to
rural and remote hospitals to support patients with a
life-threatening illness. The Australian Medical
Association position statement 1.6 states:
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As a matter of the highest priority, governments should strive
to improve end-of-life care for all Australians through:
the adequate resourcing of palliative care services and
advance care planning …

A letter sent to me and I am sure to everybody else in
this house from 101 oncologists states:
We call for improved funding of palliative care services in
Victoria, for the benefit of all Victorians, but especially those
who live with incurable cancer and their families.

I am proud that the Liberal-Nationals have pledged
$140 million for palliative care in Victoria when we
come to government in 2018, doubling the specialist
palliative care nursing services for community
palliative care clients, especially in our rural areas, and
increasing funding for community palliative care
provided in the home, including overnight care,
in-home respite and carer support and enhanced links to
after-hours support, such as pharmacists. It is vitally
important that we improve the welfare of the most
vulnerable in our community. I am disappointed that
the government has not shown leadership in the area of
palliative care and instead has chosen to bring in this
legislation before doing so.
Turning back to the bill, I also have concerns in relation
to the 12-month time frame for Victorians to request
assisted dying. Determining how long a person has to
live is not an exact science. Most doctors find it a
challenge to diagnose how long someone will live if the
said doctor is not trained. The Oregon model is based
on six months, not 12 months. This is a point that has
been raised over and over again with me.
I am concerned about the uncertainty of the drugs that
will be used. We are being asked to take a giant leap of
faith in simply handing over control to an implemented
task force to research and devise a concoction of drugs.
We have no information about the efficacy of the drug,
the toxicity, the administration or how it will be trialled,
because even the government does not know what it
will be.
Pharmacists in Victoria will create euthanasia powders
with a mixture of substances already approved by the
Therapeutic Goods Administration. In order to create
this lethally administered drug there will be a
concoction of, including morphine potentially,
diazepam and prescriptions that are often used to treat
heart conditions and epilepsy. In fact, it kind of makes
my skin crawl thinking about it. To be at this stage of
the bill one would have thought that this critical
element would have been planned and devised.
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I have concerns that under this legislation a patient will
be able to store poisons at home for up to 12 months
and, as we have observed in Oregon, for years. It is
impossible to claim safeguards can be maintained when
lethal drugs are in situ in people’s homes for extended
periods of time. There is no oversight from the board
once the patient is able to access the drug and take it
home.
The model relies on self-reporting and
self-administration, and I have concerns about this. Call
me overcautious, but there are definite dangers to what
could happen to any person who is in that home and
can access the key. One scenario that concerns me is
the potential for district nurses to be forced into
administering the lethal drug against their will. This is
my scenario: a patient is unable to self-administer and
the partner, through stress and grief, is also unable to
perform the act and begs the district nurse to administer
the poison. The nurse is put in a very difficult position
if her or his philosophy is contrary to that of the patient.
Conscientious objection sounds feasible in theory, but
the practice will have inherent pressures which could
certainly lead in the long term to adverse mental health
in relation to the nursing staff and also then loss of
those people from that environment.
The Eastern Palliative Care manager of nursing and
medical services, Kylie Draper, validates my
contention. Referring to VAD, she says, and I quote:
Our nurses are the ones who will be dealing with the issues
leading up to and after VAD has been enacted. They are the
ones providing care before and after the death of people at
home. How are we to know that someone is planning to do
this? We may have a conscientious objection but will be
inadvertently drawn into being involved in the VAD process
as we won’t abandon our clients before or after death. The
promise of the legislation regarding being able to have a
conscientious objection therefore is a hollow one.

We come into this place and we all have life
experience. I would hate to think that anybody reading
this in the future would say that I have been viewing
this from a distance and without personal experience. I
have certainly been touched by tragedy. It is 25 years
ago that I lost my father to cancer. I can still see it,
particularly that last time when I went in on Australia
Day and touched his hand that was withered. His face
was yellow because his liver had stopped working, and
I felt those last final breaths; I have experienced it. In
fact I will make a few observations and explain briefly
the situation in order, I hope, to make some challenges
to doctors but also improvements to the system and to
substantiate my comments.
He was a very fit man, he could run up hills, he was a
farmer of 50 years and he was about 60 or 61 and was
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still a ball of muscle. But over time he went to the
doctor saying, ‘I feel like I’ve got a grain of sand in my
stomach’. For some reason he was not diagnosed for
months and months, until finally the doctor sent him off
for a gastroscopy for a suspected ulcer. That specialist
said to him, ‘Get to Cabrini this afternoon’. He said, ‘I
can’t, I have to go home and milk the cows’. He went
home and milked the cows for the very last time that
night, went to Cabrini the next day and was opened up.
I cannot tell you whether it was second, third or
fourth-stage cancer, but it was everywhere — it was in
his stomach, it was in his liver, it was in his lymph
nodes, it was everywhere. He was told he had three
months to live.
It is interesting — and I went through this with my
family, my mother and brother — that there was not the
discussion around palliative care back 25 years ago that
there is now. He had the choice of three months to live
or, ‘If we give you some treatment, you will be able to
last a little bit longer’, so he chose the treatment. He
packed up his home of about 55 years, sold the farm,
moved Mum into Leongatha where she would be safe
and cared for, gave the horse away et cetera. With that
done, he had treatment. He had chemotherapy, and then
later on in Freemasons he had radiation therapy, and we
were with him all the way. Toward the end he went
back to Leongatha and went home, and in truth it was a
horrendous time. My mother still cries if we bring it up.
I think what I would like to say from this experience is
that palliative care has improved since that point, but
there is still a long, long way to go. At no stage did he
ask, ‘Please, help me to die’. He wanted to stay and
grapple as much life as he could. Whether that has
coloured me or not, I certainly understand that there are
other people whose fathers may say, ‘I need to go. Let
me find a way to go’. My comment on that is that
palliative care still has many, many — particularly in
the country — ways to improve.
Finally, I have been listening in my office or in the
Parliament to the debate, and I thank people for their
considered, respectful and, quite often, passionate
feelings in relation to this debate, which is the biggest
debate, I think, I will face in my, hopefully, long
parliamentary career. I do believe that there are too
many situations in relation to the safeguards — I cannot
see that they are actually safe. The autonomy of the
individual must be measured against the irretrievable
alteration of society. There is no going back once
Victoria has committed to this path, and I am concerned
that the safeguards cannot perform their intent. I will be
opposing the bill, and I will consider amendments as
they come through.
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Ms MIKAKOS (Minister for Families and
Children) (21:16) — This debate will probably be one
of the most important I will be involved in as a member
of Parliament. I want to thank the many constituents,
medical professionals, churches and many others who
wrote to me expressing their views and experiences
about what is a very complex issue. I read thoughtful
correspondence from so many people on both sides of
this debate, and I especially want to thank those who
shared with me their personal experiences of losing a
loved one. I found that these raw, often deeply personal
and powerful stories really helped to inform and shape
my position on this matter.
I also thank the chair of the ministerial advisory panel,
Professor Brian Owler, for meeting with me, and I want
to thank the Minister for Health’s office for providing
me with very detailed notes in relation to all the issues
in relation to this particular bill. I want to also
acknowledge the many heartfelt contributions made by
colleagues in both chambers and on both sides of this
debate, many of whom have related personal stories of
loved ones and who have lost loved ones, in many
cases, in difficult circumstances. My heart goes out to
all of you, particularly to my colleague
Minister Pulford. I cannot begin to imagine how
difficult it was to recollect those losses, and I want to
thank them for sharing their personal stories with all of
us in such a public manner.
Euthanasia literally means ‘a good death’. It comes
from the Greek words ‘eu’, good, and ‘thanatos’, death.
What we all want for ourselves and our loved ones is
what can be described as a good death.
I am grateful to my party for giving its members a
conscience vote on this issue. I have had to make such
judgements now on several occasions. As I have
previously expressed, my Christian faith is important to
me. It shapes my choices and my political priorities,
such as my focus on social justice. For me, Christianity
is all about compassion, loving one’s neighbour and
looking after the most marginalised. It is a radical, not a
conservative religion that has inspired the abolition of
slavery, scientific progress, democratic rule and free
commerce. My responsibility as an elected
representative of the people is to represent the hundreds
of thousands of constituents within this secular
institution.
My constituents have many differing views on this
issue, many different faiths or no faith, and so my
church’s view on this issue should not be all that
matters. My duty to the people of Victoria is to work
my hardest to respond to society’s problems and to
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support laws that reflect broad community standards
and opinions, and laws that protect the most vulnerable.
I am reminded of a quote by German philosopher
Arthur Schopenhauer, who said:
Compassion is the basis for all morality.

I think it is an act of compassion that we give people, in
limited circumstances, the choice of a dignified death.
This debate is about giving people who are dying
anyway, and dying with great suffering, a choice as to
the timing and the manner of their death. After giving
this considerable thought, I will be supporting this bill.
A key consideration in my thinking has been the issue
of safeguards and protecting the most vulnerable. I
think it is worth mentioning at this point that in 2008 I
voted against the previous private members bill on this
issue because of my concerns about the inadequacy of
the safeguards and the scope of who was to be eligible.
By contrast, I am satisfied that there are adequate
safeguards built into this legislation.
If this bill is passed, Victoria will have the most
restricted voluntary assisted dying scheme in the world.
It will also mean that most people will continue to rely
solely on pain mitigation to alleviate their suffering and
to rely on palliative care. However, for the 5 per cent or
so of patients for whom even the best palliative care
cannot alleviate their suffering, this bill will give them
an ability to hasten the end of their suffering.
Currently family members are involved in expressing
their wishes about pain alleviation to the doctors of
their loved ones and, in the course of alleviating pain,
medication doses can currently be increased so that a
person’s death can be hastened. This happens now, and
it is important that we do not ignore that.
By contrast, this bill puts the patient solely in control. If
this bill passes, Victoria will continue to access
high-quality palliative care. Voluntary assisted dying
will continue to co-exist with palliative care. In those
jurisdictions that have introduced such legislation, the
increased focus on end-of-life care has seen palliative
care enhanced.
Palliative care funding has increased during our term of
government. Victoria is regarded as having excellent
palliative care services and it is important that this
continues and that it improves. The parliamentary
inquiry into end-of-life choices and numerous coronial
inquests have documented the harrowing stories of
Victorians taking their own lives, many in violent ways.
The coroner’s evidence was that each week one
terminally ill Victorian was suiciding.
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I want to quote from one local constituent’s letter that I
received in relation to this. This is from Birgit from
Northcote, whose permission I have sought to quote
from her letter, and I quote:
My father-in-law took his own life when facing yet another
operation for his cancer. He asked to be allowed home from
hospital for the weekend before his operation. I phoned to
arrange a home visit and he asked me not to come. He sent
his wife on an errand to the shops and then took his life. He
was, very sadly, all alone. He had spent the previous night at
home, writing a farewell letter to his wife. How terribly,
terribly sad that his family couldn’t support him and be with
him. If voluntary assisted dying had been an option available
to him, maybe he would have gone ahead with the operation
and he may have enjoyed several more years of living with
his loving wife, children and grandchildren.

This is not a situation that I can choose to ignore. It is a
tragedy that people are suffering terribly and then
choosing to end their lives in this way, without having
their loved ones around them and often in a violent
manner. This bill recognises that some people may
prefer to choose to hasten their impending death rather
than continue to endure intolerable suffering. They will
be able to die with dignity with the people who love
them most by their side.
For me, it is important that this bill only allows the
person themselves to make the decision to access
voluntary assisted dying and that there are strong
safeguards to ensure the decision is the person’s own,
that it is made voluntarily, is informed and is enduring.
Only adults with an incurable disease, illness or
medical condition that is expected to cause death within
a 12-month period will be eligible. The disease, illness
or medical condition must also be causing suffering that
cannot be relieved in a manner the person considers
tolerable.
Mental illness only or disability only will not satisfy
eligibility. As the aunty of children with special needs,
this is reassuring to me. In relation to mental illness, if
there is any doubt that the person’s decision-making
capacity is impaired because of mental illness, then the
medical practitioner must refer the person to a
psychiatrist who will determine whether the person is
suffering from a mental illness that makes them
incapable of making informed decisions in relation to
voluntary assisted dying. The requirement that the
request be enduring also stops people accessing
voluntary assisted dying due to an acute episode of
mental illness. Those with dementia will not be eligible
because they must be able to have decision-making
capacity throughout the entire process. This will not
satisfy some advocates of voluntary assisted dying but
it is an important safeguard against exploitation.
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Two separate doctors who have been trained in the
requirements of this bill will need to independently
assess the person for eligibility, and one of them must
be a doctor with relevant expertise in the person’s
disease, illness or medical condition.
Medical practitioners will be able to conscientiously
object to being involved, and the person themselves
will be able to change their mind at any time. The bill
also requires time delays between the different decision
points. It creates new offences and strong penalties for
anyone who intentionally misuses medications
prescribed under it and for inducing another person to
request voluntary assisted dying. It also establishes a
Voluntary Assisted Dying Review Board, which will
report to this Parliament, to monitor this legislation.
Voting down this bill will not save a single life as the
people who would have the benefit of this legislation
are dying, and they are dying terribly. This bill provides
choice to those who are dying in terrible circumstances.
It is a bill that will offer choice, compassion and
comfort to those of our fellow Victorians faced with the
most difficult of circumstances, who may be comforted
and reassured by this bill’s very passage. For those
reasons I have outlined I will be supporting this bill.
Mr EIDEH (Western Metropolitan) (21:26) — The
bill before the house relates to assisted dying, and I
wish to congratulate the Premier, the Honourable
Daniel Andrews, on his leadership in bringing this
matter before the elected representatives of the people
of Victoria and also to thank him for his humanity in
stating this should be a matter of each member’s own
conscience. It is not a party vote, and it is not a political
vote. It is not a matter to be decided behind closed
doors in a meeting with members but by a conscience
vote. And it is, as we know, controversial. We in this
house understand the pain surrounding this issue as best
as we can without having been personally affected by
it, and we will discuss the bill rationally and
intelligently before eventually making our decision
formal in the final vote.
Personally I am in favour of the bill. In so stating, I do
not regard it as murder, nor do I really like the term
mercy killing. It is assisted dying under the toughest,
most conservative standards anywhere in the world, but
it does mean that if a person is dying, if they are in
severe and agonising pain, if doctors advise them that
they have a better chance of winning lotto, first
division, three times in a row than recovering, then to
deny them this moral right is effectively forcing them to
survive under a sort of torture. And that is the word I
use because I wonder how I would feel if I was in
absolute agony, if I was told that I would die in weeks
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or months. How would I feel if I was forced to remain
in such extreme pain because I could not seek another
way out?
No, this is not suicide. This is not people wanting to die
for any reason other than they are already dying, but in
severe pain and discomfort, and at the very same time
seeing their family members whom they love and adore
feeling their continuing anguish and being a part of that
continuing suffering.
Honourable members, I believe in my faith and I try to
live by the standards and morals of that faith, but I do
not believe that the great one who rules over us all,
whatever title or name we append to him, would want
people to live in such circumstances. That is why he
gave us the knowledge and the skill to assist those
whose time is already coming to find their peace. Do
we have the right to say to people that they are
forbidden to find peace?
This is not about blood being on our hands or about
forcing doctors to do what they do not wish to do. This
is not about attacking religious hospitals or any church.
This bill, this would-be law, is about death with dignity,
about death with peace, about relieving suffering when
all other means have expired. This is about helping
them when all other hope is lost, when palliative care
has gone as far as it can go, and it is about giving the
person themselves a choice which they must determine
but which is guided with support from qualified
practitioners who must be consulted.
The Special Minister of State in this house and the
Minister for Health in the other place have explained
both before us formally and in answers to question after
question by media personnel exactly what the
safeguards are in this bill. We all know about the
extensive discussions and considerations that took place
before this bill was written, with its very specific
content — its rules, its guidelines, its requirements —
and then its legislative drafting. I trust those who have
done all of this amazing work and, as a representative
of the people of this state, I thank them for their
deliberations.
I am not a medical practitioner. Unlike others, I will not
refer to any family or friends who have endured agony
before death. To me this debate is not personal for us;
rather this debate is about allowing the person
themselves to live their life as they wish, and if that
means that they need assistance when their life is
coming to an end, then do we have the right to say
‘No’? If any person was dying in extreme pain and
there was no hope for recovery whatsoever, would I
have the right to refuse their final wish if that was to die
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with peace and with dignity? Politics be damned here,
because we must do what is right for the person, and
the very well thought out requirements in the various
clauses of the bill will ensure death with dignity, if that
is their choice.
Some have argued that doctors make mistakes, that
doctors may be the cause of problems through
iatrogenesis, that simply spending more money on
palliative care will automatically resolve the problem,
that there will no longer be any suffering. Many people
have approached me and shared their views, but I have
also spoken with doctors, who wish those conversations
to remain confidential, and with an expert on medical
jurisprudence. While they may be a minority within the
community, I listened to their expertise when they
advised me that this bill is as well drafted and thought
out as it could be, and that in fact this bill will set
standards around the world, that other nations will look
to us as leaders.
Simply, this is a good bill, one that does not lay blame,
one that does not seek excuses, one that cares for
sufferers but which supports qualified licensed medical
practitioners to work with the suffering to determine the
most appropriate outcome for them. And that is a
critical part: that doctors be allowed to work with
individual patients as to what is best for them. I would
hate to think how any of us would be if we were in the
position of a dying person, suffering, struggling, told
that there was no hope, screaming in pain and then told,
‘Tough luck, mate; you must continue to suffer no
matter how long you live’. I could not look a person in
the face and tell them those words. For these reasons, I
support this bill.
Mr MORRIS (Western Victoria) (21:33) — I rise
to make my contribution with regard to the Voluntary
Assisted Dying Bill 2017. I begin by saying that this
bill is certainly a threshold bill. This is a most
significant bill and a bill that needs to be considered in
the most serious way. There is no doubt that suffering
close to death can be ghastly, and we have certainly
heard contributions from many members in this house
with regard to their personal stories. However, we in
this house must examine this bill and determine if we as
individuals representing our constituents will support or
oppose this bill. We are not choosing to support or
oppose the theory, idea or concept of euthanasia or
assisted dying; we are choosing to support or oppose a
bill that would introduce a methodology of facilitating a
terminally ill person to die before their illness takes
them.
I, along with everyone in this house, have received
considerable correspondence and other contacts from
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constituents, asking both that I vote for and against this
bill, and for this I am truly thankful. We are very
fortunate to have constituents who take the time to
make contact with us and share their stories. Many of
these constituents have spoken of their own experience
of deaths of loved ones, and some of these have been
very difficult deaths and painful deaths. Others have
described deaths that they thought were good deaths,
deaths that they felt their family members were
supported through.
However, this bill is not what many people think. This
bill is not about an elderly person days from death,
slipping in and out of consciousness, receiving an
injection and slowly taking their last breaths. This bill is
about a person taking home a locked box with a
substance as yet unknown to take at a time of their
choosing, without medical supervision or other
oversight.
I have grave concerns about the methodology that is set
out in this bill. The main concern that I have is that with
this bill we are talking about an individual’s right to
choose, but we are also discussing the rights and the
importance of protecting the vulnerable in our
community, so we are weighing up the right of a person
to choose to die against the right of the vulnerable to
not wrongfully die. We must weigh this up, and we
must weigh up how many wrongful deaths occurring in
our community is okay for others to have the right to
choose. In my view the answer to this is that one
wrongful death is too many. It is for that reason that I
cannot support this bill.
There has been much discussion about this bill and
about other support that can be provided to people at
the end of life. I know palliative care is something that
has been canvassed a lot throughout this discussion. I
sat and listened to Ms Pulford’s contribution, which I
found a remarkable contribution, in which she spoke
about her love for palliative care. Can I say that in
Ballarat, as Ms Pulford described, we are very fortunate
that we have Ballarat Hospice Care, a phenomenal
organisation that provides significant support to people
at the end of their life. Ms Pulford described the support
that Ballarat hospice provided her family. I certainly
know of significant support it provided to other families
in Ballarat as well. We are fortunate in Ballarat. People
who live in Melbourne too are fortunate to have proper
access to palliative care. However, my significant
concern is that many of both Ms Pulford’s and my
constituents in Western Victoria Region do not have the
same equitable access to palliative care as I or my
family would or people living in Melbourne would.
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If you are living in Wedderburn or in another smaller
community in western Victoria, you do not —
Mr Finn — Correct.
Mr MORRIS — Indeed, Mr Finn. You do not have
the same access to palliative care as others do. I am
very proud that we on this side of the house have
committed to providing $140 million to palliative care
if we are elected at the next election, because palliative
care will certainly go a long way to alleviating suffering
at the end of life. I note the significant contribution that
has been made to this debate by Palliative Care
Victoria. Indeed Palliative Care Victoria have provided
MPs with significant information about why it is that
they oppose this particular bill.
One thing that I did want to address with regard to this
is what was detailed in Palliative Care Victoria’s
contribution to members. I will quote from what is said
in that contribution about the issues that are not
addressed in this bill:
1.

Insufficient access to quality palliative care and end of
life care
There is an urgent need to prioritise implementation of
the 28 recommendations arising from the end of life
choices inquiry to improve access to palliative care and
to implement the goals of Victoria’s 2016 end of life and
palliative care framework.
There is currently insufficient access to high quality
palliative care and end of life care, undermining genuine
choice. For example:
At least one in four Victorians who die each year
(10 000 people) do not have access to needed
palliative care. This is based on an accepted
international benchmark indicating that in
high-income countries 69 to 82 per cent of those
who die need palliative care and current palliative
care provision in Victoria.
Access to palliative care in residential aged care is
very low and a significant concern in the context of
low levels of qualified staffing for people with very
complex care needs.
Fifty-five per cent of Victorian palliative care
services in Victoria report that they are unable to
meet need.
There has been little change in the number of
people accessing palliative care services in Victoria
in the period 1 July 2014 to 30 June 2016.
Overall, recurrent funding increases (after wage
and cost increases) for palliative care service
provision in the period 1 July 2014 to 30 June 2017
have only been sufficient to maintain the status quo
and have not met the growing demand.
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Now, a state such as Victoria in a wealthy country such
as ours should be ensuring people towards the end of
their lives have all opportunities for the best care
possible. For palliative care not to be appropriately
funded in our state in my view is nothing short of
shameful. The care and support that palliative care can
provide to people at the end of their lives is something
that I certainly feel must be in place before a bill of this
type is considered in this house.
A further concern that I have with this particular bill is
the role — or the lack of a role — for the coroner in a
possible review of a person who chooses or is involved
in a death as a result of this bill. There has been certain
discussion about elder abuse and coercion. The word
‘coercion’, I think, is sometimes a strong word. People
feel that someone being coerced is someone who is
being strong-armed, but if we think about all of the
ways that subtle coercion can occur and if we
understand that people who are terminally ill can be
very vulnerable — they are some of the most
vulnerable in our community — for the coroner not to
be able to review the death of a person who has
undertaken assisted dying, even if there are concerns
amongst others about possible coercion, I think opens a
minefield of concern about those who towards the end
perhaps may not have wanted to take their lives. Who
might know what could have happened with that locked
box in that home of a person who had chosen to avail
themselves of this particular end to their lives?
Unfortunately under this legislation what happens in the
end would remain a mystery.
Similarly I have concerns about the fabrication of the
death certificate under this bill. The fact that the death
certificate of a person who chooses assisted dying
would reflect the illness for which they were terminally
ill rather than the fact that they have chosen to avail
themselves of assisted dying in my view is making an
important document fabricated because of the fact that
the true reality of what has happened to that person is
misrepresented.
Similarly I have concerns about this locked box. What
is this locked box? I know I have had discussions with
my colleagues about what this locked box might look
like. Is it the petty cash tin that the local football club
uses? What does this locked box look like? How is it
constructed? What is the use of this?
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Another significant concern that I have is the fact that
there is no final declaration at the point where a person
chooses to take this medication and accept their own
death. Who is to say that there is not going to be any
subtle coercion of that person towards the end of their
life while they are in their own home taking this
medication? The fact that there is not going to be a
medical practitioner of any description whilst this
medication is being taken is also of concern to me. We
are expected by this bill just to take on faith that the
medication or the substance that is going to be given to
the terminally ill person will do as the government
hopes and kill the person availing themselves of it
quickly and without undue consequence.
I have significant concerns about some of the scenarios
that have been canvassed in this house about what
happens where a person suffers for hours or days as a
result of taking this medication and struggles through
that scenario. How can you possibly test a medication
or a substance to ensure that it does take somebody’s
life in the manner that one expects? I have been very
fortunate to have some very learned doctors discuss the
potential of this bill with me, and the pharmacological
discussions about the interactions individuals may have
with medications certainly have opened my eyes to the
fact that it is impossible to know how any one person
may react to a substance they have ingested, despite all
of the best scientific testing that may occur.
Another — and extremely concerning for me —
adverse consequence of a bill such as this is the issue
around the doctor-patient relationship and what
potential impact this bill may have on it. I have met
with doctors who have said that they are concerned that
patients of theirs will not go to the doctor, will not go to
the hospital and will not seek treatment for fear of
dying — for fear of a doctor taking their lives. We
know how critically important that doctor-patient
relationship is. The respect and the trust that needs to be
evident in that relationship is crucial. It is crucial to
ensure the health and welfare of our community. If
there are vulnerable people in our community who feel
that they cannot go to the doctor for fear of being killed,
the possible negative consequences from this are in my
view almost endless.
Another issue I want to canvass in my contribution
relates to faith. I sat opposite listening to Mr Leane’s
contribution earlier and —

Mr Finn — Where do you get them?
Mr Finn — Staggering.
Mr MORRIS — Indeed, Mr Finn. ‘Where do you
get them?’ is a very good question.

Mr MORRIS — I did struggle with whether or not
I should mention this particular fact, but after listening
to Mr Leane’s contribution I think I must. Just because
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a person is a person of faith does not mean that their
views are any less valid than a person who may be an
atheist or agnostic.
Mr Jennings — That is not what he said.
Mr MORRIS — I did not say that is what he said,
Mr Jennings.
Mr Jennings — Okay. Well, that is good. I just
make that clear.
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the Southern Medical Journal, volume 108, number 10,
October 2015. The title of the article is ‘How does
legalisation of physician-assisted suicide affect rates of
suicide?’. This is something that has been discussed.
We have certainly heard commentary about some
horrendous suicides that have occurred; I do not take
away from that. However, this particular journal article
in its conclusion states:
The evidence from suicide rates in states —

referring to the United States —
Mr MORRIS — I have heard in the context of this
debate — not in this house but in the context of this
debate — that members of this house should leave their
religion at the door. That was one comment that I heard
with regard to this debate. I am a Catholic; I am not a
very good Catholic, but I am Catholic.
Mr Finn — It’s not easy to be a good Catholic.
Mr MORRIS — It is not easy to be a good
Catholic, Mr Finn. However, being Catholic is an
important part of who I am; it is an important part of
my family and my family’s life. I am not voting the
way I am on this bill due to my faith. However, for
others to attempt to deride and belittle the views of
people of faith is in my view discriminatory and
entirely unacceptable. I think we need to recognise that
we come to this place with a huge range of experiences
and understandings about the way the world is. Just
because a person is of faith and is voting against this
bill does not mean that they are doing so as a result of
being a person of faith, and to deride a person because
of their faith in voting on a bill such as this I think takes
us down a very, very dark path.
I do note that we still begin each day in this house with
the Lord’s Prayer, and for me that is a very important
part of the sitting day. Whether you believe in God or
not, it is an important part of our day because it is a
moment of reflection about why it is that we are in this
house and the important job that we have to do. That is
why I think it is incredibly important. Whether you
believe in God or not is up to you, but I choose to use
that as a moment of reflection to think about the gravity
of the job that we have at hand in this house and why it
is that we should take this job incredibly seriously. I do
note the contributions from all in this house, and I
believe there has been a strong and robust debate about
this bill, but I do think there are at times lines that we
should not cross.
There has been a wideranging discussion with regard to
this bill. I want to read some commentary from a couple
of journal articles that I have found particularly
enlightening in consideration of this bill. One is from

that have legalised PAS —

physician-assisted suicide —
is not consistent with Posner’s conjecture that such legal
changes would lead to delays and net reductions in suicide.
Rather, the introduction of PAS seemingly induces more
self-inflicted deaths than it inhibits. Furthermore, although a
significant proportion of non-assisted suicides involve chronic
or terminal illness, especially in those older than age 65, the
available evidence does not support the conjecture that
legalizing assisted suicide would lead to a reduction in
non-assisted suicides. This suggests either that PAS does not
inhibit (nor acts as an alternative to) non-assisted suicide or
that it acts in this way in some individuals but is associated
with an increased inclination to suicide in others.

I remark that this is just one journal article. However, I
think we do need to test the assumption that just
because you introduce this type of legislation you will
reduce the number of suicides that occur in our
community. The number of suicides happening in our
community is of course something that we should be
addressing and should be addressing seriously;
however, I have my doubts that legislation such as this
is the appropriate way to go.
Similarly, I want to refer to another journal article, from
Current Oncology, that is entitled ‘Legalising
euthanasia or assisted suicide: the illusion of safeguards
and controls’. In the summary of this article it states
that:
In 30 years, the Netherlands has moved from euthanasia of
people who are terminally ill, to euthanasia of those who are
chronically ill; from euthanasia for physical illness, to
euthanasia for mental illness … to euthanasia for
psychological distress or mental suffering — and now to
euthanasia simply if a person is over the age of 70 and ‘tired
of living’. Dutch euthanasia protocols have also moved from
conscious patients providing explicit consent, to unconscious
patients unable to provide consent. Denying euthanasia or
PAS in the Netherlands is now considered a form of
discrimination against people with chronic illness, whether
the illness be physical or psychological, because those people
will be forced to ‘suffer’ longer than those who are terminally
ill. Non-voluntary euthanasia is now being justified by
appealing to the social duty of citizens and the ethical pillar of
beneficence. In the Netherlands, euthanasia has moved from
being a measure of last resort to being one of early
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intervention. Belgium has followed suit, and troubling
evidence is emerging from Oregon specifically with respect
to the protection of people with depression and the objectivity
of the process.

I note that the journal article contains much discussion
about the slippery slope argument. It is an argument
that some people deride; however, in this particular
instance, if you objectively look at what is happening
around the world, I believe what we are seeing is that
the slippery slope argument is certainly being played
out.
I note that there are a variety of views on this bill, and I
am not deriding anyone’s position. What we can see
from here is that we in this house need to make a
decision about whether or not we are going to support
this bill. I was certainly very touched by
Mr Ondarchie’s contribution because, as I said at the
beginning of this debate, this is a threshold bill and it is
a complex bill. Members of the government say there
are 68 safeguard provisions in it. My concern is that if
you need to have 68 safeguard provisions, perhaps what
is occurring is not in and of itself a safe thing. What we
are seeing is that the more complex something is, the
more that can go wrong. That is of great concern to me.
This is a bill that I have no doubt will be fiercely
debated. This is not a debate that is going to go away.
However, this is not a bill that I can support because of
the complexity of it and because of the lack of true
safeguards within it. My concern is that one wrongful
death — the death of one person as a result of this
bill — is too many. One wrongful death is far too
many, and as a result I will conclude my contribution
and will not be supporting the bill.
Ms TIERNEY (Minister for Training and Skills)
(21:56) — I am pleased to rise to make a contribution
to the debate on this very, very important matter for our
community. This bill establishes a system for voluntary
assisted dying which I believe is very conservative and
cautious. It follows a careful, consultative process
which involved an exhaustive inquiry by a committee
of this house into end-of-life choices, which reported
mid-last year, and also a ministerial advisory panel
made up of eminent and qualified Victorians, which
reported in July this year.
The provisions of the bill speak to the need to ensure
that voluntary assisted dying is available only to people
in the most dire of medical situations who can clearly
articulate their end-of-life wishes and who can initiate
such a discussion with their practitioners. There is no
doubt that the bill assumes that applicants will be
assertive, well informed and in a position to take
independent ownership of their own future. It is this
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fact which ensures that the bill provides for very limited
access to voluntary assisted dying.
Much of the discussion of the bill in the Assembly
focused on the mechanics of the process — the
safeguards in place to prevent coercion and potential
abuse and the circumstances under which a person
becomes eligible for voluntary assisted dying. I am
satisfied that these provisions are sound and that the
method of ascertaining a person’s choice is careful and
thorough. The request and assessment process for
access to voluntary assisted dying is rigorous, and I
believe that the proposed safeguards deliver on the
recommendations of the ministerial advisory panel.
There are extensive checks and balances, and the
18-month implementation period before access to
voluntary assisted dying begins will enable adequate
training and administrative procedures to be undertaken
and indeed developed.
All or most members of Parliament in both places have
shared a similar experience in our electorates over the
last six months or so leading up to this parliamentary
debate. We have been involved in extensive
interactions with our constituents, whether in person, by
phone, through letters or via email. In the case of my
electorate, an electorate that I share with you, Acting
President Purcell, along with others, there has been a
very healthy discussion in our community.
Business interrupted pursuant to standing orders.
Sitting extended pursuant to standing orders.
Ms TIERNEY — Much of that discussion has been
around the principle underpinning the bill rather than
the mechanics of the system proposed. I must say that I
was interested this week in seeing the work that was
undertaken by Go Gentle Australia and the survey of
2200 voters in Western Victoria that found 84 per cent
of our constituents who vote support voluntary assisted
dying.
Whilst most of the conversations in our electorate have
been incredibly respectful, I think it is also honest to
say that at times it has been polarising, because this
issue does reach into our core values. I also
acknowledge that for some this means that the sanctity
of life is the most important thing, regardless of the
experience being endured by some of those
approaching death. On a previous occasion when we
had debate in his place I said that I believed it was also
very important for us to hear from those who are close
to this issue. In the meantime I certainly have heard
from such people and of course I have known such
people, and that has reinforced my belief that this bill
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should be supported. It is my clear view and I believe
that the principle underpinning this bill is right and that
supporting the bill is doing the right thing in extending
a safe and compassionate option to people who are
close to death.
This bill is not about forcing anyone to take a particular
course of action but rather providing a choice under the
most stringent of conditions. It provides a framework
around voluntary assisted dying, and it does have strong
community support. I believe there are many people in
the community who believe there are parliaments in
this country that simply lag behind what the community
in general acknowledges and accepts needs to occur. So
it is on this basis and previous statements I have made
in public over the years that I do commend this bill to
the house, and I do encourage people to support this
bill.
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) (22:03) — Death
is never easy or pleasant. No matter what the
circumstances, death is horrible and it causes
considerable pain for the family and friends of the
deceased person. Many of our colleagues have spoken
of very personal experiences — the deaths of parents,
children or loved ones. I do not intend to speak of my
very personal experience of the deaths of my loved
ones other than to say that no matter how a person
passes, whether it is sudden and unexpected or whether
it is after a long illness, it makes no difference: the pain
and mourning is excruciating for those who are left
behind. In saying that, I know that in my experience
this has been true in all except one instance. The
exception for me was the death of a close friend who
took his own life. Yes, the sense of loss and sadness is
the same, but the forever unanswered questions of what
could have been done to prevent that death or whether
his illness could have been managed or cured will stay
with all of those who loved him forever.
I accept that many proponents of this change are
motivated by compassion. However, this is the single
biggest and most important debate about a change to a
law in the state of Victoria that has come before this
Parliament in my 15 years as a member in this place,
and I do not believe that it has been handled with the
sensitivity and gravity that it could have been afforded.
Yes, there was a parliamentary inquiry into end-of-life
choices that indicated there was some support for
euthanasia in our community. An expert panel was
convened, and the first time we got to see this
legislation was on 21 September, just six weeks ago.
The legislation was presented as a fait accompli, and
the government arrogantly stated they would not accept
any amendments and then rammed it through the lower
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house by forcing the Parliament to continue to sit
through the night.
This legislation proposes to change our state forever. It
has never been legal to end a human life in this state
before, and I believe that when proposing such a major
change the government should have published an
exposure draft of the bill to allow the public to debate
the bill and also for submissions to be presented before
a final bill was presented in the Parliament.
There are a number of concerns that I have with this
legislation, and I will go through them shortly.
However, even as a liberal who believes in the rights of
the individual to be in control of their own destiny, I
struggle to accept the concept of purposely ending a
human life. The first problem I have is that I do not
think we should be considering going down this path
when Victorians do not have access to adequate,
accessible, 24/7 palliative care. The two regions that
cover most of my electorate, the Hume region and the
Loddon Mallee region, together with the Gippsland
region, have the worst access to palliative care in
Victoria. In 2016–17 the Hume region received 29 per
cent less funding, and the Loddon Mallee region
received 22.6 per cent less funding than the state
average funding for palliative care. This demonstrates
that in my electorate there is a lack of genuine choice
for Victorians with a life-limiting illness in relation to
access to palliative care. It shows that there are supply
constraints on palliative care that are impeding access
for those who should benefit from palliative care, and it
also demonstrates that there is a significant inequality
for regional Victorians in accessing palliative care
when and where it is needed. No-one should feel the
need to access assisted dying based on their postcode,
but that is what this bill is offering to many of my
constituents who do not have access to adequate
palliative care.
I would like to talk about an extremely good palliative
care service in my electorate, the Goulburn Valley
Hospice Care Service. GV Hospice Care was
established in 1989 to provide in-home care and
support for terminally ill patients and their families.
Today they offer a 24/7 service. However, this 24/7
service can only be offered because of the hard work
and generosity of the Shepparton community, with
around 40 per cent of the funding needed to run the
service being provided through community fundraising
and an opportunity shop. People in other areas of my
electorate are not as fortunate as the people of
Shepparton and, as I have said, I do not want to see my
constituents forced to choose euthanasia because of a
lack of access to palliative care.
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I am proud that the Liberal Party has already announced
that if we are elected to government next year, we will
increase funding to palliative care by $140 million. I
urge the current government to increase funding for
palliative care so that my constituents are not forced to
live in pain or access euthanasia, should this bill pass.
Another concern I have is people accessing euthanasia
for the wrong reasons. We have all heard stories of
dreadful circumstances where some families would
rather their relative pass away than have to care for
them, or others who want a relative to pass away so
they can inherit. The government say there are
safeguards built in to prevent people being coerced.
However, I am concerned that many deaths would
occur without that coercion being detected. As one
constituent said to me, the fact that the government has
said there are 68 safeguards built into the legislation
means that there are at least 68 things that can go
wrong.
Another concern I have is that many may choose
euthanasia because they feel they are a burden on their
families, or that the cost of their treatment is a burden
on the health system. Even in the most loving of
families, people sometimes say things they do not mean
that may lead a loved one to feel they are a burden. A
simple, ‘Oh, Dad, can you just wait 10 minutes while I
see to the children?’, may lead to thoughts that a family
would be better off if the person just died. As we all
know, the cost of health care is extremely expensive,
and it would be a sad day if patients were forced to feel
that the cost is so high that they should do the right
thing and accept euthanasia rather than life-extending
health care.
Unfortunately I recently heard of a case of that
happening in this state already. I received an email the
other day from a highly regarded person in Shepparton
that said:
I wish to raise with you today my request that you oppose the
euthanasia bill being put before the upper house. This is a
very wrong move for our state and one of many wrong moves
by the present government.
My mother was involved in a severe accident over three years
ago. She broke her neck from a fall but was stabilised and
ventilated. She was able to function fully but without the use
of her arms and legs. We were approached by the doctors
with a request that we seek our mother’s approval to remove
her ventilator as ‘younger patients would be better value for
the limited equipment available in that hospital’. We objected
and they then sought my mother’s approval without ourselves
being present to help her decision. My mother, under duress
and highly emotional, agreed that if her pain was severe
enough and medication levels to combat pain rendered her
unconscious she would accept the removal of her ventilator.
We were informed after one of our daily visits on the way
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home from the hospital in Melbourne that she was now
unconscious and they then promptly removed her ventilator.
She died 2 hours later.
Wendy, this happened without the proposed law in place but
it illustrates how pressure will be applied to the weakest and
most vulnerable of Victorians.
This is not right for Victoria or for any progressive
democracy. We need better palliative care, not an assisted
suicide bill. No safeguards irrespective of how well they are
crafted can prevent people who otherwise want to continue to
live being pressured in this way. It also sends a message to all
our elderly and vulnerable that some life is valued and others
are not.

As I said, that came from a very highly regarded person
in Shepparton whose opinion I value and whose
opinion this government actually values because they
often use this person in their consultations in
Shepparton.
A further concern I have is the fact that although this
bill is called a voluntary ‘assisted’ dying bill, there is
actually very little assistance. Most Victorians are under
the belief that assistance means that at the time you
choose, a doctor or a nurse or some other health
professional will be with you. Most are very surprised
when they hear that the only assistance is a script, and
from there on you are on your own.
I am further concerned about the storage of lethal drugs
in family homes once a script has been filled. The
government’s safeguard for this is that the medication
will be stored in a locked box. As Mr Morris said, we
do not know what that locked box may look like. Is it
just a petty cash tin? But as one palliative care nurse
said to me, a locked box is only as good as the next axe,
and I fear that the box would be even easier to access,
as many people would store the box’s key or
combination alongside the box.
We need to consider these drugs falling into the wrong
hands. A teenager who is struggling mentally with
mum or dad dying from cancer may access the box. A
grieving spouse if their partner passes away without
having taken the medication may see taking the
medication as an option. We need to consider if there
may be secondary markets for these drugs, and if they
become valuable are homes targets for break-ins where
these drugs are stored?
People would say that in any home where someone is
this ill they would qualify to have those drugs in the
home and that there would be many other medications
that could be taken if somebody wished to take their
own life. But that is a very deliberate decision to take
those drugs, and not many would know what to do,
what quantity of a drug to take, how to take that drug
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and if that drug would kill them immediately or
whether it would take hours. But knowing that within
that locked box is the magic potion or the magic pill
that you can take and within a short time can end your
own life makes it a much easier decision for those who
may be feeling very fragile at the time.

But a strong theme that came from constituents was that
they wanted assistance in their final moments and they
wanted assistance from medical professionals, so we
still have an impasse between the views of the medical
professionals and those who may want to choose
euthanasia.

While we are talking about drugs, the government still
does not know what the drug will be that it will use to
end a life in Victoria, so this legislation puts in place a
framework to end a life, but there is still no substance
approved to be used to end that life.

After considering all of the consultation I have done,
the briefings, the meetings and the articles that I have
read, I have decided that I cannot support this bill. I will
seek some clarifications during the committee stage of
the bill, and I may support some amendments if I think
they may improve the bill in case it passes a third
reading. However, I will vote against a third reading,
and I encourage the government to invest heavily in
palliative care to allow Victorians to live their final
days as comfortably as possible, surrounded by their
loved ones.

I have consulted quite widely with my constituents,
local doctors and palliative care providers, as well as
attending briefings with many experts on this
legislation. The correspondence I was receiving in my
office was overwhelmingly against euthanasia. In fact
82 per cent of all emails, letters and calls that were
unsolicited were against this bill, including 53 medical
professionals that were against the bill. There were only
21 medical professionals for it, and 18 per cent of the
unsolicited contact that we had was in favour of the
legislation.
I realised that this was probably not an accurate picture
of what my constituents actually thought, so I surveyed
parts of my electorate to get a better understanding of
my constituents’ views. Those results returned a much
more balanced view. However, it was still weighted
against euthanasia, with 55.47 per cent against and
44.52 per cent for. It also needs to be noted that many
of those that ticked yes did so while also adding ‘but
only if’ and then listing their preferred qualifications of
who could access euthanasia or how or where it should
happen. I know these results are not definitive, but they
gave me a good insight into the thoughts of my
constituents on this issue.
I also spoke with a number of doctors and nurses about
the legislation. It was interesting to hear their views. A
number of young doctors were vehemently against
euthanasia. Perhaps that is because they are just
embarking on a career that they have chosen because
they want to assist and cure illness. Many doctors were
reluctant to give an opinion one way or another, but all
spoke of their dedication to their profession and their
commitment to do no harm. My own doctor gave me a
book on medical ethics to read. It is pretty typical of my
doctor to do that, and I found parts of that extremely
challenging and interesting. I also came across two
doctors who thought it was the right thing and that we
should go down this path. I also spoke to a number of
palliative care nurses, and the strongest theme that
came through from both the nurses and doctors was that
they did not want to be required to euthanase patients.

In closing, I would like to thank everyone who has
contacted me to discuss this legislation. I thank my
constituents who have shared with me some very
personal experiences, and I thank the health
professionals whose expert opinions I found invaluable
in considering the legislation.
Ms PENNICUIK (Southern Metropolitan)
(22:18) — It is with a great sense of responsibility that I
contribute to the debate on the Voluntary Assisted
Dying Bill 2017 this evening. This is one of the most
important bills that has come before the Parliament of
Victoria and one that has attracted amongst the most
community interest as well, which is to be expected. As
has been shown over the years, the Victorian
community is overwhelmingly in favour of voluntary
assisted dying with appropriate checks and balances. I
believe this bill delivers on what the community
supports.
This bill is the result of the vision, hard work and
perseverance of many people over many years, both in
the Parliament and in the community. I appreciate and I
thank everyone, whether in support of the bill or not,
who has taken the time to call my office or to write an
email or a letter to me. The vast majority of callers have
been courteous, and I thank them for that. A small
number of callers to my office have been unpleasant or
abusive to my staff, and that is totally unacceptable,
however strongly they feel. I have read a great many
but not every one of the emails I have received and
have responded to as many as possible, concentrating
on those from Southern Metropolitan Region. I thank
everyone who has made their views known to me —
members of the public, member of the health
profession, doctors, nurses et cetera. I thank my staff
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for assisting in responding to people who have
contacted us with courtesy and respect.
I want to acknowledge the tireless work of Dying with
Dignity Victoria, Andrew Denton and Go Gentle
Australia, who have campaigned so strongly and
respectfully for this legislation.
I would like to thank my colleague Colleen Hartland for
introducing the Medical Treatment (Physician Assisted
Dying) Bill 2008 to this Parliament in June 2008. I was
very proud to stand with her, as I know Greg Barber
was too. The introduction of the Medical Treatment
(Physician Assisted Dying) Bill has in no small part
contributed to where we are now. As Colleen has said
there have been more than 30 attempts to legalise
assisted dying around Australia, and it has
overwhelmingly been the Greens who have attempted
to do so.
The report of the inquiry into end-of-life choices by the
Legislative Council’s Legal and Social Issues
Committee is a seminal report in Victoria, Australia and
internationally. I thank the members of the committee
and its secretariat and the people who made
submissions and presented at hearings. I know that at
times the hearings and the evidence took its toll on
members and staff. I commend and deeply thank them
for their commitment and dedication to the important
work they were tasked with. I also appreciate the work
of the Ministerial Advisory Panel on Voluntary
Assisted Dying.
I would like to acknowledge and thank the government
for following through and introducing this legislation,
in particular Minister for Health Jill Hennessy and her
staff, for the enormous amount of work they did in
bringing this bill into the Parliament. I also
acknowledge the work of Fiona Patten on this issue,
and I thank my colleague Nina Springle for her
comprehensive, considered and compassionate
contribution to this debate as lead speaker for the
Greens. Nina outlined in detail the technical aspects of
the bill, and so I will not be repeating those.
I have thought about voluntary assisted dying for many
years — long before the Northern Territory legislation
was introduced or Ms Hartland’s bill was introduced
here, and I have thought about it very deeply. Over the
years, the more I have read and thought about it, the
more I have come to see the absolute and pressing need
to assist people who are experiencing terrible suffering
due to the ravages and cruelty of some diseases and the
inability of clinical medicines, pain relief medicines and
palliative care to alleviate that suffering.
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We have all read harrowing accounts from constituents
who have watched their loved ones die in agony and
without relief. If we can prevent this, we should and we
must. This bill is about offering hope and comfort to
those people within a legal framework. It is voluntary.
The person who is affected by or is facing terrible
suffering is the person who makes the decision. I
appreciate the level of respect that has characterised the
debate on this legislation overall, but I have been
concerned at some claims that have been made
regarding the non-voluntary taking of lives. That is not
possible under the legislation.
In the course of the debate in here and the other place,
some people have spoken about the deaths of people
close to them. Like most other MPs, I have lost people
close to me from terminal illnesses and have tried to
support them as best I could as first their strength and
then their lives left them. It is so difficult to watch a
person you love, whether a family member or a dear
friend, decline before your eyes. You feel so helpless.
My first year in this Parliament was a mixture of
excitement and pride at being one of the first Greens
elected to the Victorian Parliament and throwing myself
into the work. At the same time I was watching the
declining health of my father. On the very last day of
Parliament, 6 December 2007, my sister called and said
I needed to get to the aged-care facility where my father
was then living. I went straight there and my father died
at 11.45 that night. The staff at Villa Maria, Prahran,
looked after my father extremely well, and I thank them
for it once again, as I have done before.
Throughout 2014 I watched the decline of my dear
friend Lynn, whom I met in prep grade. Over more than
50 years of friendship we had ‘been through
everything’, as the saying goes. My friends and I did all
we could to support her in her courageous and defiant
battle against the ravages of the terrible disease of
melanoma. I pay tribute to her courage and her
determination. The staff at Cabrini Hospital, the Alfred
hospital and especially Caulfield Hospital
Rehabilitation C looked after her as best they could, but
she lost her battle in January 2015. I do not wish to go
into further detail about those experiences, only to say,
as others who have spoken about similar personal
experiences have said, that it is confronting and
heartbreaking, and treatment is rarely perfect.
One of the most salient points raised by the
parliamentary inquiry was the evidence from the
Coroners Court that some Victorians — one a week —
are ending their lives in dreadful ways and are dying
alone and in pain. Many of those are frail, elderly and
vulnerable people. This is not tolerable. For me, this is
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one of the key reasons I am supporting this bill. When I
was 20 years old, a friend of my mother’s who had
pancreatic cancer, a disease that is notorious for the
terrible pain it inflicts on people, shot himself. His
partner found him. As my mother said, it was a terrible
thing for him to have to do, but he was driven to it due
to the absolute agony he was in. This had a profound
effect on me, and I have always thought that there must
be a better way.
For those who have said they do not support the bill, I
ask them to think about the effect of denying people
who are suffering terribly the choice to relieve that
suffering in a non-violent way that is protected by
legislation. Assisted dying will be voluntary. Those
who are opposed to it need not avail themselves of it,
but they should not deny the option to others who, due
to their terrible circumstances, need and want to end
their suffering. As the evidence of the parliamentary
inquiry and from around the world has shown, the
availability of voluntary assisted dying in and of itself
gives hope and courage to people, and many who have
the option to use it do not go on to do so.
I agree with those who say we need better palliative
care. We do; not only for those in hospices and
palliative care facilities, but also those in aged-care
facilities and at home. However, for some people, even
with the best palliative care, their terrible suffering
cannot be relieved. We can and must do both. A letter I
received just today from a person in my electorate
described this in terrible detail. She talked about her
father, who was nearing the end of a terrible disease
and was unable to find any pain relief from the
morphine that was offered in the palliative care facility
where he was. He was told in fact that the pain which
was affecting the nerves in parts of his body could not
be relieved by morphine and there was no drug able to
relieve that pain. Her father went on to suffer for many
more days, with no pain relief. We have all heard many
similar stories, but this one arrived just today from a
person in my electorate, so I thought I would refer to it.
I believe we have an important opportunity now to
make a difference to the lives of people, to prevent
terrible suffering and to allow people to die gently and
with dignity. The majority of Victorians support
voluntary assisted dying, and so we should take the
opportunity we have before us now to support this
legislation on behalf of the people of Victoria.
Debate interrupted.
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DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Purcell)
(22:29) — I would like to recognise in the gallery Peter
Batchelor, a former member of the Assembly.

VOLUNTARY ASSISTED DYING BILL 2017
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Mr DALLA-RIVA (Eastern Metropolitan)
(22:29) — I rise to talk on the Voluntary Assisted
Dying Bill 2017. From the outset I will be very clear
that I will not be supporting the bill, fundamentally, not
for any religious reasons — this was raised in the
debate earlier. I just find that in my own conscience I
cannot support a bill that actively supports the killing of
anyone. It is probably born out of my early years in the
police and having seen people who had killed
themselves. I was always questioning. It was not
because they had any illness, although often it was
because of mental illness. I always used to look at those
people and say, ‘Why did you do it?’.
It just used to confront me as a young policeman at age
20, 21 and 22, in the early stages, to see people who
had shot themselves, hanged themselves, jumped off
buildings — a whole range of ways of killing
themselves. I must say from my understanding it was
not necessarily related to any terminal illness. It always
seemed to be that it related to emotional or psychiatric
concerns, family, broken relationships and the list goes
on. Those people are always in my mind, and my own
conscience just cannot support a bill for that reason. So
there are no religious connotations. Purely my own
conscience is the reason why.
I have heard the arguments; I understand the arguments.
A mate of mine has got brain cancer. He is dying right
at the moment; he has got about two months left. I have
been going to his place probably once or twice a
week — I have not been able to get there this week —
and I will be going next week to spend a couple of
hours with him. We just talk about life. He is only 50. I
guess people would say, ‘Well, you’re pretty
unemotional’ — I am. It is just the harsh reality that
with life comes death, and death is not always nice. I
just think that life is precious to the point that I do not
believe that we as a Parliament should be doing this. So
my conscience will be clear when I do not support this
bill. Many people know I am not continuing on after the
next election; my conscience is clear in that respect, and
I could not be persuaded either way.
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I understand the arguments; I understand fully. I hear
everyone’s pain when they talk about experiencing their
close relatives’ or friends’ deaths. I get that. I
understand it. I have seen it. I have experienced it. I am
experiencing it right now. But I just cannot do it — I
just cannot.
I do have some concerns about other aspects of the bill
that I just want to outline. Probably one of the major
concerns I have springs from, I guess, my many years
in the fraud squad, where you see the bad side — or the
worst side — of people. Where there is a monetary gain
people do all sorts of things. We know people murder
for monetary gain, and we know people deceive others
for monetary gain. Money, unfortunately, is an evil that
people will do bad and evil things to get.
One of the things I hope is that the Parliament, if not
now certainly later on, in subsequent legislation, will be
able to work on the issue of the assessment process. I
just want to go to the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee (SARC), and it is probably the only thing I
will draw attention to. It is in the SARC report, Alert
Digest No. 14. At page 28 it mentions an issue about
compatibility with the Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities Act relating to the arbitrary deprivation
of life. It says:
The effect of clause 6 is that a person may access the
administration of a substance for the purpose of causing that
person’s death if the person has been assessed as eligible by
two medical practitioners.

The issue that SARC had, and this was a bipartisan
report, was that the committee was seeking information
as to whether or not the consulting medical practitioner
must be independent of the coordinating medical
practitioner. As I said, I am not supporting the bill for a
variety of reasons, but in this issue I think there is a
flaw. Anyone who thinks that any piece of legislation is
perfect needs to consider this. If an amendment is
moved that relates to having more scrutiny of the
administration of the substance, then I certainly will be
looking at that amendment.
To outline the reasons why this is a problem, section 9
of the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities
provides that:
Every person has the right to life and the right not to be
arbitrarily deprived of life.

In 2015 the Supreme Court of Canada unanimously
held in Carter v. Canada (Attorney-General)
[2015] 1 SCR 331 that:
[T]he case law suggests that the right to life is engaged where
the law or state action imposes death or an increased risk of
death on a person, either directly or indirectly … This said,
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we do not agree that the existential formulation of the right to
life requires an absolute prohibition on assistance in dying, or
that individuals cannot ‘waive’ their right to life. This would
create a ‘duty to live’, rather than a ‘right to life’, and would
call into question the legality of any consent to the withdrawal
or refusal of life-saving or life-sustaining treatment.

The bill’s statement of compatibility describes the bill’s
procedure in detail. However, the committee noted that,
within the charter’s terms:
… it does not expressly discuss whether the bill limits the
‘right not to be arbitrarily deprived of life’.

On page 29 the committee then observes that the:
… deprivation of life by assisted dying may be ‘arbitrary’ if
the person’s consent to voluntary assisted dying is the result
of outside pressure, irrationality or depression.

So we had a concern about the capacity for the
deprivation of life where there is outside pressure,
irrationality or depression. The statement of
compatibility remarks that:
Part 3 of the bill prescribes a rigorous, multi-stage request and
assessment process for a person seeking to access voluntary
assisted dying.

The committee also noted that part 3 of this bill
resembles the Oregon scheme for voluntary assisted
dying introduced by the citizen-initiated referendum in
1994, known as measure 16. The report states:
The committee observes that, in 1995, a federal district court
judge ruled that parts of Oregon’s scheme were inconsistent
with the United States Constitution’s Bill of Rights,
specifically its requirement for equal protection of the
terminally ill. Although this decision was eventually
overturned on the ground that the plaintiffs lacked standing to
bring any challenge, Lee v. Oregon remains the only court
ruling to date on the compatibility of a scheme similar to
part 3 of the bill with human rights.

Lee v. State of Oregon 1995 is from the US District
Court for the District of Oregon and also the Court of
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.
The report states:
In relation to the patient’s requests, the statement of
compatibility remarks:
A person must make three separate requests to access
voluntary assisted dying.

In Lee v. State of Oregon, the court held — this is on
page 1435 in that case law:
It is undisputed that one of the factors that motivates suicide is
depression. Suicide requests may represent a plea for help by
a distraught person in physical and emotional pain …
Seriously ill people commonly suffer from alienation, guilt
and feelings of unworthiness … The measure —
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that being measure 16 —
provides a person with a short time for reflection, no less than
15 days between the initial oral request and the writing of the
prescription and no less than 48 hours between the patient’s
written request and the writing of the prescription. The
possibility that a judgement-impairing disorder will resolve
itself within this short time frame is unlikely.

This was in the decision of Lee v. State of Oregon.
I will move on to the issue of the requirement of
medical assessments. The statement of compatibility
remarks that:
The bill stipulates clear roles and responsibilities for medical
practitioners involved.

In Lee v. State of Oregon, the court held:
Measure 16 —

which is similar to the bill that is before us —
does not provide for an independently chosen consulting
physician to confirm that a person is capable and acting
voluntarily, rather it is the attending physician’s responsibility
to make the referral. This does not assure a second,
independent medical examination to closely and carefully
scrutinize a person’s ‘qualification’ to use measure 16.

It is interesting that SARC then notes that:
The committee notes that clause 22 provides that ‘If the
coordinating medical practitioner for the person assesses the
person as eligible for access to voluntarily assisted dying, the
coordinating medical practitioner must refer the person to
another registered medical practitioner for a consulting
assessment’.

SARC observed that:
… as in Oregon, there is no express requirement that the
consulting medical practitioner must be independent of the
coordinating medical practitioner.

Further, in Lee v. State of Oregon the court held:
Measure 16 requires ‘attending’ and ‘consulting’ physicians
who may not be psychiatrists, psychologists, or counsellors to
make an evaluation whether a condition is causing impaired
judgement, if a patient is depressed, or suffering from a
psychiatric or psychological disorder. This is the final
evaluation for persons, whom the physicians believe, are not
suffering from impaired judgement. The measure also relies
on them to decide when a person’s request is voluntary and
not the product of undue influence. There is no requirement
that the person consult a certified social worker or other
specialist to explore social services which might assist the
person to live in greater comfort. Also, it is the treating
physician’s responsibility to inform the person of ‘feasible
alternatives’, including ‘comfort care, hospice care and pain
control’.

That is from page 1435 of that judgement.
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SARC observed that:
… neither provision requires that all patients be assessed by a
specialist psychologist, psychiatrist or social worker, or an
expert in palliative care.

I will just repeat that:
The committee observes that neither provision requires that
all patients be assessed by a specialist psychologist,
psychiatrist or social worker, or an expert in palliative care.

I will give some examples. SARC is required to provide
some alternative solutions where they find a shortfall in
the charter. They did find there was a shortfall in the
charter, so there were relevant comparisons. People will
be aware of the Northern Territory scheme, and the
committee referred to that. I quote here from page 32 of
the Alert Digest:
… the Northern Territory’s scheme, enacted in 1995 but
inoperative under federal law since 1997, required that a
medical practitioner’s judgement that a person is eligible for
assistance to end his or her life be confirmed by:
two other persons, neither of whom is a relative or
employee of, or a member of the same medical practice
as, the first medical practitioner or each other:
(i)

one of whom is a medical practitioner who holds
prescribed qualifications, or has prescribed
experience, in the treatment of the terminal illness
from which the patient is suffering; and

(ii) the other who is a qualified psychiatrist
and also that any information about palliative care be given
by a medical practitioner ‘with such special qualifications in
the field of palliative care as are prescribed’.

This is in the Rights of the Terminally Ill Act 1995
(Northern Territory), section 7(3). Likewise Canada’s
scheme, enacted in 2016, requires — in the Criminal
Code (Canada), section 241.2(6) — that coordinating
medical practitioners be satisfied that consulting
practitioners:
(a) are not a mentor to the other practitioner or responsible
for supervising their work;
(b) do not know or believe that they are a beneficiary under
the will of the person making the request, or a recipient,
in any other way, of a financial or other material benefit
resulting from that person’s death, other than standard
compensation for their services relating to the request; or
(c) do not know or believe that they are connected to the
other practitioner or to the person making the request in
any other way that would affect their objectivity.

SARC also referred to the Law of 28 May 2002 on
Euthanasia (Belgium), sections 3.2(3) and 3.3(1); the
Health and Safety Code (California), section 443.1(f);
the Law of 16 March 2009 on Euthanasia and Assisted
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Suicide (Luxembourg), article 2.2(3); and the
Termination of Life on Request and Assisted Suicide
(Review Procedures) Act 2002 (Netherlands),
section 2.1(e).
The reason I have gone into this in great depth is to
make you understand that there are other pieces of
legislation around the world where there have now been
significant moves towards ensuring that medical
practitioners are not on their own and that there are
relevant safeguards.
As I said, I will be opposing the bill, but I bring this up
as a point to note — that there will be occasions where
financial benefit will be sought as a result of a
termination through euthanasia or assisted dying. There
are no real safeguards despite what I have heard or that
are clearly outlined that the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee has reported on. I encourage
members to consider that if there are any amendments
to the bill. Other than that I look forward to further
debate. I think it has been balanced and fair. Obviously
we will get through the second-reading debate
tomorrow and then go into committee, and we will
make our informed decisions then.
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern
Metropolitan) (22:48) — The desire to die with dignity
is universal. It is a concept that nobody can argue
against. Dying without pain, discomfort or loneliness is
an understandable and compelling human desire. The
reality, however, is that for many people that desire is
not fulfilled. People do die in pain and discomfort and
loneliness. People die as a result of misadventure or
through violence. As with many aspects of life there is
a gulf between the ideal and the reality. The
government’s intention with this bill is to bridge that
gulf. In the words of the minister’s speech:
This bill establishes a safe and compassionate framework to
give Victorians who are suffering the ability to choose the
timing and manner of their death.

On the face of it this may appeal. The reality, though, is
that attempting to use this Parliament or any other to
legislate for a utopian outcome is a folly.
Many members have drawn on their personal
experiences in dealing with this bill, and I am not
unsympathetic to them. I have had three people very
close to me die of cancer in the last seven years, with all
that that entails. As parliamentarians, though, we need
to look beyond our own experiences to what legislation
will mean for our society. This debate has often been
framed in terms of the right to die, the right for an
individual to determine the timing of their death. For
somebody who believes in the freedom of the
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individual, as I do, that is an important consideration.
This Parliament in fact recognised that freedom
50 years ago when the Crimes Act was amended to
decriminalise suicide. At the same time, though, the
Parliament recognised the necessary limitations on that
right by making it a serious criminal offence for a
person to assist or coerce another person to commit
suicide.
Providing the autonomy for an individual to choose
death and be aided in achieving that death must be
weighed against the broader societal cost. This bill is
not merely about a right to die; it is about creating a
state-sponsored mechanism to facilitate death. To allow
people to choose the manner and timing of their
death — to use the minister’s words — means
providing the infrastructure to end a life.
Under this proposed legislation death just becomes
another form of treatment available in the health
system. It was said in the other place by the Premier:
… this legislation will not introduce assisted dying in
Victoria, because assisted dying is already happening in
Victoria.

I find that statement disingenuous, though, because it
ignores intent. It is true that some current medical
interventions such as pain for terminally ill people can
have the effect of accelerating death. There is a
fundamental difference between medical intervention
for pain management and medical intervention with the
intention of causing death. The passage of this bill
would for the first time legitimise suicide as a medical
treatment. This flies in the face of suicide prevention
strategies which have been developed over decades and
this government’s own announcement in July 2016 of
its plan to halve the rate of suicide over the next
10 years.
The impact of legitimising assisted suicide as an option
in managing terminal illness should not be
underestimated. People availing themselves of assisted
suicide will be making an irreversible decision at what
is probably the lowest point in their lives. The
availability of assisted suicide will inevitably lead to
pressure, real or perceived, on terminally ill people to
choose death. A person who is terminally ill and in
need of substantial care is often mindful of not being a
burden on their family and friends, or even the doctors
and nurses who are caring for them. This is even before
any element of sinister intent on the part of relatives.
We are just starting to recognise the extent of elder
abuse in our community, and I have seen it firsthand in
constituent matters in my electorate. The prospect for
manipulative relatives to coerce a person into opting for
assisted suicide is real. The idea that the bill guards
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against this through creating an inducement offence is, I
believe, absurdly naive.
Access to assisted suicide is predicated on a terminally
ill person having a prognosis of 12 months or less to
live. These prognoses are notoriously inaccurate. We
have all heard of people with terminal illnesses being
told that they have a short time remaining only to go on
to live for many years. This is not a sound basis for any
assisted suicide scheme, if such a concept is possible.
The flaws in this bill are not confined to its impact on
vulnerable people and the message it sends about the
value of life. The creation of state-sponsored
infrastructure to deliver assisted suicide will also have a
profound impact on the medical profession. The
strength of opposition to this bill from the medical and
allied professions has been extraordinary. I cannot
recall an occasion where opposition has been so united
from the professional colleges, institutions and service
providers. The traditional role of the medical profession
has been to treat and heal the sick and through palliative
care manage the pain and discomfort of the terminally
ill.
Introducing assisted suicide as just another medical
intervention available to practitioners forever changes
the medical profession. The bill fails to remove the
assisted suicide regime from the day-to-day pressures
of the health system. If the legislation is passed, over
time its use will become more common. Inevitably the
pressures of the health system and the relative costs of
administering treatment to a terminally ill person versus
the cost of administering assisted suicide will become a
factor, even if only subconsciously.
My opposition to this bill is grounded in the negative
impacts it will have on both terminally ill Victorians
and the medical profession. That, however, is not to
ignore the technical flaws in the bill. Despite the work
of the parliamentary inquiry and the ministerial
advisory panel, the bill as drafted has signs of a rushed
job. The Orwellian reference to a ‘voluntary assisted
dying substance’ betrays the fact that, even as the
Parliament is being asked to endorse the assisted
suicide framework, the most basic details, such as the
composition of the poison that will be dispensed to end
a life, is unknown.
As stated earlier, the Crimes Act 1958 establishes a
number of offences relating to assisting suicide, yet
with one exception the bill before the house does not
resolve those inconsistencies. The bill seeks to amend
the Births, Deaths and Marriages Act 1996 to provide
that where a person dies as a result of assisted suicide
the cause of death is instead falsely recorded on the
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death certificate as the underlying illness. The
perversion of the death certificates, indeed as we have
seen with other pieces of legislation relating to birth
certificates, undermines the very fundamental basis on
which we record the existence of human life.
The government has claimed that the bill provides
multiple safeguards to prevent misuse of the assisted
suicide regime. At best, these are naive and ignore the
realities of subtle and sustained pressure on the
vulnerable as well as providing absolutely no guarantee
of professional independence in the medical assessment
of candidates.
I cannot support legislation where the intentional
ending of a life is just another treatment and becomes a
social norm. I will oppose this bill at the second reading
and, if personal circumstances prevent that, at
subsequent stages if it progresses through this
Parliament.

ADJOURNMENT
Mr JENNINGS (Special Minister of State) — I
move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Country Fire Authority Arthurs Creek and
Strathewen brigade
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) (22:57) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Water, and it
relates to an unreliable water-filling station at Arthurs
Creek, which threatens firefighting efforts in the
lead-up to the summer fire season. The action that I
seek from the minister is that she give a commitment to
work with Yarra Valley Water to ensure the
water-filling station opposite the Arthurs Creek and
Strathewen Country Fire Authority (CFA) station is
operational in order to assist during the upcoming fire
season.
Arthurs Creek in my electorate is situated in one of the
most fire-prone areas of the state. Each summer the
community is protected from the ravages of bushfire by
the wonderful volunteers of the Arthurs Creek and
Strathewen rural fire brigade. Of course we all know
the tragedy that struck the communities of Arthurs
Creek and Strathewen in 2009 when the fires of Black
Saturday took 27 lives in the local area. With that
catastrophic day still etched in our minds, it is
obviously vital that the local CFA has regular and
reliable access to water needed for what will be a
dangerous fire season. Inexcusably this is currently not
the case.
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This week I was contacted by Lindsay Brain, an
Arthurs Creek resident who is a registered water carrier
and a member of the Arthurs Creek and Strathewen
CFA. At fires attended by the local brigade, Lindsay
uses his own water cart to provide backup water to
CFA tankers on the scene, which is a vital resource at
large fires if tankers become empty. The water-filling
station Lindsay uses to fill his cart to take to fire scenes
is situated on Arthurs Creek Road directly opposite the
fire station.
To the detriment of the brigade fighting the fires, this
water-filling station is faulty and only works
spasmodically. I have been informed the station does
not work in hot weather or on really cold mornings and
has been faulty for the past nine to 10 years. The
water-filling station comes under the operation of Yarra
Valley Water, which has been contacted by Lindsay
many times over the years to get the situation rectified.
In response Yarra Valley Water made changes to a
stop-go button on the station, but that still often fails.
Last Sunday there was a fire call-out, and Lindsay
attended the water-filling station to take water to the
fire scene as backup for the tankers. Upon his arrival
Lindsay found that the entire internal electronics of the
station had been removed for repair by Yarra Valley
Water, with no notifications to any water carriers or the
local CFA.
The local Arthurs Creek and Strathewen CFA brigade
also use the filling station to fill their tankers. I have
spoken with a captain regarding the issue, and he
confirmed that the operation of the water-filling station
is unreliable, describing it as ‘like winning Tattslotto
whether it works’. The captain stated that the nearest
alternative water source is a ground bore located on a
dangerous intersection, where volunteers are forced to
put their own safety at risk because the tankers sit out
on the road when accessing water. The Arthurs Creek
and Strathewen CFA brigade deserves better than a
faulty water-filling station that prevents them from
accessing the water needed to protect residents during
the fire season.

Responses
Ms TIERNEY (Minister for Training and Skills)
(23:00) — There was one adjournment matter this
evening from Ms Lovell to the Minister for Water, and
it was in relation to the Minister for Water working
with Yarra Valley Water in relation to the issue of
access to water to fight fires.
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I have a written response to an adjournment debate
matter raised by Mr O’Sullivan on 8 September 2017.
The PRESIDENT — On that basis the house stands
adjourned.
House adjourned 11.01 p.m.
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